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From:
Directorate of Air Staff - Freedom of Information 1

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
5th

Floor, Zone H, Main Building, Whitehall, London SW1A 2HB
Telephone

(Direct dial)
(Switchboard)

020 7218 2140
020 7218 9000

(Fax)

Your Reference:

.

.

.

Our Reference:
01-03-2005-135811-007
Date:
16 March 2005

.

I am writing concerning your request for information about an incident of metal debris being
discovered on Farmer's land at Llanilar near Aberystwyth on 9 January 1983. Your request has
been passed to this Department as we are the focal point within the Ministry of Defence for
correspondence regarding UFOs.
I have made a search through all the UFO related files we have for the year 1983 and have found
no documents relating to this alleged incident.
Sorry I could not have been more help.
Yours sincerely
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Applicant:
Case Number:17-02-2005-09281 0-001

Expiry: 16 March 2005

The Aoplicant has made the following request for information:
The Ministry of Defence received a report of a UFO sighting in the Greenside
area of Newcastle upon Tyne. This was in August 2004. I would like any
information you have about this, specifically contact details for the person who
reported this so I can get in touch with them.

Case for release I withholding of information
We have already released a list of UFO sightings in 2004 in response to an
RFI from The Independent and this is probably where the applicant has heard
about this report.
This UFO report was passed to us by Northumbria Police and very few details
were provided (The
for your information). Attached is a
draft e-mail informing
the details we hold.
The applicant also requested contact details for the person who made the
report, but these have been withheld in accordance with the Data Protection
Act 1998.

Authorisation
I hereby give authorisation for the release I withholding of the aforementioned
information to the Applicant.

;:> .12_

Grade/Rank: ....... ~ ................. Name: .... .
Authorisation Reference Number: DAS-FOI 20/05 .................................... .

1

Date: ......... . ..

tf.!. }./ ?J.........................

I am writing concerning your request for information about a UFO sighting in the Greenside
area of Newcastle upon Tyne in August 2004. Your request has been passed to this
department as we are the focal point within the Ministry of Defence for correspondence about
UFOs.
I can confirm that the MOD received a letter dated 10 August 2004 from Whickham Police
Station informing us that a man from Greenside had contacted Nothumbria Police to report
"alien sightings above his address" on the 7 August 2004. Apart from the man's name and
address no other details were given. I am sorry that I am unable to provide you with the
contact details of the man who made this report because personal data is subject to the Data
Protection Act 1998.
If this information does not address your requirements or you wish to complain about any
aspect of the handling of this request, then you should contact the undersigned in the first
instance. Should you remain dissatisfied, then you may apply for an internal review by
contacting the Director of Information Exploitation, 6th Floor, MOD Main Building, Whitehall,
SW1A2HB.
If you are still unhappy following an internal review, you may take your complaint to the
Information Commissioner under the provisions of Section 50 of the Freedom of Information
Act. Please note that the Information Commissioner will not investigate your case until the
MOD internal review process has been completed. Further details of the role and powers of
the Information Commissioner can be found on the Commissioner's website,
http://www.informationcommissioner.gov.uk
Yours sincerely,

Directorate of Air ~~Ill of Information
5th Floor, Zone H. ~
Main Building
Whitehall
LONDON
SW1A2HB
e-mail:das-ufo-office@mod.uk

15th March 2005
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23 February 05
Received:
16 Feb OS
Expiry Date: . . .
Status:
'Internal Transfer

Workflow Options
Internal Transfer

Editing the request details will initiate a new search.
The new search results will be saved and will replace the existing save search results.

View
Audit Trail
Comments Log
Saved Search Result
Contact Details
Documents

Actions

Date request received:
Applicant Details
Title:

Other:

First Name:

*Surname:

Assign Within My Group
Change Alert Settings

Organisation:

Edit Request Details
Upload Document

Applicant Type:

Close Case
Take Ownership

Contact Details (Mailing or email address required)

Other:

Address Linel:
Address Line2:
Address Line3:
Town/City:
Postcode:

Country:

United Kingdom

Email:
Telephone:

Fax:
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GxAITESTPTCD1
23 February 05

Internal Transfer

Workflow Options
Internal Transfer
View
Audit Trail
Comments Log
Saved Search Result
Contact Details
Documents
Actions
Assign Within My Group
Change Alert Settings
Edit Request Details
Upload Document
Close Case
Take Ownership

Editing the request details will initiate a new search.
The new search results will be saved and will replace the existing save search results.
Request Details
Response Format Requested:

e:.:.:le::.:c:.;:;tr:..::o;:.;n::.:ic:___ _ _ __,

l-:1

Language Requested

Welsh

*Enter the
est for information:
On the Ministry of Defence received a report of a UFO sighting in the Greenside area of Newcastle upon Tyne. This was
in August 2004. I would like any more information you have about this, specifically contact details for the person who
reported this so I can get in touch with them.

http:/I aitportal/_Layouts/AIT/Intema1Transfer/Intema1TransferAcceptance.aspx?sn=CN3RKNT 193,6730, 112

23/02/2005

Gateshead Area Command
Whickham Police Station
Front Street
Whickham

Log 171 07/08/04

Newcastle upon Tyne

NEI6 4HE
Tel:
Fax:

of Defence

has contacted Northumbria Police and reported alien sightings above
has been reported to Northumbria Police,

,-~ .~
D (DAs(£1[ 1~~Q e~~

AW<Jrckd (or 'P'cellence

7.

www.northumbria.police.uk
www.northumbria-police-authority.org

Directorate of Air Staff (Secretariat)!,

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE,
Main Building, Whitehall, London SWlA 2HB.
Telephone

(Direct dial)
(Switchboard)
(Fax)

Our Reference
D/DAS/01-03-2005-113505-008
Bucks

Date 14 March 2005

.~cvzr
FREEDOM OF INFORMATION REQUEST: USAF C-130 HERCULES 63-7789 23 MAY
1969
.
A search of the MoD's records has failed to reveal any surviving documentation into the crash of a
USAF C-1_30 aircraft offthe coast ofBrighton on 23 May 1969.
As the aircraft was from the USAF and the crash was some time ago, may I suggest that you
contact the United States National Archive to see if they have any record, although I am unable to
advise what their policy is on requests for information from overseas. Their address is :
United States National Archive
8601 Adelphi Rd
College Park
Maryland
MD20740-6001
U.S.A.

If this information does not address your requirements or you wish to complain about any_ aspect
of the handling of this request, then you should contact the undersigned in the first instance.
Should you remain dissatisfied, then you may apply for an internal review by contacting the
Director of Information Exploitation, 6th Floor, MOD Main Building, Whitehall, SW1A 2HB.
If you are still unhappy following an internal review, you may take your complaint to the
Information Commissioner under the provisions of Section 50 of the Freedom of Information Act.
Please note that the Information Commissioner will not investigate your case until the MOD
internal review process has been completed. Further details of the role and powers of the
Information Commissioner can be found on the Commissioner's website,
http://www.informationcommissioner.gov.uk
I am sorry that I have been unable to provide the information you requested.

Page 1 of 1

11 March 2005 16:45

To:
Subject: RE: REQUEST FOR SEARCH

Just wanted to update you. Unfortunately this has come back as a nil return. Have you contacted RAF
lnnsworth regarding this matter?
Kind regards

CUSTOMER SERVICES ADVISOR
TNT ARCHIVE SERVICES

The information contained in this e-mail message and any attachment is for
intended recipients only. It may contain confidential, privileged or
copyright material.
If you receive this e-mail in error please delete it and any attachments and
notify the sender immediately by reply e-mail. Any use, reading, copying,
distributing or disclosure of the information in this e-mail is strictly
prohibited if you are not the intended recipient.
Any views expressed in this e-mail are not necessarily those of TNT.
TNT does not warrant that this e-mail is free from viruses or other defects.
TNT is not liable for any loss, damage or other consequences that may arise
from opening or using this e-mail and any attachments.
'TNT' means TNT UK Limited, Registered in England No 1628530,
Registered Office: PO Box 99, Railway Street, Ramsbottom, Lancashire, BLO 9BF.

14/03/2005

Page 1 ofl

09 March 2005 15:43
To:

AHB(RAF)&PCB(AIR)-Hd of AHB(RAF)

Subject: FOI REQUEST - AIR CRASH 1969
I have just received a FOI request for the accident report into a USAF C-130 Hercules (63-7789) off the coast
of Brighton on 23 May 1969.
The DAS Board of Inquiry Advisors at Bentley Priory have nothing dating back that far. Is there any chance
that you might have?

09/03/2005
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Status:
Open
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Workflow Options

AIT Main

Editing the request details will initiate a new search.
The new search results will be saved and will replace the existing save search results.

View

Audit Trail
Comments Log
Saved Search Result
Contact Details
Documents
Actions

Assign Within My Group
Change Alert Settings
Edit Request Details
Upload Document
Close Case
Take Ownership

Date request received:
Applicant Details
Title:

Other:

First Name:

*Surname:

Organisation:
Applicant Type:

Other:

Contact Details (Mailing or email address required)
Address Line!:
Address Line2:
Address Line3:
Town/City:
Postcode:

Country:

IUnited Kingdom

Email:
Telephone:

Fax:

http://aitportal/_Layouts/AIT/selectcourse.aspx?sn=CN3RKNT193, 7888,205
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AIT Main - Processing Options - Edit Request Details
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GxAITESTPTCD1
09 March OS

Days Left:

15

Workflow Options
AIT Main
View
Audit Trail
Comments Log
Saved Search Result
Contact Details
Documents
Actions
Assign Within My Group
Change Alert Settings
Edit Request Details
Upload Docu ment
Close Case
Take Ownership

Editing the request details will initiate a new search.
The new search results will be saved and will replace the existing save search results.
Request Details
Response Format Requested:

~.:e:.:.:le::.::c::::tr:.::o::.:.;n:.:.:ic=------....l
l

Language Requested

D Welsh

est for information:
of USAF C-130 Hercules 63-7789 off the coast of Brighton on 23rd May 1969.

email held with info access helpdesk

http://aitportaV_Layouts/AIT/selectcourse.aspx?sn=CN3RKNT193, 7888,205
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ENCLOSURE TRANSFERRED TO
FILE D/DAS/10/2/8/16 PART A

ENCLOSURE TRANSFERRED TO
FILE D/DAS/10/2/8/16 PART A

ENCLOSURE TRANSFERRED TO
FILE D/DAS/10/2/8/16 PART A

., .
From:Directorate o 1r ta -Freedom of Information

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
5th Floor, Zone H, Main Building, Whitehall, London
Telephone

(Direct dial)
(Switchboard)

020 7218 2140
020 7218 9000

Ermail

(Fax)
das-ufo-office
@mod.w

~~~~·

Your Reference
Our Reference
08-02-2005-134919-023
Pt'lt.eMarch 2005

Dear
I am writing in response to your further request for information about UFOs. I note from your
message to our Info-Access Office that you were unable to locate an e-mail address on my
previous letter. As in my previous letter, my e-mail address is at the head of this letter under my
postal address.
I will answer your requests in the same order as your message.
1. The Ministry of Defence no longer holds any papers from the Flying Saucer Working Party
which was set up in 1950. All of the surviving documents are now at The National Archives
(TNA). Please see paragraph 4 of my previous letter for their address and website details. The
final report of the Flying Saucer Working Party is also available on the MOD Freedom of
Information Publication Scheme (www .foi.mod.uk) as advised in my previous letter, but for ease
of reference I enclose a copy for your information.

2. The oldest surviving records of UFO sighting reports made to the Ministry of Defence are held
at The National Archives. A search of The National Archives online catalogue has revealed
records entitled "Unidentified Flying Objects" covering the period 1 January 1951-31 December
1951 (TNA reference DEFE44/119) and another entitled" Unidentified Flying Object SightingsReports by members of the public" covering the period 1961-1963 (TNA reference AIR 2/16918).
The most recent UFO sighting report was received on 2 March 2005 for a sighting on
20 February 2005 and I attach a copy. Personal data about the person who made this report has
been removed in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. As explained in my previous
letter, the MOD does not investigate these reports or attempt to identify the precise nature of each
report we receive. In this case, we consider that this report provides no evidence of a threat to UK
airspace.
3. Officials produce briefs for Ministers every time they are asked a question in The House of
Lords or The House of Commons and there have been a number about UFOs over the years.
Government departments do not retain records indefinitely and those that are considered to no
longer be of historic or administrative value, are routinely destroyed. The MOD holds one file
regarding parliamentary correspondence in 1977-1978 and then there are no surviving records
until1994. Records since 1994 have been retained, but to produce copies of all these records
would exceed the £600 limit set for compliance with the Freedom of Information Act and as
provided by Section 12 of the Act, the Ministry of Defence is not obliged to comply with your
request. If however, you could be more specific about the information you are seeking, within in

_Mhe period for which we hold records, we may be able to assist you. You may also like to view
Whe UK Parliament Website at www.parliament.uk which contains information about
parliamentary business. In addition, you requested papers on The House of Lords Debate held in
1979. Please find enclosed a copy of the Debate as it appeared in Hansard, together with copies
of the surviving background papers. Personal data has been removed in accordance with the Data
Protection Act 1998. Original security and confidence marks have also been removed as they are
now irrelevant.
4. I have located only one occasion when a Minister has been briefed on the MOD's interest in
UFOs since 1997. There are no indications within our files that this action was taken specifically
because the Minister was new to Defence, although Peter Kilfoyle MP replaced The Rt Hon John
Spellar MP in 1999 and it is possible that this was the reason for such action. I enclose a copy of
this brief for your information. Personal data has been removed in accordance with the Data
Protection Act 1998.
5. The MOD has not corresponded with Mr Coates about his book.
6. Please find attached a copy of the known surviving papers held by the MOD regarding the
Grenada delegation to the United Nations proposal to establish a working group to evaluate UFO
reports in 1978. Again personal data and security I confidence markings have been removed.
7. We know of no surviving information concerning the appointment of Mr Carruthers or
Air Commodore Davis to S4(Air). Letters to individuals about their postings are personal and not
held on Departmental UFO files. This branch is the successor to S4(Air) and branch posts have
evolved since S4(Air) became DS8 around 1978. We hold no details of the original job
descriptions of these posts.
8. We are not aware of any information about UFOs generated by the Scientific and Technical
Intelligence Staff in 1967 which has been retained in the MOD. Any surviving information from
this period will now be held at The National Archives.
9. The MOD does not hold any files specifically about UFO sightings at RAF Lakenheath. The
only file the MOD holds about a sighting at RAF Bentwaters refers to the well known
Rendlesham Forest incident in 1980. All of this information has been released into the MOD
Freedom oflnformation Publication Scheme (www.foi.mod.uk ). A search under 'Rendlesham
Forest' will take you straight to them.
10. Records have not been compiled ofUFO related files destroyed between 1956 and 1967.
Files would have been destroyed as part of the MOD's normal destruction policy, generally
5 years after the last action was taken. We believe the 1967 decision to recommend the
preservation ofUFO reports for The National Archives was taken in S4(Air) because of the public
interest in the subject at the time. We know of no formal agreement with The National Archives
either in 1967 or since which guarantees the preservation of any particular class of information,
which is at the discretion of The National Archives. Any surviving records generated in 1967 are
now at open for viewing at The National Archives.
11. The MOD no longer holds any UFO records for 1972. Surviving records of this period are
held at The National Archives and a search of their catalogue has revealed a file entitled "UFOs:
Man Alive Programme BBC2 1971-72". The National Archives reference is AIR2/19119.
I hope this is useful. If this information does not address your requirements or you wish to
complain about any aspect of the handling of this request, then you should contact this department
in the first instance. Should you remain dissatisfied, then you may apply for an internal review by

•

ontacting the Director of Information Exploitation, 6th Floor, MOD Main Building, Whitehall,
W1A2HB.
If you are still unhappy following an internal review, you may take your complaint to the
Information Commissioner under the provisions of Section 50 of the Freedom of Information Act.
Please note that the Information Commissioner will not investigate your case until the MOD
internal review process has been completed. Further details of the role and powers of the
Information Commissioner can be found on the Commissioner's website,
http://www .informationcommissioner.gov.uk.
Yours sincerely,

AUTHORISATION FOR THE RELEASE OF INFORMATION

Applicant:
Case Number: 08-02-2005-134919-023

Expiry:4 March 2005

The Applicant has made the following request for information:
This is a follow up request to
vague about the information
following information.
1•. All of the papers produced by the Flying Saucer Working Party on UFOs,
set up in August 1950, including any civil servant or ministerial memos on the
establishment of the committee.

2: The first ever and most recent UFO sighting report lodged in the MOD files,
with the conclusions of the assessment.
3.-Any briefing produced for Ministers answering written or oral questions on
UFO I Flying Saucers in The House of Lords, including the debate held in
1979, and in replies to Earl of Clancarty.
4. Any briefing for incoming Defence Ministers in the present Government
since 1997 on answering PQs on UFOs/ Flying Saucers.
5. Any correspondence between the MOD and Tim Coates, the author of
'UFOs in the House of Lords' published by TSO in April2000, in connection
with his book.
6. All correspondence and internal memos associated with the UK's UN
mission decision not to support the Grenada delegation to the UN proposal to
establish a working group on UFOs to the 33rd Session of the UN General
Assembly in September 1978.
7. The appointmentJ~tt~rs of James Carruthers and Air Commodore Anthony
Davis DSO DFM respectively to S4(Air), the Air Staff Secretariat, with the job
description to which each worked.
8. The letter by Archibald Potts, as the Director of Scientific and Technical
Intelligence and head of the MOD's Defence Intelligence Staff, in 1967 to the
British Embassy in Washington DC in respect of a meeting held in London
with an American researcher, Robert Low, on UFOs.
9. Any file on UFO sightings at RAF Lakenheath-Bentwaters.

10. A list of the titles and dates of any UFO related files destroyed by the
MOD, or its predecessor ministries, since 1956 and the note by the head of
S4(Air) dated December 1967 connected with such file destruction.
11 . Any briefing produced for - before or after - the BBC TV programme 'Man
Alive' on UFOs as broadcast in February 1972.

Case for release of information
1. All the surviving papers on the Flying Saucer Working Party are now in
The National Archives {TNA). The final report of the W~ is also in
the Publication Scheme (PS). I have printed a copy foror ease of
reference.
2. The oldest surviving UFO sighting report is in TNA. There is no reason not
to release a copy of the most recent report. A copy is attached
Personal data has been removed in accordance with the Data Protection
1998 (DPA98).
3. To produce copies of any briefing produced for Ministers answering PQs
would exceed the £600 limit. The applicant has been advised of what records
we hold and asked to clarify what information he is seeking. Copies of the
surviving papers on the House of Lords debate on UFOs in 1979 have already
been released to
as part of a Code of Practice request, so
there is no reason not to release these documents toCopies are
attached. Personal data has been removed in accordance with DPA98. As the
original security and privacy markings are not now relevant they have also
been removed.
4. I have only been able to locate one document that might be relevant to this
request and a copy is attached for~here is no indication on our file
as to why USofS was briefed at this time, but Peter Kilfoyle MP replaced John
Spellar in 1999 and that may have been the reason. All of the information
contained within this document (including the paragraph about~s
already in the public domain, so the only redaction required is personal data at
the end of the brief.
5. Tim Coates' website contains details of the book mentioned by (see attached). Mr Coates has not corresponded with us or AHB(PCB)Air
about his book. Mr Coates is not a civil servant or member of the Armed
Forces (as far as we are aware) so he would not need to clear his book with
the MOD. The book appears to be a transcript of the House of Lords debate
which appeared in Hansard.
6. Copies of these papers have already been released t~ in
response to a Code of Practice request, so there is no re~se
them to ~Copies are attached. Personal data has been removed in
accordance with DPA98. Original security and privacy markings have also
been removed.
7. S4(Air) became DS8 around 1978.1t is possible that ~as seen
Mr Carruthers and Air Commodore Davis names in files open at TNA. We
hold no records about their appointments or job descriptions.
8. Any records generated by the Scientific and Technical Intelligence Staff in
1967 about UFOs will now be at TNA.

9. We do not hold any files specifically about UFO sightings at RAF
Lakenheath. The only one about sightings at RAF Bentwaters, is the
Rendlesham Forest file and this is already in the PS.
10. There are no records or UFO related files destroyed between 1956 and
1967. If there is any surviving records about the decision in 1967 to retain or
destroy records this will now be at TNA.
11 . Surviving records for 1972 are at TNA. A search of TNA catalogue has
shown a relevant file. The applicant has been advised.
I attach a draft letter and the all the relevant documents for your authorisation.

Authorisation
I hereby give authorisation for the release of the aforementioned information
to the Applicant.

Grade/Rank: .....

~.~ ............ Name: ..

Authorisation Refience Number: DAS-FOI17/05 ................................... ..
Date: ....... .l.

~ .J. ~ ... ~:?. ........................... .

08-02-Q.oos-- t:S4-£f t q-o2~
!E'><.p~~-· 4~~

...

behalf of Info-Access-Office

Categories:

discuss before logging, Other

You will remember that I called you yesterday regarding lllllllllllll He wanted to
know where his response was. My email reply is attache~ response to me.
We are leaving it to you to decide whether this is a new request, a point of
clarification or a complaint.
Is this something you could discuss with him? It has
not been logged on the Toolkit.
Happy to discuss this further.
Regards

-----Original Message---From:
[mailto
Sent:
2005 11:
To: Info-Access-Office
Subject: FOI INFORMATION REQUEST 03-02-2005-144105-023
Dear
I am responding to your e-mail dated 3 February, in connection with my FOI request on
UFOs.
I did indeed receive
form of a page and a half long
letter signed by· :a:J!!!!!!!~!!
I would like my ,...
with copies of primary documents, not summaries
or extracts prepared by
This e-mail constitutes my response to the questions she raised in her letter. As she
gives no e-mail address, could you forward this to her for processing?
I would like posted to me in paper form as part of my refined
request:

information

1. All of the papers produced by the Working Pary on UFOs, set up in August 1950,
including any civil servant or ministerial memos on the establishment of the
committee.
2. The first ever, and most recent UFO sighting report lodged in MOD files, withthe
~~onclusions of the assessment.
3 Any briefing produced for ministers answering written or oral questions on
UFOs/Flying Saucers in The House of Lords, including a debate held in 1979, and in
replies to the Earl of Clancarty.
4.Any briefing for incoming Defence ministers in the present Government since 1997 on
answering PQs on UFOs/Flying saucers.
5. Any correspondence between the MOD and Tim Coates, the author of 'UFOs in the House
of Lords' published by TSO in April 2000, in connection with his book.
6.All correspondence and internal memos associated
with the UK 's UNffi!ssion decision
1
not to support the Grenada delegation to the UN proposal to establish a working group
_on UFOs to the 33rd Session of the UN General Assembly in September 1978.
y.
The appointment letter of James Carruthers and Air Commodore Anthony Davis, DSO
7
DFM respectively to S4 (Air), the Air Staff Secretariat, with the job description to
which each worked.
~~~ !>~l. 1'1"R 171
~ The letter by Archibald Potts, as the Director of Scientific and Technical
Intelligence and head of MOD's Defence Intelligence Staff, in
1967 to the British Embassy in Washington DC .in respect of a meeting held in London
1

with an American researcher, Robert Low, on UFOs.
File on UFO sightings at RAF Lakenheath-Bentwaters.
~
ist
of the titles and dates of any UFO-related files destroyed by the MOD, or
10
its redecessor ministeries, since 1956. And the note by the head of S4 (Air) dated
December 1967 connected with such file destruction.
11 ~ Any briefing produced for- before or after- the BBC TV programme 'Man Alive• on
UFOS as broadcast in February1972. - li\J A AI Y( 7.--f
I
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I hope you can respond ASAP,

certainly in less than 21 days.

sincerely
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behalf of Info-Access-Office

Categories:

Enquiry about expired case

Further to your email below, I have checked the status of your request and have been
informed by the Directorate of Air Staff that a response has indeed been dispatched to
you within the 20 working days. It has been sent out as a letter, as you requested
that you receive your information in hard copy format. Therefore the letter should be
with you in the next day or so. If however, you prefer that we email the response,
please let us know and we will be happy to do so.
Kind Regards

-----Original Message----From: feedback@www.mod.uk [mailto:feedback@www.mod.uk]
Sent: 03 February 2005 11:40
To: Info-Access-Office
Subject: FOI INFORMATION REQUEST 03-02-2005-144105-023
Below is the result of your feedback form.
2005 at 11:39:55

It was submitted on Thursday, February 3,

FirstName
LastName:
occupation: enter your occupation
Company: your company/organisation
Address1:
City: Stoneleigh
State: Surrey
Zip:
Country: United Kingdom
e-mail
telephone: enter your telephone number
preferred format: hardcopy
infosubject: I made an application to you for MOD files on UFOs. I gather from press
reports that several newspapers have had their UFOs application replied to, yet tehy
must haveapplied on the same date as me. I have heard nothing yet, but the 20 day
limit has expired. Can you let me know why I have not yet had my reply? And can you
do so ASAP.

Financial Times, February 3, 2005
MoD's alien files are out of this world
1

By

JEAN EAGLESHAM and CATHY NEWMAN

Th~Files

have been opened: in a victory for ufo-logists everywhere, the man from

th~inistry not only admits he has an open mind about the existence of extra-

terrestrial lifeforrns but also keeps a careful tally of UFO sightings.
Following a request under the Freedom of Information Act by the Financial Times, the
Ministry of Defence has revealed it remains "totally open-minded" about the
possibility that life exists beyond Earth.
The MoD has released a detailed log of reported unidentified flying object sightings.
"Strange lights were seen in the sky" in Whitstable, Kent, just over two weeks ago the same night a member of the public reported a "flying saucer" over Stoke-on-Trent,
Staffordshire and a "sighting" at Chatteris, Cambridgeshire.
More exotic alien encoun-ters were recorded last year. "A square red object, pinkish
at the front" was spotted in Strathclyde, Ayr, on January 2; a "chewy mint shaped"
object was seen in the night sky above Nelson, Lancashire, in May; and a "large black
object" was identified in Rhyl, Clwyd, in February.
A diligent ufologist from Surrey gave a detailed eye-witness account in May, noting
that "grooves and windows could be seen and no room for humans to fit within it". The
same month "a bright, pulsing, spider- looking object" appeared at King's Lynn,
Norfolk, and the MoD was even contacted by someone from Sri Lanka in March puzzled by
an orange "ring doughnut".
A letter from the MoD's directorate of air staff explains that it examines all UFO
sightings it receives "solely to establish whether what was seen might have some
defence significance". It adds: "Only a handful of reports in recent years have
warranted further investigation and none revealed any evidence of a threat."
But, in an aside that will hearten conspiracy theorists, the letter stresses that the
MoD "remains totally open-minded" as to "the question of the existence or otherwise of
extra-terrestrial lifeforrns".
This approach may explain why the MoD has not always confined its work on
extraterrestrials to recording sightings. In 1950, a working party set up by the MoD
"to investigate the flying saucer phenomenon" reported to the joint technical
intelligence committee.
The MoD letter does not detail verbatim the spy chiefs' reaction to this report on
alien life forms. But they presumably decided the spooks would be better employed in
the cold war - the letter states that the intelligence committee decided the working
party should be dissolved.
The government also refused to back a 1978 attempt by the Grenadian delegation to the
United Nations to establish an international working group to evaluate UFO reports,
the letter states. "The British delegation did not think that such an agency was
appropriate to the function of the UN." The MoD admitted the documents are a fraction
of the thousands of records of alleged alien visits.
The truth is out there: declassified reports of UFO sightings reveal 88 sightings last
year By Robert Verkaik, Legal Affairs Correspondent
03 February 2005
Details of Britain's most recent UFO sightings are revealed in previously secret
documents disclosed to The Independent .
The files, released under the Freedom of Information Act, show that, last year, the
Ministry of Defence's UFO unit received 88 reports from military staff and members of
the public worried about unexplained objects in our skies.
The classified files help to complete a picture of the scale of UFO sightings first
revealed by this paper last month. These updated "X-files" show the most recent
observations were made on 15 January this year following two separate reports from
Chatteris, Cambridgeshire, and Whitstable, Kent. The reports refer to "strange lights
seen in the sky" .
Other sightings give more detail. A report from Devizes in Wiltshire on 24 September
last year records an object that: "Looked liked a big ball of fire corning down from
2

the sky with a tail and sparks coming off the end of it." Another, from Somerset the

w~~efore, states: "The object looked like a great bright light and was really

in
e, like a ball of fire coming down from the sky, rapidly moving towards the
gro nd."
Although such reports might be discounted as meteor showers or other astronomical
phenomena, other sightings are not so easy to dismiss. A report from Surrey on 20 May
last year describes a UFO as having "grooves and windows" but no room for humans. Even
the MoD inspector notes that the "witness had seen the object so clearly".
Many of the other sightings refer to UFO's changing colour, speed and shape. The most
common colours are yellow, orange or black.
A report from Goole, East Yorkshire, recorded in April last year, noted: "The object
looked like a boomerang and was stationary over a power station. An aircraft was
circling the object."
In the same month, a UFO observer from Seaforth, Merseyside, noted: "I saw a UFO with
a cluster of four bright lights in a ring shape on it. Three beams of white light
shone upwards and disappeared."
These latest files to be declassified by the MoD are not as complete as reports from
mid-1976 and 1977 released last month. Hundreds of documents previously kept secret by
the Ministry of Defence's special UFO department, known as S4F, detail many reports of
a possible visit by extraterrestrial life-forms. One is made by an RAF pilot and two
NCOs at RAF Boulmer, Northumberland.
In July 1977 Flt-Lt AM Wood reported "bright objects hanging over the sea''. The MoD
document adds that the RAF officer said the closest object was "luminous, round and
four to five times larger than a Whirlwind helicopter". The UFOs were reported to be
three miles out to sea at a height of about 5,000ft.
The officer, whose report is supported by Cpl Torrington and Sgt Graham, said: "The
objects separated. Then one went west of the other, as it manoeuvred it changed shape
to become body-shaped with projections like arms and legs." The report describes FltLt Wood as "reliable and sober".
That account was deemed so sensitive to the national interest that the MoD had delayed
its release for an extra three years. But under the Freedom of Information Act, which
came into force on 1 January, the file has been declassified

submit: Send Form
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UFOs in the House of Lords, 1979
Pub Date
Price
ISBN
Format

2000
6.99 UK, $10.95 US
0-11-702413-9
Paperback, 185 x 112 mm, 7¥1 x 4¥2 inches

The winter of 1978/79 in Britain was a time of strikes and unrest. It became
known as the "winter of discontent". Yet it seems that the House of Lords
had other more important things to discuss.
The book is the transcript of a debate in the House of Lords which took place
in February 1979. Their Lordships debated the need for an international
initiative in response to the problem of Unidentified Flying Objects. There
were several notable speeches from noble lords and distinguished prelates.

"Is it not time that Her Majesty's Government informed our people of what
they know about UFOs? The UFOs have been coming in increasing
numbers for 30 years since the war, and I think it is time our people were
told the truth. We have not been invaded from outer space. Most incidents
have not been hostile. Indeed it is us, the earthlings, who have fired on them.
. . . Whatever the truth is, I am sure that an informed public is a prepared one.
Another thing: it is on record that both sighting and landing reports are
increasing all the time. Just suppose the 'ufonauts' decided to make mass
landings tomorrow in this country- there could well be panic here, because
our people have not been prepared."
back
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ltatroduct1on: lllstor~cal
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.
I. Unidentified llying obj!:Cls• were fitstreported after the \vat from Sweden
in the summer of 1946,;and for sortie Jllonths·lhere was·a considerabl~ number of
alleged sightings, mostly in Sweden, but a few also in Norway, ~inland and
Germany. The descriptions given were usually or som~ sort of wingless missile
travelling at very high speed, cigar-shaped:or circular, sotnetintes emitting bright
lights, ana occasionally ·sound; The· reports attracted considerable ·aueiJtion· in llle
Jlress, where the objects became known ·.al " ghost rockets " or·" spopk bombs."
The reports died away afte~ t.h~ summ~r·9f1946, and:very few have aprare~.~ince
the end of that year..
·'
·
· ··
·
. 2.
"ftying
cam(from-the-.tiriited
in
1947; .the ilame ar~ beCause. the.observer .. (Mr.,-~, Arn~>l~•. of s;nse~ IdM,q}
d~i~ed what he hl!d ·_sccri ·as a·~ s~ucer;like di~." .The report recpived much
J!ublimty, and was·quickly·followed by.a·gr~t·many more.·· Smce lllcn reports of
saghtings ha\te been m!ldc at intervals' in: 14r~ ·numbers; mostly· from the Unit~~
States, but some from other· parts of th«fWdtld, inchiding Great' Britain, where .tll~r'e
was a notable outbreak during the ·summer:~nd· !llltumn of· 1950. · he' ..objec~
reported have become popularly known by' the· generic title " Hying s ucers!" · b'ut
the des~riptiQns.giv.en.hfL11'~~-Q<;IIIded not.only.IJyin.g disc·lik~ Qbjects of. the original
"saucer" type, b!lt also wjrig~Fss tqrpe~il:u>r (;igar·s~ped ·bodies, pherical or
ballo~il-shaped objects, and lummous phenome~a ol vanous ~yp«;!S._
··Tli~ reported ·ob~~~tion~ -~~Y~.-~~n. :almost exclusively· :Yisual; reports of
am.y associated sound have been rare. In no, case ··h!IS. any. tangible, aterial, or
objective evidence, been submitted. It is therefore extremely difficult, i ,not. impossible, to arrive_ at anything like scientific proof of the nature of the pheromena.
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Review of previous evidence
· · . · ·.. · . ·
·
·
. 4. A systemati<; -and"extensive inv.estigation of all the reported ·ncidents in
the' United States was carried out between 1948 ·and 195.0 by· the U.~.~.f., in corijun~tion with !h!' ~and Corporation,, D.r. Hynek; a ~ell.:kn~~~--~-~~!JJ..Q.m_
Ohio State Umvers1ty, and other spec1abst consultants. ·
.
--:--:------we have ~n enab.led l? ·st~dy :tw;o ·!epotis (Project ... · i~n ~· aqd
ProJect~. Qrudge "l~~mY..CJ.UR.allQILQUnci,dehts_:up to the . gm~uig'o_C_ _ __
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reports is

" The Swedish Defence Stall' cijndUcled a· comprehensive stu~y I!Jf ·lhe1t!arly
incidents. Several thousand reports were thoroughly investigated ahd plotted,
with resultant '"onclusion&- thatall.evidence obWned-or sightings wa~ explicable
in terms o( astronomical_-phenomena."·
• · . . .. · ·
· . "l:
.. ·

· 6.. pcali~g with· te,ports· fto~i"UJ~:.Uni_tect :stat~;· ~roj~t ... O!ud~ ·• q~otea
the opm10n of- the Rand -Corporation after an exam1t1abon of I 72 Jrtci;itts :· " to
date, we have ·round nothing ·whlciLWoutd· seriously controvert simp e·'ratlonill
explanations of lll~ vati.~us ph~~~~~en; irl.terms of b~lo9ris!. cb'riven,io _I ·D.ir~r~f~,
planets. meteors, ~Its of-paper; optlcaiJ~lusn,,ns,-Pr!lc.t!ca! )oke.~s;psychoiptl;lolqg•.qal·
· 1-eports and the like "
·
' . · · ·. · · · · ·· .. · '
.·
·· · · · · ' · · ·'
Hynek· inv~tigat~·-2~8 _i~.tid~nl$. ~n~ COiiclude<f~hil_t' al)prbxima eiy. .JJ. JJ«?r
cent. were;: astrorttJ~tu:~I-~Ut: -~rylf~tdeg~ees _or ~roba~I!Ity:;_37 per_ ceo . were npt
as~onom11:al but suggesti~e of o.t~eD.:_~itplanations, S!JCli as_ blJ.'~~; rocke , bal!o.ons,
ordinary aarcraft, &<:.i the: reman~mg· 30 per cent eJther·'lacked suffici«W evidence
or. the. evidc:nee offe~ sugge&tdd no eitpla~iitij)rqliqugh ·.SQm~ ol 't1t~· mig~t coliceiv.ably be- astronorruc:al::· ... ,., .. , ·.•.. ·. . :. v .....,.,;... ·' ·
.
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·'up. tlieit''o\iJn' co~~iiJsions ~~J'th~s~' .~r\heit\::iJnsU'itJtn'd; 'the 'aii~Jl9ts
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.. ~f .t!')e ." .G~qdge,'~ r,ep9rt finqiiY, .. COf!Cl\ld~ 1tha~!·-9~· ~h~. ~.~~. i!J~id.e"~.s. ~Q~idcr~,
: thirty. m~s~. ~:,d~~~ga~4.ed .fQ'. ~ck,,«?ta ~'!~J.C~blr··,tY)~.!:tlf9; _Wltll¢, t~ t~im .!>e. s~tls
.'f~~·~ori/Y ~.P.Ia•~· ;.For ~be'~nl~!l~ ~f, th~ff.Y~~w~.~!,lt~!~!~IPI.ome e~·d~n% ~here
'.is· no' 8j>pafent ready: c~tpla,.a~IQ!l; .If. t~. ~V14¢.nce I~ .accep~Cd· .as...~ccuratc. ~nd
reliabl~. · W~Cl!l· psJ<::holo~lcal..iind physiol~gical. fa~9i'far,e t~~~~Jnto eon~id~rafipp,
..t~e. ,i?Pl~lq~ ~~ ~~P,~~ ,th~~ all.t.h~.J~CJ~en~.~~ alsO b,~;,~~~.~ii~\If~·~~p~~~~~~~··
··;: ·.··.: · V .. ~Wth~: 1,11orc: ,speeta~u.Iar ~nc;idenlli;'_of.\~l~ich:-·roucl\ .h.· ~~. :b~~ ·' ·ade' ~e¢en.
· m·~e Br~llsh•pr~.a!i~;·p~b!~catiQ~s; h,ave.. ~.~!l:fpli,Y'.~xplamC:d;:· wo examples
-'ma:y be quoted.'.} "! ..· • · ..• , ·.· ..... ·. . . . . •'·t· .. · ·.· · · ·. ' · .. · · · : ··'
·>.. ·· .The mcide~t"at Fort Knox; Kentucky,·' in jiu~1,1ary· i ~48; which ~a~sed. the de~th
·.of Lieutenli,nt ~a~t,c;ll, U.S.A.F., is fully analysed,.and all the evide~ collated in
the·''.Grudge ·,~:repoi't.' . ·The conclusion IS reached that without any d ubt whatever
.. Lieutenant .'M&n.tel!)net ~!a. deat.~ whil.e ,Pl,lrs.l,l.\':'!lUhe planet Venus, ·chich was of
· ··unusual brJghtness:on·the.mght.Jn ,qpestiQq.... , ..
. .
·
· ... .
We have' been informed, in'oonvei'saliori with a member of the nited States
.. jnvestigating.•team, Jha~ the even mQre sensational report of the ~tscoverv· or a
. crashed ".flying·.saucer,~· full of the·remains of·very small beings, jas ultimately
·admitted by its ·author to have been a eomplete fabrica.tion: · . .
·
.
•>', 8; ,,. The." Grudge··~ report,1ncludes a '' fr~\!e~cy. distribution ~curve of the
r~~rts of.incideMs reeeived betw.een May·l947 and December 1948. This shows a
·marked tendency' towards ~aks in the few weeks immediately followi g an incident
.·which ·received wide. publicity, and is of interest in indicating the e ent to which
· sighlings·may be 'psychological in origin. ·
.
'J:h~· ·~9ai .~opclusion rea~hed by. the. Alt}ericans. is that
reports. of
unidenll!i~. ll)?ng ,o~jpcts may be categoncal as c:1ther· . I
.-'' 0> ·misinterpre~atiori of various conventional objects (e,g•• air aft; balloons,
.·, ·• ., •. :: ':i. meteors··or·meteorites, stars, ~r¢balls); .. · · · · '
· · ·· ·
·
'· · · :(2)i·a:fornf9fmais=hysteria; or
· · · ·
1·: ,,,, (3);delibetate'h01ixcs> · . : ···:..
·.-: ·
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the United Kingdom

,..

.. •:--.dO:.. During·the summer and autumn of.1950 the British press gav considerable •
. publicity·t.o reports·of·aUeg~ $ightinJS of l~minous bodi.es.tr~~elling !thigh ~Peed·
usually after dark, but occassonally 1n dayh~ht. . ·The. A1r MmJStry.: a so receaved •a
•,number of letters .(rom. members. of.the pubhc· with similar reports. .One or these, .
.. from· a<~oeomoti~~'\!ir~m~!l·al ·Oetby, .:who .w.s · clearly. ·a careful and accurate
.. obser~er, ·gave ;an; exceJI,c;nt.descri.Pt!on .Of],Wh.~t. war.·undoubt~ly a:meteorite. We
. have'not'attenip(C4.any'systematiC IOVCStlgatlon Of 1\Jl the'eVJdence presented, but
·''can'find no ~n· for'Supposing.tllat any of the· phenomena repo~ed cannot be
,. similBrl,r e~plainCd j 'in certqin cases; .when observations were repor
at. approxi. ~,Dlate!y ·t!te·.sll,me 'tim~ '{rom· widely sepatated localities, this was un oubtedly the
•' explanation
. •'. . .
.
.
r: •'. · ·•: : • -· • •• • : ':- '
';~,
~
· ,, . . II.· Three mc~de11ts were reported officially by experienc;C:d officers from
.• R.A.F. Stations••. These have been mvestjgated in a$ mpch detail as· is possible with
reports of visual observations.
.. . . .
.
, .. ··-...12, . On Jst·June;'l9SO; the pilot of a Meteor•rep9rted on· landing at''rangmere
, · that at·li130, while Hying at 2.0,000 feet on 11n easterl:y course ·overt~. Portsmouth
area, he had sighted aq pbject ~ravelling·at very high·.speed on a reci rocal course,
· 1;000--2,000 r~t above'him and rougbly 1,200 yards ~-sJarboard:.·. H described the
.. object aS 'circular', a!ld or' bright. inetalli~ appear'ani:e'.- Jie ·could' not give any real
~estim1ll~ of'its speed~' but ~hought'it'.~ight'bt.about 800 knots. :He had·observed ·
.lit 'for'ab'()lit!J)~~econds.:(Jurln'g·whictt:pertod' he;h~(l; rooked' awaY: td: J!Ort and :back .
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;;to be'·due~'io<~·.·~rget~ m«?ving'it;: 1,~00-'1~65() 'laio~~ 'fit.St~··a'pprpilc il)g:·and 1then .
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. ~p.conn!lCljon betwc;c;n .th~ ,unusq!ll. P J.. ~e~P\)1\se,an<l .tllc;-p_ilofs vi~ullli"Qbservation.
, ;;,;i,;We )>elieve: tl,la~:.ti,e, r!l4.ar .r~pon~e.. cal),be,ve.ry,._sirnJ?IY.el!Piai\'lljd asAue,,to
antc;rference from another transmitter, a phenomenon wh1cb has;,.,_~n; fr~uen~Jy
. ~bserved, and w,hjch. is;descri~. in.'c;Jetail-in.Appt:ndi~ .t\,. ;IJ.: ia;}mptsible to be
entirely definite about the. pilot's report. Assumipg that _!l~; 'Ya~: np . mc.rely the
victim of an optical illusion, the most probable ex,\)lana\ion,• wli1ch is orne out ,by
his. 4escription o( the objeCt. as "circular;". hnplymg a:sp~i!ri~l .~~-Y.~,j~,.thai he
saw a meteorological ball~n and l'reat~y over-estima~.i~,s~. :W... can find . no
reaso.n what~ for adopting any Jess s1mple hypo~hes!~·. ,:. :11 : . ; •·.• • ·.. , ••• • • : ·
I 3. Tbe remaining two incidents were reported . froin the R;yal: ·Aircraft
Establishment, Farnborougb, and the officers concernei:P ~re'! in erviewed by
membersofthisWorking·Party._
·
..
-~·.• r.·~;!n·,.•ll.' _,..., ,
· · .F I Lt.. Hubba(d, 8!1 experienced pilot; said that a_t ll27,..~~ ,14th tugust, 1950,
he and two other ollicers ..on the airfield .beard· a subltPW..~h.u~ing .noise,Jike1 a
mOdel Diesel ~~t.o.r,.wbich caused them to search the sky ,9Y.erhe.4 ..•.The weat.her
was.fine and vJstl;>dtty good. The other two o~cers saw. m>tl)l!l&l ,bt.it\F,/~t.-Hu.bb!lrd,
who alone was wearing sun-glasses, states that he sawi,·a}rnQst .d•r~tly,.qyerbead
at first sigbtinJ.. an. object wbich_he·~escribes ~a ftat disc,-hdit ~ri'P,'FY in colour,
about. SO feet m daame~er at an estamated heJ~f. of:S;~:'fi;e~· '·"Jjt;, ~tated: tb.at he
kept at under observation for 30 seconds, durmg.whtcb•peru:ld·Jt'travelled,"at a
spCed estimated at 800-1,000 m.p.h., on a beading of 100~.• ~~~pti,g. a series of
S-turns, oscillating so tbQ.t light reftection came from dilferel\t.segll)eJI~~ as it moved.
We have no reason to doubt that F /Lt. Hubbard hQn~Uy. d~tibed. his own
impression of.what be saw.·but we find it impossible,t~.,beljeve~that:a most
unconvention.al aircraft, of exceptional speec;l, could have travell~ at no great
altitude, in tbe middle of a fine summer morning, over a populous aqd air-minded
district like Farnborougb, without attracting the attention •or' ·more than 'one
.observer. We concludC, eith~r that F/Lt. Hubbiud. was .the·victimj?r an: optical
illusion, or. that h~.obsc;rved some quite normal type of .air~raft ~~~ re<:eiv~·himself about 1ts sha}» and speed.
.
.
. .. . . . . . ......
·
14. F/Lt. Hubbard was· also concerned in the
... 16<19
·on Sth September,l9SO, he was standinJ on the watcb-tow#'wi.th'fiv~·' thc;r o.ffi~rs,
looking so.uth in. anticipation of the diSplay by the Hawlt,fir J(l~J.:. :The sky \YRS
'about 3/8 obscured, with a stratkumuiJIIus cloud base a~ 4.QOO.feet.. At.about the·
- 'saijle moment they ~u·&.aw, at a!l es~imated range orl,(_}::-l~.;mi,~~.:·.:: obj~t: w~~cb.
they desc:iibed ·a:s bemg. a ·Rat dtsc, hgbt pearl.grey m C9!Pu.~,: a~~.·' ~bol![.th.-~ siZe
or a shirt button." They all observed it to- follow a .'rectangular fti t path,. consisting in succession of a .. falling leaf," horizontal Right ",very fast". 'an upward
~~falling leaf," another.horizontal stretch, and so on;· fimUly it;.~ived to tbe horizon
rat ~real spc:ed;. The pattern ·was estimated to be· exec.~te<J·:~~etere ~"C! ._the·
Guildford-Farnham area.
.
. • ,... · ... ·. ,.. · · • ..
..
~f:Lt.: au~~jlrd. was satis!ied that the o~?jecl$ h~.saw•..Q!lotbe ,wo occasions
were. id~tiC!ll; · the. ot"er ·:b!>~rvers agreed .lhat 't~e ::.~nd;,:Qbj~t!. fit~ed... t~e
.descri~IOn they had been. ga,yen of. the first. · .· : ... :·. u; ,_,•_; . , . ~ : ... : •.. , .
'·:.·We --a~; no doubt tll•hfll.these o~cersdtd l.n·fa~t.see:JI.·flYing-.qbj~t.o(;;so!Jle
•.~r~. .We ~anl)ot; Jt,o~e:v~ ~&!'rd,t~e .evade~;pf. td~tifi~tJ9!1..C?f!~~!~ obJ.~-~bJCh
.·.W.U.,O!llY.;~:&~:y~.Jq~~.~~~- 'VIth;l~. ~d.~~ ~"~~.!ot..:all)!. ~·~!).~ .W~!l~ver.
. :Fl;\rtbet1 o'!(~·, ap,~ ·;~nf.J-1 ~\;~~!b~c; ~tq;~.J:ieJ~«r(~ j t~~h,,J;l. ,Urn;9~
.. ¥eil9~.a~ •!ll,l'~r~ft,
·man~uvnng· tor· some time over,;jl. poP,~~c)4s. Arqo~ cpp .~;4ay.e ,.f~al . ;~o- ~~raptr-ttle
:. ~'~ti9n., of...otl!~r 9~~GV~!.S· ;.; V{.e. co.nc)~d~,tfl!lt ·f.Pc;.:qffi~(~;.tll..J!!-!;t:-l .W··~Q!i'le q.uite
., ~~~~~al.~•rcr~(t,. !Jlfllml1Y'mg 1at.. ~t~eme ·:v~511aA ,ta"ge,; if.Jlu••"+'M.·e .1¢. .y ,.tl)e :prCNJQ}JS
, . ~eP9n .to. ~e~~ve 11t ,tq ·b1f!,O.In.e~Jlapg. ab~o~q~~%a9 m~f~~~~g t::JI.~DJp\~ ,~[.ol)e,~gprt
..Jnd~ang an~t.JJ~r.. ! ·'!'e.ll~ rem~or<;ed:.l!l· t."'s .bt~h~: bY.·;.a~. ~~fle~~ ,of-,qpe. o( ,our
: .,DUIJl~:· (\Ving,.~Oit)~a~c,!-el! .J"o!llll!:IY,; R.A,f.J ~b~c}\ · l~,,rec;:9.P.n\~ ,1!\, A.P~!!-4!X. ·B
. ,an.!! j~usl~!l.tes tJlq.~as" .•~~~~ :!~:4•c~ .mlsta~~l\·•4~ntJiica,~!~!lH~ar, 1 P.q. p1a4e.:~veq,j)y
: ~per1e~c~~~~~e~s. :;::!i· ·· >:! .. • .:
,,::· .•
,.,..•;-,:, ·.;:,_:.:·r:l ., I'
·' ··,'.:. ;_.·,.
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.·· -: ..'','.·A~ tb~ ~in&,cd"r~. o!. ~~e ~~~at. target .~O.'!I4)av.. c:.~lli~d w,it~~~~~ cou~~: of
. !h.¢'. O~J~t reported-~).';~{)~ ~f:li:!9f. P,IIOt, .all th,f: ;P,«(oplt:: ~n~rned Wef l!lte~;t!eW~
.by a. JllC~ber' o~ ~~~h Britt~~~~ :F.!~htet Q:Jm!f!;tn~ 1 ftqi!J: wiJ~· r~? .. rt !lie. a~ove
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a

IS. When the only material available is mass of purely sui'ective evidence,
it i~}m~ibllf tQ giv~.a!lY.~hing'like.scieJ!ti!j~ proof_th!lt the pl\en. ,mena (!~rvCII.
are, Or' are not,: caused .by something entirety· novel;: such as· an· ircraft of' extra~ ·
terres~riaL origin, t)eveloped b~f:~eings ¥.1\~nown. t~ .u~ o!llines mor~ adyancec;l than
anythtn~)v.e have thqu11ht of.. :We ·ar~;,.howev~r; ~at1sfied thaqthe bulk of the
obser~atJonS" reported dp not need ·&uch an- exp,lanatJon, and can ~e !lCCC)U~tedJor
much; mo.-~ siJ11pl}.;' There is. a very oJdl sc;ientific' principle, usu~lly attrib~ted to
Williarn.or Occam. whjch states.th~t ~he most probable hypothesis is t\1e simplest,.·.
neeessaty io ~plaiO: the observations.' .· ·
.. · '. · · . :··· I
. ·. : ·. ·
. ·we ~lieve that .this priri<;iple should be ·applied. to. the present . c;ase. and
accordingly oonclude that all' the observations reported were 'du~ to 'one or' othe~
of the following causes: - ·
·
1
... (I) Astronomical .or meteorologicaL phe~omena or known fYpeS.
{2) Mistaken identification or·conventional aircrart, balloonl, birds, or other
·
normal or natural objects.
. · .. ·
· ·
. . (3) Optic11l illusions .and psychological delusions.
. (4)
.., .· ·..· .....
· ·· .
·
. . .Deliberate
.
~ .. .
. hoaxes.. ·
.. .
We consider that no progress will be made by attempting fu her investigation
of unco-ordinated and- subjective· evidence; and· that 'positive-l'fSults could. only
be. obtained by .organising throughout the .. country, or :the Y.forld, continuous
observation of .the •.Skies by· a· co-ordinated· network· of visual oiJ~ervers; equipped
with photographic. apparatus,; and· supple!"ented by ~ network 'I of rad.ar stations
.and·sound locators. We sho11ld regard thiS, on· the ev1dence so ~ar avatlable, as a
si.ngularly pro~tl~ enterJ>rise. · We accor~ingly. re_commend ve~ ..strongly. that· no
further ·mvest1gat10n. of ·reported:·mysteriOUS .aenal phenomena 'be .undertaken,
unless and until some·ma.terial e:vidence becom~ av.ailabl~.
1.· .. ·. ·.,·-~ ...:
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UNUSUAL

R~OAR·Rm;PONSB ovM~.

G..E~

With reference to the unusual response observed 'at Wartlin~ on lst Jiui~ 19~0.
it is suggested that the signal observed. was received directly f~om another radar
.transmitter, possibly ship-borne, in the. Portsmouth.,Isle; of. Wight· area." This _will
be termed the "Western·" transmitter •. ··. · . · ·. · .
·1
• ·
:
. ·. Assuming the · modulation pulses · of the •" Western" transmitter to be
isoehronous ·with those of the Wartling set,. and that the pqlse of· the former
was occurring anything· up. to, say, 1·2 milliseconds minus. t~l transmission time
later than that' of the. latter, the received signal would be visible on the P.P.l.
dis'play. ,. Moreover,. unless the ·~Western" transmitter were ~ery far away it is
probable''tbiit the received ·signal would be of large amplitude and would therefore,
as staled in the. report, :~'·appear very thick lea.ving more afte1glow than a usual
response behind."
·
·
,.. ,. It is reasonabl~ to suppose.that the repetition rates mentionr' above would not
remain .identical for . more than a few seconds;: ·A· relative!~.· small drift in the
repetition rates will produce a considerable 'change j" the ti e interial ·betw~n
the· transtnitter :pulse and· the firing instant: of the receiver tim base. This would
result in ·a·:largC. .displacement· of the· received signal aloo§ .the -scan. which would.
be 'i!'tei'preted ·a~ a high s~. mo'!'ement 'of-the . .~·; tal}et ~. in tihc ~~":dial ~jrection.
It Will be apprec&at~ that tf,!l~ the· mstant. of first.oSJghtJOg ,the, rt~t1t100 rate. of ~he
·"-Western" transmitter· wrte above:. but slowly. approachmg. that of the: Warthog
set,.tM···· target··.· would· appear-to ·ctose range· rapidly; as the re!J,btition ral.es became
:equaF'the·;'~ target '!;"Wt)uld .. appear stationar.y; •and•.as. ·the. "V!'estern ·:.··repetition·
rate~ (ell· below'' t~at·• of'·the · ~artling· set.-· the !l1\target. ~~-· wo~!d appear to .,open
,range rapidly.:,Jt may· fut~her ·be: noted that·:oneo.would'expp:t' reftections from
·objeC:tS (ltJIIs, &c.l relatively' close to· _the· " Western t'l. trailsmiU .r to be of sufficient
amplitude::.to•be 'displayed also on· the P.P.I.;•which·would.gi eJthe impression 1 o(
" shadows " between successive points ~ described in the re rt. .. .. ·.. . ,: ..."·; ...
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·.:; While on the tifierarige at Tipner,Portsmouth,an'!)bject having the appearance
of. a "·Flying Saucer" was· observed. in the·: dista.nee: Visibility. was~ go~,· there
being a cloudles~ sky and-bright sunshine;. ~e object' was, located' and held by
telescope ( x :20 magniflcation),· ~nd gave appearance· of !>eing a ci~ular shining·
dQc:'moving·on a regular·flight,P&th, ·It' was onltaftc;r. ~servation had ·
kept.
· fofseveral·minut~ and the·iltil!Jde'of the object' changed so· that it did n t reflect
· the sunlight to ~C! 9b~er's eye, that it was identified as being a· perfect!~ normal
~ircr'aft,;'
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REPORT OF AN UNEXPLAINED AERIAL SIGHTING

1.

Date and time of sighting.
(Duration of sighting.)

2.

Just said saw a flying object.
Description of object.
(No of objects, size, shape, colour,
brightness, noise.)

3.

Exact position of observer.
Geographical location.
(Indoors/outdoors,
stationary/moving.)

Not given.

4.

How object was observed.
(Naked eye, binoculars, other
optical device, camera or
camcorder.)

With the naked eye.

5.

Direction in which object was
f"Irst seen.
(A landmark may be more helpful
than a roughly estimated bearing.)

Was seen over East Coker, Somerset.

6.

Approximate distance.

Not given.

7.

Movements and speed.
(side to side, up or down,
constant, moving fast, slow)

Not given.

8.

Weather conditions during
observation.
(cloudy, haze, mist, clear)

Not given.

20 February 2005
No time given.

1

\REDACTED ON ORIGINAL DOCUMENT\

9.

To whom reported.

Das answerphone.

(Police, military, press etc)

10.

Name, address and telephone no
of informant.

11.

Other witnesses.

Not given.

12. Remarks.

Said that she saw the UFO report in the
Western Gazette and thought that she
should report to us what she had seen.

13. Date and time of receipt.

2 March2005
11.45L
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Arbitration

[18 JANUARY 19-79]

Amendment, by leave, withdrawn.

Lord HACKING: I say nothing, but
v;ithdraw.

[Amendment No. 27 not mo;·ed.]

7.3 p.m. ·
Lord HACKING moved Am~ndment
No.28:
AfLer Clause 5, in;erl tht·. following new clause:
Am<:tufment (~{principal Act rtlming to
ap}'i!'inrr.z.?tlf of ne1r arb,.trators
(" . At the end section 23 of the principal
Act th<!re shall be added the foiiowia~:
"Where an Arbitrator or Ump;re has been
removed tmder subsc:ction 23(1) ab•w;;;, any
party to the reference mey serve on th·3 other
par!ies to the rd'erence, a written n·::>tk~ to
appoint, or, a~ tbc case may be, to conc11r in
appointing, an Arbitrator or Umpire in place
of the Arbitrator or Umpire so removed, and
if the a~'pointmcnt is not made within :;even
clear days after the service of the notice, the
High Court 01 a Judge tl;ereof may, O!l application by the party w:1o gave the notice, appoint
an Arbitrator or Umpire who shall have the
like pow.:rs to act within the refe.ret:ce and
make an award as had the Arbitra<•-•r or
Umpire who has been removed.".").
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h:~g lt;~v:e to

Lord HACKING
ND.29:

0

BilllfLL.]

mov('d . A.r.n.c-ndrncnt

After Clause 5, ins·~rt the f::llowing n.ew cbt:se:
Amendment of s. 1(-t) of Arbitra:,(m A{'t ! 97)
(" . In subs·~cliun 1(4} Arbitrati0n .'.ct 1975
after " i.; a party " tb:rc:: shall be added the
words ·• to the proce.~dings ". ").

The noble Lord said: I s!mll briefiv
uddrcss the Committee on Amendment~
29 and 30. The noble and learnc:! Lord
has already replied to my Amendment
No. 17 which is related to these Amendments and he has left me in a position of
suspension. l do not know the noble
and learned Lord's mind but I am hapov
to remam in suspension 'until tt:e Rel)~it
stage or until such time as he is able to
take me out of it. I beg to move.
The LORD CHANCELLOR: I hope
that the noble Lord will not suffer unduly
in a state that I ptefer to call suspended
animation rather than suspension.

Amendment, by leave, withdrawn.
The noble Lord said: Before I withdraw
[Amcndment30 not moved.]
this Amendment, may I mention thai I
drafted this Amendment within the ambit
Remaining clauses agreed to.
of the new clause that I am proposing to
replace Section 23. It is more appropriate
House resumed: Bill reported with an
to have the appointment of another 1. Amendment.
arbitrator under terms (which other terms 1
.
come from other clauses of this Bill)
than to use the terms used in Section 25 ,
of the Arbitration Act 1950. I beg to
UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS
move.
7.7 p.m.·
The Earl of CLANCARTY rose to
The LORD CHANCELLOR: The
Amendment allowing the court to replace call attention to the increasing number
an arbitrator removed for misconduct is, of sightings and landings .')n a worldI am advised, unnecessary. Section 25 of wide scale of unidentified flying object<:
the 1950 Act deals with the matter and (uFOs), and to the nt::cd for an lntr2.gives the court adequate powers to replace governmcntal study ofUFOs; and to move
a removed arbitrator. I do not know for Papers. The noble Earl said: It is
whether that covers the point that the with mnch pleasure that I introduce this
noble Lord has made or not; but if be is debate this evening about unideatified
still reverting to the use of the concept flying objects-known more briefly as
of misconduct in this connection, then, UFOs and sometimes as flying ~aucers.
as I have said, I am willing to look at that I understand that tbis is the first t!m~ the
subject of UFOs h:-ts been debated in yom
again in other connections.
Lordships' House, so that this is indeed a
Lord HACKING: l will leave the unique occasion. Before proceeding furmatter there. I have already mentioned ther I think I should declare an interest,
to the noble and learned Lord that I in that I have written a number of books
believe these words are better than those about UFOs. l am ~rateflll to those
in Section 25. That is the reason why I noble Lords \Vho arc going to follow me
drafted them. l beg leave to withdraw in this debate and I am sure tbt it wiil
be a most stimulating discussion.
the Amendment.

f

.... ) :
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Unidentified

[LORDS]

Before speaking about the need for an
intra-governmental study of UFOs, which
is the basis of my Motion being debated
today, I think it advisable to give your
Lordships some background to this fascinating subject of UFOs. I shall briefly
cover a little history, the classes of witnesses, the characteristics of UFOs and
some important sightings, and then I shall
deal with the vital subject of the attitude
of governments to these important
phenomena.

.

'

~.

Although UFOs have come to the fore
since the end of the last World War,
there are reports of them all through
history. Among the papers of the late
Professor Alberto Tulli, former director
of the Egyptian Museum at the Vatican,
was found one of the earliest known
records of a fleet of flying saucers. It
was written on papryus long ago in
ancient Egypt-actually, it was at the
time of Thutmose III, circa 1504 to 1450
BC, who, with his army witnessed the
sighting of what we today would call
UFOs.
Now, I am not going to bore your
Lordships with accounts of UFOs in
every century because I want to get on
to the very interesting things happening
today. In modern times things began
to happen during World War II when both
allied and German pilots saw strange
circular lights around their planes. We
called them Foo fighters. Both Allied
and German pilots thought that they were
secret weapons of the other side. After
the war, on 24th June 1947, an American
called Kenneth Arnold, piloting his own
plane, was on a mercy mission trying to
find another aircraft that had crashed
somewhere in the Cascade Mountains in
the State of Washington. Suddenly, he
spotted nine gleaming objects, crescent
shaped, flying in a zigzag fashion between
his plane and the mountains. He managed
to calculate their speed because he was
able to get a fix-I think that is the technical term-between two mountain peaks,
Rainier and Baker. It appeared that the
objects were travelling at some 1,400 miles
per hour-a very fast speed in 1947.
Some time after landing, Arnold, in
answer to a question from the Press,
des.:ribed the motion of the flying objects
as being like saucers skimming over water.
Ne:xt da}' the Press headlined them as
" flying ~<meers". Since Arnold's sighting
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in 1947, millions of people all over the
world have seen the UFOs. This brine:s
me to the class of witnesses that see
UFOs. It is true that occasionally one
gets the odd crank or hoaxer; but the
majority of witnesses are sincere people.
Th~n again many witnesses are pilots,
police officers, coastguards, radar operators-in short, trained observers. Manv
astronauts have seen UFOs.
Many
people ask me: "Why is it that astronomers do not see them? " The answer
is that they do. In a letter published in the
Daily Telegraph on 4th January last year,
I listed eight well-known astronomers who
had seen UFOs, including Dr. Clyde
Tombaugh, discoverer of the planet Pluto.
Now a few words, my Lords, about the
UFOs themselves. Actually, the name
" flying saucer " given by the Press in
1947 was a misnomer as they come in all
sorts of shapes and sizes: cigar, oval,
disc, sphere, doughnut, crescent and
tadpole shaped. You name it, my Lords,
the list is endless. I should like to say a
few words about their characteristics.
UFOs often have '-':ery bright lights and
sometimes when in flight change colours
all the way through the colour spectrum.
Sometimes the light from a UFO is so
intense that its shape is obscured from
view. This light energy is so powerful
that witnesses have been burned on the
face and hands if in too close a proximity
to a UFO.
Another characteristic of the UFOs is
eiectrical
interference with
various
machines. UFOs have been notorious for
stopping cars at short range. The driver
will hear his engine splutter and it stops
running.
Besides cars, many other
machines have · been affected, including
aircraft, motor cycles, buses, lorries and
tractors. UFOs are said to be the cause
of some of the power blackouts in the
USA, Mexico and other countries. Indeed,
UFOs have been seen flying along power
lines in the USA just before black-outs.
Furthermore, I have a picture on the wall
of my study at home of a UFO doing
just that!
Now, I will mention one or two of the
more impressive sightings since the war.
On the 29th June, 1954, a BOAC Boeing
stratocruiser " Centaurus " had taken off
from New York for London. Dinner had
been served. The time was just after
sunset when the skipper, Captain James
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Howard, first sighted the UFOs. Some of
the passengers by then w,?re asleep.
There was one big object with six ~;maller
ones. Captair. H 'J\\·ard pointed them
out to his co-pilot, First Officer Lee Boyd,
who flew with the famous Pathfinder
force i.n World War H. The objects were
five miles from the " Centaurus· ". They
stayed parallel with the aircraft for
80 miles. From time to time the big
object appeared to change shape. The
radio officer checked with Goose Bay,
Labrador, to see if any other aircraft were
in the area and was told, No. Goose
Bay sent a fighter up to investigate.
All the crew saw the objects. Just before
the fighter arrived, the objects began to
disappear, and it seemed that the smaller
ones went inside the large one. Altogether,
a crew of eight and 14 of the 51 passengers
saw the UFOs.
In November 1975, at Strategic Air
Command Bases in Michigan, Montana,
Ncrth Dakota and Maine, a number of
UFOs were sighted over a 13 day period.
Several were hovering near nuclear weapons
storage areas. When interceptor planes
were sent up to investigate, the UFOs
dimmed their lights and became invisible.
One of the most amazing UFO incidents
ever occurred in Septembr, 1976.
A
report of this event written by Geoffrey
Levy appeared in the Daily Axpress on
27th February, last year. I shall try and
give you his account in my own words.
A very large glowing object was seen over
Teheran, Iran. Hundreds of witnesses
telephoned the authorities. At 1.30 a.m.
the Iranian Air Force scrambled a Phantom jet to investigate the UFO which was
some 70 miles away. As the jet reached
about half the distance to the UFO, all
of the Iranian plane's communications and
instrument systems malfunctioned. The
pilot· had no alternative but to return to
base.
A second Phantom jet took off flying
faster than the speed of sound. The UFO
began to move at a very fast speed indeed,
and soon outpaced the jet. Then, an
extraordinary thing happened. Suddenly
a second smaller UFO came out of the
big one, and headed straight for the jet.
The jet pilot tried to release an AIM-9
air-to-air missile at the glowing object.
No success at all. The weapons control
panel was not working and all electronic
systems were out of action. There was
only one thing for the pilot to do, and that
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was to make his escape. He put his plane

in to a di·>'c. Then something extraordinary
happened. The second UFO turned around
and went back inside the " mother ship ".
The jet pilot's instruments started working
again. So once more he tried to oursue
the UFO, but it moved away too rapidly,
and so the Phantom jet returned to base.
There are literallv vast numbers of these
astounding reports. Indeed, my Lords,
this worldwide UFO invasion of every
country's air space is of growing importance
and therefore I suggest that Parliament
keeps a continuous watch on the situation.
I have thought of one way of doing this.
In the same way that there is a House of
Lords Defence Study Group ably chaired
by the noble Lord. Lord Shinwcll, perhaps
we could have a House of Lords UFO
Study Group to meet periodically. If
any of your Lordships are interested,
please Jet me know!

I should like to touch on the attitudes
of Governments towards this subject and
to stress the need for an intra-governmental study, which is the object of my
Motion. I am only going to talk about
four Governments, your Lordships will
probably be pleased to know. First, let
us take a look at the United States. I
think that one of the reasons for " playing
down " UFOs some years ago in the United
States was the fear of panic among the
public. Thi<; was partly based on an
actual panic that did occur in 1938 due to
a very realistic broadcast by Orson Welles
of H. G. Wells' War of the Worlds.
Thousands of people left their homes.
However, after the war, the United
States Air Force investigated pilots'
reports without any debunking. Then
the Central Intelligence Agency, the CIA,
stepped in. The CIA controls the intelligence departments of the United States
military services.
They ordered the
United States Air Force to clamp down on
UFO reports. That was, I believe in 1953
and it has been going on ever since.
Pilots who reported seeing UFOs were
ridiculed, and after a time other pilots did
not report them for fear of damaging their
reputation. We had high hopes during
President Carter's election campaign that
there was a strong possibility of a breakthrough to the truth about UFOs. He
disclosed during his campaign that he had
seen a UFO a few years previously in
Georgia, and he added that if he ~ot into
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[The Earl of Clanca;·ty.]
King~bridge, kindly confirmed to me in
the White Hous·~ he would release to the his reply that the GEPAN unit-those
public ail the lJFO information in the are the initials of the group-had been
Pentagon. Unfortunately, that election 1 set up under the French Ministry of
pledge has not been fulfiiled.
l Industry, Commerce and Artisans at the
What has been happening in the Soviet \ centre in Toulouse. M. Galley also added
Union? Probably the leading ufologist l that the gendarmerie were playing a very
in that country is Doctor Felix Zigel, I important part in UFO investigations
Professor of Higher Mathematics and I questioning witnesses and examining burnt
Astronomy at the Moscow Aeronautical \ circular marks on the ground where
Institute. For a long time he had been UFOs had landed; or were alleged to
trying to form a big UFO research group have landed. So the French have been
on a worldwide scale. Many UFOs have \' taking it all seriously and keeping their
been seen over the Soviet Union. In July, own people informed. Nobody panicked
August, September and October 1967, for and people did not rush like lemmings
instance, giant space ships were seen over into the sea.
various parts of the USSR by astronomers
Is it not time that Her Majesty's
and other witnesses. On lOth November
of that year, it was announced that there Government informed our people of
was to be a full investigation of UFOs. what they know about UFOs? The
This was announced on Russian tele- UFOs have been coming in increasing
vision. The operation was to be headed numbers for 30 years since the war, and
b~ Major Ge~~ral Anatoly Stolyerov, I I think it is time our people were told the
·wtth Doctor Zt~l as Number Two. 1 truth. We have not been invaded from
Thousands o~ U_t:-0 cases :vere. to be I outer space. Most incidents have not
analysed by scte11t1sts and So':tet Atr Force been hostile. Indeed it is us, the earthlings,
officer~. However, the Russtan Academy who have fired on them. There may have
for Sctences came down h3:_r<l on the n~w been a few allegedly hostile incidents, but
UFO gro~P. aad on 27th. Febr~ary, 19o8, I maintain that if there is a disturbing
Pra.vdayuohsh~d th::: offictal attttude of the element in a phenomenon which is pretty
\ friendly on the whole, we should be told
autnonttes, ana the cover-up was on.
There is, however, one country which the truth. -yYhatever the _tr1;1th is, I am
can be relied upnn to take a Jine independ- sure that an
lS a prepared
ent from others over many matters, and . one.
thmg. 1t on record that
UFOs proved to be no exception. In I ~oth s.tghtmg an~ landmg reports are
February, 1974, the then French Minister \ mcreasmg all. the ttme. Just suppose. the
of Defence, !vL Robert Galley, was inter- ufonauts
to make mass landmgs
viewed entirely about UFOs on France- \ tomorrow
th1s country-there could
Inter radio station. The interviewer was well be pamc here, because our people
Jean Claude-Bourret. At the time there have not been prepared.
was tremendous publicity in France, but
for some reason our newspapers did not \ The noble Lord, Lord Strabolgi, is to
even mention the broadcast. M. Galley reply for Her Majesty's Government at
stated that the UFOs were real b'..lt the end of this debate. I should like to
admitted that it was not known where ask the noble Lord whether he will
thev came from. He said that since 1954, contact his right honourable friend the
there had been a unit in the French Minister of Defence about the possibility
Ministry of Defen:.::e collecting UFO of giving a broadcast interview about
reports. Some of this material was sent to UFOs, as his counterpart across the
the National Centre for Space Studies in Channel did in 1974. That would go a
Toulouse, the French equivalent of the long way to discredit the view held by a
American NASA. In this Centre there lot of people in this country that there
was also a unit-a scientific one--studying is a cover-up here and that in some way
both UFO sighting and landing reports.
we are playing along with the United
States over this. I should also like to see
an intra-governmental study of the UFOs.
A little over a year ago, I received some , All Governments should get together and
information that this particular unit was \ pool their knowledge about UFOs, and
under goyernment sponsorships and so I the results should be passed on to the
put down a Question for Written Answer.
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as I say, t.hat these unexnlained sightings
could be-and, indeed,· would be-explai11cd, if we had more kno'.vlcdcrc about
tbcra; for example, better . phot~graphs.
7.29 p.m.
How rnany dear photographs of UFOs
Lord TREFGARNE: My Lorus, 1 am j have yo~1r Lordshi;}s scea? A!ll have seen
bound to say that I face making this · arc hazy, fudgy pho~ogi'aphs \Vhich could,
speech with some trepidation. I had or coL<Id not, be genuine.
wondered whether V.'C could justify the
holdinrr of wbat is ill cf:ect a full deb~lc
Ufologists often rely upon radar inforon thf., matter; but having seen the mation for evidence in their case, but I
audience we have tonight, and indeed must tel_l your Lordships that radar plays
.
more tncks even than the camera, and I
·
h avmg heard the speech of the noble Earl, d
Lord Clancarty, I can see that that sort
.~ not belicv~ that rad<tr information, in
of thought would not go down too well. tms con~ext! 15 r:alid. For example, the
I may v.:ell be shouted down before f finish recent stghtmgs m New Zealand, which
were widely reported just before Christmas
anyway, but let us sec if we can avoid that including some rather strant::e-looking'
right at the start.
p hotographs which appeared on ~television,•
The noble Earl asked us in his Motion to were also said to have been confirmed by
support a proposal particularly for an radar information which was available
intra-governmental study-I suppose he to the aircraft in question. But I know
means, as indeed he has described, from my own experience that radar is
between Governments. No doubt he frequently used, and, indeed, is so desioned
would \vish to see the co-operation of the for detecting anomalies in atmosp~~eri~
United States. But I should not want to conditions ::md in \Ve:J.thtr patterns, and
support that kind of proposal. I do not I am not persuaded that radar is a valid
think the time has yet come when we can supporting argument in this case.
view this matter with sufficient certainty
Since time immemorial, man has asto justify the expenditure of public cribed t!10se phenomena that he could not
money on it.
explain to some supernatural or extraI certainly agree that the numerous terrestrial agents. Eventually as scientific
voluntary bodies, including those with wisdom has advanced, these' phenomena
which the noble Earl is associat~d, ought are understood more fully, until now,
A to be encouraged, and indeed I should not today, no one takes witchcraft seriously
/i{ be opposed to informal links bct\veen and there are no fairies at the bottom
j those bodies-or, at least the re5ponsible of my ~arden. .It is not so long ago that
1 ones-and others, such as the Ministry magnetism, as It occurs naturally in the
l of Defence. But I am ashamed to say, form of lodestone, was thought to be the
in the midst of all this faith, that I am not work of the Devil, as indeed were some of
myself a believer in UFOs described, as the hot springs found in Iceland, Australia
I believe they are, as objects or vehicles and elsewhere.
from another planet or from another
An eclipse of the sun or the moon
universe.
'now fully understood, was once thouaht
I have some 2,500 hours as a pilot. t'? be an expression of the Almighty's
I have flown across the atlantic a few dtspleasure. Perhaps this derives from
times as a pilot. But, unlike with the the description in the Gospels of the events
aircraft reported by the noble Earl, I following the Crucifixion. I recall the
have never seen one. I presume-indeed, 44th and 45th verses of the 23rd chapter
I believe-that a good many of the of St. Luke's Gospel, and I shall read
·
sightings can be explained by logical it if I may:
" An.d it was about the sixth hour, and there
scientific theory and I am, so far at least, was
a darkness over all the earth until the ninth
convinced that those that cannot so far hour.
be so explained could be, if our knowledge
And the sun was darkened, and the veil of the
were more advanced or if we had more temple was rent in the midst ".
information about the sightings in question. St. Matthew described it rather well also:
It is these unexplained sightings upon . "A~d, behold, the veil of the temple was ·rent
which ufologists rely so heavily in asking m twam from the top to the bottom· and the
us to accept their theories. But I believe, earth did quake, and the rocks rent". '
pt:,b1ic. Finally, I should like to thank
your Lord~ hips for yom kind attention,
and l be:,! to move for Papers.
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[Lord Trefgarne.}
appeared on the Order Paper before
No one would now seriously doubt that today, and I hope that it appears on the
those happenings were, in fact, an eclipse list of speakers a good many times in the
of the sun and an earthquake respectively. future. The noble Earl, Lord Clancarty
I would not deny that there may have been has done m a service by bringing thi~
divine intervention in respect of the timing ' matter forward, but I would counsel
of those events, but certainly I would say caution and care.
that they were caused by terrestrial forces
which we now fully understand.
7.38 p.m.
Without wishing to pre-empt anything
The Earl of KIMBERLEY: My Lords,
that the right reverend Prelate the Bishop as the noble Lord, Lord Trefgarnc, has
of Norwich may say, perhaps I may said, the majority of noble Lords in this
pose the question as to whether the exis- Chamber will be greatly indebted to the
tence of another race or races outside our n~ble E~trl, . Lord Clancarty, ~or raising
universe is compatible with our Christian this fascmatmg and controversial subject
principles. I speak only as a simple this evening. Before I begin, perhaps I
member of the Christian faith, but I should say that I have an interest in it
think I believe that He loves us and us because I am a director of a company
alone. I am not aware that there is any which is to make an identified flying
suggestion in the words of Christ or in object-a thermo skyship, which is saucer
the words of the Almighty, as recorded shaped. I shall not get that muddled up.
that we must share his goodness with But in spite of sceptics, such as the noble
people from another universe. There is Lord, Lord Wigg, the other day in a
no suggestion that there is, indeed, any newspaper, and Sir Bernard Lovell from
other such people. I acknowledge, how- Jodrell Bank, who says that UFOs do
ever, that, for example, the works of not exist, we must agree that they do,
Darwin were once thought incompatible because otherwise there would be no
with the Christian faith, and so perhaps unidentified flying objects. Furthermore,
my view of the credibility of these things, we should not have throughout the world
from a Christian point of view, is open to radio telescopes listening to try to pick up
correction. Perhaps the right reverend signals from intelligences in outer space.
Prelate will be able to help us when he
As the noble Earl, Lord Clancarty,
comes to speak.
said, UFOs are not products of the 20th
I emphasise that I do not for a moment century imagination. They have been
doubt the sincerity and conviction of those observed here for years-by the North
who believe in these objects, who believe American Indians, by the monks of
that they are visitors from another universe Byland Abbey in 1290, who were terrified
or, at least, some supernatural force by the appearance of a huge silver disc.
beyond our reason. I simply do not Right through history up to today,
happen to agree with them. I certainly do millions of people have seen UFOs, and
not agree with the learned professor, I wiH go so far as to say that I am the
speaking on the radio the other morning, first to ~dmit that the very large majority
who said: " Anyone who believes in of them can be explained as natural or
UFOs is a loony ". But as for the sugges- man-made phenomena-meteorites, sateltion that an international study group lite debris, weather balloons, military
should be set up, ·I do not think that I flares, et cetera. But there are still many
could countenance that as a serious which are completely unexplained.
proposal at this time. I emphasise,
It has been reported that the United
however, that I would be happy to
encourage informal links between, for States and the USSR signed a pact in
example, the RAF and the very worthy 1971 to swop UFO information, but the
groups who believe differently from the pact stated that they were to keep the
rest of the world in the dark. I believe
way I do.
that the pact was signed so that neither
Before I sit down, I should just like to super-Power would make mistakes about
say how much I am looking forward to UFOs being atomic missiles. I am also led
the maiden speech of my noble friend to understand that quite recently the three
Lord Oxfuird, who is to speak later in United States balloonists who crossed
the debate. His name has, of course, the Atlantic were followed for up to 12
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hours-·; bv UFOs but \vere ordered by I threefold: first, to se~ . whether U~Os
United S~<ltes Government agents not to I \vere a threat to the sccunty of the Unrted

discuss them.
We know that war in space, once a
1gment of the imagination and a subject
much beloved by science fiction >vrilers,
is very nearJy a fact now. Both superPowers have, or will have, killer satellites
and laser beams operating in space. May
I ask the noble Lord, Lord Strabolgi,
whether he agrees that this may perhaps
be one of the reasons for the reticence of
the United States over being more forthcoming about their UFO information?
In 1977, Sir Eric Gairy, the Prime
Minister of Grenada, backed by President Carter, wanted the United Nations
to declare 1978 as the Year of the UFO.
They both failed. However, the proposition was finally tabled for 29th September
1978. This proposition was postponed
through October, November and December. It was finally threatened by the veto
of the United States and Russia. Hopefully, however, it will now be considered
in June of this year. I believe that at last
there has been a unanimous vote that the
proposition will not be rejected.
As the noble Lord, Lord Trefgarne,
said, I agree entirely that we do not
understand many of these unidentified
flying objects because of our lack of
knowledPe. UFOs defy worldly logic.
Even if ~ne accepts that there may be life
elsewhere in our galaxy, or even in other
galaxies, the human mind cannot begin to
comprehend UFO characteristics: the!r
propulsion, their sudden appearance, the~r
disapperance, their great speeds, their
silence, their manoeuvres, their apparent
anti-gravity, their changing shapes. They
defy our present knowledge and laws of
matter. Of course, this naturally upsets
our earthly scientists because it is outside
their earthly terms of reference and
knowledge, but to try to present UFOs in a
more mundane light let us briefly examine
the last 30 years.
In 1947, the United States Air Force
started an official project called" SIGN".
By 1949, 243 reports of UFOs had been
submitted, but no conclusive evidence
came to the public's knowledge from this
project. Project Blue Book was then
born, and its findings produced the same
conclusions.
So it appears that the
United States Air Force concern was
H.L.8 P

States; secondly, to see whether UFOs
could contribute technical and scientific
knowledge; and, thirdly, to explain to the
general American public what was going
on in their air space. However, as UFOs
appeared to offer no threat to security,
Project Blue Book became just a public
relations exercise to not inform the public,
despite numerous unidentified radar trackings and close approaches made by UFOs
to both civil and military aircraft. The
military staff in America said that, as
there was no threat or danger, they were
not interested in pursuing the subject
any further. So Project Blue Book was
abandoned.
This may be good enough to fob off the
American public, but it is not good enough
to fob off the British public. Too many
people-ordinary people as well as famous
people-have seen UFOs. Ten Governments now openly admit that UFOs exist
and are real: France, Norway, Sweden,
Brazil, the Argentine, Venezuela, Mexico,
the Philippines, Peru and Grenada. Other
Governments know that UFOs exist
but do not admit it publicly. President
Carter has personally seen a UFO.
Let me give a small sample of prominent, scientific and sane peopie who
have seen UFOs or helieve, through
evidence, that they exist: Commander
Robert McLaughlin, United States Navy
missile expert; John McCormack, Speaker,
United States House of Representatives;
the late Air Chief Marshall Lord Dowding;
the late President Truman; Dr. Stanton
Friedman, United States Nuclear Physicist; Ed Mitchell, Apollo astronaut;
Gordon Cooper, Apollo astronaut; Dr.
Allen Hynek, Professor of Astronomy,
North West University; Walter Cronkite,
United States newscaster; Neil Armstrong,
first man on the moon; and, lastly, Dr.
Felix Zigel, Professor of Higher Mathem a tics and Astronomy, Moscow Aeronautical Institute. Can any of your
Lordships sincerely believe that these
aforementioned . people all suffer either
from hallucinations or believe in fairy
stories?
Despite the United States and the
USSR embargo on UFO information,
funnily enough the Russians appear
more inclined to think that UFOs have
extra-terrestrial origins. Further, some
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Russian scientists see a connection between
UFOs and paranormal phenomena. In
fact, there is an ever-growing belief thc!t
space travel has a connection with telepathy and telekinesis, because cosmonauts
in orbit have discovered through scientiiic
tests that they have an increased level of
telephathic communication. If we assume
that extra-terrestrial intelligences who
travel to earth are more advanced than
we are-and in that respect I think that
they must be---then UFOs could be telekinetic phenomena: in other words,
controlled by thought pulses.
Since thought is not subject to the
physical limitations of matter, thea velocities in excess of the speed of light would be
possible. It is interesting to me tha.t in
1968 I was spc:lking to Sir Frank Whittle,
the inventor of the jet engine and an
eminent scientist, about interstellar space
travel. It was just before the Americans
had landed on the moon. Sir Frank
said that he thought that it would be
perfectly feasible on~ day to go to the
stars, as he did not believe in Einstein's
theory of relativity. A rem~rk like this,
coming from an ordinary man like myself,
would probably, quite rightly, b~ laughed
at. But one can certainly not laugh when
a remark like that is made by such an
eminent person as Sir Frank Whittle.
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Eiscnhow~r, President Lyndon Johns 01

and Pr~stdent Ford, v:ho I agree w3
appointed. During their presidencies th~,
became completely silent and did not fulfil
their promises. Why? T strongly suspect that Her Majesty's Government kn·Jw
why, and if they do know, why then
they should inform your Lordships.
'

I believe that there is much material
evidence on UFOs in the national archives
in the United States of America which
has n~ver been made known to the public,
and even President Carter is finding it
difficult to carry out his pre-election pkdge.
I am led to believe that he has tried
unsuccessfully with NASA to do UFO
research. The answer he has beea given
. "N o, due to exp~nse " . T'nat rc:>earch
~
IS
which NASA has been required to do
would cost a few million dollars, but a
few millioa dollars is only the cost of two
astronauts' suits. Therefore it r.ppears
obvious that for some reason there is a
cover-up in the United States.

We in the United Kingdom are m a
strange position because we have had
thousands of sightings, yet I am led to
understand that the Ministry of Ddeace
he<ve only two clerks working on UFO
sightings. Further, they ciaim that they
are not spending any money on UFO
research. They appear reluctant to investigate publicly connected phenomena
such as alleged messages from outer space.
What is interesting is that two years bter, They say that this is the responsibility
in 1970, Dr. Fomin, a Russian doctor of of the BBC and the Post Office. Can the
telekinesis and automation, argued that, · :tv1inister say whether the BBC and the
to traverse interstellar space, we would Post Office !mow that they have this
have to grapple with physical laws differe;;.t ·
from those we know at present and which responsibility?
so far are only theory. However, these
Further, when the noble Lord, Lord
principles have been established in mathe- Strubolgi, replies to the debate will he
matical formulae. Therefore, Einsteiil's confirm that Her Majesty's Government
concept of time and space possibly may might be sympathetic and give support
not apply.
to the efforts of President Carter, Dr. Kurt
Waldheim and Sir Eric Gairy to get the
In 1976, President Carter, in a· pre- United Nations to debate the resolution
election pledge stated:
•· to discover the origin, nature and int·~nt of
'' If I become President, I'll-make every piece
of information this country has about UFO siting:>
available to the oublic and the scientists. I am
convinced that UFOs exist. I have seen them ".

This statement \vas a breakthrough against
the United States cover-up as it admitted
that not all UFO information is, or has
been, available to the American public.
For instanc<::, do your Lordships' know
that three former United States Presidents
before th~ir election proclaimed their
belief in UFOs? They were President

.,

UFOs".

The noble Earl, Lord Clancarty, said
that we should set up a parliamentary
UFO group to n:eet a few times a year.
I would concur with him. Further, I
think the general public should be en~
couraged to come forward with evidence.
1V1any" do not, for fear of being ridiculed.
Let them be open; let th<::m be honest;
let them ba..her their 1\-Iember of Parlia·
ment and tl1e Government to be open
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witi1 them and to cea.se what I am co;n inced
i~; a cover-up IH.TC. 'The peop!e of n.-:uin
h:ne a ri·:bt to ldJC'\'' all that(,.~ Go\'c!Ti.mcnt£>, m)t only of tl:is cvuntry but C;th::rs
throughout the world, kiw·.v abv~lt UFOs.
Before I sit down I ask the noble Lord,
Lord Strabolgi, wbcti1er he v. ill tell your
Lotdships why the Ministry of Defence
has not informed the public of 18 con!acts
from 23rd May 1977 up to 22nd February
1978, numb~red K 5634 to K 5651 inclusive. Further, what do the clas~;incJtion
numbers 5, 3, 20, IG, 6, 8 and 23 mean for
these 18 contacts? !ifcreover, does the
noble Lord realise that 13 out of these
18 contacts were seen during the hours of
daylight? There n~ed be n; fear that the
people of this country may p2.nic, since
if UFOs are e-xtra-terrestrial their intelligence and knowkdgc is far ahead of our
primitive understanding. ivfy Lords, I
heartily support the Ivfotion moved by
the noble Earl, Lord Clancarty, for an
intra-governmental body to research U FOs.
Let Her Majesty's Go\'emment give an
example to the rest of the world by being
the leader in this investigation.

7.55 p.m.

J
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that is quite possible if you believe in the
now <!CC'G].>ted--o:- shall \Ve say more
j)O;'Elar----th;:;ory of the "big bang" kr

the start of the universe.

UndoubtedlY,

our sun and its solar svstem must have
been shared with rr:any others at that
moment when we suddenly appeared.
They even give dates for it now; they
talk about 5,000 million years ago, which
fits in with our o>vn geological background.

Theie are many stars which have a
solar syster.1 which might well be in the
same position; they might have one planet.
as we have, as good as ours and with the
same amount of knowledge. On the other
hand, we ml!st accept the fact, as the noble
Earl, Lord Kimberley, was saying, that it
would have to be something which we
have not been able to a:tain on this earth
and something that we do not understand
en this earth, because if one wanted to get,
say, from A Centauri. which is our nearest
star, to here, it wculd take half a lifetime.
Even travelling faster than anything we
have ever produced in the way of space
ships in this world of ours, the distance is
250,000 times the distance that 've are
from our sun, which is 93 million miles.
It is a distance ·which would certainly take
1 half a lifetime, even at 100,000 miles an
hour. So I do not think it would be
reasonable to look at another solar system,
say A Centauri, which is very near, being
only roughly 4f light years from us, which
is not very much in space. There is of
course the possibility that the UFOs
may come from some secret effort on this
earth. This I very much doubt because
one could not keep a thing like that
secret for 20 or 30 years. I very much
doubt the possibility of its being on this
earth.

The Viscount ofOXFUIRD: My Lords,
first I should like to thank the noble
Earl, Lord Clancerty, for initiating this
extremely interesting debate. Of course it
is really much above my head, but I have
enjoyed it already and I hope I shall
enjoy it for the rest of the evening. To me,
the first question really is, ;vhere have
these UFOs come frorn? There could be a
great many answers to that, but in the
first place we can look at our o;,.vn planet
and there is no doubt that there is very
little chance of their having come from
anything in our own solar system. In
fact I think I should quote a few words
So we get an entirely different picture.
from Professor Kopal's recent book on
We
have progressed in the last 30 years
the solar system which finishes up, after
lamenting the fact of what they found out both in cosmology and in many other
sciences, more than we have ever done
about Mars, by saying:
before, certainly in my lifetime. ·I think
" The hope of finding life on Mars has
evaporated, together with the canals, into the the feeling really is that we are now on the
thin Martian air. It is new almost certain that as edge of something in the universe which
living beings we are alone in the solar system".
we do not understand yet. However, if
I think that is a very good example of the we are going to understand the UFO
fact that we cannot look to the solar question, we have got to . move to the
system to disconr where these things extent of understanding something beyond
cosmology today. From our point of
come from, if they come from anywhere.
view, what we are looking at is the tip
The next possibility which has been of the iceberg. We know perfectly well
paraded is that they might come from the that we get information, we put it into.
sister sun in our own galazy. Of course computers and come out at the other
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[Viscount Oxfuird.]
end with a new model. Then in five or
10 years the model is thrown away and
we are back with the one answer which
applies, unfortunately, to so much of
science today; we just do :wt know.
But one hopes that it will be possible.
If the suggestion of the noble Earl,
Lord Clancarty, ba:::ked by the noble
Earl, Lord Kimberley, is adopted-that is,
that we should have a worldwide organisation-to look into this matter and to go
further than we have ever done, why
should we not be the leaders of it? It
would twist science back into a new
field. Is it possible that there is not
merely another solar system in our galaxy,
but that somewhere in one of the many
galaxies in the expanding universe there
are other places where these things could
come from with their amazingly vast
scientific knowledge? I personally see
no valid reason why we must accept that
at this time, but we should start working
for it. If we had a ·,vorldwide organisation to try to control that, perhaps we
should be able to solve many of the
problems which face us today in the
universe; and nothing could be better~
1hen we might possibly find the answer
to our UFOs.
8.2 p.m.
Lord DAVIES of LEEK: My Lords,
as the lone fif!ure on this side of the House
who has dared to come in on this debate,
may I say that it has been a pleasure to
listen to the noble Viscount, Lord Oxfuird,
who has just spoken and, who has, in
his own inimitable way, as a result of
his military and other experience over
the years, brought a certain depth and
profundity to the request for some
investigation into the phenomenon with
which mankind is presented today.
Consequently, with all sincerity I can say
that I hope this House will have the
pleasure of listening to the noble Viscount
on many occasions adding his voice to
our deliberations, and I thank him for
what he has said.
Now I want to attack the problem in
my own way. First, I want to ask what
are we talking about. Secondly, after
expressing my gratitude for the maiden
Speech, I would also express thanks to
th.: noble Earl, Lord Clancarty, who
initiated this debate to call attention to
the increasing number of sightings and
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landings on a worldwide scale of unidentified tlying objects. There is no
argument about that. Do not let the
noble Earl be a little bit sad because of
dandy intellectualism that may approach
!his debate.
The wor!J oozes with
Intellectuality and at the present moment
it is completely lacking in wisdom. Let
us remember what I have said many times
here, and it was my old mother who
taught me this; she made me go to Sunday
school and quote the text. She would say
in Welsh: "Always remember, my boy
Solomon did not ask for cleverness, h~
asked for wisdom ". There is a vast
difference between the dandy intellectualism of some of the reporters on
newspapers' approach to this problem
and the wise approach that we have just
heard in this maiden speech. Let us
anchor that down. What else does the
noble Earl ask for. He savs on a worldwide scale and that there is· need for intergovernmental study. I will add to it
from the other side of the House that the
expense would be so small that we should
not neglect this.
Anybody who knows something about
laser beams-and I saw in a laboratory
in Switzerland for the first time the effect
of a laser beam-knows it would be quite
possible to throw on to that table now
an identified or unidentified object that
vmuld look palpable, like Macbeth's
dagger. Your Lordships remember the
famous dagger scene:
" Is this a dagger I see before me
The handle toward my hand? ...
In form as palpable
As this which now I draw ".

We could with a laser beam throw a
dagger that would look as palpable on
to that table. There may be an understanding of the power of the laser and its
effect existing in some kind of technology
that is beyond the dimension in which we
can work. We have been looking in
mathematics for the fifth and even the
sixth dimension.
I had better pick up my notes, lest we
be here a long time. Noble Lords need
not worry; so much has been quoted that
it saves me a lot of quotation. I want to
ask the 64,000 dollar question. Do noble
Lords believe in angels? The answer
from some will be, Yes, and yet they have
never seen one. We are asking you to
believe in the phenomena of flying
saucers, seen by now by, I should think,
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probably millions, at any rate hundreds
of thous·. . . nds, without ;:x:1ggcration. If
we are stuclying hagiograpby---rnd i had
better be careful-which is L'!;: history of
the saints, if I came off my \Velsh mountains and came down as a little boy of 12
and ~aid J had seen the Virgin Mary
springing out of a rock, some devout
religious people would believe me; but if
I said I had seen a flying saucer they would
not believe me. What is the difference?
It is a question that has to be asked; it is
a philosophical que5tion that l1as to be
asked, when intellectuality, in its pompous
way in its Sunday newspaper articles, is
dealing in print with mysteries that
Shakespeare described-to misquote him:
" There is more in heaven and earth than
is thought of in man's philosophy".

i

II

There is a queerness in the cosmology
of the world in which we are now livin~r.
Was Wells right? We certainly see mankind acting queer when petrol is short.
He is snarling and worse than any being
from outer space. The anthropological
arrogance of 20th century man in his
tinpot motor-cars riding through the
streets of the lovely spaceship we call the
world is hartbreaking. He has learnt
nothing from his two wars; and if we had
another, God help mankind, in view of the
way that he has shown his greed, selfishness and tendency to panic as never before
since the days of the Crusades. The
greatest delusion in the history of man was
the delusion of the Crusades~ But men
went on them after the days of Peter the
Hermit with a fiery and fierce belief in
what they were doing.
The noble Earl, Lord Clancarty, is an
expert who has been written about.
In fact, he dropped everything else to
write about this matter. His seven books
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have been translated into many languages
He has done a
that the debah:
initiated by the noble Earl will rccei\'e
some attention. People tend to scofT,
but it is only a few days ago that we were
sitting at the piano, playing and knocking
out-not with the brilliance of a top
pianist-" We three kings of Orient are".
What did they follow? They followed a
star. What was that star? We have had
an intellectual analysis of why after the
Crucifixion darkness spread over the
earth. The noble Lord, Lord Trefprncwho has piloted from one side of ti1c ocean
to the other-made intellectual assumptions
about earthquakes and eclipses. We are
not completely sure how to explain
eclipses or earthquakes, but we have a
kind of Kepler mathematics that times
things rather nicely. It is not quite
enough to explain the earthquakes. It
does not mean that the mystery of the
UFOs is something that can be brushed
aside, and it is an anthropological arrogance to so say.

i and I congratulate him.
I job of work and I hope

So this deserves not being pushed aside.
Mark you, my Lords, I was told today
outside those doors that an ambassador of
8 ft. 6 ins. with green feet and webbed
feet as well had asked whether he could
park his flying saucer in our car park,
according to some of the telephones that
have been ringing here today, because
some people have treated the whole matter
as a joke. I would, therefore, suggest
to them that they read H. G. Wells' Final
Essay. They can read it in half an hour.
It is slim, it is cogent, it is succinct. He
savs the human mind is at the end of its
tether.

--.. ~ ..--
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Good heavens, I have been speaking for
nine minutes! My Lords, do not worry,
I shall be about another five. The 1-Iouse
has heard a number of laudable· people
quoted.
Ordinary little people h::tve
sometimes been laughed at, especially
those concerned in the famous sighting
at Pascagoula in Mississippi when one
little fellow fainted when he saw a chap
with one leg jumping towards him with a
wizened and wrinkled face, with pointed
ears, crab claws for hands, slits for eyes
and holes beneath his nostril3--they would
not be nostrils without holes, at least l
should hope so! We shall not develop
fantastic descriptions like that. We shall
not go into those realms. But we must
say that there are many people who have
said that they have experienced these
phenomena.
I agree that the New Zealand incident
has reawakened man's interest and as
the noble Lord, Lord Trefgarne, said,
they were not clear pictures. However,
I attended a scientific lecture in this noble
building not so long ago, given by someone who believed faithfully in the Loch
Ness monster. He showed us masses of
films. He was a scientist and he swore
that the Loch Ness monster existed .
There is just as much case for the existence
of flying saucers. We know that they
exist. All we are saying is that they are

' - •• ,,,.,•• ,~ •.-,.-.~---; -,~·-·-·······-·.~,. ~·"" ' . . . . . . -· ' :···--,-·····~--·-·· ~-·- <-•··· '
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unidentified. They may be terrestrial or
celestial. We are asking Governments to
find an ans'Ncr and th;t is all th•1t this
debate is about. There is no magic, we
have nothing up our sleeves, but let the
world know what is going on.
This renewed interest poses many
problems and there are many research
organisations which are looking into the
matter and which know that they exist,
~ut I shall not bore the House by going
mto ~hem now. Let us ask a couple of
questiOns. How can a flying saucer fly
faster than sound and not create a supersonic boom? What is it? Secondly
have we the right to assume that we alan~
a:e in the universe? This anthropomorphic
v1ew of God that some people have built
up does not build for the spirit and does
not, I think, build for true holiness. It
does not build up for real Christian spirit
if it is followed too fully. Therefore, I
should say that we have no right to
assume that we are the only inte!liaent
beings in the universe. Is the earth'\he
only planet populated by intelligent
technological life? I do not know and
I do not suppose that we shall be able to
fi~d an answer yet. If in a year of Queen
Elizabeth I had said to someone in
London that I could show him a nicture
of Philip of Spain in Madrid on piece
of glass in his room, I would probably
have been burnt at the stake as a wizard
or as a witch if I were a \Voma n. However:
we can do that today. We have broken
through. vVe have the miracle on earth
of television, even from the moon.

a

{·'
f '

Are there flying saucers? Can these
objects be explained? There are two
basic facts. First, the scientific examination. of the probability. That is due to
mankind and Governments should look
into it. The second aspect is to fathom
tile possibilities of the existence of this
phenomena. Astronomers are now increasing their search for extra-territorial
radio signals, but so far-despite what the
noble Earl, Lord Kimberley, has saidnone has really or truly been discovered.
The billions of stars in the galaxv make
the problem at present too much f~r us.
Then. there is the question of speed.
In a hght year a ray of light tt:avels
6 trillion miles, but we do n~t want to
go into that. The questioa of relativity
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is interesting. I am not qualified to
argue r!bout it: I never reached that
standard of mathematics. However, I
know th~lt Einst::in believed that electro
magnetic waves have no mass and are
therefore not ~ffected by his th~ory.
~owever, he smd that as an object-if
1~ has . mass-approaches .the speed of
light, Its mass becomes mfinite. That
might explain the black holes about which
we talk. We are talking of mysteries
that we never knew anything about.

the noble I
I have ali:
that is wl
says. I a:
noble Earl

For a couple of generations now
thouscnds of magazines and so on have
reported these sightings. We want to
know whether these objects that are
unidentified deserve real research in
depth. . \V~ether or n.ot it is true, only
our preJndJces c::>.n dec1de, and it becomes
more difficult to listen to such weird
experiences from apparently honest, sane
and unself-seeking men who place their
findings before papers and Governments.
Are we right to call these men liars
hallucinators or sensationalists? If on~
human being out of the tens of thousands
who allege
have seen these phenomena
is telling the truth, then there is a dire
need for us to look into the matter.
Those who believe in psychic phenomena
or spiritualism and those who believe
in the sy!lchronicity of ghosts-as they try
to explam them-should not scofl' at the
possibitity of these unidentified objects.
We know that poltergeists exist; we know
about their activities. Therefore, do not
be so ready to scoff at UFOs when in
a~ other mon:ent if I catch you talking, you
will agree wttb me that poltergeists exist.
This is a serious Debate. It deserves
study and understanding.
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8.30 p.m.
The Lord Bishop of NORWICH: My
Lords, I count it a privilege to follow the
noble Viscount, Lord Oxfuird, and to link
myself with the words of the noble Lord
Lo.rd D~vies of Lee~, in c?ngratulating th~
noole VIsCOUi:t on his maiden speech. At
the beginning of his speech I jotted down
that I should like to thank him for his
" down-to-earth rem~rks ", but when he
got right out to A Centauri I realised that
that phrase was of no use anyway. However, we congratulate him and look forward to hcaring his voice again and often.
I am gl::d to be able to follow-with::mt
of course the Welsh fire or fervour--what
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the nob\;; Lord. Lord Davir:s <if Leek said. ! among the varimis parts of this chcqtJcred
I have a litHe frish blood i0 roy veins and ch.:;s:;board? l felt that T wanted to share
th::t! is \Vh)' I unc\crsLand everything he anxieties on a rather narrow level with your
says. I <1111 sun:: that the rcc')ei~St by the Lordships. First, ! bdieve 1hat UFOs
noble L:rL LorJ CLu~carty:
::md the mystery surwunding them today
"To cal\ att~ntio:l t:1 the in::rc:rr<ing number of
ar-c: lw!ping to buiid up a climate of
sighting-; nnd landing~ oa a wcr!d-,vide ~:o1:e of I credulity and, in certain cases, even of
unidNt itkd flying objects "
superst1l1?~' w!th.the danger of a sort of
is <t proper one. I am most ghd that we e,rsa~z spmtu2hty almost reacting against
have brought t:]is whdc issu<! ~out into th:: tne lmpersonC~Jity of modern civilisation,
open a;:d hav:: been givei1 thc: unhurried but not whotly involved in the total
opportunity of talking r.bout it tonight.
Christian commitment, which is a balanced
It is right thrrt we should give a cool and commitment.
Last summer at our
sci~ntific look at ail unidentified flying Lambeth Co<1fe:-ence the phrase was used:
objects, not only bccau~e of natural
"The Church gathers for worshiry· the Church
. .
f.cattcrs for mission ".
· '
cunostty, not even onlv--as I think the
noble Earl, Lord Kimb~rley, suggested·- These are the two sides of activity: the
because of nation~1l security b:.1t also for Church of God meets to worship God
reasons of scientific research. There was but the Church of Christ scatters to spread
a time \Vhen leaders in tbc Church were the good news of the Gospel. My concern
not always so enth~1siastic r.bout nushin(T he1:e is that the mystery surrounding
out the frontiers of knowled~:e as f believ~ UFOs today-and I think it is helped·
we are today. r verv much };oce that such by the variety of films and programmes
a search wilt continue. Whctli.er or not it on the subject-is in danger of producing
should be an intra..governmer;tal study I a 20th century superstition in our modern
am not sure. We shall listen with interest and scientific days which is not unlike
to what the noble Lord, Lord Strabolgi, the superstition of past years. That is
says to us on that. But th:2t it should be my first anxiety.
studied, and seriously studied, I believe
The second is that UFOs and their
to be true.
study seem, from my limited research in
The interesting thing is that when a this area, to link with a certain religious
suggested UFO is seen in one pnrt of the subculture which seems to do three
things. It offers a substitute for true
~orld it seems to spark off many sightings
m other parts. The fact of the New catholic religion. I use "catholic" with
Ze8.lancl si!!htiiH!S a short tim~ a!m seems a small ' c '; I mean the Christian faith in
to ha\'e produced many sigl-itings in ~ts \yide?t, but received, sens.:::. Secondly,
Norfolk; and our Eastern Dailv Press- 1 thmk 1t dra\vs serious, sincere and often
which is a n1agnificent daily paper, accurate very channing people-and young people
fair and always helpful to the Church-- too-into a sub-Christian, and I am
has told us all about this reccntlv. When afraid sometimes a non-Christian cult,
I was talking on television at lunchtime often controlled by a dominant leader,
today in Norwich my immediate reaction and reproduces something of the gnostic
was to ring up the commanding officer of - I suppose one wants to help people by
one of our stations--and for the sake of saying " g-nostic "-heresies of the tightnational security I shall not name the knit, esoteric groups of ihe first, second
actual establishment lest other ears in other and third centuries. In fact, I believe
spaces should be listening to me-to ask that Archbishop William Temple was
whether (and I am quite serious about right when he said the Church of Christ
this), when sigPtings were suggested in was the only society founded for its nonNorfolk last week, one of our particularly members to take what it knew of God
important RAF stations had anything to and of Christ into the world that others
might know too.
say about them.

I

I think that we should be quite cool;
firm and scientific nnd trv to extend our
knowledge in this area.· But, with the
wealth of scientific, aeronautical and
erudite knowledge in your Lordships'
House, what is a bishop doing moving

··

I see a certain ·danger of the linking
of religion with the UFO situation at that
level. Some Christian researchers suggest
that those who become deeply involved
in the religious aspects of the UFO
situation come under a psychic domination

...
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The Lord BISHOP of NORWICH:
My Lords, I thank the noble Lord, Lord
Tregfarne, for his interjection because it
shows that he must have been listening
1 carefully, because the next thing on my
j notes is, " Say something about Lord
. Trefgarne's remarks". However, there
are about 20 seconds to go before I get
1 to the noble Lord. Perhaps in the meantime he can have a glass of water from
Lord Davies of Leek, or something, but I
j' am almost with the noble Lord. I am glad
for that interjection because I obviously
was not getting right what I was trying to
say. I believe that all the far corners of
"Christ is the image of the invisible God, the the creative world, right out further than
first-born of all creation: for in Christ all things we can ever see or even know by radio, are
:-ve~e. created in heaven and on earth, ~i~ible and within the plan of the Creator. I believe
mVISJble-whether thrones or domm10ns, or
h"'
,· 1 · th
· t'
,
f
principalities or authorities . . . All thir.gs were t --Y are Wit yn
e maJes .Ic purpo"es o
created through Him and for Him".
God. I believe that Chnst, as Creator
Th.IS 1ascma
~ · t"mg c h ap ter m
· co1ossrans,
·
under the Godhead, is concerned with it
which is perhaps one of the highest levels a 11 ·
of Christological teaching, speaks of
Now may I come to the noble Lord's
Christ being before all things: " by him particular question a few mintues ago.
all things consist", as the Authorised His question went something like this:
Version put it. All things hold together; " Do we believe in the existence of another
He is the great unifying, holding-together race? Is it possible that there is another
principle of God's universe.
race further afTeld? " I must say that I do
I say this in this debate recognising the not know. r believe there is a place for
danger of, as it were, preaching a sermon. reverent Christian agnosticism concerning
However, I do not think that is true in this what is not revealed to us in scripture and
case because the very subject we are by our Lord. Having said that, I believe
debating is helping to widen our horizons that God may have other plans for other
-and the noble Viscount, Lord Oxfuird, , worlds, but I believe that God's plan for
stressed this point of looking far out in this world is Jesus. That at least is how I
The emphasis in
his maiden speech. I believe that Christ view the question.
has not only a terrcstial, not only a cosmic I scripture is most interesting on the fact
significance but literally a galactic signi- I that there never seems a point beyond
ficance. I believe that He is God's vice- the revelation of scripture where there is
regent concerning His great creative not God.
world. It is good that our minds and
I quote, if I may follow Lord Trefgarne
eyes should be stretched further out
once
more before finishing what I had to
because I do not believe that at any point
of the universe we get beyond the hand say, from the most majectic opening letter
of God. Therefore, it helps us to under- I to the Hebrews.
In these last days, God has spoken to us by
stand the majesty of the Godhead when
Son, whom he hath appointed heir of all
we begin to stretch our minds to reach out his
things, by whom also he made the worlds. He
to the._far corners of creation.
I reflects the glory of God. He bears the stamp of

[The Lord Bishop ofNorwich.J
which can cause serious distress to them
and to their personal life. That is my
anxiety. I may be wrong, but I put it
forward with some care, having thought
about it and studied it a good deal.
Therefore, my third anxiety-and I am
sorry to be negative but it is important to
share both the light and the dark sides
-is the danger of the religious aspect of
the UFO situation leading to the obscuring
of basic Christian truths. When all is
said and done, Christ himself is the agent
of God in the creation of the world. I
quote from Colossians:

I

I

I
1

l'

'

Lord TREFGARNE: My Lords, will
the right reverend Prelate allow me to
intervene? Is he actually offering ecclesiastical authority for the existence of
another race of people in another universe? Is he saying that the existence of
UFOs, together with their inhabitants
such as arc so often described to us, is
compatible with Christian faith?

"

his nature, upholding the universe by his word
of power".

My point is that the danger of getting the
UFO thing lin ked with the religious thing
is that it obscures the fact that Christ is the
image of the invisible God, and that all
God's purposes and plans for humanity
are in and through his Son, our Lord.
This is not popular. This is not agreed
by dozens of people. Plenty of people
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think thal Christians ma kc a proud anJ \ uet into cliff:.cultics wh!t.:h will hurt and
exdusivc claim when thev c;aim the words i ~ann them. 1t is simply the obscuring
of the Gospel that is my concern.
of o~a Lcrd,
-

I

l

" All power is given unto me in lkaven and in !
8.36
Earth".

But this is rart of the belief of a Christian
which he has to put humbly and lovmgly,
and in the light of seeking to serve people.
In the incarnation of our Blessed Lord he
clearly revealed to us the mind of the
Godh.:ad, and we should be ~areful in our
study of the UFOs in a religious context
because I believe that the Gospel of Christ,
and his death upon the Cross for the
salvation of sinners, can never be by-passed
by other forms of religious expression
which may be esoteric, may be unusual,
and may appear to come to us in unusual
ways. For that reason therefore I am
happy that we should make a cool, clear,
careful study of the whole UFO situation,
but let it not be at the price of the obscuring
of the fullness of the Christian faith and
its power to transform lives.
Viscount BARRINGTON: My Lords,
before the right reverend Prelate sits
down, may I ask one question? Although
I agreed with much of what he said, I
did not entirely understand, when he
was telling us that one should not study
UFOs in a religious context, whether that
meant that one should not study music,
art or other things that we all have, good,
bad and indifferent, in a religious context. If it means that we must not
worship them, then I would be entirely
in agreement, as a professing Christian.
We must not worship art, architecture,
or music. But when he tells us not to
study them in a religious context, I am
not clear whether I will be doing so or
not.
The Lord Bishop of NORWICH:
My Lords, will the House give me permission to seek to answer that in a
sentence? Just as it is important that
the boys and girls in our schools today
should know some basic facts about the
great world religions, I still believe that
it is essential that in a so-called and named
Christian country our b.oys and g~rls
should hav~ the opportun~~y. of k~owmg
the g~eat facts of t~e ChustJ~n r::uth. I
am s1mply suggestmg that. tf, m fact,
people seeking for religious experience
bypass the revelation of Godl'in Christ
and revealed in scripture, then they may

p.m.

Lord GLADWYN: !v1y Lo,·ds, I must
begin with an apology. Before I knew
that the debate was to stan so late I
entered into an obligation fOi this evening
from which I find it difllcult to escape.
Therefore, 1 ma v be unable to stay the
course. One hai>py thing about UFOs is
that they have nothing whatever to do
with Party politics! Another is that they
take one's mind off the absolutely frightful
everyday events. Besides that, no theory
as regards them can possibly be laughed
out of court, nor need angels in respect
of them fear to tread! I am sure that
the noble Lord, Lord Davies of Leek,
would agree.
Though many alleged sightings are of
identifiable objects of terrestrial origin,
such as disintegrating satelliies, balloons
or meteors, or even some sort of reflection,
others are of things which, on the face of
it, cannot be accounted for in this way.
The evidence of this is obviously too
circumstantial to be disregarded. The
evidence produced by the noble Earl,
Lord Clancarty, and my noble friend
Lord Kimberley, is obviously too circumstantial. You cannot disregard that.
These things almost certainly do exist.
It is difficult to say that they do not
exist. Therefore, unlike the noble Lord,
Lord Trefgarne, I do not contest their
existence.

Some objects may be of terrestrial
origin, but equally some may not. Whatever their origin, it has certainly not as
yet been proved that they contain, or·are
controlled by, sentient beings of any sort .
Still less has it been demonstrated that
such sentient beings come from another
planet, of which we are told there are
many millions in the universe and no
doubt many thousands on which conditions may well be similar to those on
earth. It is conceivable, therefore, that
UFOs come from another world; but that,
to say the least, is not certain or, let us
say, is not yet certain. Let us therefore
for a moment examine the terrestrial
1
/ and the non-terrestrial hypotheses.
'I

If these objects are terrestrial, they
come somewhere from our world, then
they may conceivably be attributable to
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some condition of the atmosphere, or
upper atn~osphcre, unknown to us, prod~lcing el~ctrical or similar phenomena
which no doubt interfere with comnr,sscs.
and for some reason dart about tile skv:
sometimes even coming to earth. Tlie
dift1culty about such an cxpl:mation is
that they never seem to come into actual
contact with aircraft, or any other airborne objects. Even if collisions have
sometimes been suspected, they have not
been proved to have occurr·~d. Nor,
apparently, do they ever crash into
anything important on the ground. When
they arc alleged to bave been seen on the
ground it is always, incidentdly, away
from houses. I 3Up;Jose it is conceivable
that they may be C<:t;)able of passing right
through physical objects, their mindless
trajectory being ti1e;·efore harmless, and
dictated by some unknown physical cause,
and thei~· app~rcnt presence oa the ground
being due to some loc<tl COiioitions on the
surface. All I sav is that this is a conceiva.ble hypothesis. In any case, the
fact that their occasional presence is so far
inexplicabk does not in itself invalidate
the terrestrial hypothesis. There a:·e, as
the noble Lord, Lord Davies of Leek,
said, more things in Heaven than are
dreamt of in our philosophy.

f1ying Objects
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Lord Oxfuird, whose maiden speech we
so much appreciated; I hope we sh<'.il
hear from him again shortlv. Venus is
too hot, i\lars is a lifelcs; wilderness.
~wd conditi(;ns on the others are extremeij:
unlikely to be compatibk wirh any fo;·m
of life.
Thus, from whence do t~1ey come?
They can cnly come from a planet in
some other starry system, of which the
nearest, as the noble Viscount said, is
the star Proxima Centauri, which is 4-t
light years away. Always supposing:
therefore, that UFOs are manned by
sentient beings '.Vho travel at the speed
of light-and if you travel at 186,000
miles a secoDd, how do you slow down
on approaching the earth? (how wonderful
to imagine!)-thesc cr<:•ltures must have
been cooped up in their small machines
for no less than 4· 5 terrestrial years before
2.ppearing in cur atmo.sph,~rc. On<: can
p.:rhap:. ir:t!gine lhni they may somehow
have been abie to escape from time and
consequently not need any sustenance or
sleep, but it is difficult, even on that
hypothesis, to believe their machines are
somehow time-exempt and can const;!qnently contain enough propellant to
keep them steady on their millennary way.
If a UFO was launched near Proxima
Centauri and proceeded at the rate at
which astronauts go to the moon, it
would take, I am reliably informed, not
!00,000 years but more like 900,000 years
before it reacht:d the earth. In which
case, it is indisputable that any non-terrestrial UFO now sighted over New Zealand
or anywhere else must have started on
its journey something like a million
years ago. In other words, since after all
the human race lives within time, it must
have left long before any kind of recognisable hcman society existed here
below.

One terrestrial possibility at least can
be discarded, that which aLtributes them
to some Soviet activity in Central Asia,
in some way hcaralding World War IlL
This hypothesi~ was current, e~:> I remember
well, in America at the time of the Korean
war, when I was in New ·York. Indeed,
it was responsible for, as far as I know,
the only known joke ever perpetrated by
a Soviel: functionary, namdy Mr.
Gromyko, who when asked what he
thought about flying saucers said, " Some
people say these objects are due to the
excessive consumption in the United
States of Scotch whisky. I say that is
not so. They are due to th~ activi~ies of
a Soviet athlete, a discus thrmver, in
Eastern Siberia, practising for the Olympic
Games and quite unconscious of his
strength."

It is, however, also indisputable that
UFOs have been observed for many
hundreds of years in Europe, China and
elsewhere. There are records of mediaeval
monks seeing cigar-like objects in the
heavens; and indeed it is quite possible
If these objects are not terrestrial, that such sightings have been observed
then admittedly, always supposing they I during the last few thousand years.
exist and ar~ not mere illusions, they I There may be more sightings now simply
must be of som.: non-terreotri«l c-ridn. because we have better facilities for
We can, I think, discard the pos£ibi1ity , observing them. If so, what conclusion
that they come from any of the other m1.1st we draw as regards the whole nonplanets, as was said by the noble Viscount, terrestrial hypothesis? It is simply that
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ihcse sentient and obviot>sly highly intclEgent beings from another planet,
if [,c;ch they be, at the end of an ir1terminable journey, arc cor:tent sicply to
hover about our atlr.osphere and not
attempt a landing, or at -least a ianding
of whi.ch we have any uncontrovetiible
evidence.
What could be tl:e oaint of such
strange proceedings'? Tl1es~ sent:u:t and
cbviouslv intelligent beinr!s n~l'st L::ve
picked
enough i :1for:;::~ti0n to concltcde
that a serious landing '.':as feasible or, if
not feasible, then t(l "ab:'ndon tl:e '"hole
idea. Perh<:ps they n:<i)' even in scrr:e
mysterious way have been able to mCJstcr
our langm::ge and penetrate our tlwvghts.
I think it was my noble friend Lord
Kimberley wl:o s:>id tba conceival:lv thev
were under son·:e sort of thought c~mtr0'1
from a planet in the n·:ighbourhood of
Proxima Ccntauri. 1f tiu:t is ~o ;:·nd it is
simply a question of thot•ght control, then
it comes down apparently to a sort of
cosmic joke being rla;;e:d by thtse sentient
beings from 4! lig~J ye:m away on the
unfortunate inh<\bitanis of this globe; they
are a sort of haliuc·inaticri in that they
induce us by thcught control to belie·;e in
theo. lt is a conceiYab!e th:ory but I do
not think it is a tenable one .

up
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the l::1l:c in thr~ m::mger, to the great bf.'I:efit
cf aill;Jank:r~cl, r,nd then ck:·mrtcc! w!;::n-::e
tl~cv car;,':'. Yo a c n b:1iz~ve sue b. Lc:ciic~·l
im~;:Iininn~; if vou \•.ill. <1nd rerl-:1ps if \'Cl!
belicv·~ ill\hG divine orig;n oi<Cl:i d rmi J,is
tc<~cbnl!s it would not m<etter \tTV JL'UC)l
if you l~dd. that, in my view, rl'trer nP!l··
semic~l b:>!ief. And ycu c:.n ccrt<1inly
believe, if you W3i1l, that UFOs cci;L:in
people frnm another wnr!d \~1 hic!t is
watching us and whcsc intentions ::rc
benevolent :md perh~ :-'s designed to save
our distrsct~d pbnet frc.m the horrors of
::mother Y.mr by sor:1ci:.ow di~posing of the
wicked and tr.us ima:gur~Jting a new era .
Believe that if ycu like.
f arl' afr:1id, howe·Jf.'f, that rJj Slicl"'.
imaginings :::re due chiefly to tl:e discontent with the present human condition
<1nd ro nn unconscic•us dc·sire tc escape
from t!J;:: horrors or rott>ntini horrors of
our e~~:-thly life. Vihe:-1 we bclicYed that
if we \;,;ere o:cood we wonlcl, when v:e died,
go to Hcr•-v:ea, there v:<::s 110 inclination to
go to some new world ve2.r Andromeda;
and whether another wc:ld other than
Heaven itself \vas v:2.tching us did not
\Vorry us overmuch. Presumably, it was
the angels.

The more over-populated our planet
becomes, the greater the violence and the
There are, it is true, these who believe more appalling the wars, the more,
that major landings fr.)m ot'ter space hn.ve unconsciously perhaps, we want to leave
taken place in the post resultiP..g in the • it if we can or trust in other worldly interinauguration of a ne,,' er..:, beings who vention; and the more intense therefore
then appuently witl1drcw after ler.ving the longing, the greater the temptation
behind some kind of representative, rre- to believe that there actually is somewhere
sumably to see how it would all work out; else to which we can physically go or to
that is, the new civilisation which they had which we can somehow make an appeal.
brougH down to this we. rid. In Colombia It was a great disappointment when the
and Peru there are, I understand, strange moon was discovered to be a mass of
markings on the grOI'l:d thought to h£:ve grey plasticine, that Mars was even more
been utilized by some scrt of space ships, unpleasant than the middle of the Sahara
together with traditions of an other-wordly and that Venus was the nearest thing
father of the rate, notably of the Inca race, to Hell.
who came dovm from the sky. In fact,
What is the moral? I agree with the
such traditions are fairly widespread in
the world, although c·f course there is no right reverend Prelate, who said so
proof that such fzther figures ever really eloquently-we are indebted to him for
his intervention_:that perhaps the moral
descended from the sky.
is that we had better not put our trust
The nearest one in time to our own era in saucers for salvation but, rather, con- I c:ucte this only to draw attention to the centrate on how best to conduct ourlengths to which this kind of belief can go selves here below so as to live in charity
--is the theory, quite popubr I l:;elieve in with our neighbours and eventually die
Russia, thr,t Christ w~s a ccsmon·~ut, the in peace. If the UFOs contain sentient
star of Bethlehem being a large UFO from beings, we can only leave it to such being
which, to the amnen~ent of the shepherds, to get in touch with us when, and if, they ·
cmtrged " the Heavenly Host " who left will. Up to now, if they exist, they have
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[Lord Gladwyn.J
gyroscopes, and crewed by cherubim; and
done no harm of any kind. Apparently it was a model which has not, so far as I
they have done no harm for the last two know, been developed. There have b~en
or three thousand years. So there seems I a good many sightings probably before
to be no great need to set up intra-~ Ezekiel, and certainly there have be~: 1
governmental machinery to investigate many thousands sin~e, ~md I fear t.hat there
the whole phenomena. The mystery may has grown up a belief m many mmds that
1
suitably remain a mystery, and so far as if an object in the skies is unidentifiable.
I can see nobody wilJ be in any way the it must be from outer space; and this is
worse off if it does.
quite unwarranted.

8.50 p.m.

--~

Hring Ob)t•cts

Lord KINGS NORTON: My Lords,
I should like to add my thanks to those
which the noble Earl, Lord Clancarty,
has already received for opening the debate
in such an extremely interesting way. I
found my imagination boggling a little
at some of the things he told us. Nevertheless, I feel that it is of immense value
that this matter has been brought out into
the open by the debate in the House, and
I hope that as a result of it there will be
some progress in the understanding of\vhat
is an extremely serious matter. I feel
that we must be careful about our
terminclogy in discussing the UFO problem, and ·r be 1ieve that I shall make clear
in the course of my remarks what I mean
by that. For ex;~_mple, in the past few
days, since it was known to my friends
that I was to take part in the debate, I
have had over and over again the question:
Do you believe in uFOs '! I must say
that I think that is rather a silly question,
because if I saw sotiJdhing h the sky
which neither I, nor whoever happened
to be with me, could identify-! have not,
but let us suppose that I did--then I
should h~ve seen an unidentified flying
object, a UFO. I do no~ have to believe
in it. I should believe merely that I had
seen it--something that I could not
explain; and I believe that many people
are in that position.

It has been said more than once this
evening that this is no new phenomenon.
I think that the noble Earl, Lord Clancarty,
dated it back to about 1300 BC. Whether
my researches have taken me further back,
I am not quite sure. However. I am sure
that your Lordships will be as familiar
as I am with the lOth Chapter of the
Book of the Prophet Ezekiel. He certainly
saw something very unfamilar in the
firmament, and it certainly could be called
a UFO. It was very di1Terent from the
modern ones. It app(~ars to have been
coal-fired, to have been stabilised by

I think that it is worthwhile once again
to consider the possibilities. I knovr that
this has been done once or twice this
evening, but it is part of my argument. I
should say that there are possibly two
kinds of objects to be seen in the skies:
those of terrestrial origin, and those of
extra-terrestrial origin.~ Typical of tho
first ki'.1d arc man-made flying machines,
satellites and rockets, and the like.
Identifiable objects of the second kind are
meteorites and phenomena such as the
Northern Lights.
I am sure that many--and perhaps
most-of the sightings recorded and
reported are terrestrial in origin: aeroplanes with navigation lights glowing at
night; satellite launching rockets burning
up on re-entry; remotely piloted vehicles,
now beginning to be called RPV s; up on
trial flights; weather balloons; trick
reflections of light. In the extra-terrestrial
class I am afraid that I cannot think of
anything other than meteorites, Northern
Lights and ball lightning, but there are
probably other well known physical
phenomena within the knowledge of
astronomers and meteorologists.
I feel, however, that some of the
reports we have had-and we can for the
time being leave out Ezekiel-are not
readily explained in terms of any of the
possibilities which I have mentioned. The
New Zealand phenomena are worth much
more investigation than they have yet
had, but so far, in so far as I have been able
to understand what has been reported,
they do not appear to be explicable in
terms of any of the suggestions which I
have so far made. That seems to l!o for the
quite extraordinary widespread ~sightings
recently in Italy, where hundreds of people
as reasonble as you and I, my Lords, seem
to have seen quite inexplicable things in
the sky. It would be worthwhile trying to
explain them, and if there are people who
1 know what they are, they ought to tell us.
1
· The high probability in my mind is that
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they are terrestrial in origin, and the only
extra-krr:.:5trial possibilities do not seem
to be feasibk bec:mse of the very ecc~ntric
paths which the objects, or lights, which
were seen seem to have taken. But if they
are terrestrial phenomena, we ought to be
able to identify them.
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H::1 mlct said,
"t!nn <ire drea,nt of i:l your philosophy".

And Heaven, my Lords, ha:; always
offered us more pos:,ibilitics than earth.
Although J remain sceptical of intelligent
invasion from outer space, l r~call the
dictum of the late :tvlr. Sherlock Holmes
when he was investigating the curious
matter of the Sign of Four:

I believe that any dispassionate investigation, such as I understand the noble
"When you have diminaled the impossibl~,
Earl, Lord Clancarty, would wish to have,
whatever re111aim, however improbable, must be
could not ignore the possibility of th.:: the truth".
phenomena having their origins outside
the earth and perhaps outside the solar The desirability of getting rational and
acceptable explanations for the odd
system. Jmt as meteorites are chance
material projectiles originating in the solar phenomena which are being rt::ported
system, may there not be random matter -even if, like some other para-normal
of a different character-perhaps a phenomena, they are subjective---in my
luminous but insubstantial character- opinion is not, or should not be, merely
that in certain circumstances becomes to satisfy our curiosity. Here I am
visible and attracted to our area? I coming from rather a different angle to
certainly should be readier to accept some I something which was discussed in greater
explanation in terms of what I might call depth by the right reverend Prelate the
the atsronomical phenomena than ships Bishop of Norwich.
from outer space. It would, I suppose,
There is a social danger, in my view,
be foolish to deny that possibility, but as in leaving people in ignorance of the
an explanation of phenomena-and I origins of these phenomena. I have
think that the noble Lord, Lord Gladwyn, recently learned from a number of
exposed this-it is surely a very long shot sources that there have grown up, in
indeed.
North America particularly, many groups
and cults whose attitudes are based on
If we are to conduct any dispassionate beliefs that UFOs are influential outerinquiry-and I think that we should-we spatial manifestations interested in this
must listen to the proponents of what one earth. In some cases these groups are
might call the Star Trek view. It can looking to outer space for Man's salvation .
be argued, not unreasonably, that we in If this is right, it is i'ather disturbing.
our humble way are probing nearby solar
space with our Venus and Jupiter and other
1 find, too, that in this country there
vehicular probes. We have ventured on to are groups interested, other than purely
the Moon. Is it not presumptuous, the scientifically, in the UFO phenomena.
argument goes, to suppose that elsewhere l had a letter-and I think that other
in space creatures more advanced than us noble Lords may have had the same letter
are probing into our space, probing with --earlier this week from an ecumenical
means now occasionally visible to us, Christian group which believes, among
using their own RPV s, controlled from other things, that UFOs menace the
stations light years away, rather on the spiritual health of the nation; that they
lines which the noble Earl, Lord Kimberley, are anti-Christian and that information
mentioned? It is a possibility which we exists about them which is being withheld.
must be prepared to consider. It is a It seems to me that this association of
possibility, though not many of us, I feel, UFOs with mysticism and religion makes
explanation of the true origins of the
would call it a probability.
phenomena a matter of great importance
But if we do have a study of UFOs, and of some urgency. The sooner that
as the noble Earl desires, we could not each reported sighting or landing is
e~clude the possibility of extra-terrestrial
satisfactorily explained, the better. It
intelligences from our consideration. This is no good just laughing them off or trying
quotation has been given twice this to laugh them ofT; we must seek the truth
evening, as well as a dozen times outside and tell it.
this House in this connection, but,
My Lords, I remain sceptical, perhaps
" There are more things in Heaven and Earth,
more sceptical than anyone who has
Horatio",
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[Lord Kings Norton.]
far with little enough results except1284
to
spoken this evening except the
, wonder why
of natural plwsics
Lord, Lord TrefgMne. 1 remain sceptical I s.:'ern to be broken. oa all sides. i'Vrost
of the more bizarre •:xtra-tcrfcstrial
\Vc:;tc:·n Go.\·c;:-r,n'ents say t!1:)t UFO$ d·:::
planations. [remain more than scc;;tical, not exist, hut I
tl:c
indeed, incredulous, of wliat the noble [•,!inistcr cf DeierK·c, M. Robert Gc:.iiey, in
Earl in his 1!otion called "landings"; / Febnwry, 1974, said tiwt they do; that his
but I support llim whokhe::rbily in his
takt:s the-r:! seriously and that
wish for a serious !nquiry. r hope that they ila'.c been studied
by a sp::ci;;l
the Government wlll td:e steps to put department for over ..!0 years. Indeed,
such an inquiry in hand.
I Fr;u1ce leads the world in UFO research.
come
to the matter of tem1inology. It has follo\vect up sightings with pclicc
In his Motion. the noble Earl called for tean;s, scientists and scholars and, since
"an intra-go\;ernmc:ntal study".
The 1950, the Deuxieme Bureau ofthc Army.
noble Lord, Lord Tr.:fgarnc, and, I think,
the noble Lord, Lord Gladwyn, took
Oddly, in that SQme ye:::r, a remr..rkable
this to be an inter-governmental study.
report
came from Farmin_stou, New
But "intra" means "within ". I \Vas
Mexico,
on 18th March, whea the i::habipuzzled by UF~ '.!SC of the pr~ih, but that
tnnts
of
tl,at
town were treiltcd to a clis~)!::y
is what it means and presl!mably what
the noble Ead mennt. But why a study of flying s~mcers thu Jitcral!y fl!Ied the sky
within the Government'? 1 \Vould support above them. E\'crv inmortant American
newspa;er told the story. With few
th.e idea of a Government-suppo.-ted
excertions,
the t.:ntir;:: tmvnship cf 5,000
open imestigatioa by a carefully chosea
group of sci;::ntists ;md technologists v;ith people, including the n1<:yor, newspapersome funds <:t their disposal; but a study rnc1 and members c,f rh:; Highway P<,trol,
within Government would seem to smack bre[:tUcssly w.Hched an .:;ir show to end
of a secret prvbe, which ~vould be no tLc;u ali, a fantusti·.~ ai< circus. Countless
sauc;::rs nerformed aerial r:.crobatics at
good at all.
sr,ccds of i,OOO m.p.h. showing incredible
J have no objection to a House of h<tndling, acute control in split-second
Lords study group, but they could timing by their ability to avoid collisioas.
scarcely perform in the way that a public
organisation supported, say, by the learned My Lords, th:::.t wss hardly a weather
societies and tl1e engineering institutions b::.:lion convention,
could perform. It is something of that
Is it not curious that we of the 20th cenkind that I ~hould like to see brought into
tury,
\Vitil a v~1st kno\vledge of science
being under Govcrnm~nt or witil Govei'nbehind us, ~:,uu1d be blind to further
ment support: a group of dispassionate
Men
people with the power, the money and W:-:>nders b the skies above?
thrcur:hout the worJd have been branded as
statr on a modest scale to investigate.
mad o'l· mistaken w!:t"n they have reported
Perhaps in bs reply later this evening
hC~ving
seen stmngc sights in the heavens.
the noble Lord, Lord Strabolgi, will
Many
men
have seen these sights and have
comment on the suggestion.
not been mistaken. Wlw arc we to doubt
their word? Who are Governments that
9.4 p.m.
dare to ridicule the honest? Not long
Lord RANKEILLOUR: My Lords, ago the Loch Ness monster was regarded
fi!·st, I rrust th<:nk the ncble E::rl, Lord as a fable, but now cur le:!cling naturalist
Clanc2rty, for this debate, the subject of says that it (or they, possibly) probably
which hc.s long needed an ciring; and, exists. Why, then, should unidentified
alth•.:ugh the noble Viscount, Lord flying objects be any harder to believe,
Oxfuird, is not in his seat, lle\'ertheless r espcci:1lly as they h:1vc been seen far more
co.::.grc:tuh:te him on h.is speech. The frequ;::ntly? My L')rds, bf course they
UFO sag4 i~ deep and complex and there exist. Only a few v,:eeks ago a Palermo
.1rc n•.:; kn:Jwn e::perts to keep us l!p to date policeman photographed one, and four
•ri!h ci·erythin.; to do witi1 it including its Italian N,wy oHlcers &board a light patrol
mech<mics. .However, scientists through- boat in t]~e Adridic, in tlte early hours of
oat ti;c world have been dr:nvn into <:n the mcrning, saw a 300-y;Jrd long t1ery
C'ier-ine:reasing di.~cussicn 2 s to \-;h:H / craft rising from the sea nnd di~;~ppearing
UFOs are and wL:re they come fwm, so into the sky. Odcl, strange, frightening,
but apparently quite tn:e. Indeed, why
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Of e.:,'!rsc>, t;u:y Jid n::<t !i:':.

\Vhy should ti-·.~:v·: c~~p.:-ci~:Ily :.:sir~ t>.~s c~:s.::
t
'
'
r
· s!g,tti!l.?
· 1 • y;~ 1 S •c·~lC;:cn.
t h1e1r
lt:? oy
r!~c:n iron1

a eearby r:,aar

st~~u~.)n. \V::·o s~~\V

1t, 1<-Jo.

Each y~ar there ar.:! many sighti;:gs of
UF.Os throughout the worlJ. Some of
them are ver~ close at hand, while others
arc not, but [i!wnys the ee~-.:: upo;l those
who sec them is one of concern; and yet
this very point is igno;:J and ridiculed
by most Go\'crnmcnts right around the
globe. ln the Ur:.;i.ed ;~ingdom's C1Se,
those wlw report seeing lJ F Us arc taken
to be misinformd, misguided and rather
below nar in intellir,::nee. If this is so,
why ht{s some of m'~- information on this
subject been g;v;;:~ to me by the
Ministry of Technology? Why should
this Min!stry wast;; irs time gathering
false infurmation? Of course:, i~ is not
false information: it is d:tta reportd by
civil and Air I:or~:e uilots, oolicerJen,
sailors and members· of th"e r;eneral
public who have all had personal experience which bas intrigued and/or
frightened them.
My Lords, what are UFOs? I do not
know; and nor, >eemingly, do some
Governments: but these machines do exist
in one form or another, abstract or solid,
and they do travel at stunning speeds
which seem to ddv oroved natural
physics. Let the Uriited Kingdom he
told by Her Ma,;esty's Govanment the
real details on UFOs so far as they know
them, for by continut·d silence the positioa
only becomes worse. Only a few weeks
ago a UFO was seen near Kingl!ssic, in
the Highlands, and a few acres of Ashdm.vn
Forest were burned by another one. Js it
safe to go on ignoring these appearances?
Who is to know where they come from?
But come they have. lf we accept, then,
that UFOs exist, we must next wonder
how they operate. Tbeir motive power
would be of huge help to our transport and
industrial life, for they apparently fly
\Yithout wings at· varying speeds from
dead-slow to incredible ont.!s, and even
hover silently. This kind of information
is above price, and therefor~ we as a
country should make every effort to collc.::t
every scrap of information that we can.
I therefore ask this Government to make
the study of UFOs respectable by setting
up a bureau that can be approached by all
and sundry \Vithout any red tape or
opposition, in an attempt to clear the air.

1
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Every si.shting and landing must be
thcrctlghJ:,- inve'~i :gated by the~ burc~tu,
i.t co-(~p8ration \Y:til the pl.~licc, the
Hov::'.l ;\ir Foret, th:: n:dar people ard
the'. f::i:ish-hased UFO im-estigators.
The noble Lord, Lord Slrabolgi, wlJCI
is to v.1iel up this debate, is no douht
S)-m.pathctic to the reasons for these
~p.::::e:hcs, for it has become patently
c~wious to a great many peopl~ that this
sub:e;:·f has rrot to the point \Vhcn Governm:.:l~cal explim•,tio;;s ;>mst be forthcoming.
A grc:atcr mea3ure of cpen gov.~rnmcnt is
long overd!l~, and bringing the UFO saga
into the realm of respectability would
be one way of achieving this, in part.
I suspect that the British Government do
ha·1e a Departmellt st~1dyi,1g UFO sightin~!S, for v:hy else should they bother ~o go
to such troLi~llc to p..tblicly debunk reportc'.i
ones if they arc of no i11terest ~o them?
Quite apart from the fa•:t that the Government ha\'e not admitkd to the existence
of Uf;Os, these machi;'.~!> are potentiaily
dangerous. They give vll blinding light,
crippling rays and sometimes beams that
immobilise humans; they :.tart forest fires,
eradicate crops and cause great distress
to animals. If the British populalion was
aware of this, they could sometimes take
precautions. UFOs have oeen with us
for many generations, so is it not about
time that we officially recognised their
existence and treated r~ports as less of a
hot poi.& to than hirLe;·to '?

Before the noble Earl, Lord Halsbmy,
' takes me to task once again on the subject
or sortie: booms, I have one suggested
answer to the question why these highspeed UFOs do not produce sonic booms.
It is thought that these craft can produce a
near vacuum envelope around themselves,
which in turn would allow them virtually
unlimited speed because they would thus
be free of nearly all normal resistance,
as they would be flying within it. Not
being a scientist, I cannot enlarge upon
this explanation, but I hope it is of some
assistance to the noble Earl.

·.:.

9.14p.m.
Lord GAINFORD: My Lords, first
may I add my congratulations to my noble
friend Lord Oxfuird for his brilliant
maiden spee:;h. I hope that we are going
to hear hi1<1 many times again because it is
quite obvious from what we have heard
from him this evening that he is going to
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[Lord Gainford.J
receive every possible encouragement to I and v;ho have not yet disappeared from
take part in many debates in the future. / the scene who could make valuable use
My main contribution to this debate is to ' of their past experience in establishing
assure the noble Earl, Lord Clanca:tv, of centres in various districts throughout the
any support that I can give. If we are 1 <:ountry-and I do not suggest that we
going to have a study group in your 1 start opening up the old observer posts
Lordships' House I shall be glad to be a / in the countryside-to receive and analyse
volunteer to take part whenever I have the / any reported sightings from the public.
opportunity. I also thank him and others · Such people with a sense of responsibility
for initiating this debate, and for the could, with a little experience, sift the
pleasure of having such a refreshing subject genuine reports from the false.
to discuss in the midst of the present
Suggesting that such an organisation
period of crices and strikes.
be set up, particularly at times like these,
I am the 1Oth person to speak in this can naturally give rise to a protest about
debate. I have noticed that so far none of the waste of public money; but volunteers
your Lordships have actually reporte:J a who might be willing to work for a few
sighting, so here goes! 1 am going to stick hours are quite prepared to do it for very
my neck out, open my big mouth and small remuneration, if any at all. I have
trust I am not going to put my foot in it! mentioned the Civil Defence Service, and
I saw a UFO a little while ago, It \vas on I did not know whether or not I should
31st December about 8 p.m. All right, declare an interest, but J was a member of
my Lords, have a good laugh, it was it during the 'sixties and I was one of
Hogmanay! Up in Argyll it was a New many who were bitterly disappointed when
Year's Eve party and somebody said there it had to go into aheyance. I recall
was something funny flying across the sky. particularly the com.radeship and the
Fifteen of us came out to have a look, sense that we were doing a useful job for
the community.
including some children. They had been
drinking soft drinks anyway! The object
If I hau the time and opportunity, I
was like a bright white ball with a touch should enjoy volunteering for working
of red followed by a white cone. In fact in a UFO information centre, if that
the whole object had the appearance of a · might be a suggested name for the
small comet. It was heading eastwards organisation that would be required. I
and seemed rather Jow in the sky, passing j shall be interested to hear the surnmings
over the hills between Loch Sweyne and up in this debate. I can give no explanaLoch Fyne. The position from which we tion why there should be these phenomena
viewed it was outside the village of Tay- concentrated within particularly the past
vallich in Argyllshire on the West coast , 32 years as was confirmed by the nob!e
of Scotland about the same latitude as Earl, Lord Clancarty, and these flying
Glasgow.
saucers in the year 1947 when the phrase
As the ball disappeared into the distance was coined; but I would just accentuate
it seemed to divide into two parts. It what has been said before and add that
may have been a comet or a meteorite, if they are man-made or some astronomical
but I should like to know what it really feature, and provided there is no risk of
was. It would have been very beneficial any security breach, then the public have
if there had been some sort of centre to a right to know about them.
which I could write or telephone to report
such an incident. No doubt setting up 9.20 p.m.
such an organisation \vould be an invitaThe Earl of HALSBUR Y: My Lords,
tion to pranks, but for starting such a
centre I suggest that volunteers could in common with everyone else who has
readily be found from the ranks of the spoken, I should like to thank the noble
former Civil Defence Service and/or the Earl, Lord Clancarty, for giving us an
Royal Observer Corps. The Royal Ob- opportunity to have, as it were, a scamper
server Corps still exists but it has literally, over the course and exchange views on
if not metaphorically, gone underground this very interesting and controversial
where it is preparing to report and advise topic. At the same time, I should like
on nuclear fallout in the case of war. to congratulate the noble Viscount O!l
But there are many who used to serve it his maiden speech, which W.ls obviously
a very well thought out and well assemble
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set of considerations, which augurs well
for his future in your Lordships' House,
wh:?re 1 know he is already welcom;:.
1\t the risk of capping the stories of
the noble Lord. Lord G:1infnrfi. ! sh••uld
like to tell your Lordships about s0n1e of
the sightings 1 ha·.·c seen. I will order
them in terms of mv curriculum ritae,
beginning at the age ~f six, when I saw
an angel. J do no; h:now whether it was
the noble Lord, Lord Davie> of Leek,
who mentioned arwels, or wl:cther it
was the noble Lord: Lord Trefgarne, or
the noble Earl, Lord Kimberley; but it
is perfectly true that there was my
guardian angel sitting on the edge of my
bed. Naturally, with the imagination of
a child, I clothed this presence in human
form with a large pair of feathery wings.
This presence proceeded to rebuke me for
initiating a practice which it said would
get me into trouble if J persisted in it.
Having remembered the rebuke all my
life and acted upon it, I am not prepared
to deny the reality of the presence that
was there with me. This should be a
sufficient answer to the noble Eari--I see
I have put him to flight--who thinks that
if scientists come J.cross something they
cannot explain they are afflicted with a
kind of vertigo. On the contrary, we
welcome something we cannot explain
because it is a new phenomenon which, as
it were, stretches our capacities and brings
out something in us.

The next item came along in year two
of World War I. I was about eight years
old, and the next thing that I sighted
were Zeppelins. I used to go out after
dark into the garden of the house where
we lived and come back reporting the
number of Zeppelins I had seen. What
I had seen, in my interpretation of it, a
Zeppelin-it was a large illuminated
cigar-shaped object. In fact what I was
looking at was the lenticular shape that
the perspective of a searchlight thrown
· on to a cloud-base makes, and I was
interpreting it as a Zeppelin and I was
telling my parents how many Zeppelins
I had seen.
The next one is sundogs and this fits
very closely with what the noble Lord,
Lord Davies of Leek, was saying about
Macbeth's dagger and the laser holeographic reconstruction of things which
really are not there. What sort of an
interpretation would somebody who had
H.L.8 Q

never read about these or read about them
put l! pon sundogs? IvfoSL people have
not sc,~n them o: re~1d abour them.
\\'a~ J~)ttUil:J.te enough to have read abl'iut
them and to have known the C\.planation
bt:for~: 1 saw th~: ilrst.
\Vhen you look at a cloud with drops
of water, you arc looking at a diffuse
rcl1ection of the wn but if instead of
there being drops of water in the cloud
there arc drops of ice, .and if they were
formed unJcr mcteorolozical conditions
where ali the facets of the~crystals happen
to be parallel as they !':ill through a rising
stream so that they arc remaining roughly
stationary, the effect is of a ntthcr dilute
mirror, if one can so describe it. Tf the
sun is up there, you see it actually reflected
in this imaginary mirror down through
the cloud, and one does not exnect to
see the sun looking do\vn in this di~cction.
Still less does one expect to perceive it
travelling along beside one. Furthermore,
one is not accustomed to focusing one's
eyes on infiility in that particular direr~tion.
The only times it would be appropriate
to do so would be if you were standing
on top of a skyscraper where the vanishing
point would be do¥vn here instead of over
there, and it makes you rather dizzy.

.$

Seeing a sky dog is a rather uncanny
sort of phenomenon. You cannot focus
on it properly; it does not seem to be
anywhere in particular. It is flying along
beside you--and what sort of terms would
a person, who had never seen it before
or read about it, report it in? I think that
they would be rather bewildered. They
might report it just as a child would
report the vision of an angel as having
human form and feathery wings~ So it
might easily be reported as anythjhg that ,
they had read about.
I now come to the green flash. I was
about 20 and a student, and there was
a controversy in the pages of The Tirnes
and in the correspondence columns of
Nature about the green flash. What is
it? Under certain rather rare atmospheric
conditions, the last glim of the setting
sun suddenly flashes brilliant emerald
green. When I was a student 50 years
ago, this phenomenon · was not really
established. It was possible to have a
controversy as to whether there was
such a phenomenon. People wrote to
The Times saying that they had seen it.
I remember one man who said that he

£.;
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Lord DAVIES of LEEK: 1Yiy Lords,
had seen it when sitting by the shore otT
Bombay. [t was eventually photographed . may l ask the noble Far! one question?
during the Internationai Geophysical Year, ! Has h·~ ever seen a mirage? That is
easily explicable, and one can also see it
the IGY, some years ago.
i easily.
However, before that l saw it myself i
in rather odd circumstances, after having :
The Earl of HALSBURY: Yes, my
read about it. I was bird watching in !
Lords, and one can reproduce a mirage
the t~tr North- \Vest of Scotland, by a- sea ·
in the laboratory. You have a long trav
loch called Loch G!ew::oul, near a little
of sand with bunsen burners unde~1eath
village called Drumbeg, where there is a
it, and you look at it from one end. It
cliff path. On that cliff path, there is a
is quite a reproducible kind of phenomen.
bench for the convenierice of people who
Science deals with material objectswant to sit down and admire the view.
things such as atoms and molecules·
Another traveller, a visitor co the district, material processes-things such as th~
was sitting upon the bench when 1 sat
emission and absoption of radiation;
down and, by a chance coincidence, we
, and material forces-things such as the
were both using the same type of I-Iensholt
force fields which couple the objects to
binoculars and 'we got talking about our
the processes. But if things are not
binoculars.
There was a spectacular
material, then science has nothing to say.
sunset, and when the sun was very low
If you want to know what is the conand it was safe to look at it through
sciousness of a mind, I do not think
·binoculars, I said to my fellow traveller,
science can either answer the question,
" Let us see if we can watch the gre~n
on the one hand, or say \Vhether it is a
flash ". So we trained our binoculars
proper question, on the other hand.
and this very rare meteorological phenomenon actually happened when 1 had Therefore. from the scientific point of
just said to a fellO\.v bird watcher, " Let view, J can deal only with the assumption
us have a -look to see if it happens". that these are material objects, :llld, if they
What would that person have made of it are material objects, then, if they travel
if I h£!d not been there, just by chance, at the kind of speeds that are alleged,
to iell him what the green flash was why do they not make supersonic bangs ·
when travelling above M:ach I ? The ,
about?
noble Lord, Lord Davies of Leek, made
Lastly, I come to ball lightning. 1 this point, and the noble Lord, Lord
have never seen ball lightning, but the Rankeillour, also made it. I should like
description one reads of it is so coherent, to go into the point in a little more depth.
We customarily express the speeds of
so similar in all cas~~. rhat or1c must accept
it as a phenomenon which occurs regularly fast moving objects in terms of Mach
in nature, though we cannot reproduce numbers. Mach I is the speed of sound
it in nature and attempts to reproduce it appropriate to temperature and pressure
in the laboratory are, to my mind, where the sound is being propagated.
unconvincing. There is no theory of it. In terms of miles per hour, it is not a
It appears to take the form of a football- constant figure, but the advantage of using
shaped nHt.ss of glowing gas which hops it as a parameter is that no matter what the
around or, if it has a chance, gets on to a I temperature and pressure may be, Mach I
conductor ~;uch as the rail in the gallery / is the speed at which the kinetic energy of
here and migrates along the conductor j a moving object-that is, the power to
until it finally disappears with a bang. 1 pack punch-is equal to its thermal
It has never been sntisfactorily photo- energy.
This is an unstable condition.
graphed, to my knowledge. If it has The least disturbance to these unstable
been, then the photograph must be a conditions ent:tils the converison of kinetic
fairly recent one, and, as I say, it has not energy into thermal energy with a bang, and
been reproduced. But this, again, should this is what is called the shock wave. If
assure ihe noble Earl, Lord Kimberley, one takes a cross section through a shock
that, faced with an unknown phenomenon wave, there is a rise in pressure, temperawhich I cannot explain, I do not get ture and entropy. There is complete
vertigo. J should be delighted to go discontinuity. That must happen when a
ball lighming watching, as I go hird material object is moving at Mach l or
watching.
above through any medium.
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' fiction, Out of the Silent Pianct, Perelandra,
and That lfidcou5 Stre!lgth, will ever have
his faith disturlx·d by doing so. C. S.
Lt.:'>vis. who was a profoundly Christian
apologist. wrote th.:: most marvellous space
fiction of a complex universe, in which
some of the created species were tempted
and fallen, like ourselves; others were
tempted and unfallen; and others were
untemprcd. And they all had to live
together in the same universe. I have
always regarded the deeps of space and the
immense time that it would take to travel
from one inhabited world to another as
being a kind of divine . quarantine to
prevent created beings from interfering
with one another's cultures until they are
civilised enough and mature enough to
reach the point when they no longer want
to do so. Too much of our science
llction is taken up with the supposition
that vastly superior b~ings to ourselves
are motivated by the same rather unworthy commercial motives as ours,
and that they want to steal our coal mines
or our water or set up imperialisms.
The little piece of fiction that f have
always enjoyed most concerned a flying
saucer which was hovering slowly in a
circle round Central Park in New York
and all the security forces turned out in
order to do sometr.Jng about it. As it
went round, it became more and more
clear that it was going round in a spiral
and not a circle and as the spiral grew
smaller so the flying saucer grew smaller
until it was very little more than the size
of a waistcoat button going round the
head of a maiden in New York Central
Park. All the security forces converged on
~er because it was clear from the expresSion on her face that she was receiving a
messag~, at which she smiled.
Finally,
the waistcoat button fell on to the path
and was picked up and proved to be a
waistcoat button and the security forces
converged upon the maiden and bullied
her into telling them-and she did not
want to-what the flying saucer had told
her. She said "I don't want to, because it
~vill spoil it all." They said " Never mind,
It may be very important for the securitv
of the United States". She said " WelL
all it said was 'Don't be unhappy; you
are not the only lonely object in the
universe'." I think that is a much more
comforting thought with which to approach
the subject of flying saucers than to suppose that they are engaged iq some kind
of imperialism.

Th,; ans\\(;r to the question put by the·
n<1hk LonL Lord Rankcillour-l hav•:
not had \'('fV IO:l~~ to thin!-: it cHI! bccau~L'
h~ spnmg it. en n{e a> a bit of a surprise is thi'>. 11' you were tl' crcat~: a vacuum,
what would hapfXIl to the air you had displaced'? Would you pull it in in front
and push it out behind'? lf that is your
means of travelling through the medium.
you are merely moving some air back\\ urds at the speed of sound, and it would
create a supersonic bang just the same.
Cmtomarily, very often we hear two
bangs because there is a bow wave and a
stern wave from the moving ot.ject. Sometimes the bang degenerates into a rumble,
just as. a thunderclap degenerates into a
rumble. Anv noble Lords who have been
uncomfortably close to a lightening bolt
are aware th:tt it makes a very pronounced
bang as the spark flies through the air.
· If these are material objects and if they
are moving at the speeds alleged, I cannot
sec th~m doing other than making a bang,
·. so either they are not material objects or
~· they arc not moving at the spet'ds alleged,
( in which case the speeds arc some kind of
optical illusion. This thro\\•s doubt upon
the rest ofHw reports that we received upon
them.
In this week's Ne1v Scientist, published
today, there is a report from New Zealand,
and I should like to read to your Lordships
a passage from it:
.. Classic conditions for false reflections of
radar beams "-

this tunes in very much with what the
noble Lord, Lord Trefgarne, said-.. existed in the atmosphere over New Zealand on
the nights that the UFOs were spotted at the .:-nd
of December, Christchurch meteorologist, Dr.
Neil Cherry, has reported. UFOs were both
spotted on radar and seen by an airline pilot, and a
brilliant light was subsequently filmed by an
airborne TV crew".

There is nothing in that report tosuggest
whether the optical sightings and the radar
sightings came from the same point, or on
the same alignment, or at the same time.
We shall have to wait until the details
become available.

l was much impressed by everything
that the right reverend Prelate the Bishop
of Norwich had to say on this matter and
by some of the things which the noble
Lord, Lord Davies of Leek, had to say,
too. I do not think that anybody who
reads the C. S. Lewis trilogy of space
H.L. 8 Q2
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something, but of course we are precisely
Personally T have always believed, with
saying that if they are unidentified Hying
the noble Lord, Lord Davies of Leek, in
objects, we do not know what they are.
the Lochness monster.
He is not the
So 1 quite ag-ree, let us dismiss the concept
only rerson to believe in it. He was antior t1ying saucer equals UFO to start with.
cipated by Keats and I am quite sure that,
Let us try to take a slightly more scientific
when the poet wrote the line,
approach.
"Thou still unravishcd bride of quietness",

lie must have had the monster in mind.
Of course he did not go into it in great
detail ; he did not tell us whether the
monster was viviparous or oviparous. It
may, of course, lay eggs, but if unravished,
then infertile, and that is perhaps why there
is only one of it. I have always thought
that just as mother, when baking bread,
leaves a littte of the dough over in order
that the children may make funny little
men with raisins for tummy buttons and
put them into ovens and bake them alongside the bread or the cake for the day, so
possibly on the day of creation a little of
the Divine creative power was left in
reserve Jor the lesser cherubim and
seraphim to use and they were allowed to
make funny littie objects like the Abominable Snowm::m and the Lochness
monster, and therefore by the grace of
God since this is an orderly universe and
a home is provided for everything, so the
snows of Tibet were created for the benefit
of the Yeti and Lochness was created for
the monster.
Lord HEWLETT: My Lords, I join
other noble L-·rds in congn1tu!ating the
noble Viscount, Lord Oxfuit:d, upon his
maiden speech but l run the terrible risk
of being accused by the noble Lord, Lord
Davies of Leek, of being an anthropological arrogant specimen. I am not
quite sure what that means, a~d I am not
quite sure that he knows what 1t means.
. Lord DAVIES of LEEK: Oh!
Lord HEWLETT: All right, I am
prepared to stand bv it. I am only sorry
to appear to be a ve~itable Daniel in ~
lions' den of UFO believers and to spoil
the fun and I have no doubt that today's
flights 'of---dare l say it ?-fancy will
command far more attention than our
debate yest\!rday upon British industry,
which scarcely made today's Press at all.
More's the pity. Of course, there is a
d:mger in terminology and in gross
assumptions. Many noble Lords have
spoken as though UFOs were actually

I would not dream of speaking in this
debate had I not asked my very good
friend and neighbour in the Cheshire
vill~:ge of Swettenham, Sir Bernard Lovell,
Fellow of the Royd Society and Nuffield
Professor of Radio Astronomy, to be
good enough to brief me at Manchester
University Department of Radio Astronomy at Jodrell Bank, of which he is the
Director. I went there two days ago and
what I am about to say to your Lordships
is based entirely upon that round table
meeting with Sir Bernard and the members
of his ~senior staff at Jodrell Bank. Of
all the thousands of reports of sightings
that have.been mnde, whenever it has been
possible to make an investigation they
have been found to be natural phenomena,
or in some instances, I regret to say, pure
myth. Over the United K;ngdom, Jodrell
flank's radio telescope, the tlrst and still
one of the most powerful in the world,
has observed thousands of possible subjects
for identification as UFOs, but not a
single one has proved other than natural
phenomena. I would ask the noble Earl,
Lord Kimberley, to take the point on
board. If UFOs, as he suggested, defy
Jurman knowledge, how do we really
know by what possible means or possible
background they even exist at all'!

Let us get matters into perspective, my
Lords, I beg you. At least I0,000 pieces
of broken up rockets of American and
Russian origin are known to exist in
space and maybe there are many thousands
more, and occasionally they do plough
back into the atmosphere and burn up.
Those must account, I think your. Lordships would agree, for at least some of
the so-called sightings of UFOs. Nature
does provide fireballs, yes, meteorites,
which bombard th'! earth at a rate of half
a ton a day. Just take a tiny country
like Holland. One hundred rocks the
size of your fist come through the atmosphere and hit that country in one year.
Consider Holland in relation to the size
of the whole of the world's surface and
you must surely realise that we are under
constant bombardment, not with UFOs
but with meteorites. A detailed study
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on the Canadian prairies h:1-; displayed
how great is this bombardment which [
have just dc;cribed ova a \\ide area.
Lven more staggering is !h~ fact that ir i-;
estima1ed that 8,000 miilion pieces of stouc
and metal come to e:1rth annuallv. manv
of these burning uo on arrival a;1d these
· give cause for these, reports of unidentified
flying objects.
What is noticeable is the ck·se correlation
between the position of the planet Venus
and the reports of U FOs, for when Venus
is low and bright in the skv and when it is
shining through thick mist or thin cloud
it docs much more resemble something
other than our next door planet of the
solar system. Why, indeed, v,;e are told
even the great President Carter has
spotted one, but it is a pity we did not
read the rest of the subsequent report.
It was later discovered that that was
Venus precisely in those conditions I
have described. If the great President
of the United States can be wrong, it is
just possible the few noble Lords remaining
in this House tonight might be, too. Let us
face it, we all would love to escape from
the miseries and frustrations of our world,
and particularly in these recent past days.
by all means go and see "Star Wars" or
"Jaws " or any other myth, but do not
confuse that with very serious scientific
study. That is carrying romance a little
too far. We must make sure we do not
make your Lordships' House a laughing
stock by doing so.

· Flying Objects
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scientific lobby and some nasty, cheap
ck:bunking exerci~e. No. mv Lords. We
must tak; a scnoc!s scici~tif{c n.:w of the
actual surveys and of what has been
discovered.
Lord DAV1ES of LEEK: My Lords,
I am dclizhted to hear what the noble
Lord says.~ However, I beg the noble Lord
to remember th::tt there are other scientists
who say th . .it of course we know that there
are meteorites-there have been for the
whole of time --but there are some factors
outside that range which justify (and this
is all we ask) an attempt at identification.
There is no difficulty in identifying
meteorites. We are not asking fo; that:
we arc asking for the identification of other
types of phenomena.
Lord HEWLETT: My Lords, that
promptly begs the question.
That is
precisely what J am saying. The idcntications that have been made are not
necessarily of individual meteorites: they
are of endemic portions of rockets and so
on. During 30 years study and a constant
watch for 24 hours a day there has been
not a single sightir.g of any description
which could possibly or remotely be
considered worthy of serious study as a
UFO.
Every single thing has been
explicable. With all respect, it is no ).lse
noble Lords saying that this is not a
convenient answer: v,:e must find some
things that are not explicable. l am telling
your Lordships and it is perfectly fair.
Your Lordships may say " S:ientists ".
I am quoting one of the leading world,
radio astronomers-indeed, probably the
leading world radio astronomer. Frankly,
scientists can be anyt.h!ng from a B.Sc.
London University, passed yesterday.
However, I am talking about 30 years
experience of radio astronomy and a
professorship of the highest standing and
order in the whole world.
Both the
United States and the Svviet Union come
to Sir Bernard at Jodrell Bank for
assistance. ·

One of the most advanced experimental
stations at Jodrell Bank-just take these
statistics on board please, my Lordshas been on watch 24 hours a day for
30 years. Do you not think it reasonable
for me to suggest that if there were
UFOs at least one claim would have been
made, but every single thing that has been·
seen and observed by radio astronomy
has been identified as natural phenomena
and as occurring from the universe itself
as we know it-I do not say from the
solar system; I say from our universe.
If there were something in it-and the
noble Earl, Lord Halsbury, is so rightLord DAVIES of LEEK: My Lords,
of course the scientists would have been nobody is denigrating what the noble
delighted to come forward with an Lord is saying, but he. is off beat here .
announcement to that effect. After all, All we are saying is that there are some of
it was Jodrell Bank that managed to locate these phenomena that need investigation~
the Sputnik when the Russians, who so that is all.
cleverly launched it, lost track of it in the
atmosphere. So do not think that this
Lord HEWLETT: My Lords, perhaps
is some denigrating comment by the the noble Lord could show me just one
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trying to prove the existence of nothing
phenomenon which requires----J have or that something does not exist. f am
given way a good number of times and I saying that in the scientific evidence so
should be grateful if the noble Lord would far--and I can deal only in detail with
let me finish my sentent;e. l am saying rhe United Kine-dorn---there is nc) e\id~:nce
that Jodrcll Bank. which covers the whole whatever from 'the greatest radio telescope
ofthe United Kingdom, has been on watch of a single UFO. l think that the
for 30 years. It is probably the most attitudes of defence establishments worldpowerful radio telescope in the world. j wide, even including the Soviet Union,
With great respect, if it has found nothing . are probably wise: they must display the
whatsoever to report in a positive way 1 antithesis of over-confidence and comthen, for the noble Lord, Lord Davies of i placency, lest there should perchance be
Leek, to throw at me, " some scientists some new arm of warfare that they have
think that ... " is not good enough.
not adequately explored or even entered.
Particularly did this attitude apply in
Lord DAVIES of LEEK: My Lords, 1 the first decade after the Second World
War when, frankly, the start of the
we must not take more time.
I'
'' cold war'' and the intense fear of the
Lord HEWLETT: No my Lords, we Soviet Union's possible aggression against
must not, so f fear that the noble Lord !' the West whr;-n we \\ere the sole possessors
must give way to the argument. { shall of atomic \''capons, must have provoked
give way to the noble Earl Lord Kimberley. I such a degree of intense interest in the
possibility of a new arm of warfare.
I knew that I sltould have a rough time~
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The Earl of KIMBERLEY: My Lords,
does the noble Lord not think it conceivable that Jodrell Bank says that there
are no UFOs because that is what it has
been told to say?
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Lord Trefgarne, is on the Opposition
Front Bench. I quote from Sir Bernard:
·• Whether we are the only people in the
universe is entirely a110ther matter. That is a
subject of very serious importance and is being
investigated".

Lord HEWLETT: I certainly think it
inco. nceivable-absolutcly and completely
inconceivable. f
have
known
this But there is no direct connection between
scientist personally for more than JO the possibility of other persons occupying
years. I would not dream of goin~ other bodies, either within or outside
along for a briefing, so to speak, on the , our own solar system. However, one
cstiwation that he was to con me or that thing is quite clear: there is an infinitesimal
I was some tool of the CIA to kid your i chance that there exists other people who
Lordships. Please do not let us carry I could be within our time-frame--and I
this fantasy too far. I shall deal with refer of course to the statements made by
on':! or two other aspects of the noble the noble Lord, Lord Gladwyn, and the
Earl's speech and then he shall see some noble Earl, Lord Halsbury-who would
correlation to the whole of my argument. be able to spe1~d perhaps ten or hundreds
I of light years getting here and who would
Let us turn to the defence interests of ! have survived that length of time in those
the Pentagon and other Western defence atrocious conditions and entered our earth
establishments. When they have been ,. atmosphere assuming that they are some
challenged they have refused to say that sort of humanity and have some form of
UFOs do not exist. Nor have they said , ft ·
h
f · d
that UFOs do exist. They are not com- I ymg saucer, or w atever our nen s
mitted. We are all men of the world and II proclaim it is. How could they possibly
meet us in those circumstances? Let us
frankly there are advantages in making an take the million-to-one possibility that
international over-estimate of the possible ' they could. Do your Lordships mean to
potential strength of one's potential tell me that they could get so close to us
enemy and his ability to combat one in as to be sighted, but be incapable of any
sectors in which one cannot adequately form of communication or identification
reply. f think that it would be most whatever? No, 1 am sorry.
unwise of any defence establishment to
make a categorical denial of UFOs, and
[ have listened most carefully to every•. equaliy foolish of me to do so. I am not thing that has been said. The noble
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Earls, Lon! Clancartv and Lord Kimberley,
h::ve chimed si(!l1tit;2, from time:; b:.:f•:rc
( .. h~·i·~: th:- 1 ): 1 oh~. tlic ~\-1jrLlfe -~ nr''; ill) I('
the 1;1~se~t ~!;)·. :lh'-,"s~ ;~~bk' E:a-rls -!lt!n·,~
ft:11 wdi that tl·;;~ ~·.mount
sci•::~\iiir~
btm\·lcd,,,..: i'l the r\!iddit Ages, and parLicularly before the times of Christ. simply
did not al1ow a tenable theorv that they
had that dcgP:e of knowledge- to be able
;. to understand any of tlh! phenomena
that we know todav. Indeed, in the last
30 years there has l)een a dramatic ch:1ngc
in the surn total of knowledc:e in this field.
No doubt that is why Jcd~1-ell B:{nk can
proclaim that they have had no evidence
of sightings of any description which arc
not perfectly explicable as natural phenomena within our own universe.

or

I am sorry, th~ existence of UFOs is
even nwrc f;mciful than Gilben and
Sullivan's Ioianthc-charming indeed, but
I am afraid a joke upon your Lordships'
House. I am afraid that some of my
noble friends join the flat-·.!artbers, who
will make the best playmates for this
particular lobby. We have a duty to the
, coun try ~o explod~ dthe my~h. T onighft
we 11ave oecn carne away m rca 1ms o
fascinaiion and delight, but they have
precious little to do with the facts. I
sugge~t that the myth must be exploded.
We must return to work in this drearv
old world and the difficulties we are ir\.
But I beg your Lordships, and in particular
the nobi~: Lord, Lord Strabolgi, for
heavens' sake, no more Government
Dcpartmr:nts of inquiries. That alone
we should be spared as the result of this
excellent debate.

I

9.55 p.m.
The Earl of CORK and ORRERY: My
Lords, r hope that the noble Earl, Lore!
Clancarty, will not be cast down by the
speech to which he has just listened. I
myself must confess that I know remarkably little about unidentified flying
objects. I know a few things about them.
I know quite a bit, and I have learned
more since the beginning of this debate,
about attitudes towards them. They are
almost as interesting in some ways. There
is one type of attitude towards them that
I view with respect, and that is the attitude
represented by people who call themselves,
or perhaps to be fair are called by others.
" ufologists ,. . I do not know whether
the noble Earl will accept that word.
I rather hope he would not.
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I admit the charm, the salisfP.ction, and
the llC:ltn~:.~; of Uf0 as---this is the WOrd
th.:: ~lo;o!~ L<Jr,_j_ Lc.rd D:l\'ies of I. cd:, is
so good at---at1 a.cronym. coming from

·• unidc:1ti!i..:c: flying object".
But it
unfonunatdy leads to a word which to
disrespectful persons, anci there arc :;omc
about, might be suspecte-d as originating
somewhere between illitemt::y and the
purely silly: rather as ttwugh a keen
~tudent of the affairs of the. United
Nations should describe himself as a
"Unologist ",and his interest" Unology ".
That \\'0Uid have bct>n sc\·crelv distressing
to my late lamented friend Lord Conesford~
and indeed to 111e.
lf there is an agency set up for collecting
and correlation of information, as I hope
there will be. I suppo~e it cr:>nld be called
"lffo info'', which would have a certain
elfin charm.· But l am. admittedly being
absurd, and being so on purpose. f am
doing it for defensive reasons, and I hope
tbat the noble Earl ''ill not think that I
am being offensive. I am not. J hope
that somebody will think of a better
word. There is in fact a Greek word
" teras ", meaning a portent in the sen"c
of a marvel or wonder, which would
generate quite nicely a teratologist, or
teratology. In fact I am not sure that
teratolo.~y i~ not in the dictionary as the
study of monsters. It i~ not a word that
is widely u'ed. Jt i~ not on everyone's
lips very often, and it wouid not really
matter if it were taken over to refer to
portents. There is a precedent for this
kind of thing, in television. As noble
Lords will know, television originally
meant, before it meant what it means now
in the familiar sense as we understand
it, clairvoyance, and nobody finds any
confusion now. Whatever it may- be
known as, let us proceed and not waste
time.
l must make a remark-nobody has
done so so far, I suspect rather to his
surprise-about the speech of my noble
friend Lord Trefgarne. If he had been
speaking as a private Back-Bencher I
would probably have not said anything,
but he was speaking from the Dispatch
Box. Therefore, he presumably represents
the views of the Party to which I belong.
It is a view I wish to disown entirely,
because if a Party of any magnitude
cannot produce better views than that on
a serious subject, I confess I am ashamed

"·'·
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[The Earl of Cork and Orrery.]
this debate. That is what he is asking for:
of it. If this represents all that the
he wishes evidence to be coll;ctcd,
Conservative Party can produce in the
collated, examined, evaluated and reported
way of thinking on what is undoubtedly
on t:l'i to what these things are, and it is
a serious subject, whatever your opinion
notable that he himsdf did not say what
about it may be, then this is dcplorabk.
he thought they were. Other nob;c Lords
If the noble Lord really thinks that have spoken as though he had said they
there is no serious interest or belief taken were fairies or I do not know what. when
nowadays in witchcraft, perhaps he docs in fact he said no such thing. I believe he
not read the right newspapers, but I can is a leading authority on these mattersassure him that this is far from true. He certainly he has studied them more closely
is not a believer in unidentified Hying than anvone else of whom I have heardobjects. "1 am no believer in UFOs ", and he· must have exercised very great
he said. I do not know how you can not restraint in this matter. and he is to be
believe in U FOs. You can take it for congratulated on that as well as on
granted, if your mind takes a leap ahead, initi'ating the whole debate.
that by an unidentified flying object
I once had an ancestor-I still have
something is- intended that is supposed to
him in a sense, in that he is still my
have originated in outer space, and you
ancestor although he is dead--called
can say you do not believe in that. But
Robert Boyle \~ho founded a ·society
I do not know what it implies to say that called the Royal Society. I feel that if he
you do not believe in an unidentiti.ed
returned to the rooms of that enorrlying object. You do not believe in the
mously prestigious society now and found
object? You do not believe in its flying?
that the present Royal Society contained
You do not believe it is unidentifkd?
Fellows of such erudition and charm as
There are things that are unidentified.
the noble Eail, Lord Ha!sbury, he would
Perhaps we are not trying. I do not think
feel entirely at home; a man of the most
it is reasonable to say that they do not
agreeable and totally nmi-sc.:ptical nature,
exist. :Nobody, except my noble friend
even if he did write a book called The
Lord Hewlett, has seriously contended Sceptical Chemist.
that they do not exist. The question is,
what arc they?
The noble Earl has done a service by
displaying before our very eyes the
Lord TREFGARNE: I am pleased my scientist-philosopher who knows precisely
noble friend has allowed me to intervene, the limits of science and makes no effort
my Lords, because he has been very caustic to go beyond them. Nor does he point the
about \\hat I had to say. I do not deny finger of scorn at anyone else. He must
know, as others know, that it is impossible
the existence of unidentified flying objects.
I simply say that most of them are iden- to prove anything by negative evidence.
tifiable, that some are not objects at all If you wish to prove that something is not
but simply a trick of the light or a meteo- so you can do it only in logic-by proving
rological ·pheuonemon-I think that is so the existence of something that is so that
in many cases-and that I agree one makes that first premise impossible. Thus,
cannot deny the existence of unidentified vou cannot prove that any particular type
flying objects. It is simply a question of of flying object does not exist, and with
respect to my noble friend, the fact that
how we identify them.
the Jodrell Bank telescope has not seen
something not only does not prove, but
The Earl of CORK and ORRERY:
is not even particularly good evidence,
My Lords, I take my noble friend's point.
that it was not there. I am prepared to
I am anxious not to misquote him, but he
accept, if told, that the Jodrell Bank
also said that ufologists-it is difficult
telescope has been operating on a frenot to use that word--refeued to unquency
suited to the observation of
explained sightings which would be
UFOs
of
one kind or another· for· the
explained if only we had better evidence;
last
30
years,
but, until I am told that, I
that was the gist of one part of my noble
shall be sceptical in that matter.
friend's argument. In other words, if we
had better evidence we should be able to
Lord HEWLETT: Let me be quite
explain those sightings. That is the sole
clear about this, my Lords. I did not
point on which the noble Earl initiated
say other than that Jodrell Bank had made
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many thousands of sightings but had been
able ar.kqvatc]y tCl cxpbn them aw;~y as
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The Ec.rl of CORK and ORREJ?.Y: I
thought that I had my noble fri:!nd righ<,
my Lords; in other words, the telescope
has not seen anything that was inexplicable. But I do not think that that is really
an argument that something does not
exisL ·rhe question is: what kind of
thing c:.m it be'? I hope that my noble
friend docs not think that I am going on
about him-I no longer am. How is it
possible to maintain more than a certain
degree of doubt in 1979?
I remember, as may some other noble
Lords, one or two of whom may be present
in the Chamber, my predecessor who sat
in this House. He was born in the vear
1886. When he was born there were no
motor-bicycles or gramophones, fountain
pens, safety razors or electric trains.
Messrs. Daimler and Benz in Germany
were just putting the first petrol-driven car
on to the road, and Einstein, I think, was
eight years old. l'v1y noble and gallant
kinsman, when he finally left the active list
of the Navy at a very advanced age, had
lived into the age of the nuclear submarine,
having hegun his first &ea-going voyage
under sail. That was the band of progress
represented technologically in the lifetime
of one serving naval officer. What would
he havc said had he been told that in my
lieftime-and I am not even all that near
the end of it, either-I should see men on
the moon; or computer technology carried
to the pitch that it has reached; or that
there would be such' an outbreak of
wisdom foliowing Einstein and men like
Schrodinger, Heisenberg and others; or
the astonishing ascent of knowledge into
the atomic world?
· This has all happened in the lifetime
of many of us, and yet we sit here, some
of us, and say that marvels which have
been · postulated by some, and which
indeed are less in magnitude than most of
those would have been to my uncle, are
impossible. We are not all saying thatperhaps nobody is saying that-but the
argument is quite untenable. I have· no
wish to express any view on what a UFO
may be. What I wish to say is that there
is no knowing what it is not. It may be a
product of some kind of sign language, as
the noble Earl, Lord Kimberley, mentioned. • It may 1>e mechanical. It may
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be purely terrestrial. I doubt if it is
angels. · But I believe that, for the clearing
1 :~r
of my~kry, for the rcmov<>.l of
doubt, fo.::- even ti1C elimii~ating of some of
!• the dar,gl'rs \\ :1ich rr:ay exist and to whi;:;h
1 the right revcret;d Prelat-: referred, sorr:e
kind of an open inquiry ought to be set up.
1 I am rather inclined to agi'ce with the
j noble Lord-I think that it ~vas the noble
Lord, Lord Kines Norton--who said that
I probably it should not br!_ an intraI governmental inquiry. I think it should
be someting r:nher more open than that,
but it ought to l<J.ke place. If a group is
set up within this House, as suggested by
the noble Earl himself,. tlwt would be
excellent. I should myelf be entirely in
favom of it. In any case, let us get this
matter cleared up and into the open, and
by dl means let us take it seriously,
bccau~e this is a serious subject. Far too
m:my people are taking it st:riously for it
not to be a $erious subject.
1

Finally, I wish to voice my most
sincere congratulations to my noble
friend who made his maiden speech this
afternoon. It is very impertinent of me
to congratulte him upon it, but I should
like to say how much 1 enjoyed it. I have
no.t yet said anything complimentary about
the noble Earl who initiated the debate.
I have left this to the end on purpose
because I· think it may not be entirely
realised what a service he has done.
This is the first such debate that has
occurred in any societ; such as this particular one; and this society, by which I
mean this noble House of Parliament, is
probably the only legislative assembly in
the world in which it could happen. l
hope that it will have repercussions which
will spread far beyond this Chamber.
What the outcome will be I do not
know, but, in initiating the ripples which
I hope will spread all over the surface of
the mill-pond, the noble Earl has done a
most valuable service .

I

10.10 p.m.
Lord STRABOLGI: My Lords,· J
should like to join with the noble Earl,
Lord Cork and Orrery, in saying how
grateful we are to the noble Earl. Lord
Clancarty, for initiating this debate on
UFOs. Of course, the subject has been
of considerable interest in this country,
and I hope our discussions, which, as the
noble Earl rightly said, have been the
first that we haTe had- in your Lordships'

(•
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or more, to no apparent purpose'? There
seem to be internal inconsistencies in the
idea. To p•1t it simp!y. if the$e alleged
aliens prefer t0 keep out of the way, the
number of n:portcd sighting:; would surely
be only a tiny portion of the actual UFO
movements, which would run into many
millions. If they do not prefer to pass
unnoticed, we could surely expect unmistakeable appearances.

[Lord Strabolgi.]

House, will help to increase public understanding. But before J reply in detail to
the debate ---and l think it has been a
most i;:tcre:~tin£" one-- 1 shou!d like tl1
jt)in \\ ith my noble friend Lord Davies of
Leek in congratulating the noble Viscount.
Lord Oxfuird, on his maiden speech.
We were verv glad to h~ar from him. if
I may say
1 hope we shall hear
from him again on many other occasions.
I shalt be referring to some of the detail
of his sp-~ech later, but at this stage I
should like to offer him mv wannest
congratulations.
·

so, and

Why have they never tried to commun~
cate with us? Whv has there been no
evidence on radio
attempts at communication? And ,~-ould not such a
large number of movements be picked
up by our defence radar system? Why
has not a s!ilgle artefact been found?
Assuming that each visit docs not represent a journey from a dist::mt star, where
are these alien space craft supposed to be
hiding? Now that the idea of such bases
on the moon or on another planet in our
solar system is barely tenable, ufologists
have had to claim that the aliens are
based in the depth~ of the sea or in a
great hole in the earth, or even that they
come from invisible universes ;wd other
space-time continua. Anyone who accepts
the hypothesis of large numbers of alien
visitations seems forced towards explanations that are ever more fantastic, and
incapable of either proof or disproof.

of

There are undoubtedly many strange
phenomena in the skies, and it can be
readily accepted that most UFO reports
are made by calm and responsible peopic.
However, there are generally straight- i
forward explanations to account for the
phenomena, as I think was said by the
noble Lord. Lord Tref..:sarne, speaking
for the Opposition-and f must say that
I welcomed his constrm:ti,-c ~neech. There
is nothing to convince the· Government
that there 1-..as ever been a single visit by
an alien space cr~ft. let alone the numbers
of visits which the noble Earl, Lord
Clancarty, claims arc increasing all the
time. As has been said tcday, we live in
a huge universe. l find as awe-inspiring 1
as Pascal did the contemplation of infinite
As I have said, there really are many
space. There are some 100,0{)0 million. i
remarkable things to see in the sky: and
stars in our galaxy alone, which it would I! most UFO reports relate to actual
take 100,000 vcars to cross at the speed
phe11omena reported hy sensible people.
of light. Be):ond cur G\vn galaxy, the 1
But, my Lords, let us consider the
distance~ become even mon~ daunting.
phenomena .themselves--and the noble
The light year, as your Lordships know,
Lord, Lord Trefgarne, mentioned some
is about 6 million million miles. The
of these. Huge quantities of space debris
Andromeda galaxy is over 2 million light
enter our atmosphere, and arc often seen
years away. and that is i11 our own local
as meteors, and fireballs: bright planets
group of galaxies! There arc, of course.
and even the moon or stars have been
other groups as well.
reported as UFOs, in unusual atmospheric
The evidence suggests that there is no conditions, as the noble Lord, Lord
intelligent life on the other planets of Hewlett, said; there are tricks of light on
our own solar svstem. as the noble Vis- cloud, and po.rticular cloud structures;
count said. There are, of course, different there is Aurora Borealis. St. Elmo's Fire
views about whether there rnight be life and ball lightning which was referred to
elsewhere in the universe, but certainly by 1he •1oble Earl. Lord Ha!sbury, which
there is no serious positive evidence to has been known to drift along telephone
show that there is. If there were an or power lines. There are some 5,000
advanced civilisation elsewhere in the man-made objects in orbit, satellites and
universe, as my noble friend Lord Davies debris, some of which can be seen bv the
of Leek supposed, with the technology naked eye, some through binoculars. 1-\bout
to traverse these colossal di~tances, there 600 such man -made objects re-enter
are many questions to be a.n~wered. What the atmosphere every year, as the noble
is the point of this alleged huge number Lord, Lord Hewlett, reminded us. The
of visits to our planet, over three decades quantity is far lc~s than natMal space
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illusions to which the noble Earl Lord
Halsbury referred. One scientist, whose
Last April the Mini:;try of Dcti.:nce task inc:iu-:ic<. watchinr: satellites. describes
rccdved reports of a larg;; piece or dehris how, when oiJscrving stars near moving
re-entering acro.;;s the South of En,;dand. ck,uds. he fi1~ds it dilllcult to escape the
Most reports were factual, but one spoke ' illusion that the stars arc Hying past
of an
stationary clouds. The nobk Earl, Lord
--- .. oval thing with a white cockpit which h·)vercd 1 Halsbury, referred to tht: grl!en flash.
for a while th..:n ~;hot off at great speed ".
I used to ~ce it myself in Alexandria when
!Vf y Lords, we ~an not pro•e that this wn.<; on leave. It was one of our evening
not a UFO. but it occurred ;;.t the same time pastimes to sit on the promenade and
watch it go down over tlw sea.
and place as known re-entry of debris.
debris, hut, my Lords. the phenomena can
be astonishing.

Many reports relate to aircraft seen in
My Lords, in 1968, the United States
unusual conditions at unusual angles. Air Force c-ommissioned the University
One recent UFO was confidently reported of Colomdl1 to carry out an independent
on local radio. Again, my Lords, we study into UFO phenomena.
Their
cannot prove that it was not a UFO, but : report, which was published in 1969, was
we do know that an RAF Vulcan bomber ! very substantial and detailed and it
on a low-flying mission passed the same covcr;~d some 50 examples of such
spot at the same time and on the same phenomena, but added that it was imposcourse as the reported UFO. Aircraft sible and potentially misleading to try to
lights have led to UFO r,;ports; as have tabulate all of the possible causes of
distant aircraft with landing lights onUFO perception: there are simply too
l have seen them nwse!f-fiares from many. The report's main <.:onc!usion was,
aircraft, short condensation trails lit by and I quote:
the sun after dusk and light rellected from
Nothing ha'i come from the study of UFOs
Other phe~wmena include in ..the
aircraft.
pJst 21 yc;:rs th~.t has added to scientific
m.;:teorological balloons. The Meteoro- knowledge''.
logical Oftlce alone releases 50 such The findings of this report were endorst~d
balloons every day, which expand to 40 ft. ' by a panel of tb::: National Academy of
in diameter and rise to l 00,000 ft. and can Sciences.
be lit by the sun after dark. rvtany other
There reallv are tens of thousands of
organisations. such as universities, use
balloons. some much larger. Meteoro- strange things-to be seen. It is the custom
logical searchlights shine
clouds: the to call ~;u.;h phenomena '' UFOs ", and
beam itself cannot be se.::n; only a point to transpose this easily into alien space
of light in the sky. There are hot air craft"- Often the app.::arance is too
balloons and kites: even birds have been fleeting and the description too imprecise
reported as UFOs; lights on distant towers: for a particuiar cause to be attributed.
car headlights on distant hills; dust devils; What we can say is that there is a great
variety of plain explanations. There is
and airborne debris carried by the wind.
no need, I suggest, for the far-fetched
All these phenomena can be mis- hypothesis of alien space craft.
interpreted by the most sensible observers,
particularly when seen unexpectedly and
To genuine sightings we must, however,
briefly and in unusual atmospheric con- add hallucinations: the excited tales of
ditions. This is what opponents of the the gullible: and the embellishments of
natural explanations forget. With dis- the born rom~ntic. There ·arc also intortions of light, and mirages, the most dications that ufologists accept reports
commonplace things can be so changed of UFOs somewhat uncritically. The
as to be barely recognisable. For instance. • noble Ec.rJ,· Lord Clancartv, referred to
I am told tJ1at the US Air Force attributed ·I a papyrus found among the• papers of a
the 1947 sighting by Arnold described by Professor Tulli recording Hying saucers
the noble Earl, Lord Clancarty, to a !. during the reign of Thutmose UL The
mirage effect
Colarado Report, which I mentioned earPlleJwmena seen through glass are lier, inquired into this story. The alleged
suspect. There are phenomena generated papyrus could not be traced, but internal
within the eyeball and there are optical eYidence in the translc.rion suggested a
fake; inquiries with the Vatican Iviuseum
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(Lord Strabolgi. J
aiso suggested that Tulli, an amateur Earl suggested that M. Galley had said
Egyptologist, had been taken in by a fake. that UFOs were real but that he the
Minister, did not know where they ~arne
There is a category of UFO cases from. I have read the transcript of M.
which are difficulr to explain because the I Galley's broadcast and l also took the
description is too vague or the evidence !rouble to check it in the original French.
too remote, coupled perhaps with a fhe essence of what the Minister said
c~incidence of different phenomena and was that the phenomena were genuine and
Wtth exceptional conditions. If one accepts were reported by responsible people, but
that there are natua! explanations that that there were aspects that were difficult
could account for most sightings, it is an to explain .. Nowhere did the Minister say
enormous and irrational jump to chiim that UFOs were real in the sense that they
that the residue of difficult cases constitute represent alien spacecraft, as suggested by
ali.en· space craft when there is no positive the noble Lord, Lord RankeiUour.
ev1dencc that they do constitute alien
· The noble Earl, Lord Kimberley, also
Space craft.
said that these had been seen by astronauts.
I· should mention the famous UFO These reports by astronauts were examined
reported over the United Kingdom in in the Colorado Study. The atronauts
December 1978, on New Year's Eve in w~re required, of course, to report anyfact. This was the one probably seen by thmg unusual perceived on their missions·
the noble Lord, Lord Gainford, to which and indeed many strange phenomena wer~
he referred. The phenomenon was prob- noted. All the phenomena except three
ably the re-entry of a launcher associated were explained. There was nothing at all
with the Russian space satellite COSMOS to suggest that the unexplained sightiags
1068, launched on 26th December. Of were alien spacecraft, and the limitt!d
over 100 reports reaching the Ministry of visibility from the small and smeared
Defence, nearly all were factual and windows of a spacecraft did not make visual
consistent with the re-entry of satellite observation easy.
debris.
.
It has been suggested in this debate that
The recent sightings in New Zealand our Government are involved in an
referred to by the noble Lord Lord alleged conspiracy of silence. I can
Kings Norton, attracted wo~ldwide assure your Lordships that the Governpublicity, and we understand that lhe ment are not engaged in any such conNew Zealand Government mav make an spiracy. In view of what the noble Lord
announcement when the facts ·have been Lord Gainford, said, I must emphasis~
assembled and appraised. Preliminary that the Ministry of Defence examines
advice from our High Commission in any UFO reports received to establish
New Zealand shows confident expectation ~vhether they reveal anything of defence
that the sightings wiil prove to be due to mterest, but nothing in the reports
natural phenomena, as I think the noble examined has ever given cause to believe
Lord, Lord Trefgarne, and the noble that they represent alien spacecraft.
Earl, Lord Halsbury, implied.
The~e is nothing to have a conspiracy
of stlence about. What is more, a visitor
.My Lords, the noble Earl who initiated
. this debate referred to the attitude of from outer space would be one of the
other Governments to UFOs. It is not for great events in history. It would certainly
me to speak in this House for other be an event of stupendous importance
but I hesitate to say the greatest event of
Governments. I have however already all in · the presence of
old friend the
!llademention of the United States study right · reverend prelate the Bishop of
m I 968 and I understand that nothing has
Norwich, whose moving speech we listened
happened since that time to cause the to
with much interest.
United States authorities to change their
views or to warrant further official
_As th~ 1~oble Earl, Lord Halsbury,
investigations of UFOs.
smd, scientists are rightly inquisitive
The noble Earl also referred to an people. If there was anything in the
interview which the then French Minister stories of UFOs, we would expect the
of Detence, M. Robert Galley gave in scientific community as a whole to be
1974 on the subject of UFOs .. The noble devoting much offort to studying or to
making contact with the supposed aliens;
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I
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gr,:tcfui fo th(~ nobir~
l)) L11s atlG other Govcrrnuents beion~~s .
Earl,
Lord
Clar:cartv.
('~I :·1-<:,.;<:::::, t1i 1:1:..' \Vorld of .i:<.nLs B:>nd.
" b ~l" ·..-,
·, . . fo;- ... ;;;-~;n
.. .... n.,:
s"r ~·:•.L ot •1--uo;, ar;G 1 a;r. ,,.,,.J•c·d.--t-1•·
-<~·? Then the noble Earl, I_.·,rct KimbC'rh" grateful to him for inkrmin·~ m~ in
impli::d that there was some kind
Jdvancc of th~:: points whish he !)roposed
cover-up. There is no cover-un and no ~o make to your. Lordships. Hmvevcr,
security ban: It is true that when people rrom ail 1 hitye sa1d, I am sure that YO'Jr
ask to see the Ministry of Defence UFO Lordshtps wi!l agree that there is no
files they are toid that the papers must reason for my right honourable friend
remain confidential, but there is a verv I the Secretary of State for Dcfen,_·c tq make
mundonc rcasor·, for that.
The file's , 8 broa:lca~t interview about UFOs, as
contain voluminous correspondence from the nobte Earl, Lord Clancarty, suggested.
people, and we cannot divulge the As for telling the public the trufh~about
identity of the correspondents. It follows UFOs, the truth is simple. There really
that the nres must remain closed under are many strange. phe~omena in the sky,
the rules laid down in the Public Record and these are mvanably reported bv
Acts, passed by Parliament, which at rational people. But there is a wide
present preclude disclosure until 30 years range of natural explanations to account
have elapsed since the date of the parti- for such phenomena. There is nothine
cular correspondence. The earliest reports to suggest to Her Majesty's Govcrnmer;i
the Ministry of Defence hold are dated that such phenomena are alien space
1962.
craft.
The noble Earl, Lord Clancarty,
mentioned the possibility of an intraViscount BARRINGTON: My Lords,
governmental study of UFOs. At the ~ay I ask a question? I did rise to ask
United Nations recently, representatives tt when the no~le Lord, Lord Strabolgi,
of Grenada made statements about UFOs rose. I was gomg to ask it of the noble
and proposals for a study. A compromise Earl, Lord Halsbury, but I think it would
decision was taken, wherein the GeDeral be more courteous to ask it of the noble
Assembly invited "interested member Lord, Lord Strabolgi. The subject of this
states " to co-ordinate research " on a debate is ." or:iects ", and in the expert
national level " and to inform the speech--with almost all of which I agreed
Secretary-General of their findings. The -of. the noble Earl, Lord Halsbury, he
Secretary-General \Vas requested to trans- mentwned that. scientists, as scientists,
mit ihc Grenadan sratemcnts and other B.t<? dealmg only wnh material objects.
relevant reports to the Committee on the I have to be careful here, as a non-scientist
Peaceful. Uses of Outer Space. This is who minds his p's and q's, and who
not an mtcr-governmental study, in the hardly knows a quasar from a nulsar
~ense t~at the noble Earl, Lord Clancarty, but is a black hole a material object?
'
IS seekmg, but he may be content that
Grenada, and perhaps some other
Lord STRABOLGI: My Lords I
countries, may be reporting in an should not at all like to follow the n~ble
international forum.
Viscount down that avenue. I do not
think that even scientists or astronomer~
Lord KINGS NORTON: My Lords, know. what black ~ole.s ~re. .I may say
the word was "intra", not "inter".
that, m a way, I thtnk It IS a p:ty that the
noble Viscount did not take part in the
··
Lord STRABOLGI: My Lords, I take debate.
note of what the noble Lord said. Then
it has been suggested, too in this debate 10.34 p.m.
that Her Majesty's Gov~rnment should
The Earl ofCLANCARTY: My Lords,
set up a study group. I am glad to say that
I should like to thank the noble Lord
the noble Lord, Lord Trefgarne, and the Lord Strabolgi, for his assurances and
noble Lord, Lord Gladwyn, both speaking for the information which he has· given
fro~ the front Benches for the Opposition us. I am sorry that we are not to be able
Partt~s, dtd not support this proposal, and to listen to, or see, his rio-ht honourable
cyrtawly Her Majesty's Government do
friend the Secretary of State for Defence
ppt co11sider that there is_ any justification giving a television interview about UFos:
for the expenditure of public. money .on
Th.ere are .just one or two_ very small
such a study.
··
pomts, before I end this debate. We
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'
riveted
attention.
r
beg
leave
to
with:
have talked about the umpteen light
draw
rhe
Motion
for
Papers.
years that wnw of these planets and stars
an.: away from us. But we are looking
i'vfotion for Papers, by kave, withdrawn.
at it from our uwn standpoint, because we
started to t1y only in 1903, when the
Wrirrht brothers took oJT. Now we
have· e:ot Concorde, so we consider ourselves- to be rather good. But we say
that we cannot go right out into space
WRITTEN ANSWERS
because of ail this distance in light years.
Let us suppose, however, as has been
suggested, that there are billions of 1
planets with civilisations thousands of 1
years. old. fs it not possible that they i "BRITISH NATIONAUTY LAW:
DISCUSSION OF POSSIBLE
could come here, after all that rime,
CHANGES"
almost instantaneously'! It is just a
thought.

I

Lord AVEBURY asked Her JYfajesty's
Government:
A propos of that, l should ltke to bring
to the attention of your Lordships a
famous scientist and astronomer, our
own Sir Fred Hoyle. Some years ago
he wrote a book called Of Afe11 and
Galacies. He wrote a passage in that
book \Vhich I was allowed to quore in
one of mine. It read:

Whether they will publish the comments whkh the Home Oflke has so far
received on the Green Paper British
Nationality Law: Discussion of Possible
Changes (Cmnd. 6795) which appeared
in April 1977 and which invited comments from the public and ti·om
interested bodies •· as part of the process
of open government".

·· You are ail familiar with an ordinary telephone
directory. [f you \'atlt to speak to someone, you
look up his num,be; an,~ you dial tbe appropriate
code. My spc..:wattOn -

this is Sir Fred Hoyle speaking.. is that a similar situ<Uion exists and has existed
for billion5 of}ears in the galaxy. My speculation
is tltat nn interchange of messages is going on on a
va~t sc:tlc all the time and tht:t we arc as unaware
of it as a f~ygrny in :h.: Alriean f(Jr<:'t~ i.s t;naware
of the radJO mess,tges that flash at tne speed of
fight round the earth. My guess i> that there
might be a million or more subscribers to the
galactic directory. Our problem is to get our
nam•: in10 that directory".

I think that noble Lords will agree that
there is a man of vision. Nothing is
impossible in this world or in this universe.
It is just that the seemingly impossible
takes a little tim.z to come about.
My Lords, we have had an interesting
discussion this evening. 1 should like
to thank the ri !!ht reverend Prelate the
Bishop of Nonv!c-h and all noble Lords
who have taken part in this debate for
their wonderful contributions. I should
also like to congratulate the noble
Viscount, Lord Oxfuird, upon his splendid
maiden speech. May I also thank all
other noble Lords for their rapt and

The J\IINISTER of STATE, HOME
OFFICE (Lord Boston of Faversham):
So far nearly 250 persons or organisations
have S(.'nt in comments on the Green
' Paper. Understandably there is a good
I deal
of repetition and Her Majesty's
Government do not intend to publish aU
of this material verbatim. tt is open to
any of the authors of papers to publish
them and some have done so at least in
substance. Her Majesty's Government
will have in mind the possibility of
publishing in due course a summary of all
comments received.

I
I

DISABLED PERSONS:
EMPLOYMENT QUOTA
DEFICIENCY
Lord VAIZEY asked Her Majesty's
Government:
What is the number and percentage
of 1irm5 failing to employ their quota
of disabled persons for each year since

1960.

131----Lord
am advi:

Com miss
is as foll:

Year

1960
1961
*1962
*1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
- 1973
1974

1975
1976
1977
1978

*In !9(
respect
statT but
than 50(
a quota
i

·I

l.~l7

w,;·:,-.. ,

[II-' .1.\NU ..\RY ~97lJ J

Lord WALLACE of COSLANY: I
a m advi~cd b\' the ~ !anpow:::r Sci vices
Commis,ion tl1a t the rc: •.-1uir<~d infonn;!tio:1
i', "' follo\vs :--Nun:her o( firms
ll'il h (/ ,j' f(l/ il
obligaiiom; not
complying 1ritlt
·-. '·'
''"
~

Year
1960

1961
Y LAW:
;!BLE

r Majesty's

_, the: comhas so far

,~

,-,.;;r British

4

Possible
'1 appeared
v:ted comand

from

>.be process

:, HOJ',JE
•ver~ham):

:ct.nisations
he Green
i' :1 good
,\ i l'ljr:sty's
Jublish all
'_; open to

'v pnblish
:t least in

JVerumen t
ibility of
1ary of all

\1ajesty's

tagc
quota
~ar since
~_rcen

:rr

~'1962

*1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969

1970
1971

19'11
1973
1974
1975

3 per cent. CJU<ifa
at annual n:rie11·

24,974
25,340
15,389
14,g99

29,271
3J,03l{
31,G(J!
34,176
34,319
35,l01
36}96
36):~1
~4,794

An;\,·t·r'
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years 1962 and 1963 are therefore p~r
cent ages bctscd on tile Humber of firms
n.:vic\\•cd in those years and not on all
firms subject to quota.

r igt!.":.' in
prerii'm

colwnu as
o ,, o.fjirms

subject
to quvtu
38·2
38·6

42·1
41·1
45·2
46·8
48·3
52·3
53·7
55·5
57·3
58·2
57·~

58·4
33,779
60·0
33,106
60·9
32,340
61·3
31,065
1976
62·9
31,763
1977
63·2
30,446
1978
*In 1962 and 1963 a survey was made in
respect of all firms with more than 500
starr but only a selection of firms with less
than 500 staff (but which nevertheless had
a quota obligations). The figures for the

DIS/dUv1 Al\U:J'\T AND AR \ l.S
CONTROL: UN Rt:SOLUTIONS

Lord KENNET asked Her M;1jesty's
Government:
Whether they will publish 111 conwnient form the initiatives taken by
Her Majesty's Government, whether
unilakrallv or in association with others.
and the v~)tes th.::v cast, nn disarmament
and arms control h'solutions at bst
autumn's General Assembly.
Lord GORONWY-R08ERTS: The
Government's initi~ttive~ on resolutions on
arms control and disarmament will bt
describ~:d m dctatl i;~ the Report .m the
33rd Session of the United Nations
General Assembly, to be published as a
White P~~pcr. A separate record will
shortly be made available to non-governmental organi~ations with a special interest
in disarmament and wili be placed in the
Library of the House.
House adjourned at twentytwo minutes before eleven
o'clock.
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Head of S4(Air) .
Copy to:
PS/DUS(Air)
DI55
Ops(GE)2b(RAF)

-T.Jli'Os
Thank you

for informing US of S(RAF) of your
decision with Colonel Innocenti (an
appropriate name for an Air Attache concerned
about UFOs!?).
Minister was pleased to se~
the MOD pathfinding for others in this
particular Starwar.
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D/84\Air)/8/3

PS/USofS(RAF)
PS/CS(RAP)

PS/DUS (A.:Lr
ACS (G) ( ·
DI 55 Ops ( GE) 2b
Hd of DS8

Attached is a note on the alleged electrical effects
of UFOs, (tS requested by Lord Straholi;j.; I have added some
additional material mainly in response to points raised
in Lord Clancarty's speech.

2.
Ball lightning, referred to in the Annex, should not be
confused l·rith fireballs. Fireball (or bolide) is a term used
(at least by the Americans) for meteors Hith a luminosity
equalling or greater than the brightest planets; about 1500
\·ri th a J.uHinosi ty greater tha n tb.e moon enter the atrnos~ohe~ce
each year. The appee:n"'ance of fireballs differs considerably
from the trs.Ji tional ''shooting sta::cn: vivid colours and colour
chanf:eS are common~ they may break up, 1·ri th fre.gr.1ents circling
or flying "in formation 11 : the traJectory may appear horizontal;
and their brightness causes people to underestimate the distance
greatly.

3.

I ani not clear what Lord Strabolgi \v::1nts about the "interconspirac~rtt, as I though·t this \'·T8.G f1.1J.J .:,r co~\re J:ed

GoverJ:1raen~al

•••

in the <lra.fts. Hmvever, l•re nmr have a further (albeit brief)
report from Paris about the special UFO group, and have had
more time to read Lord Clancarty's speech. Para 18 of the
draft s:rJeech might be expanded. You I:'tight also send I1ord
Strabolgi the attached files on PQs by Lord Glancarty: which
inchlde the transcript of N G-alley'£~ 1 9'7 4 broadcas·t.

4.

I must stress that the Americans are the only country
kno1·m to have conducted a fully study of Ul"Os. 'l'he French, as
far as vTe knm-r, have not. llJrd Clancarty claims that:

a.

______

I'~fr Gallev said
that UFOs i'Iere.....__
real hut he did no·t
....
kno'•T '!There thev came from.
'This is nonse:rwe ..

---~·......,.~~~

.~.-...,......-,.-·__.,...._

y,IGalley--w:.w sorrie\·rhat ··vague

.

~~~

(apparently there ¥ms a
bic; Uli'O 11 flar '' at the time) but in essence said that
ue should keep an ops!l mind, thr::J.t the pheno::::1ena Here
genuine and \·rere reourted by f:lensiole people, and
that the:r.8 >.·iere aspects to tbo phenomena diff:i.cul t
to explain; but he seems to hc:.ve been at po.ins to
avo:td suggesting that the phenomena ,iiere. due to alienspace crG.fto

e·\.
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j_n
'roulmu3e....•
.•,._,....._, ,_,.....
is tcue
D;•:') t::c.-a. ,v e
the rep l y in Dcc e mo0r 1977 (see attache d extract
from IIansard). The latest sig nal from Paris
·indicates that the g roup ha s two full time people
and can call on the help of others; tho group uas
set up in Va y 197'7 9 but -it has published nothing~
A supplementary phone call f rom Paris, based on
conversations vli th CNES, j_ndicatecl that the group
had no plans to publish anything and 1·ras not sure
where it was going and would like a copy of the
Hansard ::1ccount of the debate~

That lH'O r e DortB 1rc;re
sent to a
... .
.

""':'ii,.,.,....._""_.__. _.... .__.,.,,.,., ...

..

Q

0

c.

Cen t rr~.
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r.r endarm ~:;s play a.n inmortan ·t
. . p e x arinin~
..........
............ ._.,..,...... &<OO"_
i nc l uriin
burnt
___
.
marKs Hll r:D :' C Uli'Os n:-J.ci 1s.ne1 ect. 1>1 Galley sc.lid ~ha:t: the
g e ricra~lli1~s'r)i8:1.{8ffiCui:v-Be'i~To'll_8 re u o rt s ( '.Thi c h J. n s u.m
1rere "actually quite disturbi.ngtt) 1 and that a few

That f'·1 . Ga. .1le:v
said that
----.
.
uart in in v estira tion s ,
~.,.._,..

, _oon-~· ,.- · -··-..-----~·~--~--,. ~-~-~·-.:rl'•"•··~•4o"'.~ - .
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............. -J~-

T.:IO ~~__,.....-~

of them reported "c::hanges in the ground 11 •

5.

I suggest para 18 be amended to read as follovs:

"The Noble Earl claims that N Galley, in a 1974 broadcas·t
said that UFOs 1·rere real but be did not knm-f lvhere they

came from.

I have read.the transcript of N Galley's speech,

and no1·rhere did he say that "UFOS

~Tere

that they represent alien space Draft.

real" in the sense
The essence of

what he said w-ms that the phenomena ·were genuine 8.nd I·Tere
reported by responsible people, and that there were aspects
to the phenomena difficult to explain.

It is apparently

correct that a small group was set up in France in Iliay

1977 to look at reports of UFOs, but
the group has not published anything'.

(
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Lord Clancarty s<:nd tho.t UPOs

cau.se electricaJ. interference and have been responsible for
power failures.

The Colorado Study enquired into this subject.

They found no evidence that any
related to a UFO report.

po-~1er

failure in the US had been

Electrical effects are another matter.

Several of the ph<!nomena which generate

UFO reports produce

electrical fields, :for example dust devils, fire balls, ball
lightning.

Ball lightning is a strange phenomenon, i :·1

~·rhich

a

glm·ring or burning ball may drift near the ground or even high
in the air.

~

Ball lightning has been knoun to drift along tele--

phone or po\>'er lines; so too has St .E lmo's Fire; it may be one
of these phenomena that Lord Clancart:v's photograph portrays.
2.

Varietv of shapes, sizes and colours of UFOs. It- is not

surprj_sj_ne that Lord Clancarty has commented on the great
variety of shapes, sizes and colours of UFos: the phenomena
being reported are legion:· and unrelated.

3; ,

!.:~any

astr_<2E_auts have seen UFOs.

The Colorado Study

examined the reports made by astronauts.

The astronauts Here

of course required to report everything unusual perceived on their
missions, and many strange phenomena w·ere noted.
phenomena except three were explained.

All of the

There '1as nothing at

all to suggest that the unexplained sightings Here alien space
craft, and

the limited visibility from the small and s meared

windows of the space craft did not make visual observation e~~y ••

~~>

. -~·

-

1

'

..

'
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4.
No.

It is by no means-sure that the visual and radar

reports actually relate to the same

phenomena~

is at least as fallible as the hr.u.11an eye.

Besides, radar

:F'or example, some of

the transmitted radiation may go out in uPusual directions and
be reflected back; there is a variety of false echoes; and local
•

conditions may affect radar.

______

'l'he Arnold
SiphtinP".
.,
..
..........
_,.,

·~·~~--

I am told that the US Air Force

attributed the 1947 sighting by Arnold to a mirage effect.

6.

Could J,ord Strabolrri exnlain the cases of ir-h.e tJii'O
'Ci"'U"'t8Cf by I:orr.rciTT:Cncarlv? - - - - - - - - - - -

(

l

l

It is unvrise to try to assess such reports without
access to the primary information.

One ·Hould have to see the

statements of· the different ui tnesses, and to knovr such things
as precise course of the observers, the bearings of the observations,
and the atmospheric and other

conditions~

There is

al~..ravs
v

a risk
.

that such stories ,.,rill have been emb);.llished with each successive
telling.

LI note that, for the Teheran incident, Lord Clancarty

has quoted as his primary source an article in the Daily Express
last February, \·Then thF .t neuspaper vras d.rurnming up interest in
1

UFOs

in connection vli th the premiere of the film "Close

Encounters of the Third KindV.

r

1600
Auswers
[ 6 DECEMBER 1977)
objects, working closely with the French
countries. She has extended and ex- \
one.
pitnded in the best possible way our whole
am'itoach to aid, and I should like it made 1 The I\1INISTER ofSTATE, DEPARTab~ol\ltelv clear that that is what we MENT of EDUCATION and SCIENCE
i
,\
•
(Lord Donaldson of Kingsbridge): Her
meant\
shotJld like to give the noble Lord Majesty's Government understand that a
anpther uotation from his article. He study group called the Groupe d'Etudes
saip that :n this particular project the sur les Phenomenes Aerospatiales NonGc>vernmen 's case was based on " less Identifies (GEPAN) has been set up under
ele~ated pol ical motives".
fn answer the French Ministry of Industry, Comto :this I shou like to give one quotation merce and Artisans at the National
from a recent ar ide of my right honourable Centre for Space Studies in Toulouse.
The group kis no formal links with the \
frirnd. It is thi ·
United Kingdom, and we have no similar
". : . we all need t take into account human
scientific , group to study unidentifred .·
1
Cambodia or Uganda,
rights, whether it
Indonesia, Chile, or • olivia, Czecboslovakic. or objects or phenomena.
Wri/lell

l

\li

thel Soviet Union".

I am most gratPf t for the support I
have received tonieht ~om my two noble
friends-indeed a powe1{~l and impressive
cotpbination, and fron~~he noble Lord,
Lord Avebury, in anothe powerful contribution. I think now that on the
question of aid for Bolivia we must look
to the fut'.Jre .. \Ve shall no go back on
om: decision about the tin mi. ing project.
As I have said, our offer of as "stance has
been welcomed, and our comn "tment to
help when we can find the righ projects
is a firm one. The Government's ·easons
for deciding against the mining ~··ojects
are· good ones. They are perfect! ' well
understood by the Bolivian Govern 1ent,
anq we look forward to mutually satisfaciory relations over new projects.

WRITTEN ANSWERS

UNIDENTIFIED FLYING
OBJECTS
The Earl of CLANCARTY asked
He.r MajesLy's Government:
Whether they are aware that in
.France, since 1st September 1977, a
! section for the ,;tudy of unidentified
:flying objects has been set up in the
1National Centre for Space Studies in
1Toulouse, under the direction of
i Monsieur Claude Poher, a distinguished
scientist, and that this body is sponsored
upon the French Ministry of Industry
· and Research; and whether there is a
~ similar scientific organisation under
Government sponsorship in the United
' Kingdom to study unidentified flying

LEGAL AID REFUSALS
rd CHITNIS asked lfer Majesty's
Gov rnment:
'I hether they will list in the Official
Rep rt the number of applications for
legal~id which have been refused for
each ear since 1970 and whether they
will c ~sify this information according
to the following categories:
(a) '' '1ere the Supplementary Benefits
Co 11nission have determined the
app ~~ant's disposable income at an
amo~nt greater than the limit;
(b) whe~the Supplementary Benefits
Com ission have determined the
applic nt's disposable capital at
an am unt greater than the limit;
(c) where ,the proceedings to which
the apptication related are not
proceediJ\gs for which legal aid may
be given;
(d) where t ~e applicant has not
shown the
he has reasonable
grounds for taking, defending, or
being a part. to the proceedings;
(e) where it a pears unreasonable
that the appli ant should receive
legal aid in the particular circumstances of the ca e.

I

l

-· - - - - - - -- ----~- ..., ___ -

. . - - ~-· --- #

The LORD CHAN
LLOR: The
av<,iiable information is se out below in
twc tables. No informati~·s available
about category (c) and com'jned figures
only are available for categori (a) and (b).
In England and Wale~ comb ~1ed figures
only are available for categories (d) and (e).
e- - -
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UFO DEBATE
Ref: PQ 8530/B dated 19 January 19?9·
In addition to the thanks of Lord
Strabolgi, DUS(Air) has asked me to
write and eX,J?ress his appreciation of
a difficult job well done.

19 January 19?9
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copy to:

PQ 8530/B

PS/US of S(RAF)
A 1<')
P- 0C' /C('0 \( p~'rl.•])US(A:Lr)
Dl .55,.,,.
0 ps ( . _J c

Lord Strabolgi has asked me to write and thank you for all
the trouble which you · took t:o prepare ·the speech for him to make
on UFOs on behalf of the Government at last night's debate.
2.
Lord S
·was part~·
CJ,J.l,arl
rateful. for your attendance ·
and that of
and
ln the Box throughout
the debate.
lgi told me a.ter the debate that he
thought it had gone very well and that he had covered in sufficien1
detail most of the points raised by various Peers during the cours1
of the debate. He does not propose to initiate any letters to
Peers concerned on any points which he may not have dealt \<lith in
detail. It may, hov~ever, be that they will write to him. If so
I will, of course, take your advice.
/

3.
I am returning·to you with this minute various papers which
you gave to me for my use during the debate.

19th January 1979

i
l

l
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so
Copy to :
PS/US c f S (RAF)
PS/CS(RAF)
PS/DUS(Air)
ACS(G)(RAF)
DI 55
----YOps (GE
Head of DS 8
DPR (RAF)

PQ 8530B

Head of S4 (A_irl
LORDS DEBATE ON lffOs :

l~th

JANUARY 1979 )..1
/

Thank you for your minutes D/S4(Air )/8/3 of 15t.h and 16th
January forwarding a revised draft of the speech for
Lord Strabolgi and additional background information
respectively .

//

2.
I have discussed the revised speech with Lord Strabolgi
and have made further - largely editorial - amendments.
I attach a copy of a letter which I handed to Lord Strabolgi
last night together with a fresh copy of the speech itself.
Lord Strabolgi will be reading the speech again today and
will let me know as soon as possible i.vhether he wishes to have
the briefing meeting which you and
have pencilled
in for 1130 tomorrow.
3.
You might like to know that the debate is causing a fair
amount of interest in the House of Lords.
In addition to the
Earl of Clancarty others taking part will include (in the
following order) Lord Trefgarne, the Earl of Kimberley,
Viscount St Davids, Lords Rankeillour, Kings-Norton, Gladwyn
and He\vlett, the Bishop of Non-Jich, Earl Halsbury and
Viscount Oxfuird (who will be making his maiden speech).
4.
We will not know for certain when the UFO debate will
start.
It depends, of course, on how long the earlier
business takes, but it is unlikely to start before 1800.
V.le
will keep in touch with the House of Lords throughout the
course of tomor row afternoon and early evening and we will
let you know as soon as we are Heeded.
The debate is likely
to last for bet\-v een two and three hours.

/5.

,/··-

/. A '

' w

2.
5.
In view of the likely Press interest in this subject I
am copying this minute and the draft speech to DPR(RAF) with
the request that he pass his copy to the Du.ty Press Officer.
I would be grateful if you would consider whether the DPO
needs any additional information; and, if so, if you would
provide it direct.

17th January 1979

_
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16th January 1979

Following the meeting which you held Hith Hr Stevens
and myself on Friday 12th January the draft speech for you.
to make in response to the Earl of Clancarty~s Unstarred
Question on Thursday 18th January has been amended.
I
attach a folder containing the revised version which
follm.vs the line which you agreed.
I also attach a more detailed background note, and,
. as you requested, the transcript of the BBC television
programme on UFOs in \vhich the Earl of Clancarty appeared
and in which a H r s - was interviewed and alleged that
she had been told . by telephone to say nothing about her
alleged sighting of a UFO.
I do not suggest, unless you
particularly wish to do so, that you read the transcript;
but the parts in vJhich you expressed an interest are on
- pages 23 and 24 (HrsiiiiiiiJ and pages 26 - 29 (Lord
Clancarty).
When we spoke on the telephone yesterday you stressed
the need for your speech to touch on Lord Clancarty's
reference to Monsieur Galley's attitude to UFOs.
This is
covered briefly in the paragraph at the bottom of page 10.
I attach, as you requested, a copy of the actual transcript
of the interview with M. Galley.
· -The Box-party for Thu.rsday' s debate will be Mr
Mr ·
Miss
and myself .

. ...

-- ---

...
',•

'krousc~ ~fords

·.
UFOs
I &m grateful to the Noble Earl, the Earl of Clancarty
for initiating this debate on UFOs.

The subject has been

of considerable interest in this country, and I hope our
discussion will help to increase public understanding.
Hy Lords, there are undoubtedly many strange phenomena
in the skies, and it can be readily accepted that most UFO
reports are made by calm and responsible people.

Howeve.r,

there are generally straightforward explanations to account
for the phenomena.

There is nothing to convince the

Government that there has ever been a single visit by an
alien space craft, let alone the millions of visits
suggested by the Noble Earl.
My Lords, we live in a huge universe.

At speeds

currently possible it would take at least three years to
reach Pluto at the edge of our solar system.

Even if we

could one day achieve velocities approaching the speed of
light it \vould take over four years to reach the nearest
star.

There are 1.00,000 mill'ion stars in our galaxy alone,

'\'Jhich it would take 100,000 years to cross at the speed of

I

light

...

l.fousc::-·~[onis

ligb.t.

Beyor1d our O"~X'Il galaxy the distances become even

more daunting:

the Andromeda galaxy is over 2 million light

years away, and that l.s in our own local group of galaxies.
The evidence suggests that there is no intelligent
life on the other planets of our m-m solar system.

There

are different views about whether there might be life else·where in the universe, but certainly there is no serious
positive evidence to show that there is.
If there \vere an advanced civilisation elsewhere in
the universe, with the technology to traverse these colossal
distances, there are many questions to be answered.

What

is the point of this alleged huge number of visits to our
planet over three decades or more, to no apparent purpose?
There seem to be internal inconsistencies in the idea.
put it simply:

To

if these alleged aliens prefer to keep out

of the way, the number of reported "sightings" would surely
only be·a tiny portion of the actual UFO movements, which
would run into many millions.

If they do not prefer to pass
....
·unnoticed, \'Je could surely expect unmistakable appearances.
Now, my Lords, why have they never tried to communicate with
/us?

...

0

1+ouse·iffords
3..

us?

Why has there been no evidence on radio 'l

And
no
...__

correlative evidence on radar for such a huge number of

----

movements?
/

\v7hy has not a single artefact been found?

Hhy is there not a single convincing ph.otograph, particularly

for the many alleged landings?
Assuming that each visit does NOT represent a journey
from a distant star, where are these
supposed to be hiding?

11

alien space craft"

Now that the idea of such bases

on the moon or on another planet in our solar system is
barely tenable, ufologists have had to claim that the
"aliens" are based in the depths of the sea, or in a great
,...~--

hole in the earth, or even that they come from invisible
universes and other space-time continua.

Anyone who accepts

the hypothesis of large numbers of alien visitations seems
forced towards explanations that are ever more fantastic,
and incapable of either proof or disproof.
My.Lords, as I have said, there really are many
·remarkable things to see;

and most UFO reports relate to

actual phenomena reported by calm and responsible people.
But, my Lords, let us consider the phenomena themselves:
" ..
..

•

I huge

rhnJSt-~fords

.q

a.

huge quantities of space debris enter our

atmosphere, as meteors, meteorites, fireballs;
b.
..
,.

bright planet3 and even the moon or stars

have been reported as UFOs, in unusual atmospheric
conditions;
c.

there are tricks of light on cloud, and

particular cloud structures;
d.

there is St Elmo's Fire, ball lighting, and

Aurora Borealis;
e.

there are some 5,000 man-made objects in orbit;

satellites and. debris, some of which' can be seen
.~--~

by the naked eye, some through binoculars.

About

600 such man-made objects re-enter the atmosphere

every year;

the quantity is far less than natural

space debris, but, my Lords, the phenomena can be
astonishing.
re~eived

Last April the Ministry of Defence

reports of a large piece of debris re-

. entering across the South of England:

most reports

were factual, but one spoke of an "oval thing with
a white cockpit which hovered for a while then shot

I off

. ..

1iDuse--<jforrls.
5.

off at great spee.c.1tf •

My Lords, we cannot prove

that this was not a UFO, but it occurred at the
same time and place as known re-·entry of debris;
,.

·f.

many reports relate to aircraft seen in

unusual conditions at unusual angles.

One recent

"UFO" was confidently reported on local radio.
Again, my Lords, we cannot. prove that it was not a
"UFO", but we do know that an R.AF Vulcan bomber on
a low flying mission passed the same spot at the
same time and on the same course as the reported
UFO;
. -~-·~,
.......

g.

aircraft lights have led to UFO reports;

distant aircraft with landing lights on;

and

flares

from aircraft, short condensation trails lit by
the sun after dusk, light reflected from aircraft;
h.

other phenomena include meteorological

balloons.

The Heteorological Office alone releases

· 50 such balloons every day,. -vJhich expand to fJ.o feet
• in diameter and rise to 100,000 feet and can be
lit by the sun after dark.

Many other organisations

I use •.•

6.·

use balloons, some much larger;
i.

meteorological searchlights shine on clouds:
I

i

I

the beam itself cannot be seen;

only a point of

light in the sky;
jo

there are hot air balloons and kites;

birds have been reported as UFOs;
distant towers;
dust devils;

even

lights on

car headlights on distant hills;

and airborne debris carried by the

wind;
k.

there are some .very effective aerial hoaxes

which have been perpetrated by children

~

which

I will not describe for fear of precipitating a
new rash of UFOs.
My Lords, all these phenomena can be misinterpreted
by the most sensible observers, particularly when seen
unexpectedly and briefly and in unusual atmospheric
conditions.
forget.

This is what opponents of the natural explanations

With distortions of light, and mirages, the most

commonplace things can be so changed as to be barely
recognisable.

Phenomena seen through glass are suspect.
/ There

;

-~~·
-~·

.•

~

.

...

~----~~~~~~

•
There are phenmnena generated within the eyeball.
there are optical illusions:

And

one scientist whose task

includes watching satellites describes hows when observing
stars near moving clouds, he finds it difficult to escape
the illusion that the stars are flying past stationary
clouds.
A very substantic.ll American study by the University

of Colorado in 1968 reported some 50 examples of such
phenomena, but added that it was "impossible and potentially
misleading to try to tabulate all of the possible causes of
UFO perception:

there are simply too many."

My Lords, there really are tens of thousands of
strange things to be seen.

It is the custom to call such

phenomena "UFOs", and to transpose this easily into "alien
space craft".

Often the appearance is too fleeting and

the description too imprecise for a particular cause to
be attributed.

What we can say is that there is a great

variety of plain explanations.

There is no need for the .,..,.

far-fetched hypothesis of alien space craft.

•.

I To •••
•

.'ltouse.- ~cfords
8.·

To these genuine sightings we must add hallucinations;

thEJ excited tales of the gullible;

and the

J

embellishments; of the born story~ teller.

There are even,

I fear, occasional dovmright lies.
There are also indications that ufologists accept
reports of UFOs uncritically.

The Noble Earl, the

Earl of Clancarty referred to a papyrus found among the
papers of a Professor Tulli recording flying saucers
during the reign of Thutmose IIL

The Colorado Report,

which I mentioned earlier, enquired into the Noble Earl's
account of this story.

The alleged papyrus could not be

traced, but internal evidence in the tra?slation suggested
a fake;

enquiries with the Vatican Museum also suggested

that Tulli, an amateur Egyptologist, had been taken in
by a fake.
There is a category of UFO cases difficult to
explain, because the description is too vague or the
evidence too remote, coupled perhaps with a coincidence
of different phenomena and with exceptional conditions.
If one accepts that there are natural ex;;lanations that
/ could • • •

•. -;~·r~;r-·~~
..-.:..
.
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could account for most sightings, it is an enormous
and irrational jump to claim that the residue of difficult
/

cases constitute alien space craft - when there is no
positive evidence that they do

~onstitute

alj.en space

craft.
i/

il

My Lordst I should mention the famous

6"_,.

11

UFO" reported

!!

:!

over the United Kingdom on the night of 31st December
1978.

The phenomenon was probably the re-entry of a

---~-launcher

associated with the Russian space satellite

COSMOS 1068 launched on 26th December.

Of over 100 reports

reachit:J-g the Ministry of Defence, nearly all were factual
and consistent \vith the re·-entry of satellite debris.
The recent sightings in New Zealand attracted
world,vide publicity, and we understand that the
New Zealand Government may make an announcement \·Jhen the
facts have been assembled and appraised.

Preliminary
..

advice from our High Commission in New Zealand shows
confident expectation that the sightings will prove to be
due to natural phenomena.
/ Hy Lords,

•••

. rlousc.:- if fords .
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My Lords, it is not for me to speak in this Hou.s e
for other Governments.

I would, however

'

say to your

Lordships that in 1968 the United States• Air Force
commissioned the University of Colorado to carry out
an independent study into the UFO phenomena.

The very

substantial and detailed report was published in 1969.
' cone 1us 1.0n
'
'
h as come
I ts ma1.n
was, an d I quo t~e, "_no tl. 11ng

from the study of UFOs in the past 21 years that has
added to scientific knowledge 11 •

The findings were

endorsed by a Panel of the National Academy of Sciences.
I understand that nothing has happened since 1969 to
cause the US authorities to change thei·r views or to
\varrant further official investigation of UFOs.

It may

be, as the Noble Earl, the Earl of Clancarty has said,
that President Carter once reported a "sighting":

but

My Lords, as I have stressed there is a world of
difference between reports of phenomena and the existence
.·
of alien space craft.
My Lords, the Noble Earl, in h.is introductory
speech, suggested that the French Ninister o£ Defence in

_1974 said ·that UFOs \vere real but that he did not know ..

.. I

where·~·

r-·

· .r

e

1

.ttouse--~r )_ants

11,

where they came from.

I have read the transcript of

Monsieur Galley 1 s broadcast.

My Lords, the essence of

what l·J:onsieu:r. Galley said \·Jas that the phenomena were genuine
and were reported by responsible people; and that there
were aspects which were difficult t.o explain.

Nowhere did

he say that "UFOs were real" in the sense that they represent alien space craft.
My Lordsf it has been suggested that our own
Government is involved in an alleged conspiracy of silence.
I can assure your Lordships that the Government is not

engaged in any such conspiracy.

The Ministry of Defence

examines
any UFO reports received to establish whether
~:

'

they reveal anything of defence interest, but nothing in
the reports examined has ever given cause to believe
that they represent alien space craft.

Hy Lords, there

is nothing to have a conspiracy of silence about.

vlhat

is more, a visitor from Outer Space would be one of the
great events in history.
inquisitive lot.

My Lords, scientists are an

If there vms anything in the stories

of UFOs we would expect many serious·scientists to be
devoting much effort to studying or making contact with
these sur:posed aliens, but the scientific community seernb
·--;
~/as

.. .

12

as unimpressed as the Government.

The idea of a conspiracy

of silence belongs to the world of James Bond.
My Lords, at the United Nations recently mPmbers
of the Special Political Committee~ following speeches
about UFOs . by the representatives
of Grenada~ agreed on
,r/
,,.1!

_a consensus resolutidn that provides, at Grenadan expense,
,,
for a study group to monitor information on UFOs
;

supplied by any interested United Nations' member state
and for the gr-oup to present its findings to the-Outer
.~

'

Space Committee some time in 1979.

The Noble Earl, the

Earl of Clancarty may, therefore, be satisfied that
Grenada and such other countries who choose will be making
a report to an international fmrum.

However, Her Majesty's

Government has no plans either.to provide information
•..

.about UFOs or to involve itself in any other way with the
study group.
I repeat that I am grateful to the Noble Earl, the
Earl of Clancarty for raising the subject;

and I am

particularly grateful to him for informing me in advance
of th.e points which he proposed to make to your Lordships.
/ However

fl

0

...

e.:
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However, from all I have said, I hope that your Lordships
will agree that; there is no reason for my right honourable
i

friend the Secretary of State for Defence to make a
broadcast interview about UFOs.

As for telling the public

the truth about UFOs, the truth, my Lords, is simple.
T~ere

really are many strange phenomena in the sky, and

these are invariably reported by calm and sensible
people.

But there is a wide range of perfectly sensible

----exrYlanations to account for such phenomena.

My Lords,

there is nothing to suggest to Her Hajesty's Government
that such phenome~a are in any way connected with the
idea of alien space craft.

.'!"

\r --
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Attached is a revised draft of the closing address
based on our further discussions with Lord Strabolgi. '

:?.
We are still awaiting advice from Paris about the French
UFO group.

15 January 1 979
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I am grat0fuJ. to the Noble Earl , th e Earl o:f Clancart'r
v
for ini tiating this debate on UFOs.

The subject has been of

cons iderable inte rest i n this country, an.d I hope

0 1-1.r

di s cussion i·Ti11 he1p to increas e public unclerstandj_ng.
2.

There are undoubtedly many strange phenomena in the skies,

and it can be readily accepted that most UFO reports are made
by calm and responsible people.

However, there are straight-

forvTard explanations to account for the phenomena.

There is

nothing to convince the Government that there has ever been a
single visit by an alien space craft, let alone the millions
of visits suggested by the Noble Earl.

3.

!-1y Lords, we live in a huge universe. At the speeds currently

achievable it would take at _least 3 years to reach Pluto at the·
edge of our solar

system~

Even if we could one day achieve
. '\
velocities approaching the s~Jeed of light it would take over fou.r
~ (
i
· ·, .
years to reach the nearest star. There are 100,000 million stars
~

~

.

~-

~-

in our galaxy alone, which it w·ould take 100,000 years to cross
at the speed of light.

Beyond our o-t'ln galaxy the distances become

even more daunting: the Andromeda galaxy is over 2 million light
years away, and that is in our ovrn local group of galaxies •.

4.

The evidence suggests that there is no intelligent life on

the other planets of our own solar system.

There are different

views about whether there might be life else\>rhere in the universe,
but certainly there is no serious positive evidence to shmv that
there is.

-

.
I

-

If there Here tl n advanced civilisation eluev-rhere in t;he

uni verr:Je, with the technology to

there are many

que~,rbiox1s

trav er~e

to be am-n Tered.
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Wha t is the po1nt of

this alleged huge number of visits to our pla net over three
decades or more, to no apparE:mt purpose?

There seem to be

i.nterna1 inconsistencies in the idea.,

To put it simply: if

these aliens prefer to keep out of the

\•my 1

the number of

"sightings" must be a tiny portion of the actual UFO movements,
which must run into many millions: if they do not,
expect urunistakable appearances.
to communicate with us?

"toTe

would

Now, why have they never tried

ilhy has there been no evidence on racliq?

1

And no correlative evidence on radar for such a huge number of
movements?

i'lhy has not a single artefact been found?

\~Thy

is

·there not a single convincing photograph, particularly for the
many alleged landings?
6.

Assuming that each visit does NOT represent a journey from

a distant star, -vrhere are thes·e "alien space craft 11 supposed to
be hiding?

With the moon and planets barely tenable, ufologists

have had to claim that the ·"aliens" are based in the depths of
the sea, or in a great hole in the earth, or even that they come
. from invisible universes and other space-time continua..

Anyone

who accepts the hypothesis of large numbers of alien visitations
seems forced towards explanations that are ever more fantastic,
and incapable of either proof or disproof.
7.

Let us consider the phenomena themselves.

There really are

many remarkable things to see: and most UFO reports relate to
actual phenomena reported by calm and responsible people:

t'
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a.,

Huge quantitj_es of space debris enter our
atmosphere, as meteors, meteorit e s, fireballs.

b~

Bright planets and even the moon or starr:::
have been reported as UFOs, in unusual
atmospheric conditions.

c.

There are tricks of light on cloud, and
p~rticular

do

cloud structures.

There is St Elmo's Fire, ball lighting,
Aurora Borealis.

·@.

There are some 5000 man-made objects in orbit,
satellites and debris, some of which can be seen by
the naked eye, some through binoculars.
re-enter the atmosphere every

year~

About 600

the quantity

is far less than na.tural space debris, but the
· phenomena can be astonishing.
recei~ed

I1ast April NOD

reports of a large piece of debris

re-entering across the South of England: most
reports \vere factual, but one spoke of an

11

oval

thing l'ri th a white cockpit which hovered for a
while then shot off at great speed".

\ve cannot

prove it 1>1asn 't a UFO, but it occurred at the same
time and place as known re-entry of debris.

/

(
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f..

I,1any reports

rel2~ te

to aircraft s een i n urruGua1

conditions at unusual angles..

One recent

11

UJ?OH

vras confidently reported on local radio: we
cannot prove that it ·Has not a ·uuJ?O", but \ve
do kno-vr that an RAP Vulca.n Borc.ber on a l01·r
flying mission passed the same spot at the same
time and on the same course as the reported UFO.
g.

Aircraft lights have led to UFO reports: and
distant aircraft vTi th landing lights

on~

flares

from ai.rcraft, short condensa ti.on trails lit by
the sun. after dusk, light reflected from aircraft.
h.

Meteorological balloons.

The Net Office alone

releases 50 every day, which expand to 40 foot
diameter and rise to 100,000 feet and can be lit
by the sun after dark.

:rt1any

other organisations

use balloons, some much larger.
i.

1\Ieteorological searchlights shine on clouds: you
cannot see the beam, only a point of light in the sky.

j.

There are hot air balloons; kites; even birds have
been reported as.UFOs; lights on distant towers;
car headlights on distant hills: dust devils; airborne debris carried by the wind.

k.

There are some very effective aerial hoaxes

~-ihich

have been perpetrated by children - 'ivhich I \·Ti ll
not describe for fear of precipitating a new rash
of Uli'Os.

(

/

\
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8.

All the se phe :nomc :na can be misinterpret ed by· the most

briefly a nd in unusual at mosp heric condi. ticms .

This is what

opponents

With disto:r·tions

of JGhe natural exp lanations forget.,

of light, and mi rage s, the most cor.umonplace thi.ngs can be so

changed as

-~o

be barely recognisable.

. glass are suspect.

eyeball.

Phenomena seen through

There are phenomena generated vTi thin the

And there are optical illusions: one scientist whose

task includes watching satellites describes how, when observing
stars near moving clouds, he finds it difficult to escape the
illusion that the stars are flying past stationary clouds.
9~

A very

substantia~

American study by the University

of

Colorado in 1968 reported some 50 examples of such phenomena,
but added that it was "impossible and potentially misleading to
try to tabulate all of the possi~le causes of UFO perception:
there are simply too many 11 .,
10.

seen.

There really are tens of thousands of strange things to be
It is the custom to call such phenomena "UFOs", and to

transpose this easily into "alien space craft".

Often the

appearance is too fleeting and the description too imprecise
for a particular cause to be attributed.

What we can say i.s that

there is a great variety of pldnexplanations.

There is no need

for the far-fetched hypothesis of alien space craft.
11.

To these genuine sightings we must add hallucinations:

and the excited tales of the gullible: the embellishments of the
born story-teller.
l:les.

There are even, I fear, occasional do'l>.'Tiright
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The Noble Barl 1 the Earl of Clancarty

of UFOs
referred t o a

P~·liY:C1.J.S

found among the pa.riers of a I'rofessor

.i

Tulli recording !flying saucers duTin..g the reign of Thutrnose III.
The Colorado He port , "!Jlhich I men tioried earlier,
the Uoble Barl 's account of this story.

e nquirr~ cl

in-Go

The alleged J.)apyru.s

could not be traceclt but internal evidence in the translation
suggested a

fak~:

enquiries with the Vatican Muse1un also

suggested that Tulli, an amateur Egyptologist, had been taken
in by a fake.
13.

There is a category of UFO cases difficult to explain, because
. the description :is too vague or the evidence too remote, coupled
perhaps with a c:oj_ncidence of different phenomena and with
exceptional condp_tions.

If one accepts that there are natural.

explanations - that could account ~or most sightings, it is an
enormous and irrational jump to claim that the residue of
difficult cases constitute alien space
craft - vThen there is
-. no posi ti 1re evidence that they do constitute al:ien space craft.
'

14.

r.rry Lords, I : should mention the famous "UFOn reported over

the United Kingdom on the night of 31st December 1978..

The

phenomenon was p~obably the re-entry of a launcher associated
with the Russian space satellite COSl'·'iOS 1068 launched on 26
December.

Of over 100 reports reaching }'llOD, nearly all were

factual·and consistent with re-entry of· satellite debris •

..,. 6 -

•

15.,
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.fhe recm1."C :sight ingB in New Zea l and a tt ract ed w·or].d ·-\·.ri .de

1

I

pnbl:Leity, a nd

·~>fe

u..ndfn:·stand t hat the Nevl Ze aland Gov ernment

m§~Y m.ake an anndune;ement tv-hen the f a cts have been a s:::;emb1ed
!

and appraised.

1

Preliminary advice from our High Comm:i.s Edon

in· Ne1·1 Zealand sho\·ls confident exp ecta tion that the s i ghtings
I

will prove to bel due to natural phenomena.

16 •· The idea ofl the Governmental conspiracy of silence is
!

remarkable.

UfoP.,ogists know that if there had been UlrO activity

on anything like! the scale suggested it would have come to the
direct attention! of Governme nts.
I

17.

The Noble

E~,rl,

the Earl of Clancarty has misconstrued

the United Stateb position.

Iri 1968 the US Ai~ Force commissioned

the University oft' Colorado to carry out an independent study into
the UFO

phenomen~ .

The very substantial and detailed report was

I

'

published in 1969 ..

Its main conclusion was (I quote):

11

nothing

has come from th~ study of UFOs in the past 21 years that has
added to scientific knowledge".
Panel of the

Nat~onal

The findings were endorsed by a

Academy of Sciences.

I understand that nothing

has happened sin~ e 1969 to cause the US authorities to change their
I

views or to

i
warr~nt

may be, as the

I

N~ble

further official investigation of UFOs.

It

Earl,, the Earl of Clanca.rty has said, that

I

President Carter ! once .reported a "sighting": as I have stressed
there is a -vrorld. of difference between reports of phenomena and
the existence of alien space craft.

- ·7 ....

18 "

l'{y

I~ o rds ,

be Noble 1sa:cl, j_n h i.s j.nt x•oduc to:ry s pef1 ch,
he f'rench E1n:Lste r of Defence i n 1974 admitted

s ugge sted that

inte rview ~

to the exis ten c

of' UFOs in a br oa dca::::t

of 1rrhat

s ai.d was t hr:lt there a re thingB a bout UF'O

reports l-rb ich

19 .,

I~ny

The es sence

:re not unde.r·stood a.n d ha d n ot be en e xp lained ..

sts seem convinced tha t ou.r mm Government is

ufol

involved in this: alleged conspiracy of silence.

I can only assure

your IJordships t ih at the Government is not engage d in any s u ch
ccnspiracy ..

The[ IVIinistry of Defence examines any UFO repo.n~ts
I
i

received merely :t o e s tablish \'Whether they reveal anything of
defence interesti, but nothing in the reports examined has ever
. given
.

cause to b~lieve that they represent alien space craft.
:

r.zy Lords, there ~ s nothing to have a conspiracy of .s ilence about.
What is more, a ivisitor from Outer Space would be one of the
great events in history.

Scientists are an inquisitive lot.

If

there was anythifl.g in the stor"ies of UFOs we would expect many
';

serious scientist s to be devoting much effort to studying or making
contact vli th

the~e

supposed aliens.

as unimpressed as the Government.

The scientific community seems
The idea of a conspiracy of

silence belongs ~ o the '\vorld of James Bond.
i

'

20.

My Lords, ar the

~nited

Nations recently members of the

:

Special Politicat Committee, following speec11es about UFOs by the
representatives
provides, at

~f

Grenada, agreed on a concensus resolution that

Gre~1adan

expense, for a study group to monitor

information on UfOs supplied by any interested United Nations
member state and jfor the group to present its findings to the

Outer Spa ce Committe e. sometime in 1 979.

Lord Clanca:r t ;y raay there ·=

fore be satisfied that Grenada and such other countries rlho choose
'

vrill be making a i report to an internati.onal forumo
i

8 ·-

However,
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the UK has no "plans
e:L thnr to pro-vide :i.n:form:J.t:Lon about Ul''O.'.-;
i
or to involve i t$e1f in any othe:c vay
21 _.

11i th

the sttld.y grou.p.,

I repea-t tp.qtt I am grateful to the Uoble liarl,. the Earl of

Cla.ncarty for

ra~sing

of the points

v1h~.ch

trw subject and for i.nforming me j_n ad..vanee

he proposed to make ·to your Lordships..

Ho'..mver 9

from all I have $aid, I hope that Your Lordships will agree that
there 7<·is no r eas<b:n for my Right Honourable Friend the Secretary
of State for Defence to make a broadcast intervievr abou.t UFOs o
for telling the public the truth about

UPC~s,

the trtlth

As

is simple.

There really are many strange phenomena in the sky; and these are
reported by calm!and sensible people.

of perfectly

sen~ible

But there is a wide range

explanations to account for the phenomena,

and nothing to S1fggest to Her Jvrajesty 's Government
ever been a single visit by an alien space craft.

-~hat

there has

I
I

~

I

I
I
I

10. Lord lstrabolgi asked for a speech of
15-20 min~.tes :plus defensive material. 1'he
draft is JUBt under 3000 1vords r or ;' O minutes
I have in9orpo·rated all sui table material in
the speec.g,inc1uding responses t:o the points
made by L1rd Clancartyo

-11.

DES

~ave

been consulted and

~re

content.

' •
I

10 January . 1979

PS
PS/CS(RAF)
ACS(G)
Di55Ops(GE)

Head of

. .
I

,

•

US of S(RAF) hasl yonsidered the draft closing
address.
vfnils: he would not disagree with the
general line tak: , and whilst he accepts the
need for an obje' tive approach tov-1ards this
subject, he fee~ that the current draft would
benefit from b
g toned down so as not to pour
quite so much
on 'believers'.

12 · Ja.Yluary ::1979
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Copies to:
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S/USof.S(HAF)
S/DUS(Air)
S/CS(RAF)

)
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)

!CS(G)~)

\vlthout attachments

¢~~(GE~)
LORDS DEBATE [ON UFOs

•••••

Lord St~abolgi asked for the· transcript of the recent
BBC TV prograjmme on UFOs. A copy is a~~ Lached.
2.
I und_ersit and that Lord Straholgi asked because he had
heard that I1o~·d Clancarty had, on the programme , claimed
that JvJOD had tf;old a woman to keep q_uiet about her UFO "close
encounter". That is not quite what happened. A ~~s Bowles
stated (iFoota~e 4217) that she had been told by telephone to
keep quiet. preighton, the other leading u:fologist on the
programme, referred to the "Governmental cover-up'~ (Footage 3198)
and later to ~overnmental pressure on newspapers (Footgge 5277).
Lord Clancarty refers (Footage 5111) to something quite
different - "J!Oysterious men in black" who come out of the hole
in the earth to put ufologists to s·:.lence (presumably the men
in black are tela ted to r~!rs Roes ten berg's beautiful goldenhaired people J Footaee 2318, and to Creighton 'a big-eared t:creefo·oters, Foot~e 5050). When the programme was first put out
in 1977 it leq to two indignant letters to the Prime :ff.d.nister
about "Governnaental cover-uu".
·
i

-

.

If Lord ~trabolgi wishes to cover tr~s point I s~~gest
the following i be inserted in the draft speech para 26 line 9,
after the 2nd \word:

3:

I

"In the :r¥cent BBC TV programme on UFOs there were
other re:V,e rences to a Governmental cover-up and to
prehsure \on newspapers, and one lady described how
she had b~en told to keep quiet about her "close
encounter\11 : I can assure the Rouse that no-one in !JfOD
concerned! with UFO reports has ever told anyone to
keep quio~ about U}~Os, Lhowever much they may sometimes
have wishbd to do so7.
I

I

-

The rest pf the transcript speaks largely for itself,
and I will drar attention only to the following:

4.

a.

In FbotaP-"e 236-506 two "UFO investigat".)rS 11 refer
al:•.ih~rif;{vely to a :!1~~e glowing UFO >;·rhich. t!~ey
sm·r $TH"eeping very lmv over '1\fest J;ondon on a Saturday
evening, but which apparently no-one else in J1ondon
saw, '

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
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I

b.

Th~
Nont;a na photogra ph (Footage .645) is
notorious and perhaps typical. The photograph
me te ly s hmvs tvTO br i ght sp ots in the s k y.. The
US ,_F atJscssed that they vrere caused by light
reflected from two Air Force jets known to have
lalded at a., nearby airfield at that time, but to
uf logists they will always remain U:E'Os.

c.

Fo tage 894 refers to an actual film of a large
fiFe-ball meteor, a phenomena that has often
gi~en rise to UJ:t'O reports: like so many genuine
phenomena, this was seen by hundreds of people.
I
i

d.

Fo J tage 4790-5111 relates to Lord Clancarty's
the ory of the "hollovT earth 11 -vri thin w·hich UFOs
ar~ hiding, and to the 300 mile wide holl'-~ near
ths North Pole.
I

i

5.

I was p ~, rhaps remiss in not remarking on the three
"impressivf!'idarn sightings quoted in T~ ord Clancarty's
speech. The eneral style of sightings is familiar .:
authoritative statements which it is not possible to refute
without exteil!sive and prompt on-the-spot investigation.
However, the ~eheran sighting is worth a mention: Lord
Clancarty' s s [o urce document is a report in the Th.l.ily Express
of 27 },e bruar~ 1978 - when the Daily Express was drumming up
publicity for i ~Close Er.counters of the Third Kind". This
suggests that! Lord Clancarty 's cases mj.ght fall into the same
undiscriminatf.d category a.s others in his speech - the
"vanishing Norfolks" and the Tulli papyrus. The Colorado
Report eommen~ed that m.g,ny ufologists (encompassing Lord
Clancarty) do~'t bother to verify bources and "orbit around
each other in \ a merry UFO chase of mutual quota·tion.
If any
scientist or ~cholar had behaved similarly, he v;ould long
since have be¢h hooted out of his profession" •
I

....
ho+"g"""',....,., ... m"n appo., .... J.. mn~"C''"'J.
• ..re f L"-d
v.
j:JJ..
J::".L.
Strabolgi may ' be interested t
the attached photographs
analysed a fey days ago by
of DI 55& Some
perfectly sen$. ible people to
some
. t photo~aphs,
wh.ich.
on printing showed rrhat appeared to be a UFO. .
's
analysis showed it to be due to a familiar form o
a se ·
image within ~he camera system. It is interesting how, a week
after the photograph,the man received in conversation what seemed
like corrobor4tive evidence that there were UFOS about (but at
a different place and time).

(:,

••••

na"'a''8°
.uv'"""
\.A..., V

liT1<'f'l
'!J . L: V

VV

.l.u,t.Jl..&.L.>

l
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COO

V
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7.

Lord Str~bolgi may be interested to know that the nchristio.n
UFO Research A-ssociation" has circulated some papers to merr:bers
of the House qf lrords in preparation for the Debate; and t:b..ey
h~ve also sen~ us a book.
The message seems to be that UFOs are
the work of the devil and designed to seduce mankind to a false
salvation. Ydu now have that folder back and could forward it
to IJord Strabdlgi if he v;ants it but the
l'S are not
recommended rE!adihg.

12 January 1979
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for the Lords debate on UFOs, and a B.:;.ckground lJote
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2.
There is a temntation to eauivoea:te about UFOs
becauSe Of the thought that vie might one day I.O.cLke
contact vrith people from distant stars, and an-;;-c,·ray
the s·ubject may seem h~lffi.. Hol·iever, there is
nothing to indicate that ufology is anything but
claptrap and no evidence of 'alien space craft 1 e
The UFO in?lustry has prospered from equivocq.tion
·and, with 1979 being heralded as 'the year of the
UFOs', it is highly desirable for Hl~G to inject
some massive common sense into the business. :'i th
the impact of the film "Close Encounters of th£:: Third
Kind", and the increasing efforts of the UFO industry
and increa.sing publicity given to its exponents, quite
sensible people may begin to 't<Tonder 'i·r~nether there r:ight
not be som~thing in ufologyt on the n-Nhere therets
smoke there's fi:r."·e" principle. Less sensible people
may be increasingly confused and perhaps even worried,
to the increasinz profit and encou:r·c.geP,Emt of the 'l.i'FO
industry. The subject v.rill not go <..n·ray! the Department
and Jt:iinisters are likely to find themselves increasingly
involved and under pressure for formal statements: and
the popular and U:F'O- press are likely to make all the
mileage they can out of the Lords Debate, particularly
if there are sig~:ts of equivocation or phrases that can
easily be misrepresented. It only needs one New Zealand
type sighting to involve this and other Departments in
a mass of useless \fOrk; and such a 'sighting' 'ile are
likely to get \'fi th the continuous encouragement to report
a.ll strange phenomena as UFOs.

3.

Accordingly~ it is strongly recommended that the
Government adopt an unequivocal and tmcompromisir..g line.

4.
A small difficv~ty has arisen because the FCO has;
for purely tactical reasons unc.onnected "'Ii th UFOs,
acceded (vli th other countl"'~.es) to a Tequest by the
GovernrJent of Grenada for a UN study group (at Grenadan
expense) to mon:i..tor infor:ma tion on Ul~Os. The \'lording
of that part of the draft speech has been based on a
contribution by FCO; I am sending a copy of the draft
to FCO in case they llave any final points on that p2.ragraph.

l

I
I
!

i

l

I
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5

The geru:n.,al line adopted jJ:l the draft srJeech
is tha:t; there really a:ce stra nge phenomena in the
sky, but there are rational explanations for them,
so there is no ne ed to introduce the highly questionable hypothesis of alien apace craft.. In other words,
Occam's llazor.
&

6.
'I'he broad linE~ was agreed by Lord Strabolgi at
his meeting in December. · I1ord Strabolgi asked for
f1~ther information about cosmic distances and the
difficulti.es of space travel. I have not included
this in. the speech, because Lord Clancarty 1 s "sky
people" are evidently "paranormal" and can cross the
light years in a trice; but some facts are included
at the end of the background note.

7.

We have just received·the draft of Lord Clancarty'
speech (Flag C), indicating the points he would like
answered., It contains no surprises (except perhaps ·
that he has not touched upon the "paranormal", which
seems central to his theories), and the changes
entailed in the proposed speech \vere largely editorial ..
Lord Strabolgi suggested commenting 011 detailed cases
produced by Lord Clancarty. I repeat the advice I
gave in December: it is most \ID,-Tise to argu.e Such
cases, vlhich tend to be remote and elus j_ve but ilhich
often cannot be refuted without extensive on-the-spot
investigation" Indeed, vTe should not fight on Lord
Clancarty's gro~und at all. However~ I have included
in the speech a famous case of the "vanishing Norfolks"
quoted in one of Lord Clanoarty 's books, on vihich vre
have advice from the Army Historical Branch; and I have
commented on the Professor Tulli papyrus which Lord
Clancarty mentions in his speech and vlhich the US
ncolorado 11 Study" of 1968 assessed a fake.
1

I have included comments on the tn.I "UFO" of 31
December 1978 and the New· Zealand sighting. The
preliminary report from the Iligh Commission is at Flag
D; we may update this before the debate.

8o

9e
BDS Washington have confirmed that there is no
objection . to our quoting the American position as
sketched in the speech; the bit about President Carter'
UFO sighting is an optional extra but is c OIIlmonsense ..
The Defence Attache in Paris is trying to find ou.t more
about the French team allegedly studying UFOs.

- - - - - - ··-- - · - - - - · ·- - - - -

- - --
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10. Lord Strabolgi asked for a speech of
15-20 minutes plus defensive lllr'lterial., The
draft is just under 3000 \Iords, or ?.0 minutes
I have i:ncorpo~cated all sui table m~'terial in
the speech,including responses t:o the points
made by Lord Cla:ncarty ..
11.

10

DES have been consulted and are content ..

Clas.

Encl.
No. ·

D:ru.f t

2:her(;r a:r·c 2 po:i.ntH of t r u t h up on

~dli.c h

th.e

gre at: my th of uf ology :L s built:
v!e l ive i n a hu.ge U!.l.i VE~ r be
100 ~ 0 0 0

9

\vi

th

milli on stars in our gal axy

alone , vi hi c h i. t would take 1 00,000

years to cross even if we could
travel at the speed of light.
There are many remarkable things ·

yet to be explained.
SECOND:

There really are strange phenomena

in the skies, reported by calm and
responsible people.
2.

It is this immensity of the universe 11h.i.ch some-

time s temp . vs
. even the mo s t down-to-earth people to

equivocate about UFOs.
\·Te

We can never be s ure that

'\'fill not, one day, ma ke contact ivi th beings from

a distant star.
).

But that is all.

equivocation.

So let us have an end to

Her }:1ajesty's Government h as no evidence

that a single alien space craft has visited earth, and
does not believe there is a.'l'l.ything worth inve stigating
in the mass of rubbish produced by the Ul<,O industry ..

The general theme of the ufologi s ts, that our plane t
is being continuously overflm·m by alien s pace craft,

is n onsense ..

· ~--

•..

i' ' ;
-
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4c.

Thf:;re have al\:Ia ys been stranp:e thiDg s to see in

the sky..

Since viorld -lvar II vH:: have knovm the

development of pmrerful rockets 1 and voyages to the
rvroon and planets.

He have alfJo seen the development

of science :fiction, \'>There space shi.ps can be switched
to 'inter-stellar drive' and cross the 2 million-light
years to Andromeda Galaxy in a flash.

vre have also

seen the development of the UFO industry, lvhich accepts
the devices of science fiction as proven fact and interprets any unusual phenomena
words

1

B.s

alien spe.ce craft.

The

UFO' and 'alien space craft' have been firmly

implanted and :L'(-jadily r:::pring to mind 1vhen anything
strange is seeno

5..

There really are strange things to see.

Let me

stress that most UFO reports relate to actual phenomena
seen by responsible people.
a.

Every year huge quantities of space detris
enter our atmosphere,as meteors, meteorites;
f'ire-balls.

b.

Bright planets and even the moon or stars_
have been reported as UE'Os in unusual

atmospheric

conditions~

There are many

recorded cases of VenuG being reported as a
UJ?O ..

·~

2
'"

------ - - - - -

~~

.. ·•··

~· ·"
;:

"'- ,

'

dc

J:here is 8t Blmo t s FLee, ball 1.igh ting,

1

Aurora 13 ore aJ_:i.E:.,J.

e

6

r'l.nd man-made satellites: there are some

5000 objects in orbit, satellites-and

debris, some of '\lrhich can be seen by the
naked eye, some through

binoculars~

About

600 re-enter the atmosphere every year,

almost 2 each day: the quantity is far less
than natural space debris, but the phenomena
can be astonishing..

Last April MOD received

reports of a large piece of debris re-entering
across the South 9f England: most reports were
factual, but one spoke of an 'oval thing vli th
a. '\>Thi te cockpit which hovered for a vrhile then
shot off at great speed t

e

vle cannot prove

it

was n't a UFO, but it occurred at the same
time and place as some known re-entry of
debris.
f.

IVJ:any reports relate to aircraft seen in
mmsual conditions at vnusual angles, at
high or low level.

One recent 'UFO' 1vas

confidently reported on local radio: we
cannot prove that it Has not a

'UFO'~

but \re

d.o kno}v that an RAF Vulcan Bomber on a lm·;r
flying missi.on passed the · same spot at tb.e

samG ti:me and. .on the Haxne course as t he

\.
on; flares from aircra:ftt short coxl.densat:Lon

trails 1i t by the sun a:f"'o.;ei, dusk, 1i.ght
reflected from aircrafte
h.,

Ivreteorological balloons.

~:he

Het ·Office

alone releases 50 every day, 1vhich expand
to 40 foot diameter and rise to 100,000
feet and can be lit by the sun after dark::.
Many other organisations use balloons, some
much larger.,
i.

Neteorological searchlights shine on clouds:

.you cannot see the.beam, only a point of
light apparently dancing in the sky.
j.

There are hot air

balloons~

kites; even

birds have been reported as UJ?Os: lights on
distant tmvers; car headlights on distant

hills; dust devils; airborne debris carried
by the \vind ..

k.,

There is a wide variety of hoaxes.,

There

are some v-ery effective aerial hoaxes which
have been perpetrated by children ·- l"ihich I

will not describe for fear of precipitating
a new· rash of UFOs ,.

,.

\·-~---

'~

b ..

All t h.ef;e phl'O'nomen::J. c::.rn be rGi si:tlte::cp:cet ed b y

the mos t s ensible ob2erve rs, pa r ticu larly when seen
unexp ectedly and brie fl y and i.n unum1.al atmoBphe ric ·
condi tion.s "

Th5.s is 1-lh a t opp onents of' the na t ·ural

expla nat:i.ons fo r get..

\'lith d:i. s torttons of light

9

and

mirages, the most conunonplace things can be so chEmged

Any phenome na seen

as to be unre cognisable..
throm.g h glass are suspect.

There are phenomena

generated '·ri thin the eyeball..

And the re are optical

illusions: one scientist w-hose task includes watching
satellites describes hmv 1 w·hen obse:eving stars near

moving clouds, he finds it difficult to escape the
illusion that the stars are flying past stationary

clouds.
{•

A very substantial .American study by the University

of Colorado in 1968 reported some 50 examples of such
phenomena, but added that it was 'impossible and
potentially misleading to try to tabulate all of the
possible c auses of U},O perception: the re are simply

too many' ..
8~

It is not surprtsing that Ijord Cla ncarty should

comment on the wide varieties of shapes and sizes and
colours manifested by

UFOs~

the phenome na being observed

are legion and unrelated.

- 5 -
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9~

There really are tens of thousands of strange

this too eastly :Lnto '<'-".11en space c:caft 1 ~

~fe

cannot

prove that all of these phenomena are NOT alien space
craft..

O:ftt1n thE: appea-rance is too fleeting and the

descriptlon tc>o in1precise for
be attribu.ted.,

a particular cause to

\'!hat we can say is that there is a

great variety of perfectly sensible explanations.
10.

vle

must apply Occam's Razor.

There are sensible

explanations that can account for the phenomena.

\'Thy

seek fantastic explanations in the realm of W.igic?
11 •

From· thes'e genuine sightings \ve can move to

hallucinations: and the excltE:d tales of· the gullible;
the embellishments of the born story-teller.,
also, I fear, :downright lies.

There are

There are also the

embellishments! of the convinced believer in U:B'Os, w·ho
Will add ·to anty piece of space debris a line of windm·rs"

12.

But 1-rhat of these famous arrivals of UJ!"Os, claimed

to be flD.ly documented and authenticated by many
witnesses o

Let me mention one, l'lhich Lord Clancar"ty

has deseri bed d.n his book Jvi;ysterious Visitors as tone
of the mmr'G remarkable and unexplained mysteries of
modern times 1 •

He claims that. du.ring the Gallipoli

cam:patgn in 1915 1 DOO men of' the Norfolk Regiment vrere

picked 1xp the

~a. ttalion

c.u1d

it

1rm~1

never heard of agai1h-

.....

·--··-·---·---- - - - · · - - - - - - - - - - -

i'

\.

e··Anyone a1:rarc of the hugH ca.r::Jualt:Les s.t Gal l ipoli ·vri11
not be su:rp:r:L se d to hear that th£:: tru_e f3to:c:y :Ls tragic

rathor than e om i.e..

A brigade attack -vras held up by

machine-gun and artillery fire, but on the right
flan1( some 260 men of the Norfollm broke through the
Turkinh lines i nto a wood.,

Not one returned.

It vms

only after th.e war that a. Graves Registration Unit
found the bodies 9 in circumstances confirming that they
had been killed fighti:ng.

A gallant and tragic story;

but not a great unexplained UJ!'O mYStery.

13.

Lord C:Lancarty quoted a papyrus found among the

papers of a Professor Tulli recording flying saucers
during the reign of Thutmose III.

The Colorado Report,.

which I mentioned earlier, enquired into I)ord Clancarty' s
account of this story.

The original papyrus had - not

surprisingly - disappeared, but internal evidence in
the translation suggested a fake; Professor Tulli vTas

only an amateur Egyptologist, and enquiries Hith the
Vatic an 11useurn also suggested that Tulli had been taken

in by a fake.

The Colorado

Study~

coupling this vri th

another case vrhere Lord Clancarty and other ufologis·ts

had been taken in by a 13th Cent·ury manuscript faked
by schoolboys, commented on the way ufologists argue

their so-called 'case histories' from secondary and
tertiary sources

l·li th

no a ttc1mpt to verify original

sources.

~

7 -
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•

rnurnn.1r iv.rh.ere there 1 s B.moke there P s fire

1 ..

All that

is ha.ppening ls that the UFO indtu;try in r:n.;.ki.ng
.
a great

deal of smokes- to the confusion of common sense arrl
to their
15,

01n1 ~3ubsta:ntial

profit.,

There is a small category remaining, of cases

difficult to explain, where the dGf3Cri.p-tion is too
vagtl.e or the evidence too remote,. coupled alGo perhaps

with a coincidence of unrelated phenomena and with
exceptional conditions.

If one accepts that there

are many natural explanations to account for the
great bulk of sightings, it is an enormous and
irrational jump to claim thqt the small residue of
difficult cases constitute alien space craft ... ·w·hen
there is not a flicker. of positive evidence that they
do constitute alien space craft.
16.

Arguing with ufologists on this cotunt is like

trying to prove that damage to garden cabbages is
NOT made by pixies.

V/e can point out that the cabbages

are crawling with caterpillars.

~l'he

u.foJ.ogists v:ill

ins:tst that the bites on the cabbages match the pat;tern
of pixies t teeth"

Thejr will carry out rsc:ientif5.c

9

studies about the nature of pixies, and the :Lncidence
of p:txies t a.nd specul2:te ·\vhere the pi.xies arE: hid.:ing,

re
b'iJ
c a t cr-·oi11DT2"
'
~

Eu.t

can p o:Lnt to .a

they ::v-::1. 11 clB.im that i f they

that cannot aotu.a1ly be

proved to b.ave been made by a cater_pi1lar 9 it i s
the:reby proved conclusive ly to h ave been made by a
pixie ..

17.

I should mention the famous 'UFO' reported over

the Uni tE.~d Kingdom on the night of 31st December o

The

phenomenon was probably the re-entry of a launcher
associated 1·1i th the Russian space satellite COSMOS

1068 launched on 26 December.

Of over 100 reports

reaching l·m D, nearly all were factual and consistent
with re-entry of satellite debris; however, one report
described a long train with bright lights
side.

dow~1

the

The case shows hm'l, when there really is some-

thing big to see, we get many confirmatory reports:
this contrasts vTi th the occasional vivid phenomena
report"ed over a city by one individual but which noone else appears to have seen.
1§.

The recent sightings in New Zealand attracted

world-vride publicity, and we understand that the Nevr
Zealand Government may make an annm.mc ement v1hen the
facts have been assembled and appraised.

Preliminary

advice from the High Commission shmm confident

expectation that the sightings vrill prove to be due
to natural phenomena.

For the moment I \•rill touch

upon only one aspect, the fact that phenomena \>Jere
perceived both vi Gu.ally c;;,nd by radar ..

- 9 -
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therefore

b El

ali en space craft .,

Here of the same th:Lng : th.ere. may have been several
different pb.e nome na observed ..

Secondly,

smne p eople tend to think of radar

aG

i~hereas

con cl\,Je i ve

scientific evidence, it can in some ways be more
easily decei ved than the hum<'Jn eye.

Some of the

Possibilities being suggested are technical radar
probiliems known as anomalous propagation and clear
air turbulence; flo c ks of birds; dust clouds:
refraction~

shipping.

even (strange thour h it may s eem)
A separate source has suggested giant

w-eather balloons.

course.

1•/e 1·Till probably l.ea.rn in due

Perhaps we will even be left wi.th some

uncertainties.

Any uncertainty9 hm·Tever small, 1'1i11

be pounced on by the ufologists as

conclu~ive

proof

that the phenomena 1iere alien space craft.
19..

1\'Ieanuh:l..le the da.:mage to common sense has bf;en

done. lfj_th the Nevi Zealand sighting and the debris
re-entry oyer Bri ta.in 11 1979 has been confidently

heralded as the Year of the UFO.
ev·:idenc e ..

On

so little

•
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tJ. CJ11s c}:f:fe:c·(7;Cl

Some tlfo1ogist::; put the figure in m:L11io:ns..

Ho-vr 11

To put; it in simple termE;;: either these aliens prefer
to keep out of' the t·ray,

Cl~

t;hay don't.,

to keep out of the way,

vle

nr.J.St asr:mme that the number

If they prefer

of 'sightings' is a tiny proportion of the c:w"'Gual tJFO
'sorties', vlhich must run into many millions..

If they

don rt one \<Tould expect some unmistakable appearances o

21 •

But look at their strange record:
ae

'Not a single artefact has been found, no
bent pieces, no accidents from perhaps
millions of sorties, nothing.

The

ufologists have an ansvTer: the CIA has
hidden all the bits.
b.

There is no correlative e\-r:idence on our
radar for this huge number of movements ..

c~

There has been no radio contact (far easier
than space travel) and no evidence on radio.,

d.

There have been no convinci:ng photographs ..

=·

11

=
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e.,

'1.1here haa be en no app roa ch t o GoV'ernments ,.

a:nd no direct knm;Jedge of Uli'OG ·by

Goverrlrnen t s

~

Lord Glanc a:ct;y and

ufo1og1 G-ts have an

an ::nf t~r:

otlHn~

there :i.s an

inter--Govern ment a J_ consp:Lracy of silence P

initiated by the CIA.

22.

There is no internal consistency about the idea

of this huge number of sightings.

If the UF'Oshave come

from ano·ther solar system 7 vlhy this huge number of
visits to our

planet, to no apparent; purpose?

This

was once explaine d by the claim t:r..a. t aliens had advance
bases the other side of the moon, or on another planet
in our solar system.

As that has become untenable ever

more fantastic explanations are advanced.

In a recent

TV broadcast Lord Clancarty claimed that the UFOs are
based in a great hole in the earth.

Elsewhere he has

claimed that they have bases in remote parts of South
America, or in tbe depths of the oceans.

He has claiined

(I quote): "UFOs are paranormal, that is from j_nvisi"ble
universes".

They come from "o-ther space-time continua w.

The expJ.an:3 tions get more and more fantastic, and more

and more incapable of either proof' or disproof.
23..

The idea of the Governmental conspiracy of silence

is tru.1y remarkable..

The ufologists are fully a\"lare

tr.La.t if there had been UE'O activity on anythi_ng like

attenti.on of Governments.,

(,_. \
I
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2 4t'

t otally misrenresented t ho
.. .

Unit ed States pos iti on .

.!.

In 1968 the US Air For ce

cornm:Lssi oned the University of Colorado to do a
comprehens ive study into trw UFO pl1enom.e na,

indep endently of' the .ld.r :Force.

That study vras led

by a distinguished scientist, Dr Edlvard Condon, and

its very substantial a nd detailed report rras

published in 1969.,

Its main conclusion 't'ras (I quote):

"nothing has come from the study of UFOs in the past
21 years that has added to scientific knowledgG".
The findings were endorsed by a Panel of the National
•

*'

Academy of Sciences, whicb. con eluded that the least

likely explanation of UFOs vias · the hypothesis of
extra-terrestial visitations.

I understand that

nothing has happened since 1969 to cause the US
authori tles to change their Yie\vS or to warrant further

offici?-1 investigation of

UFOs~

It may be that President

Carter once reported a 'sighting •: as I have stressed
there really are strange thing s to see, and there is a
l'forld of difference betl'reen a report of phenomena a.nd

the

existence of alien space craft.

25..

Lord Clancarty suggests that the :E'rench Minister

cf Defence in 1974 admitted to the existence of UFOs
in a b r oadcast interview.

In fact the essence of

what lVI G-alley said was that there a:re things about UFO

reports which vrere not unders tood. and had not been
explained.

\.\
(

Clancart: yts mrn Inagaz:l.ne contains a:n a:rttcle
misrepres enting COT'T'e Spo:ndenc e \·Ji th jt:QD 1'30 as to

suggest that J:.IOD ac.:cepts the ex.iEl tence of UFOs and
is inyes-tigat:Lng them.

Another UFO magazi ne recently

fabrica:l;ed a report supposed to shovr that NOD had
secret agencies engaged in the systematic exarnin.atio:n

of

U:B'Os~

In fact l'fJ:OD has no

specialist stafi'

011

UJ.i'Os,

and examines any Uli'O reports merely t;o establish whether

they reveal anything of defence interest.
the reports examined has ever

Nothing in

given any cause to

believe that they rep:r::esent alien space craft.

27.

A telling argument against ufology is that the
A visitor :from Outer

scientific community is unmoved.

Space w·ould be one of the g!:'eat events 1.n history ..
Scientists are an inquisitive lot.

If there w-as any-

thing in ufology we would expect many serious scienttsts
to be devoti.ng much effort to studying or making contae:·t
with these supposed aliens.

The scientific community

seems as unimpressed as the Government.
28~

At the United Nations recently members of the

Special Political

Committee~

follmvil'lf:S speeches about

lJFOs by the representatives of

concens·u.s resolution that

Grenad a ~

provides~

agreed on a

at Grenadian

expenset for a study group to monitor information on
UFOs supplied b;y any

inter(~Dted

United Na-tion.s member

A ,,
~'
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~

~

:;..d;a't e a :nd for t b.e g roup to Ji:c·e s t':;rrt t t::; f inding .s t o

and such othe r coL:.n trie s who choos e Hi l l be mc:tking

a report in an

inte r~Gove rnme n ta1

fo ru.m.,

Hmrever ,

the UK has no pla ns e ither to provide inforrna:'cion

about UF'Os or to involve i t Delf in a ny other i·ray with

the study groupe

29.

I certainly do not intend to invite the Secr etary

of State for Defence to give a broadcas·t; intervierT

about UFOs.

As for informing the people of this

country about UFOs, it may be that, should people
become seriously concerned, v.;e l'lill take steps to

publj.cise the true position.

If so,

1·1e

will s a y that

there re a lly are tens of thousands of strange phenomena
to be seen in the sky, and these are often reported by

highly responsible people; that there is a very big
range of natural explanations for the phenomena; and
that there is no evidence 1-rhat soever that a single

alien space craft has ever
ufology is

anythir~

visited ea rth, or -'chat

but nonsense8

e~,
.

i

I
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1

a big difference between , on the one hand, the

C>

vague belie f ·t·rh.ich many sermib1e people hold, that; vre might

one day make contact vr:Lth p eople f rom a distal'1t star ; and on
the other, the clr-d.ms of ufology that our planet has been a.nd.
is being almost continuously overflow·n by alien spacecrafto

Iviany u:fologir:.:.lt s claim that UE'Os have been around for thousands

of years, and some believe that competing groups are 'working
on our minds •.

Ufology is

grovrth industry, with ma.ny magazines

a

and clubs, and reporting systems for 'UFO sightings', and text
books for the UFO spotter.

Th~

basic system of ufology seems

to be to record almost any aerial phenomena as a UFO, and to
accept almost .any strange story from the past or present as·
evidence of alien presence.
2..

There are undoubtedly many strange phenomena to see in

the skies, and these are often reported by sensible people.
However, there are perfectly s ens ible explanations for the
phenomena, and no evidence that there has ever been a visit
from alien space craft.

There is nothing to indicate that

ufology is anything but claptrap.

3.

HNG has no experts on UFOs, as it has no experts on black

magic.

The examinatior

in this file is built up largely from

IJord Clancarty 's book 'I>'(ysterious Visitors'; from repor·ts of
TV and Press intervj.evts with Lord Clancar·ty and others; various
ill'O magazines: the book and film 'CJ.ose Bncounters of the Third

KiD.d t: the massive A.merican 'Colorado Study' of' 1968; the book
'UJ!"~Os

Explained' by P J Klas s (a de-hunker); from NOD 's ovrn records

of' UFO reports and pa0 ·t

examina tions~

and from discuss ions \'11th the

operational and intcll:lgence ·staff 1·rho
r eaching NOD.

~"'''1 ·1 ·t· ,.\,..., (..~.·l
T.tJe r.:B.ve 'J,., or'J.!.J
~._·-··

1)"PQ
-- .-JU

o::~amine

a•·.a..1t1
" -

·!?(~0
•f
-

-

lJFO rep ortn

also the s taf:f of
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A di::;tinction shou ld b e made b et-;,reen ufo1 0t! Y a:rtcl seioneo

:f'tction.

9'11e latte:c i.s often a pe:rfec: tJy respectable art fo:cm

and has attracted. sorte highly j_nte1lige.n t wri te :cs: s c ience f ic t:ion
s hould on no account be linked to ufo1ogy :t.n any cle·.. hLmk:l ng ..

5.,

Lord Clancarty has "t'iri tt en seYeral books on UFOs (as

Brinsley Le Poer Trench) and runs a magazine and seems to be
r egarded as one of the leading ufologists in this countryo
Evidently he firmly and sincerely believes that aliens have
been visiting Earth since the beginning of history, and may
have 'seeded' our race.
in UFO terms.

Nany events in the Bible are explained

The 'aliens' are watching us, particularly now

(his magazine talks of 1000 sighting reports each week), and
have often landed, and may soon arrive in force, probably
cordially.

He is convinced that the illnerican and British

Governments, and others, are concealing the truth about UFOs
until we have discovered all about them and know how best to
present the story.

6.

Lord Clancarty has hedged all his bets on space travel · by

suggesting that the 'sky people' are 'paranormal' and come from
another 'space-time continuum•.

He will therefore be unmoved by

arguments based on cosmic mathematics, because it seems that the
sky people can cover huge distances in the twinkling of an eye.,
He has claimed that the sky people vrere h:Lding on the moon or the

planets, or in remote corners of South Ame:rica, or the depths of
the sea, or a huge hole in the ground (the last seems to be based
on a satellite photographic collage,

photographs did not quite meet)o
<-:

~~here

the corners of the

He seems to be a singularly

: discrj.minating u.fologist 1 a:nd almost E:my report or stra:o.g e

story is likely to be added to his masstve f tles of 'reportcJd ....
sighti ngst.,

\.
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His line a t the debate i s l i kely to bo to auote thrJ va:3t
.L

auth enticated c a ses ' ; to e x.pret::s his

th~o :ries

about the n a tu:r:·e

and origins of the • sky pf}Ople' (probably bri:nging in the
para normal asp ect ); ancl to 1)ress B!-!G eithe r ( 1 ) to come clean
and tell the public all they knm-1 about UJ!,Os, or ( 2) to devot;e
resou.rces to an inter-Governmental study.
\'lin

8.

or lose, Lord Clancarty stands to make a profit from

the debate: \-lhich is n ot to doubt his sincerity.
THE Alil:ERI CAN

9.

AT~~TTUDE

TO UFOs

There has been no British scientific enquiry into UFOs.

However, the united States Air Force made a systematic attempt
to record and investigate UFO sightings between 1947 and 1969.
During this period the USAF received 12,618 reports; of these

701 \-rere not explained.
10.

This USAF investigation known as Project Blue Book -vras

followed by a study which

\'TaS

originally suggested by a- member of

a congressional investigation in the Armed Forces Committee·
and wJtich \-Jas assigned by the Air Force Office of Scientific
Research to the Univ·ersi ty of Colorado.

It was led by Dr Edward

V Condon, Professor of Physics and formerly Director of the

National Bureau of Standards.

The main findings of this very

substantial a.nd detailed study, published in 1969, were that:a.

About 90% of all UFO reports prove to be plausibly
related to natural phenomena.

b.

Nothing had come from the study of UFOs in the past
21 years that had added to scientifi c lmm-lledge.

- 3 ....
-~-

-

-

-

-

- --------------------------- - ----

e.
'

-~

\!

no t j u s ti fied in t he expectati on t hat science
w·ould be a dvanc ed the r e by c
d.

No evidence had eome to light; in the study to
indica t e that UE'O sightings might r epresent a
defensive hazard.

e.

The US Department of Defence should continue to
handle UFO reports in its normal surveillance
operations without recourse to special units such
as Project Blue Book.

11.

These findings were endorsed by a Panel

~f

the National

Academy of Sciences, which advised that the Condon enquiry had
been an adequate scientific study of UFO phenomena and that the
methodology and approach 1vere vTell chosen and in accordance -vd th
the accepted standards of scientific investigation.

The Panel

added: "\ve are unanaminous in the opinion that this (the Condon
Report) has been a very creditable attempt to apply objectively
the relevant tech:niq_ues of science to the solution of the UFO
problem.

The Report recognises that there remain UFO sightings

that are not easily explained.

The H.eport does suggest, however,

so many reasonable and possible directions in which an explanation

may eventually be found that there seems to be no reason to
attribute them to an extra terrestial source without evidence
that ts much more convincing.

The Report also shol.rs how

difficult it is to apply scientific methods to the occasional
transient sightin.g s "\<Ti th any chance of success..

\fuilst further

study of particula r asp ects of th.e topic (eg atmospheric phenomena)
may be

use:e'ul ~

a st·udy of UI'Os in. genera.l is not a pro mising lm-;:;r

to expand scie nti f ic urldera t anding of the phenome l1EJ. ..

On the ba sis

[REDACTED ON ORIGINAL DOCUMENT[

12 ..

The USAF vround u.p their Project

Bl~J.H

J3ook i.nvestigation

on 17 December 1 969 on the- strength of the Condon Report, -Ghe

advice of the National Aoaderny of Sciences, pa.st UFO studie·s and
their ovnl experience of investigating UFO repor·ps over tvm
decades.

Thej.r conclu.sions were that no 'UFO

reported~

investigated

or evaluated by the Air Force had ever given any :Lndication of a

-

threat to their national security; that there had been no evidence
sugge sted
submitted or d:i.scovered by the Air Force that /technological
developments or principles beyond the range of present day
scientific knovrledge, and that there had been no evid.ende
indicating that sightings categorised as "unidentified 11 w·ere
extra-terrestial vehicles.

13.

The Condon Report caused a good deal of controversy.

In August 1976, however, the RAJ!' Staff in vJashington 't';ere

informed by the US Department of the Air

Fore~

that there was

no likelihood of renewed. Air Force involvement in this area.
The Department pointed to the considerable Air Force Commitment
of resources in the past 11 the extreme pressure on Air Force
funds in 1976 and the fact that since 1969 no evidence had been
presented to vrarrant further inves-tigation by the Air li'orce.
The Department of the Air Force added that a number of u.niversi.tj_es
and professional scientific organisations such as the American
Association for the Advancement of Science had considered UFO
phenomena.

Private organisations had also shovn.1 interest in

aerial phenomena~

It ':.ras considered that such tirnely revie1tl of

the situation b;y private groups insured that sound evidence w·ou1d
not be overlooked by the

scj~enti.fic

cormnunity ..

possible that the considerable UFO
correspondence addressed "l.;o NOD xa:Lght conta:Ln some h:L:nt ~not of U:B'Os

~

h:.rt of something vlith a hostile terrestie.l

origin \•Thich could have a bearing on :national securJ. ty.,

All letters are therefore referred to specialist authorities
in I•lOD for any further investigation thought to be necessary;
lie do not take the enquiries further than that and we do not
enter into detailed correspondence with the public.
standard reply to

!·~embers

The

of Parliament and the public is that- lve

have not the resources to conduct a scientific investigation
into the nature' of UFOs and, although we invariably pass

reports of sightings to the staffs responsible for the air
defences,

"toTe

do not pursue enquiries to th.e point of

identification.

positive

Y.le do not dismiss the })OSsibili ty that

intelligent life could exist in outer space but to date no
evidence

~as

emerged to suggest that UFOs have extra terrestial

origins or that they represent a threat to national securit¥.
In fact, most of the sightings seem to have commonplace
origins, such as aircraft or aircraft lights seen from an
unusual angle or
15.

in unusual meteorological conditions.

The trouble is that the dedicated ufologist \vill not

lis"t(:1n and is more concerned \vith selective evidence to
sup:port his own thesis.

The more common criticisms are:-

There is no cov·er up and no security ba.n,.
is

It

true that vrhen pe op1e ask to see th.e I-TOD UPO

files ·they. are told the
confj.dential.

papE~rs

must remain

But therG is a nrundarH·) reason

-'·

.

••

1

cor:r'espond.cnee frmn the general pub1::Le a:nd

1>1e

or the references to classified subjects which some
of the files might

conta.in~

~1 0

remcrc.re thei:Je di:;J·ta:Lls

would require extensive edit::Ln.g and vle have not

the staff to do the

job~

It follmvs that the files

must remain closed ·under the rules laid dovrn in
the public Records Acts which at preseD.t preclude
disclosure until 30 years h1.tve elapsed since the
date of the particular correspondence.,
reports rJIOD hold are· dated. 1962..

The earliest

All earlier U]'O

papers vTere des·troyed many years ago.,

Quite un·true.

Nobody is employed full time to ·

raoni tor UFO sightings..

in MOD.

There is no U}"O section

One of the Secretarial branches answers

letters from the public about UFOs but it bas many
other, qui t·e different, responsibilities as well.

It does not revie1r or analyse the sightings.

It

merely sends the letters to the specialised branches

ivho exami.ne them

£,.~1-f.U

to

see if they have any

bearing on the air defences.
c ..

Vast
numbers of UJ?O si,(rhtinf!S are rEP:'iorted
toa l'ilOD
~~-~=---c•>?--n ~ ¥ztt:E_"'~"'·~~~:\- "'•
-.,.~
.._._1'

Pl§PJ:

_2;.;.s_,e, u.,.e,?FJ?J-a-;;!~·

ab

Detailed statisti.cal records are not kep·t in MOD
because the sub;iect does not rner:i.t allocation

of resources.,

Hm-Iever, I'·20D received t!-35 reports

from the public in 1977, and 864 in 1978.

The

latter included a flurry of 121 sight;j.:ngs \ihen

!REDACTED ON ORIGINAL DOCUMENT!
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'

roc ket ma te rial r e-entered on 31

vlhen. t.ho B:BC broado ast a UPO p:cog:r·a.mme a.nd d.uri.ng

the· D.sdly Exp:r·es s carnpaign for th e preD.:Ler·e o:f

16.

Apart from America n policy

'i·Te

have recent information

on only tvw Governments - those of France and Grenada,.
French official procedure is not unlike

01U"S..

~~he

Reports from

the public go in the first place to the Gendarmerie who if
necessary interview the observer and take statements.

The

Gendarmerie send on the reports simultaneously to the Centre
National d 'Etudes Spatiales (CF:NS) and to the French
of Defence, 1-lho check radars etc

irnpli.cations.

l'~inistry

to discover any military

The reports are then fed in·t o a computer so th::1.t

they can be ''added to the statistics of the problem 11 •
17.

The view of the French Ministry of

Defence may be

summarised as follows:
a.

The role of the Air Force consists solely tn
estimating whether certain information amongst
the evidence they receive is likely to

aff~ct

national defence; this is not in fact so •••••• .
No acts of aggression el.ther against persons or

property civilian or military have been detected.
b.

The phenomena cannot at present be analysed by means
of knortn measuring instruments • ~ ••• ~
maintaining an open mind

1·Te

~'!hilst

must restrain ourselves

from hast:v
the nature and
. . . conclusions reP",ardinR"
t::.)
t._.J

origin of the phenomena and accept the fact tha·t
this problem like .many others r emains suspended
in spacH.,

·-')
and is ea11ed the G:r'ot:tpe d ~ l~ tude d. eo
Non-identifies.

I'hEHlOn1E~ne:.:;

The t erms of reference fo r

yet knm-rn but the ti tle seems to be

th~s

Ac:r ospa:t;i.a.ux

group are no t

se 1f-~ex p la na tory.

The

group has no formal li.nks i·ri. th the Urd. tE:d Ki.ngcl o:m, and tho
Department of

l~duca tion

and Scienc e advise t hD: t. there

itl

no

similar scientlfi c group i.n UK to study unidentified objects to
phenomena ..

19.

Lord Clancarty drew attention

to~his

group in a recent

Parliamentary Question, when he also referred. to a broadcast
on ]'ranee-Inter radio in February 1974 w·hen Iv1. Robert Galley,
the then French I"li.nister of Defence 1.<1as interviewed about UFOs ..
The interview is reported in a book , '•The Crack in the Universe n
which contains an accurate translati on of the broadcast and
introduces the transcript quite fatr1;v as an intervie-v.r in I·Thich
the r-Tinister declared

11

there are phenomena which are unexplained 11 •

The blurb on the dust cover,. ho'to1ever, has N. G-alley freely
admitting that UFOs exist and that they are a serious problem.
According to the official t ranscript M. Galley made only two
points of substance:a.,

There are things about UFOs rlhich are not understood

and have not been explained.
b..

11 \lle

must adopt an extremely open attitude of mind

to this, not put into doubt the sinceri ty of people
reporting UFOs

6 ...

~.

but at the moment 1t is really

far too soon to drav-1 the least conc lusj.on".
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In De c ember 1977 Sir Bri e Gairy 7 :P:r:Lro.e

Hi.n:1 . ~rt er

of G:eenadn ,

Politica l Corn.mit tee t o se t up a spe c:jB.l agi:;ncy or department t o
conduct r es earch into unidentifi. ed flying objects a n d reltd,;ed
phenomena..

The British (and -vre believe other) r e presentatives

'\vere briefed to oppose such an agency on the g rou nds that it

would reduce the credibility of the United . Nations .

Sir Er:i.c

withdrew the propos al and circulated a draft resolution
requiring the Sec r etary General to conduct i; a vride -ranging
investigation into flying saucers, including an analysis of the·
benefits, problems and dangers stemming fr¢lm any con.tac·li w·i . lih
.
terrestial life.

In December 1978, as a result of. persistent

pressure by the G-r enadans, the Sp e cial

Pol~ tica l

Committee finally

agreed on a concensus resolution (albeit a : very v.reak one).

implicati ons are that Grenada may present

t ts

The

vi e"t-vs to the UN

Committee; ·on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space some time· in 1979.

That Committee is unlikely to do more that listen politely.

-DATA
Number of stars in the

about ten thousand million years (10 1(
about · one hundred thousawmillion (10 1

Diameter of galaxy

about one humdred thousand light

Age of the galaxy
galaxy

ye a r ~

/Jf.ote 1 lig ht years is about 6 million mil4.ion .rrd.J.es (6x1o 1 2)

Position of sun

about 27000 light ye a r s from centre
of ga l axy

41

Age of s u n

a bout

Currently achievabl e speeds -

a bout 'i ::-: miles/sec 7 to w·hich c an be
added the ea~ thfls orbi tal spe ed of

thot.!ts and mi lJj. on years ( 4. 5x 1 (
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!·i OTl-iiNC SO FAR ESTAGLISEED SU~(lESTS .
QUESTiOt<ED. , AT PRt. Sf·NT · T} :E · NE~·J ·t~.A,~_ l_,-. H. . ·."· •. -· v
IT NEGt~SSARY -TO Y AKt::: ANY FOm1AL"·~;STAT

-. HA Vr tH.-.CI·' A~St.:-:E; U:: D AL D .i>.PPHAlSE D Ji·H~Y A ·_
. t·l IS No___,R. QIJf.> T_ _ · _. ,_~'_ ' TH 1f·r- r___ - ~-:t._._·_._N ~l'!-_00 Tf~T±:-_'TI-1,-_-_I__ \_·rJ __
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Placed opposite is a draft closing address for the Lords
debate on UFOs, and a Background Note; due at your office by

a or--

12 January_ 1979 ..
It

2.

r

•lrjl

There is a temptation to equivocate about UFOs because of'

the thought that vre might. one day make contact with :people from
distant stars.
u~ology

is

Ho"Tever, there is nothing to indicate that

anytb~ng

space craft'.

but claptrap and no evidence at all of 'alien

The UFO industry has prospered from equivocation and,

"'iith 1979 being heralded as 'the
proper ;for

mn

year of the UFOs', it seems very

to inject some rnassive common sense into the business

and come out with an equivocal attack on ufology.

With the impact of

the film "Close Encounters of the Thj_rd Kind", and the increasing
efforts of the UFO industry and increasing publicity given to its
exponents, quite sensible people may begin to wonder '·Thether there
might not be something in uf'ology, on the "where there's smoke there'f:
fire" principle.

Less sensible people may be increasingly confused

and perhaps even worried, to the increasing profit and encouragement

of the UFO industry.

The subject will not go al-ray, the Department ·

and probably Ministers are likely 'to find themselves increasingly
involved and Ul1der pressure for formal statements; and the popular
and UFO press are likely to make all the mileage they can out of the
Lords Debate, partieula.rly if there are signs of equivocation or
p:b..I.~asee

4a
an.

t;ha t can easily be misrepresented ..

Ace:ordtng ly it is S''Gro:ngly n?c ommended that the Government
-~.~:ne qui "Vocal

and uncompr omising line o

tt~ke

I1

e
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5.

D9~.E ~-e]a.~~-~t

A small diffic\llty hasj for purel~ tactical reasons

unconnected with UFOS, acceded · (with ot.h er countries) to a
request by the Government of Grenada for a U}T study group (at
Grenadan expense) to monitor information on UFOs.

The wording

of that part of the draft speech has been supplied by FCO.
6.

The general line adopted is that there really are strange

phenomena in the.sky, but there are perfectly rational
explanations to account for them, so there is no need to introduce
the highly questionable hypothesis of alien space craft.

In other

words, Occam's Razor.

7.

The broad line was put to Lord Strabolgi, at our meeting.

in December and

agreed by him.

Lord Strab<?lgi · asked for· further

information about cosmic distances and the difficulties ot space
travel.

.

'

I have not included. this in the speech, because Lord

Clancarty's "sky peopleu are evidently ttparanormal" and can cross
the light years in a tnica; but some facts are included at the
end of the background note.
8.

Lord Strabolgi also mentioned the possibility of replying

on any detailed cases produced by Lord Clancarty if the latter will
give advance notice.

I repeat the advice I gave in December: we

should not attempt to argue these cases, which tend to be remote
and elusive yet often cannot be refuted without

v~ry

detailed

examination; indeed ,.,e should not fight the battle on Lord Clancarty•s
ground at all.

9.

DES have been consulted and are content ..

10.

You v-rill no doubt confirm the time and

p~ace

of the final

b r iefing, \vhich at pres ent vTe have down for am ived.nesday 17 Janua ry.

i

I
•I
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DRAJ!,~~

CLOSING ADDRESS

';s.t""~-

- - - -· -

There are 2 points of

t~~th

upon which the great myth of

ufology is blrilte
FIRST:

we lj.ve in a huge universe, v-ri·th 100,000 million
stars in our galaxy alone, '\-Thich it would take
100,000 years ·to cross even if we could travel at

the speed of light.

There are many remarkable things

yet to be explained.
SECOND: There really are strange phenomena in the skies,
reported by calm and intelligent people.
2.

It is this immensity of the universe which sometimes

tempts even the most dmrn-to-earth people to equivocate about
UFOs.

We can never be sure that we will not, one. day, make

contact w2th beings from a distant star.

3.

But that is all.

So let us have an end to equivocation.

Her :rJr..ajesty 's Government has no evidence that life exists outside
t.

this planet, or that a single alien space craft has visited earth,
and does not believe there is anything worth investigating in the
mass of rubbish produced by the UFO industry.

The general theme

of the ufologists, that our planet is being continuously overflown
by alien space craft, is claptrap.

4.

On the one hand, there are perfectly simple explanations

for the phenomena; on the other, the explanations offered by
ufologists are unconvincing and unnecessaryo

These explanations

are unconvincing when they relate to space craft from other stars:
they are even more unconvincing w·hen they claim

that· UFOs come

from another space-time continuum, from a hole in the earth, or
the depths of the sea, as

I~ord

Clancarty has suggested.

The

House

will forgive me if I do not follow Lord Clancarty into other

dimensions and the wild realms of fantasy , bu.t coneentrate on the

phenomena ..,.;lrich have given rise to the UFO mythe

jR EDACTEI) ON ORIGINAL DOCUMENT!

There have always been strange things to see in the sky.
Since \1/orld \var I I 'Tne have knmrn the development of powerful.
rockets, and voyages to the f.'Ioon and planets.

We have also seen

the development of science fiction, where space ships can be
switched to 'inter-stellar drive• and our hero can cross the 2
million light years to Andromeda Galaxy in a flash.

We have also

seen the development of ufology and the UFO industry, "'t'lhich accept
the delightful fantasies of scienc'? fiction as proven fact and
interpret almost any phenomena in our skies as alien space craft.
The words 'UFO' and 'alien space craft' have been firmly implanted
and too readily spring to mind when anything strange is seen in
the sky.

6.

· And there really are· strange things to see.

that a high proportion of so-called

~FO

Let me stress

reports relate to actual

phenomena reported by sensible people.
a.

There are many natuxal phenomena.
of

~onsJof

/

Every year~illions,

space debris enter our atmosphere as meteors,

!

meteorites, fire-balls, sometimes with dramatic effect.
b.

Bright planets and even the moon or stars have been
reported as UFOs in unusual atmospheric conditions.
There are many recorded cases of Venus being reported
as a UFO, even by experienced pilots in exceptional.
conditions.

c.

There are tricks of light on cloud, and particular
stt-uctures such as lens-shaped clouds.

d•

There is St Elmo's Fire, ball lightning, and Aurora
Borealis.

e.

And man-made s a tellites: there are some 5000 listed
ob jects in orbit, s atellites and debris, some of \'T hich
can be s een by ·the naked

binoculars~

\REDACTED
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About 600 re-enter the atmosphere every year, almost
2 each day: the quantity is f2..r less than natural

space debris, but the phenomena are sometimes astonishing.
Last April

~roD

received reports of a large piece of

debris re-entering across

the South of England, most

reports were factual, but one spoke of an 'oval shaped
thing with a white cockpit '!;thich hovered for a while then
shot off at great speed'.

vle

cannot prove it wasn •t

a UFO, but it occurred at

che same time and place as

some known re-entry of debris.
f.

Many reports relate to aircraft seen in unusual
conditions at unusual
lmr level.

a~gles,

some very high, some at

One recent 'UFO' was confidently reported

on local radio: we cannot prove that it was not a 'UFO',
but we do know that an RAF Vulcan Bomber on a low flying
mission passed the same spot at the same time and on the
same course as the reported UFO.
g.

Aircraft lights have led to UFO reports: and distant

aircr~ft

with landing lights

on;G."~rcraft

'\tli

th search-

light~ flares from aircraft, high condensation trails
•· I

lit b'y the sun after dusk, light reflected from aircraft.
h.

r.reteorological balloons.

The

r~ret

Office alone releases

50 every day, which expand to 40 foot diameter and rise

to 100 9 000 feet and can be lit by the sun after dark.

}'Iany other organisations use balloons, some much larger..,
ie

}1eteorological searchlights shine on

t~lou.ds:

you cannot

see the beam, only a point of Jight apparently dancing

in the sky,.
j_.

Tht:n •e are hot air balloons; ki i:;es ; even birds hav·e been
repox·te d as UFOS; lights on dist a nt towe rs ; car head..-;e d e b r i s carrl ed

. \R EDACTED ·oN ORIGINAL DOCUMENT\

k.

There is alSO a wide variety of hoaxes.

There are

some ·very effective aerial hoazes which have been
perpetrated by children - which I will not describe
for fear of precipitating a new rash of UFO reports.

7.

All these are phenomena which can be misinterpreted even by

the

most sensible observers, particularly when seen unexpectedly

and briefly and in unusual atmospheric conditions -

v.fith distortions

of light, and mirages, the most commonplace phenomena can be so
changed

that even the expert can be deceived.

seen through glass are also suspect.
generated within the eyeball.

Any phenomena

There are even phenomena

And there are optical illusions,

akin to watching a stationary point of light in a.dark room and
reporting that it moves.

One scientist whose task includes

watching satellites describes how, even after years of experience,
he finds it

~;t.:fficul, . to

escape the

illusion that the stars are

flying past (stationary clouds.

a.

One could go on.

A very substantial American study done by

the University of Colorado in 1968 reported some 50 examples of
such phenomena, but added that it was 'impossible and potentially
misleading to try to tabulate all of the possible causes of UFO
perception: there are simply too many'.
9·.

So there really are tens of thousands of strange things to be

seen in the sky every year·.

It is the present

custom of our society to transpose such reportings into 'UFOs',
and to transpose again into 'alien space craft'.

We cannot

poss ibly prove that all of these aerial phenomena are not alien
spac e craft .

Often the a ppearance is too :flee ting and the

descri p t ion t oo imprecis e .for a particular c aus e to be attributed.
vlhat

1-1 e

can s ay i s tha t there is a great

va:~:·iety

of pe rfectly

sens:Lble exp l anations fo r the strange things s een i n t he s ky

-9

{r·r·
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10.

Herewe should apply Occam's

Razor~

There are perfectly

sensible explanations that can account for the phenomena.
seek fantastic new explanations in the realms of
11.

From these genuine

sightings~

Why

magic~

can move to hallucinations; and

the excited tales of the gullible; the embellishments of the born
story-teller.

There are also, I fear, downright lies.

There are

also the embellishments of the convinced believer in UFOs, who
will add to any piece of space debris a line of windows and
.intelligent
12.

manoeuvres.

But what of these famous arrivals of UFOs, claimed to be

fully documented and authenticated by many witnesses.

Let me

mention one, which Lord Clancarty has described in his book
MYsterious Visitors as •one of the most remarkable and unexplained
mysteries of modern times'.

He claims that during the Gallipoli

campaign in 1915, an entire British unit of over 800 men of the
Norfolk Regiment was advancing to -the attack; a UFO descended
in a cloud and picked up the battalion and it was never heard of
again.

Anyone aware

o~

the huge casualties at Gallipoli will not

be surprised to hear that the true story is tragic rather than

comic.

A brigade attack was held up by heavy machine-gun and

artillery fire, except that on the right flank some 260 men of
the Norfolks, with fragments of other regiments, broke through
the Turkish lines into a wood.

Not one returned.,

It was only

after the war that a Graves Registration Unit found the bodies,
in circumstances confirming that they had been killed f:i.ghting.
A gallant and. tragic story; but not a great unexplained UFO

mystery-!>

The facts are knm·m a.l'l.d

is not interested in facts..

:r.·ecorded.,

But TJord Clancarty

He is interested in gathering e. :nything

tm:usual into his massive f:l.les of UFO mysteries ..
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13<»

A

variation of the •authenticated case' is

-vrhen,

like many

ufologists, Lord Clancar·!iy goes far back into history and even
the Bible to borrow authority<»

Ancient cases have the advantage

that, if they cannot be proved UFOs, they cannot now be disproved.

,// \

\

/ ~·

The Colorado Report, which I mentioned earlier, did consider one
of these great ancient cases quoted by ufologists,

includir~

Lord

Clancarty - a vivid and detailed description of UFOs at Byland
Abbey Yorkshire in 1290, in a manuscript discovered in 1953:
the •ancient manuscript• cited by the ufologists proved to be a
-hoax perpetrated by schoolboys<»
.Another variation o:f the •authenticated case' is when an

14 •

individual reports having seen a landed UFO, and seen the little
green men, or little silver men.

You may believe those if you

Because such silver aJ.iena have actually been seen with

will.

two arms and two legs and a head and looking surprisingly like
humans in silver suits, ufologists have claimed this as evidence
that the aliens use humanoid robots; you may prefer to regard
this as evidence of man's infinite capacity for gulling his
neighbours.

15.

So the ufologists accumulate their 'UFO sightings', -from

honest reports and from the
sheer
murmur

nu~bers
9

constitute

"n~irder

proof~

corners of the mind, as if

Naturally some people

't'There there's smoke there's fire •.

All that is happening

is that the UFO industry is making a great deal of smoke, to the
confusion
16.

of common sense and to their mm substantial profit ..

There is a small category remaining, of

difficult to e.x plain.

cases 'oJhich are

It is hardly su.rpris:l.ng, \'Ii ·th the great

variety of phenomena, that there should be difficult cases , per haps
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·
to
due to a coj_ncidence of phenomena and/ exceptional conditions ..

If one accepts that there are so many natural explanations to
account for the great bulk of sightings, i·l.; is an enormous and
irrational jump to claim that the small residue of difficult cases
cons·ti tute alien space craft - when there is not a flicker of
positive evidence that they do constitute alien space craft.

17..

Arguing l·Ti th ufologists on this count is like trying to

prove that damage to garden cabbages is NOT made by pixies.
We

~an

point out that the cabbages are crawling with caterpillars.

The ufologists will insist that the bites on the cabbages match
the pattern of pixies' teeth.

They will carry out 'scientific'

studies about the nature of pixies, and the incidence of pixies,
and speculate where the pixies are hiding.,
some of

the bites

!~I

They will admit that

be made by caterpillars.

But they will

claim that if they can point to a single bite that cannot actually
be proved to have been made by a caterpillar, it is thereby proved
conclusively t .o have been made by .a pixie.
18.

I should mention the famous 'UFO' reported over the United ·

Kingdom on the night of 31st December.

The phenomenon was probably

a space rocke ·t· launcher associated with the USSR space satellite

COSJ."i:OS 1068 '"hich was launched on 26 December.

Of over 100

reports reaching MOD, nearly all were entirely factual and consisten·t
vTith re-entry of space deb.ris; however, one report

described a long train 1Ui th bright lights down the side..

What

l-Iill of course linger in the public mind is not the matter-of-fact
explanation a1>out space debris but the vague recollection that a

big UFO was seen over England ..

19.,

Lf!ferr Zealand sighting

report awaited: Daily }firror

repor..!tis HZ authorities are clai'ming that the sighting was Venus '
the camera so out of

focus that the image took the shape of

' ;'l

the cameras iris, and the blips on radar were quite separate
and related to flocks of bird~?.
20.

Let us glance at the other side of the coin, the sort of

explanations offered by Lord Clancarty and other ufologists.
Lord Clancarty has been reported as claiming there have been
some so·,ooo sightings.
far higher.

numbers.

No\'~,

Other ufologists would put the figure

there is a strange thing about these huge

To put it in simple terms: either these 'sky people'

(as Lord Clancarty calls them) prefer to keep out of the way,

or they don't.

If they prefer to keep out of the way,

must

l'Te

assume that the number of 'sightings 1 is a tiny proportion of
the actual UFO 'sorties', which must run into millions.

If they

don't one would expect some unmistrutable appearances.
21.

But look
a.

at their strange track record:

Not a single artefact has been found - not a single
extra-terrestial chap has dropped an extra-terrestial
spanner, no

bent pieces, no accidents from perhaps

mi12ions of sorties, nothing.

The ufologists have an

answer: the CIA has hidden all the bits.
b.

There is no correlative evidence on our rad:r1r for
this hu.ge number of mov ements.

c,

Ther e has been no r adi o ·contact (far easier than
s pace travel) and no evidence on r ad.io.

d.

There have been no convl ncing photographs, in the se
d.a;y·s ·when so many pe ople c a rry cameraa ..

e ..

IDhe r e ha s been no appr oach t o Governments ? and no
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Clancar-ty hasan answer: there is a great interGovernmental aonspiracy of silence, initiated by
the CIA.
22.

The idea of the inter-Governmental conspiracy of silence

is at once the most astonishing and the most flattering claim
of all.

On

so few things can the Governments of the world

agree unaminou.sly, but they have all supposedly agreed to conceal
the evidence of UFOs from their people.

The ufologists know

tha·t; if there had been activity on the scale suggested, it
-must have come to the direct attention of Governments.

They

are convinced that we and other Governments are conceallng the
~~ - -~~\

~h~~xatest c~_Q£

truth.

Lord Clancarty's magazine has .an ·

article misrepresenting some rwrrespondence 't•Tith MOD so as to suggest
thai;

MOD accepts the existence of UFOs and is investigating

them.

.Another UFO magazine recently fabricated a report supposed

to show that MOD had agencies engaged in the systematic examination
of UFOs.

I will repeat what I said at the beginning.

Her Majesty's

Government has no evidence that a single alien space craft has
vj.si ted earth, and does not believe there is anything worth
investigating in the rubbish produced by the UFO industry.
23.

Lif

raise!!.

Lord Clancarty suggests that the United States

Government is a party to the '<;:over-up• on UFOs.

Our- understanding

is that the US authorities· position is the same as it was in 1969
after the University of Colorado investigated UFOs at the request
of the US Air Force.

I

The Colorado Reports Ill<.l.in finding ·rTas (I

quote) 'nothing has come fr om the stctdy of UFOs in the past 21
years that has added to scientific krwvrledge

1 •

vle understand

tha;t n othi ng has happened s ince 1969 to cause the US authorities

t o cha nge their "'.Ti.etvs, or to war rant further investi gn:f;i on of u:l!.Os ..

It may be

t:r·ue that

Pr e~~:i.de nt

Ca r-te r onc e r eporte d a

(

•

'sighting': as I have continually stressed, there really are
strange things to see, and there is a vmrld o:f difference
between a report of phenomena and the existence of alien
space craffl.
24.

[ff

raise~,?.

Lord Clancarty suggests tha·fi the French

Minister of Defence in 1974 admitted to the existence of
UFOs in a broadcast

inte1~iew.

In fact the essence of what

rJ[ Galley said was that there are

t~ings

about UFO reports

~rhich

were not understood and had not been explained.
25.

Returning to the main theme of Lord Clancarty and his

fellow ufulogists - there is no internal consistency about the
idea of this huge number of sightings.

If the UFO have come from

another solar system, why. this huge number of visits to our
planet, to no apparent purpose?

At best it seems wasteful.

This was once explained by the claim that aliens had advance
bases the other side of the moon.

\•/hen that bee ame

the bases were. assumed to be on another

plan~t

untenable

in our solar systemo

As that has become untenable ever more fantastic explanations
are advanced.

In a recent TV broadcast Lord Clancarty claimed

that the UFOs are based in a great hole in the earth.

Elsewhere

he has claimed that they have bases in remote parts of South·
America, or in the depths of the oceans •
. He has claimed that (I quote): 'UFOs
are paranormal, that is from invisible universes'.,
from •other space-time continua'.

They come

The explanations get more and

more fa. ntastic, .and more and more incapable of either proof or
disproof.
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26.

A telling argument against ufology is that the scientific

coronn.mi ty is unmoved.

A vis:i.. tor from

space - or from

oute1~

another space time continuum or the depths of the sea, or anywhere
else they are supposed to be hiding - would be one of the greatest
events in history, and the greatest scientific event.
are an inquisitive lot.

Scientists

If therevas anything in ufology we would

expect many serious and sensible scientists to be devoting much
time and effort to studying or making contact with these supposed
•sky people'.

The scientific community seems as unimpressed as

the Government.

If the ufologists claim that the Government

has~

gagged the scientific community, it would be as amazing as the
alleged conspiracy of silence between Governments.

27.

One could go on indefinitely trying to chase the devious

arguments of the ufologists.

Yes, there has

been an increase

in the number of 'sightings' reported to the Government:
upsurges occurred when the BBC put out a

big

programme on

UFOs, and when the Daily Express launched a campaign in
connection with the film premiere of 'Close

Enco~unters

of the

_No, __the Government is not in the least concerneq_ ______ __ _. _
:-.?~

''\

-~-

-~~--

't.

:: :-:· ;> . ~

:."· ::· ~ ~· :::· --·.

•' '· < . .

__ -·-- ·-. by __ :t!~-~---3:n_qre8:~E3_§•
28..

At the United Nations recently members of the Special

Political Committee, following speeches about UFOs by the
representatives of G-renada, agreed on a concensus resolution
tha·~

provides at Grenadian E-}Xpense, for a study group to

monitor information on UFOs supplied by any interested United
l~·ations

member state and for the group to pn--)S ent its findings

to the Outer Space Committee sometime in 1979..

Isorcl C:lancar·ty

may therefore be satiafied th<sk·t Grenacla and such other cou.ntr:les

1.1ho choose 1'1':1 11 be mak ing a
HNrever ,

·t~h e

re~por-t j_:r.t

UK h8.fJ -rw plans e:i the:-c t o

an :Lnter·-Govern.menta1 forum,.
~p_rovide

j_nformatl on · a b out

\, e

( ,--
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'29.

To sum up, there are t \<TO elemontB in ufology: the strearn

of largely genuine reports of aerial phenomena; and the extraordinary concoctions of the ufologists suggesting that this earth
has long and constantly been overflovm by alien space crafto

The

ufologists case depends ultimately on belief that there has been
a massive inter-governmental cover-up lasting many decades, to
vrhich the world scientific community has been a party.
~rho

believes that vrill believe anything.

Anyone

Nothing said here "t-rill

deter the UFO_industry, or discourage the sensational press from
feeding on wild UFO stories.

But perhaps w·ha t has been said in

this House will help confirm sensible people in the belief that
the strange things to be seen in the sky have perfectly sensible
explanations and that the wild hypotheses of the ufologists are
unne cessary.

'\

- 12 - ·
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UFOLOGY
1.

There is a big difference between, on the one hand, the

vague belief which many sensible people hold, that we might
one day make contact vli th people from a distant star; and on
the other, the claims of ufology that our planet has been and
is being almost continuously

overflo~m

by alien spacecraft.

1-1any ufologists claim that UFOs have been around for thousands
of years, and some believe that competing groups are 'working
on our minds'.

Ufology is a growth industry, with many magazines

and clubs, and reporting systems for 'UFO sightings', and text
books for the UFO spotter.

The basic sys·tem of ufology seems

to be to record almost any aerial phenomena as a UFO, and to
accept almost any strange story from the past or present as
evidence of alien
2.

presence~

There are undoubtedly many strange phenomena to see in

the skies, and these are often reported by sensible people.
Hol>iever, there are perfectly sensible explanations for the
phenomena, and no evidence that there has ever been a visit

from alien space craft.

There is nothing to indicate that

ufology is anytrdng but claptrap.

3.

HMG has no experts on UFOs, as it has no experts on black

magic..

The

examinatioT~

in this file is built up largely from

Lord Clancar·ty as book 'I".Tysterious Visitors'; from reports of
TV and Press interviews

u·Fo

~ri th

Lord CJ..ancarty and others; various

magazines; the book and film 'Close Encounters of the Third

Kind'-. the massiv-e American 'Colorado st·udy' of 1968; the book
9

U~410s

ExpJ..a:l.necl.' by P J Klass (a de-bunker); from HOD's own records

o:f UFO :t'eports an.d past
ope~rai;ional

examinations~

and from d1.scusstons wl th the

and intelligertce s·t::..ff vlho ezami:ne UFO reports

•\\.(

4.

A distinction should be made bet1-1een ufology and science

fiction.

The latter is often a perfectly respectable art form

and has attracted some highly intelligent vTri ters: science fiction
should on no account be linked to ufology in any de-bunking.
THE EARIJ 0:&'

5.

CJJANCAI{~

Lord Clancarty has written several books on UFOs (as

Brinsley Le Poer Trench) and runs a magazine and seems to be
regarded as one of the leading ufologists in this cotUltry.
Evidently he firmly and sincerely believes that aliens have
been visiting Earth since the beginning of history, and may
have 'seeded' our race.
in UFO terms.

Many events in the Bible are explained

The 'aliens' are watching us, particularly now

(his magazine talks of 1000 sighting reports each week), and
have often landed, and may soon arrive in force, probably
cordially.

He is convinced that the American and British

Governments, and others, are concealing the truth about UFOs
until we have .discovered all about them and know how best to
present the story.
6.

Lord Clancarty has hedged all his bets on space travel by

suggesting that the 'sky people' are •paranormal' and come from
another 'space-time continuum•.

He will therefore be unmoved by

arguments based on cosmic mathematics, because it seems that the

sky people can cover huge distances in the twinkling of an eye.
He has claimed that the sl"'..y people \vere hiding on the moon or the

planets, or in remote corners of South America, or the depths of
the sea, or a huge hole in the ground (the last seems to be based
on a satellite photographic
pho!~ographs

col~age, . where

cUd not quite meet).

the corners of the

He seems to be a singularly

undiscriminating ufologist, and. almost any report or

story is

liktc~ly

Btrang~3

to be added to hj_s massive files of 'reported

\-

(
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7.

His line at the debate is likely to be to quote the vast

numbers of 'sightings '; to describe a number of 'fully
authenticated cases'; to express his theories about the nature
and origins of the 'sky people' (probably bringing in the
para normal aspect); and to press HHG either (1) to come clean
and tell the public all they knovr about UFOs, or ( 2) to devote
resources to an inter- Governmental study.
8.

Win

or lose, Lord Clancarty stands to make a profit from

the debate: -vrhi.ch is not to doubt his sincerity.
THE A!'t1EHICAN ATTTTUDE TO UFOs

9..

There has been no British scientj_fic enquiry into UFOs ..

However, the United States Air Force made a .systematic attempt
to record and investigate UFO sightings between 1947 and 1969.
During this period the USAF received 12,618 reports; of these

701 were not explained.
10.

This USAF investigation known as Project Blue Book was

followed by a study which was originally suggested a member of
a congressional inves tigation in the Armed Forces Commi·ttee

and which was assigned by the Air Force Office .of Scientific
Research to the University of Colorado.

It \.vas led by Dr E(lward

V Condon, Professor of Physics and formerly Director of the

National Bureau of Standards..

The main findings of this very

substanti·al and detaile d study, published in 1969, were that:ao

About 90% of all U:b,O reports prove to be plausibly

r elated to natural phen omena.,
b

Q

Nothing had come from the study of UJ.i'Os l.n the past
2 1 years that h a d adde d to sc i ent ific lmmule d ge .,

c.

Further extensive study of UFO sightings 't·Jas
not justified in the ·expectation that science
would be advanced thereby.

d.

No evidence had come to light in the study to
indicate that UFO sightings might represent a
defensive hazard.

e.

The US .Department of Defence should continue to
handle UFO reports in its normal surveillance ,
operations without recourse to special units such
as Project Blue Book.

11.

These findings were endorsed by a Panel of the National

Academy of Sciences, -rrhich advised that the Condon enquiry had
been an adequate scientific study of UFO phenomena and that the
methodology and approach were '\'Tell chosen and in accordance with
the accepted standards of scientific investigation.

The Panel

added: "\'le are tmanaminous in the opinion that this (the Condon
Report) has been a very creditable attempt to apply objectively
the relevant techniques of science to the solution of the UFO
problem.

The Report recognises that there remain UFO sightings

that are not easily explained.

The Report does suggest, however,

so'many reasonable and possible directions in which an explanation
:may eventually be found that there seems to be no reason to
attribute them to an extra terrestial source 1nthout evidence
that is much more

convincing~

The Report also shows holt

difficult :i.ti is to apply scientific methods to the occasional
transient si. ghtinga vti th any chance of success.

\vhilst further

study of particular aspocts of the topic (eg atmospheric phenomena )
may 1)e useful, a study of lTli'Os in genoral is no-t a promising 11ay
to HJ::.pa.nd scit":Jnt:Lfic understanding o:f the phenomena.

On

the~

basis

---· ----· · · · -- · ~- ···· · ··
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12.

The USAF vround up their Project Blue Book investtgation

on 17 December 1969 on the strength of the Condon Report, the
advice of the National Academy of Sciences 9 past UFO studies and
their ow·n experience of j_nvestigating UFO reports over tt-ro
decades.

Their conclusions were that no UFO reported, investigated

or Avaluated by the Air Force had ever given any indication of a
threat to their national security; that there had been no evidence
suggested
submitted or discovered by the A.i.r Force that /technological
developments or principles beyond the range of present day
scientific knmrledge, and that there had been no evidende
indicating that sightings categorised as "tmidentified" were
extra-terrestial vehicles.
13~

The Condon Report caused a good deal of controversy.

In August 1976, however, the RAF Staff in Washington were
informed by the US Department of the Air Force that there was
no likelihood of renewed Air Force involvement in this area.

The Department pointed to the considerable Air Force Commitment
of resources in the past, the extreme pressure ·on Air Force
funds in 1976 and the fact that since 1969 no evidence had been
presented to warrant further investigation by the Air Force.

The Department of the Air Force added that a number of universities
and professional scientific orga1i1sations such as the American
Association for the Advancement of Science had considered UFO
\

phenomena..

Private organisations had also shmm interest in

aerta1 phenomen<.:l.a

It

vrar:;

considered that such timely revimv of

the s:L tuation by private g:roups ins ured that sou.."ld evidence would

not be ov-erlo oked by -'Ghe scienti fic corrlllmn:Lt;y ..
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14.

OF DEFENCE

-

It is

A~:TITUDE

-·

a l~vay:S

pos sible that the considerable UFO

correspondence addressed to 'HOD might contai n some hint,
not of UFOs, but of something with a hostile terrestial
origin which could have a bearing on national security.
All letters are therefore referred to specialist authorities
in NOD for any further investigation thought to be necessary;
'\·Te

do not take the enquiries further than that and r.'le do not

enter into detailed correspondence with the public.

The

standard reply to Members of Parliament and the public is that we
bave not the resources to conduct a scientific investigation
into the nature of UFOs and, although we

invariab~y

pass

reports of sightings to the staffs responsible for the air
defences, we do not pursue enquiries to the point of
identification.

\-Te

positive

do not dismiss the possibility that

intelligent life could exist in outer space but to date no
evidence haf:l emerged to suggest that UFOs have extra terrestia l
origins or t hat they represent a threat to national security.

In fact, most of the sightings seem to have commonplace
origins, such as aircraft or aircraft lights seen from an
unusual angle or

15.

in unusual meteorological conditions.

The trouble is tha-'G the dedicated ufologist will no·t

listen and is more concerned vTi th selective evidence to
support his ovrn the s i s .

The more common criticisms are:-

There i s no cov-er up a nd no se curi ty ban ,.

It

is t ru.e t ha t vrhen people as k to se e the NOD UPO

f iles t hey a r e told t he papers must r emai n
confi de nt ial ~

But ther;::)

i ~;

a mundane re ason
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for that..

The files contain volunmnous

correspondence from the general public and

l'fe

cannot di vu.lge the identity of the correspondents,
or the references to classified subjects v.rhich some
of the files might

contain~

To remove thesedetails

would require extensive editing and we have not
the

st~ff

to do the job.

It follovs that the files

must remain closed under the rules laid clown in
the public Records Acts ·w hich at present preclude
disclosure until 30 years have elapsed since the
date of the particular correspondence.
reports MOD hold are dated 1962.

The earliest

All earlier UFO

papers were destroyed many years ago.
b.

MOD employ:s

a S.PEl,~ial Ul~O organisa~ion.

Quite untrue.

Nobody is employed full time to

monitor UFO sightings.
in MOD.

There is no UFO section

One of the Secretarial branches answers

letters from the public about UFOs but it has many
other, quit·e different, responsibilities as well.
It does not review or analyse the sightings..

It

merely sends the letters to the specialised branches
who examine them £glely to
bearing on the

~ir

see if they have any

defences.

De"'.;ailed statistical records are not kept in NOD
because the subject does not merit allocation
of resm.rrces..

Hm'i'eve:r, NOD received 435 reports

from. the public in 1977, and 864- 1-:n

·J

9784

The

l¥.;1.tter :Lnclu.decl a flm"'ry of 121 sJ.ghtings 11he.n

?
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some Russian rocket material re-entered on 31
January 1978.

Other main surges of activity

we ~e

when the BBC broadcast a UFO programme and during
the Daily Express campaign for the premiere of
"Close Encounters of the Third Kind".
ATTITUDE
OF FRENCH GOVBRlH!JENT TO UFOs
.. 40.
I'

16.

. . . . . ~----

---

Apart from American policy we have recent information

on only tr:ro Governments - those of France and Grenada.
French official procedure is not unlike ours.

The

Reports from

the public go in the first place to the Gendarmerie who if
necessary interview· the observer and take statements.

The

Gendarmerie send on the reports simultaneously to the Centre
National d'Etudes Spatiales (CENS) and to the French Ministry
of Defence, -vrho check radars etc
implications.

to di'scover any m:i.li tary

The reports are then fed into a computer so that

they can be "added to the statistics of the problem".
·17.

The view of the French

Ninis~ry

of

Defence may be

summarised as follows:
a.

The role of the Air Force consists solely in
estimating whether certain

infor~ation

amongst.

the evidence they receive is likely to affect
national defence; this is not in fact so ••••••
No acts of

a~gression

either .against persons or

property civilian or military have been
b..

detected~

The phenomena cannot a-t present be analysed by means

of lmown measuring instruments ........

~·lhilst

maintaining an open mind we must restrain oursebres

from hanty conclusions regarding the nature and
origin of the phenomena and accept the fact that
this problem like many oth.ers remains Sl..J.spended
in spac e.

·J

8"

During '1978 a small study group was set up under the

auspices of the CNES.

It is chaired by IJionsieur Clade Poher

and is called the Groupe .d'Etude des Phenomenes AeroBpatlaux
Non·-identifies.

The terms of reference for this group are not

yet kno"m but the title seems to be self-explanatory..

The

group has no formal links with the United Kingdom, and the
Department of Education and Science advise that there is no
similar scientific group in UK to study unidentified objects to
phenomena.
-·19

q

Lord Clancarty drew attention to ithis group in a recent

Parliamentary Question, when he also referred to a broadcast
on France-Inter radio in February 1974 when

1~1.

Robert Galley,

the then French !"linister of Defence was interviewed about UFOs.
The intervie1·T is reported in a book, "The Crack in the Universe"
which contains an accurate translation of the broadcast and
introduces the transcript quite fairly as an interview in which
the Minister declared "there are phenomena which are unexplained".
The "blurb on the dust cover, .however, has M. Galley freely
admitting that U!Os exist and that they are a serious problem.
According to the official transcript M. Galley made only two
points of subs·tance:a..

There are things abop.t UFOs wr..ich are not understood
and have not been explained.

b.,

11

'Vle must adopt an extremely open attltude of mind

to this, not put in·to doubt the sincerj.ty of people
reporting UPOs ...

3

••

btlt at the moment it is really

far too soon to d.rait; the least conclusion" ..

r

•• •
·:'
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20.

In December 1977 Sir Brie Gairy, Prime T/f:Lnister of Grenada,

tabled a resolution at the United Nations calling on the Special
Political Committee to set up a special agency or depa.rtment to
conduct research into unidentified flying objects and related
The ~ri tish (and rre believe other) representatives

phenomena.

were briefed to oppose such an agency on the grounds that it
would

~educe

the credibility of the United Nations.

Sir Eric

withdrew the proposal and circulated a draft resolution
requiring the Secretary General to conduct a wide-ranging
investl.gation into flying saucers; including an analysis of the
benefits, problems and dangers stemming from any contact with
terrestial

life~

In December 1978,

~s

a result of persistent

pressure by the Grenadans, the Special Political Comn1ittee finally
agreed on a concensus resolution (albeit a very weak one).

The

implications are that Grenada may present its views to the UN
Committee; on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space some time in 1979.
That Committee is unlj.kely to do more that listen politely.

DAT4
Age of the galaxy

about ten thousand million · years ( ·1 0 10 )

Number of stars in the
galaxy

about one hundred thousarol million ( 10 11 ~

Diameter of galaxy

about one hundred thousand light years.

!Jio·te 1 light years is about 6 million million mlles (6x1o-12)
Position of sun

about 27000 li.ght years from centre
of galaxy

Age of sun

about

CurreD.tly achievable speed.s -

to -t'Thieh can be
added the earth~s orbital speed of
18 miles /sec to give a total of 30
about
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years (4 .. 5:::cl09:
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DE~ pending on the gravitational
assistance, or otherwise, of the
major planets of Jupiter and Saturn,
3 to 5 years.

Time to journey to Plut6

-

Ultimate speed

- In principle speeds near that of
light should be achievable but
technology does not yet exist.
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UFOS DEBATE IN THE HOUSE OF LORDS
Reference:
A.
D/S4(Air)/8/3 dated 17 May 78
1.

Reference A asked if we could comment more fQlly about the evidence of

extra~

terrestial activity based on the reports received in the Ministry of Defence.
Additionally you wished to know how UFO reports are processed and whether thare hets
been any attempt to consider them as a whole.
2.

All aerial phenomena reports received by the Air Force Department of the MOD

are reviewed by the Directorate of Operations (A Def & 0);

specifically by Ops(GE)2c.

Each report is assessed on its merits and can be subjected to further investigation
if considered necessaryo
Annex A;

An example of such an investigation is contained in

a number of time co-incident reports concerning the sighting of aerial

.

phenomena over Southern England in the early hours of 16 April were eventually linked,
by RAF Fylingdales (a

Bl~WS site), to the re-entry into earth's atmosphere of a

satellite or satellite debris.

3·

In the period 1 May 77 to 30 April 78 a total of 501 aerial phenomena reports

were received and processed;

of these only

6% indicated that further investigation

was required ; each rep.ort needing approximately 3 working hours to process fully$
Such investigation requires that detail contained in each report be mapped and the
resultant pos$ible trajectory/track be correlated with any factual evidence that
may be available either from the Ballistic Missile Early Warning System (BMEWS) or
tl1e Air Defence Ground Environment (ADGE) . radar sites.

During this period Air

Defence radar si tea have no record of unusu.~l. observations.

Indeed none of the .

unusual phenomena reports have ever been confirmed as having au unknown origin by
our ground radt-'lr sites.

I

,..·i

Until the receipt of Reference A n0 attempt has been made to consider the
a whole, indeed the effort required would be difficult to
review of the reports still held on file has been carried out;
results appear in Annex B•. Two points of interest emerge:

A

justify~

the statistical

firstly there appears

to be a dramatic .increase in the number of reported sightings since the end of 76,
although it is possible that some reports received during the period 72-76 may
have been destroyed.

Secondly the detailed plotting of a number of the reports

received in the period 1 Jan 78 to 30 April (Annex C) reveals a number of observation
patterns which could be interpreted as the sighting of manmade space objects and/or
decaying satellite debris re-entering the earth's atmosphere.
comment on this.

The CS may wish

~o

However, much detailed work would be necessary to investigate fully

this hypothesis.

5·

RAF Fylingdales advise that on 23 l4ay a total of 4,661 items of manmade space

objects were orbiting · the earth.

Of these, 65% (3,343) had an angle of inclination

which would. result in an overflight of the United Kingdom.

At Annex D is a table

of the number of manmade objects launched each year since 1972.

The table also shows

yearly additions to the space catalogue and the number of items which were removed
from the catalogue as they decayed from orbit and entered earth's atmosphere.

It

is estimated that approximately 2 o% of decaying objects are of sufficient size to
be visible on their entry into the atmosphere.

6. We believe that the majority of aerial phenomena sighting reports have a rational
explanation;

meteorological ·-baJl.ooris,

, atmospheric phenomena, orbiting space

hardware, space .debris re-entering the earth's atmosphere, cosmic debris and highflying aircraft (both military and civil) are among the most probable explanations.
Of the reports reviewed to date we can find no evwence of
ll.)~u~~.,o,..! l

to either earth, its atmosphere or near space.

e,~tra

terrestial visitation

~~~~--

TheJ!>x total lack of p!'imary radar

observations of unnatural phenomena leads us to be sceptical of Lord Clancarty'a
claims although .we would not wish to state categorically that "UF'Os11 do not exist.
2
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Undoubtedly a very small proportion of sightings reports will defy rational

explanations but within MOD AFD we have neither the staff, information nor the time
to investigate fully all reports.

7o

We propose to continue with the compilation of AnnexB in order that you may

be given a current statement of figures at the ·time of the resubmission of the PQ.
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DATED /.~~- JUN

78

IriVESTIGATION OF AERIAL PHE..WOMENA REPOF..TS - 16 APRIL

- Reference:
A.
D/S4(Air )/8/3 dated 17 May 78.
1.

As a result of the receipt .:>n 17 April of a number of reports relating to tim•

co-incident sightings of aerial phenomena in the

ear~

investigation as to the probable cause was initiated.

morning of 16 April, an
The period initially

investigated was 15, 16 and 17 April and Appendix 1 shows the initial results
which indicated that on 16th and 17th sighting reports revealed that phenomena
were observed to travel from the South-West to the North-East across the Southern
half of the United Kingdom, whilst on 15 April a reverse direction was observed.
As the predominant number of sightings were after midnight on 16 April these were
reviewed in more detail and appear at Appendix 2.

Subsequent discussion with

Fylingdales on 18 April revealed that 3 items of space hardware had been deleted
from the space catalogue and from the trajectory of the phenomena reports it
could be

reasonab~

asstimed that the witnesses had observed decaying items of

hardware re-entering the earths atmosphere.
2.

Subsequent to the reoeipt of Reference A the incident on 16 April has been

re-examined.

A geographical plan of the reports is at Appendix 3 together with

numerically related reports.

It is of interest that while the majority of the

reports describe what was seen by the observer,reports 1 and 5 contain a limited
amount of embellishment. Over the period May 77 to April 78 .2 percent of all
received reports contained descriptions which could be interpreted as a report of
the sighting of an "UFO" o Two examples are shown at Appendix 4•

.

.
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(

The information given in all aerial phenomena reports is related to the
following paragraph sequence:
A.

Date, Time and Duration of Sighting

B.

Description of Object

c.

Exact Position of Observer

D.

How Observed

E.

Direction in which Object was first seen

F.

Angular Elevation of Object

G.

Distance of Object from Observer

H.

Movements of Object

J.

Meteorological Conditions During Observations

K.

Nearby Objects

L.

To Vfuom Reported

M.

Name and Address of Informant

N.

Any

0.

Other Witnesses

P.

Date and Time of Receipt of Report.

Background Information on the Informaut that may· be Volunteered.

---------------------~
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RECORD OF AERIAL PHENOI1ENA REPORTS STIL~~ TAINED BY D OF OPS(A DEF & 0)
I

0

0

(")

I~

YE.AR

JAN

FEB

I Mfili I APR I HAY I JUN I JUL I

~

SEP

OCT

NOV

DEC

TOTALS.

L=l

1972

lJ-

7

7

H3

2
1

1973
1974

1

,075

7

..L .I '

1976

2

11

6

1

4

10

1

5

21

9

3

6

6

18

6

7

18

9

91

-

11

17

10

3

9

5

14

86

70

25

62

27

43

49

27

20

387

bl~

~\

"5~

Lj.

I

3
2

10
8

38

10•
7'7'
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17

20

13

141

1973
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23

L!-8

68 I ~3

7
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is possible that a number of Reports received between 1972 and 1975/76 could have
been destroyed.
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AHN.t.X D TO

D/DD OPS(G.L)10/8/C
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SPACZ CATALOGUE -.TABLE OF

f1Al~· -l'tADL

SPA.C:t;

HARDI:JARl~

- 1-JORLm.JTD..t.;

,-

I

b

a

c

d

Year

Total added to
Catalogue

Total Launche.$

1972

568

99

373

1973

763

•''!08

524

1974

510

106

361

1975

976

125

316

1976

'1128

128

674

1977

979

'124
5<'r.---·

525

1978

27''y-··'·:::;.;' 'i0

_, -

~-

-·7

Total Decay

E1-n --

/~ ~

-

·'

NOTES
1.

Column b~ identifies the number of items of space hardvJare that
are added to the Space Catalogue each year, (Includes all
hardware remnants from a Space launch).

2.

Column c.

3.

Column d. Total number of i terns of space hardvu3re that have
decayed into earth atmosphere, 20% are large enough to be
visible from earth.

4.

Total number of items in Space Catalogue up to 23 May 78 = 4661
Of these 75% ( 3643) have a trajectory v-1hich i.Vould result in
overflight of UK.

The total number of launches

( Y.Jorldwide)
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jREDACTED ON ORIGINAL DOCUMENT!

Copy tp: ACS(G)(RAF)
UFOs - DEBATE IN THE LORDS
~or

I enclose a first draft of a proposed concluding speech
Lord Strabolgi in the Lords'' debate.

The draft tries to take account of the points m.:'lde to us
on Thursday by L0rd Strabolgi. However, on starting to reread the Earl of Clancarty's book 'MYsterious Visitors' I
have appreciated more fuJ.ly how heavily the Earl has hedged
his bets about space travel: indeed he suggests that the 'sky
people' are 'paranormal' and come from •another space/time
dimension•. I do not recommend trying to track the Earl through
other dimensions, and suggest we stick to the bare essentials
'that we proposed_to Lord Strabolgi- that there are plenty of
phenomena, that there are perfectly sensible explanations for
them, and that the explanations offered by ufology are· tl.lttl.cessa:t:·y anc
prove idiotic under critical examination.
2.

r would be grateful for any recent recorded cases to cover
the parts of para 6; otherwise I shall draw on the Condon Report
and Klass (the anti-UFO investigator).

3.

4.
Clancarty is likely to produce some 'documented ' and fully
authenticated cases'o I would like to be able to demolish one
as an illusion. I have provisionally chosen the disappearance
of the Norfolk Battalion at G~llipoli, which Clancartry quotes
in one of his books: Hd of Army Historical Branch says that this
is a 'regular•, about which the facts can be produce,d.
5.
I woul.d be grateful for comments, critic isms and additional
arguments o:r· cases. At this stage I am particularly anxious to
know whether you agree to the main line of arguments. Because
time is short I would be grateful for telephone comments.

6.

The present draft is about 2,000 words, around 15 minutes.

i.

I have copied this minute to ACS{G) (RAF), and I
grateful for his comments on the general line of
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Ul"Os - DRAFT CI10SING ADDRT!:SS
There are three erains of truth upon vThich the e;r8a t
'myth of ufoloe;y is built.
intelligent life could exist elsewhere in the

FIRST:

universe. \11th 100,000 million stars in our m·rn
galaxy alone, it is probable that there are many
planets capable of
SECOND:

sup p ortin~

life.

the technical difficulties of inter-stellar
travel are stunning.~ven at the speed of light
it would take 4 years to reach the nearest star,

and

1oo;ooo

years to cross our galaxy.

But it

would be a brave man who said there could never,
ever,be manned inter-stellar travel.
there really are strange phenomena in the skies.

THIRD:

and many are reported by cool and intelligent
people.
2.

But it is a far cry from this to the proposition that there

have been great numbers of sightings of UFOs - implying alien space
craft - sometimes claimed as running into hundreds of
Her

~ajesty's .

thous~~ds.

Government is not in the least impressed with the

idea that there is anything worth investigating in the information
offered

3.

b~

urologists.

On the one hand, there are perfectly simple explanations

for the phenomena; on the other, the explanations offered by
ufologists are most unconvincing.

These explanations are un-

convincing when they relate to space craft from other stars: they
are even more unconvincing when they claim that UFOs come from
another space·- time di.:rt\£..n.s;o-n. J from a hole in the earth, or the
deptl1s of the sea, as Lord

if·

Clanc~tty

- 1 -

.

has suggested.

Let us first consider.. the phenomena.· There have always
been strange things to see in the sky, and st'range explanations
have been given.

Since World War II we have

seen development

of powerful rockets, and voyages to the Hoon and planets.

We

· have also seen the development of science fiction, where space
ships can be switched to 'inter-stellar drive• and our hero can
C-+~

eame the 2M light years to Andromeda Galaxy in a flash.

We have

also seen the development of ufology and the UFO industryJwhich
accc!pts the delightful fantasies of science fiction as proven fact
and

interpret~the

phenomena in our skies

as~ien

space craft.

Most

of the phenomena are seen unexpectedly and very briefly, and are
before the eye has focussed.

The words 'UFO' and 'space craft' have

been firmly implanted and too readily spring to mind.
6.

But what are the real catwes of the

a.

phenomen~?

Some have always occurred: tricks of light on cloud; cornets)
meteors or showers of meteors; meteorites, bright planets 1
or even the moon or stars in unusual atmospheric conditions.
Venus is popular: there are recorded cases of pilots
reporting Venus as an 'unidentified flying object following
them'.

6.

Meteorological balloons.

go~

The

Met Office alone release 50

a day) which expand to 40 foot diameter and rise to 100,000
feet and can be lit by the sun well after dark.

Many other

organjsations use balloons, some are much larger, and there
are recorded cases of balloons being reported as UFOs by
airline pilots.

- 2 -

!l-•t

C, Meteorological searchlights shine on clouds: you cannot
see the beam, only a light apparently dancing in the
sky.
d~

A surprising number of xeports relate to aircraft seen in
unusual conditions at unusual angles, some very high, some
at low level.

One recent 'UFO' was confidently reported

on local radio: we cannot prove that it was not« 'UFO', but
we do know that an RAF Vulcan bomber on

~

low flying mission

passed the same spot at the same time and on the same course
as the reported UFO •

.,e. And satellites: therz are some 5000 listed objects in orbit,
satellites and space debris.

More are added each

about 600 re-enter the atmosphere every year.
year

:r.mn

~ear,

and

Early this

received mauy reports of a large peice of debris

'
1-e-e.nf'&IV\..~

across the South of England: most reports

were factual, but one spoke of an 'oval shaped thing with a
white cockpit which hovered for a while than shot off at
great speed'.
occur~ed

We cannot prove it wasn't a UFO, but it

at the same time and place as some known re-entry

of space debris.
7.

And of course there are .optical illusions. . .Any phenomena

seen through glass are particularly

B.

suspect.

There are also genuine hallucinations, sometimes bn people

under stress; _the exoi ted tales of the gullible; the embellishments
of the born story

t~ller.

Also, I fear, downright lies.

There

are also hoaxes: there are some very effective aerial hoaxes whi.ch
have been perpetrated by children - lthich I will not describe ...for
fear of precipitating a new rash of UFO reports.

- 3 -

•

9.

In sum, we cannot prove that all or even most of these so-

called eightings were not UFOs. But we can say that there is a
great variety of phenomena in the skies for which there are
perfectly ordinary explanations.

We have no reason to believe

that the so-called UFOs are attributed to anything but these same
causes.
10.

But what of these famous arrivals of UFOs, claimed to be

fully documented and authenticated by many witnesses.
scrutiny they tend to be elusive.

On

I will select one, which

Lord Clancarty has described in.his book MYsterious Visitors
as •one of the most remarkable and unexplained mysteries of
modern times'.

He claims that during the

Gallipo~

-..

'

campaign

in 1915, an entire British regiment, the First Fourth Norfolks,
was advancing

tow~rds

Hill 60: a cloud descended and picked up

the regiment and it was never heard of again ••••••• (checking
with Army Historical Branch)

11.

As I have indicated;there is n0

accurately report phenomena.

~riticism

of those who

The criticism is of oyer-readiness

to call them -!UFOs', and to transpose that into 'alien space
craft'.

The reports are passed without critical scrutiny to

the ufologists; who

I~W'I

ad~

without critical scrutiny, to their

huge files of 'reported sightings and landings' •

.,. 4 -

......

12.

I am sure no-one will deny that - at the least - there are

·possible rational explanations for the phenomena.

Let us now

look at the other side of the coin, the range of explanations
offered by Lord Clancarty and other ufologists - it is a wide
and confusing range, for there are as many different explanations
as there are ufologists.
13.

Lord Clancarty has been reported as claiming there have been

some 80,000 sightings.
higher.

Other ufologists would put the figure even

Now, there is a strange thing about these huge numbers.

To put it in simple terms: either these •space people' prefer to
keep out of the way, or they don•t.

If they prefer to keep out

of the way, we must assume that the number of 'sightings' is a tiny
proportion of the actual nFO 'sorties•, which must run into
millions.

If they don•t one would expect

~cme

unmistakable

appearances.
14.
~

But let us look at their strange track record:
. Not a single artefact has been produced - not a single
extra-terrestial ch'"P has dropped an e.x:tra-terrestial
spanner, no bent pieces, no prange from perhaps millions
of sorties, no nothing.

Lord Clancarty has an answer:

the CIA has hidden them all.

h.

There is no correlative evidence on radar of this huge
number of movements.

C • There has been no radio contact (far easier than space

travel) and no evidence on radioo

d. There

have been no convincing photographs, in these dayf? _

when so many people carry cameras.

- 5

~··

There has been no approach to Governments, and no direct
knowledge of UFOs by Governments.

Lord Clancarty has an

answer: there is a great inter-Governmental conspiracy of
silence, initiated by the CIA.

·,

15.

The idea of the inter-Governmental eonspiracy of silence

is at once the most astonishing and the most fla-'Gtering claim
of all.

On so few things can the Governmentsof the world agree

unaminously, but.they have all supposedly agreed to couceal the
evidence of UFOs

from their peoples.

Let me assure this House_

that Her Majesty's Government has never been approached. by
people from outer space.
16.

There is no internal consistency about the idea of this huge

number of sightings.

If

t~ey

have come from another solar system,

what is the point o! this huge number of visits to our planet,
to no apparent

~urpose?

At best it

s~ems

wasteful.

This was

once explained by the claim that alibns had advance bases the
other side of the moon.

When that became untenable the bases

were assumed to be on another

planet in our solar system.

As

that has become untenable ever more fantastic explanations are
advanced.

In a recent

TV broadcast Lord Clancarty claimed that

the UFOs are based in a great hole in the earth.

Elsewhere he

has claimed that they have bases in remote parts of South Ame.i:ica,
or in the depths of the oceans.

Because1hese physical places

have become untenable he has claimed that (I quote): 'UFOs are
paranormal, that is from invisible universes•.
•other space-time continua'.
mind/full min, /r~rana!.

They come from

Another ufologist talks of 'space

Indeed ·the explanations ge1. more and more

fantastic, and more and more incapable of either proof or disproof.

- 6-

17.

The most telling argument of all is that the scientific

community is unmoved by the claims of ufology.

A visitor from

outer space - or from another space time continua, or the
· depths of the sea, or anyr1here else they are supposed to be
one
hiding - would be/?f the greatest events in human history,
and the greatest scientific event.

You would expect serious

and sensible scientists to be devoting much time and effort
to II·aking contact with these supposed space people.
scientific community is as unimpressed as the

The

Government~

If the ufologists claim that the Government has gagged the
scientific community, it would be as amazing as the alleged
conspiracy of silence between Governments.
1S.

One could go on inciefini tely trying to chase

indeed devious

arguments of the ufologists.

·~he

elusive -

Yes, there has

been an increase in the number of 'sightings' reported to the
Government: the biggest upsurges occurred when the BBC put out
a programme on UFOs, and when the Daily Express launched a

campaign in connection with the film premiere of 'Close Encounters

of the Third. Kind'.

tro, the Government :ts not in the least con-

earned by the increases.

Lis has been sai~ Grenada is

financing a study into UFOs, and the United Nations has, in a
moment of

c~aualness,

given that · study a vague sort of

reoognition,and one or two other countries have offered to contribute reports.

Her Yajest-y's Government, if it contributes at

, all, will contribute on the lines of my speech •

.19.
~he

There are tens of thousands of strange things to see in
sky.

It has become fashionable to call these things 'UFOs'.

There a!'e perfectly sensible explanations for these sightin.gs"
The ufologist explanations are not sensible at all.

- 7 -

In 1968 _

.

e

$

a comprehensive study on UFOs conducted for the uj Government
by the University of California concluded that 'nothing ·has

come from the study of UFOs in the past 21 years that has
added to scientific knowledge'.

Ufologists may, if they wish,

continue to believe that Governments and scientists
engaged in a massive cover-up.
will help confirm in some

~other

However, perhaps our debate
peoples minds ufology may be

pleasant fantasy but has nothing to do with

v-

8 -

alike are

truth.
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LOOSE MINUTE

I
D/S4(Air)8/3
PS/C.S(RAF)

DD Ops(GE)(RAF)
ADI/DI55
UFOs -- DEBATE IN THE HOUSE OF LORDS
You will recall that the Earl of Clan;.arty put down a motion in the House
of Lords last Hay calling for a debate on_/Unidentif:i.ed Flying Objects. Although
he subsequently withdrew it, \\'e a r e z
f · med it has nov been restored to the
order paper in the follo\dng terms:"To call att ention to the incp-easing number of sightinea and landings
on a world-\oJide scale of unidentifi ed flying objects (UFCs) and to the
need for an intra-governrn0al study of UFOs."

f~'xed

2.
No date has been
for the debate but we should get fourteen days
notice if it is to take pl ceo As you ~~~ow, a Ministerial spe~h~~ drafted
on the last occasion. Had of S4(Air) considers no further action to be
immediately necessal'y_ '9: t he \<JOUld be grateful if you would continue to put
aside any relevant ma~6rial about UFOs that comes to hazid.·----(:b/s4(Air)S/3 dated
1 -Jurie refers). ·· · ··
·" , ...

).1

Nov 78

'

'
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.
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.

.

D/CS(RAF)/5/'1/2

Reference .......................... .-="""-~"
J__ _·

OK160 ( ·-::·

-~-:. )

""--·· ,.,.,-

Copy to:

I

DD Ops(GE)(RAF) ~

ADI 55

UJJ'OS - DEBATE IN THE HOUSE OF IJOR.DS

~·-,_,..,._-

Reference:

D/S4(Air)/8/3 dated 17 May 1978.

CS(RAE') has read the correspondence at
reference with interest and agrees· the
general line you are proposing to take •.

'l.

2. The extensive American studies were
conducted in a sensible and open-minded way
and no additional informati.on has come to
light subsequently to j1ir:rtify further
expensive investigation of theBe phenomena ..

.

. . ·,

...

. ··~ -----:- .

-'

D/S4(Air)/8/3

[REDACTED ON ORIGINAL DOCUMENT[

There is to be a debate on UFOa in the House of Lords on
1 2 Jun.e based on the :folloi·Jing PQ by the Earl of Clancarty, a
prominent ufologist:
'To ask Her r~Ja;jesty's Government r:1hether they are avmre of the
increasing number of rc::!ports of sightings and lancUngc of ux:d.de:ntif.i
flying objects (UFOs) on a worldwide scale, and whether they will
initiate an inter-governmental study of UFOs'.
2..
S4{Air) j_s required to provide a brief and draft windingup speech for Lord \'linterbottom. I attach a copy of a proposed
line, ":vhich I have put to the Department of Education and Science
(and to I•'CO, who "i-iere recerd:;ly j_nvo1vr=Jd in brushing off an attempt
to get UJJO to discuss UFOs). You will see that I propose. thaJ;; the
Government should take this opportunity to pov~... a mass of cold uater
on ufology.. I vTOuld be grateful for:

a.

Your advice on the proposed line

bo

Additional
offer.

of action.

arguments or evidence that

.might

I·Te

I 'tlOulcl be gra·teful if ~D:.:.oJ?.s:(Gt;Ir:RA.FTi and ADI 55 l'iOuld
say ¥rhether "Yre cou.ld conment more fully about evidence o:f extrat,;-rresJ~ial activity from. the reports 1-1e receive - ie expane. more
forcefully on para 4f in the attached le·t;te:r: 9 • • • • perusal of 1
:r-e~~?r·ts. .lJ? ~. eJved gives u.s no ca.use to ,sgspect · extr?--:-torrestial.;
1 .
a ct iv-i ·i;y';, T \Wr}.J.. d also l :i.ke to lm.o1·r hmv much vtork is done on tho s e/
rr~fort i? ·, · p.nd uh8the:t" there· h~~ been any attempt to consider tt~em. #~'
~ ~ . :d"lo~-~... J . .. ,_
· · -· ·· · · ·
·· ·
·
· · ··
·- ·· ·

3.

l

r

4.

Tile Chie:f Scien-'cis"G 1 s d.epartoent is at a disadvan·:~uge, not seeing
t!:"! <~ flmr of Ul?O reports i;h[-l.t arrive in AFD.
Hm·rever r 1-rt th I·IOD taking
the lead in re f uting Ul'1 03, the inference vTill be drmrn tha-'G CS (RAF)
e:rkdorsee1· that line. Puttj_ng th.e matter dif:ferent1y, I ir;lagine that .
hatl CS { EAF) tl: ought, as a scientist, that there \vas sor::ething in UFOs,
he 1·10uld ha~re been aui.ek to dr::-rrr- the matter to the departrr..ent 's attention
o1• to have soug ht .L::r.:rr8diate access to the UFO rey)orte. AB he has not
done so ~"e cc~:n assui!18 th:::1.t he is l.L"lir:mressed ui th UFOs. But I "IWuld be
particuJ.arly g:r~;tef'ul for
advice iro:rn CS(RAJ!'' 1 s O.e

Ail1'·~ISTRY OF DEI-{·Er..JCE
. ~""
.• d'
,=1 . • Jl ~
n -~a
. lv!.am
D Uit mg, \V mtell<! . : LO:t-T~ON .:;. -..\ • I
~,.

Tele-plzone:-8-:1-·:f}<.'-'"~:;-G~.

Plea>e addrcsi m:y reply to
.1\HNISTRY OF DEFENCE

(H er>~ of
....,.<.A.oU

~~~'t' ( ......
!:,-'..L r)

l ....
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)
17 Nay 1978

and qt..!ote:

D/S4 (Air) /8/3

Your reference:

DeT)artn~. cnt of Education and Science
Elizabe-vh House
York Hoad

LONDON
'lPH

SE1

Thex-e ia to be e deba.te on UFOs in the Bouse of I}ords on
1·2 June 78 based on the follo1·ring PQ by the Earl of Clancarty:

'To ask Her 1-1njesty'r; Gove:rn:::nent l-Jhether they are
a1<-rare of the ·increasing nu_rnber· of reports of sightings
and landings of u..l'lidentified flying objects (UFOs) on
a '\-TOrld"i-r ide scale, and '\-Thether they lvill.initia te an
inter-governmental study of UFOs' •
The procedure \vill be similar to an A.djournment Debate in the
The Ea.- rl will ii~troduce the subject, interested me:.nbers
t-rill speak, and Lord 11\'interbotto:m 'Hill reply for the Government.
The debate could last anything from 20 minutes to 4 hours~ vre havc-l
been invited to draft a 10-15 minute 1:1inding up speech.

. 2.

Commons«

3.

'"'...

~le

·..

•. •. ... . .. . .

·

···

··

·

··1

.. .... . _.,..

·- --

'"··-··· ··• ·

.o ··

-

··

· •·' ·i

(to not .take .t his lightly, because Lord ... Clanca;rty is an 1
.. . ,
acknm'fJ,eclged expe:rt on UFOs ~ ,;,-lhils·t . _HOD has no e:x.per !;s on T.TFOs -~· f':b:i·
, much the same . reasons a.s we hava no experts on ·levitation or black :
' magi. c.. ~here is much pub~d.c i:.-1 i;eresi: in vFOs a:t. present;, drtunm.0d up
~· by th'..:: Daily 3-."'Cp_~e;.;s and in con.ncction with the heavy sci-fi film
'Close Encounters of the ;rhird Kind'. There is a risk that th9
Government ·Hill be persuaded to conduct a study of UFOs, or at le?.~St
-'Go exanine the n:.hss of evidence that JJord Clanca rty and his fellO"Il··
ufologists have aeEJe:.:nbled in the last )0 years. Should the Governments d2fences bresk, I need hardly ~arn you that responsibility for
the st 1;.d.J-• co1..t ld very likely :fall on y0'JX' Department! Accordi.ng.:ty ,,-t':<
uou.ld b3 gratef"L'..l for your help in dete:r.m.i.r...ing the proper line for
Go--;.rornmen t to ta:ke e
0

i

4.
VIe believe i "I; '·Tou.l6. be '.J.n.profi table to indulge in too much
flippc:mcy, and intend to propo6e that ·t;he Goverllll.lent injects a dose
of massive common sense into the debate on UFOs.. The general line
lve have in mind is:
ao

\ve do not disccunht t·he pocsi bili ty. of intelligent life /
elsew-here amobg t.e huge number of other worlds and
other galaxies.

b.

The technical difficulties of space travel are stunning,
with the nearest star 4 light years away, but it would /
be u.~wise
to say 'impossible ever 1 •
~
·'~
.

:/

c.

The phenomena lumped together as UFOs' are often
rap6rted by responsible ::;.nd intelligent people.

d.

B'..1t there is a huge gap between those three statements
and the assu.nrotion that 'UFO renorts' constitute
serious evidence that extra-terrestial beings are
/
reconnoitring this planet (Clancarty reports 80,00
v
verified sightings, the introduction to the book·of
'Close Encounters' refers to'millions!).

e.

:f o

g.

T~e

re~o~ted

often

ha~e coro~on-s~nse

~n unusual
light, or space debris)~ it is always difficult to
:tnterpret accurately unusual events seen· fleetingly:
/
and the constant publicity about UFOs·leads people to
interpret the phenomena as extra-terrestial spacecraft
and to embellish their reports unconsciously •

(eg ~~a~rcraft or met balloons

Ext·ensi ve US studies indicate no evidence of extraterrestial visits. No studies· have been considered
necessary in UK, but perusal of repprts received gives
us no_cause to suspect extra-terr~stial activity.

,

/

~

rf there

'i.fas 's-erious 'scientific evidence of extra- 1
:terrestial visits l·Ie l'-JOuld expect the ·scientific ·: ··
world to be agog and conur.i tted; but the scientific
world seems at 'best uni~pressed, more likely heav~ly
cynical..
·
"--

h.

phenomena

.e~];1lanations

-< • • • • • .,-

'

./.

~

There is no inteJ:·nal consistency about the idea of
there having been 80 9 000 or perhaps millions of genuine
sightings. ~e would expect some accidents or ~rtefacts
(Clancarty haa suggested that the CIA has collected and
hidden them all): or sooe approach to or direct evidence
held by Go7ernments (Clancarty has suggested there i8 a
conspiracy of silence beti·reen Governrr:.ents u..l'itil they
know· hmi to cope); or some overt political or cultural
acti\'i ty to show for 30 years of presum5.bly hi&h-technology
reco1maissance ( Clan~arty 1 s mvn UFO references go back to ·
the Star of Bethlehem and earlier).
\_

.... 2 -
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(
//

)

e<·'- ~
\<le '\'TOuld plan to lead up to the argu.men·i; that it i .s pointless
: ~ ~o try to persuade the Gcvern::.nent unlef3S a nd until ·Lha scientific.:
community has been perst:.ader... We could offer the suggestion that
the scientific comm\lllity is mo~t unlikely to be persuaded by mere
quantity of reported sighti:ngs ( as one ne11spaper recentJ.y rem9.rked,
80 ~000 times :nothing st:~.ll equals nothing); a more profitable course
would be for Clartcarty r bei:nB so certain about his case, to present
sa;,r 10 vrell-documented .readily-verifiable recent cases in tili.s
country pn Hhich he uq,_~1. l,d....2~1.t; l}j._s __Pr9f~.~_Eal...r•.f.Inl~§:tio.E~as a
ufo1ogist.,
r·t j_s d.ouot:tuJ. uhether tne · ' scienti!'"LG ·community' ':IOU~d
directing Clan.car-~y tm.rards thelli, but this is SUl'ely the
proper course for a layman who believes he has evidence of' a matter of
massive scientific concern upon which he cam1ot convince the Government

weicomeour

b

0 &

6.
I would be grateful for your advice on the above propo-sed line of
action; and, if you agree it, advice on any other arguments that could
be advanced. Attached is a first dra:ft of a background note describing
the past attitudes of r:ron, USr France and Grenada.

7.

Because of the deadline for briefing !~nisters and the intrusion
of the Spring Bank holiaay, I am~raid I must ask for your advice by
32m i'lednesda;v .24 I•~a:v •
. 8.
I am copying-this letter to Mr.-aEnergy, Science and
. Space Department, Room E022, FCO: I~d the robust line taken
by FCO recently vri th UUO proposals to study UFOs.

~-ho.' ~~:P..:.·J.

of

C13nr~f.lr-t:v.

----.~~...--~~-~...,~~
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i'ie tu'1.dersta!'ld from the Press th8t Lord Clancarty ls

believer in UJ?Os..

He is· reported to have seen tvm and he has i·rri tten

seven books on the subject having

st~died

the phenomena_for 30 years.

He l1as asserted that a former French }tinister of Defence admitted

th~t

exist, "that there are serious problems and that many landings h.s.:ve

ID"~Os

·~aken

place.

1fuen asked to comment on a report that a UFO had follov:ed

a young housc-vrife home

Lor~

Clancarty told the Evening News that the

lights mff.y have been those of a space craft sent to spy on us by an
un.'lmm.;n civ-il:i.sation from another planet.

A lot of UFOs,~·he said,

----.

seem to disguise themselves in clouds.

2e

There haG been no British scientific enquiry 5.nto the possible

existence ·of UFOS.

Ho"t·rever, the Hinistry of Defence has kept in touch

with the United S..liates Air Force who rnad·e a s:rstematic attempt to record

ano_ investigate UFO sightings betw-een 194 7 arrl 1969.

During t:b.is period

the USAF received ·12,618 reports~ of these 701 w·ere not explained~

3e

This USAF investigation

kno'~

as Project Blue Book was followed

by a study \'Jhich was originally suggested a member of a congressional
investigation in the Armed Forces Committee and which was assigned by
the Air Force Office of Scientific Research to the

It \vas l.ed by Dr Ed1iard

V condon, Professor of

Director of the National Bureau of Standards.

Universit~

of Colorad

Physics and formerly
The main findings of this

study, published i.n 1969 riere that:a.

Abou.t 90% of all UFO reports prove to be plausibJ.y related
to

b.,

f'\. c.fc.. r..-n.V-

~:£.~·,>::~-1

Little if Hnythi:ng had come to li&ht from tbe fttudy of UFOs
in the

Co

phenomena.

pa~::t

21 years -that added to scientific knowledge ..

Further extensive study of DJi·O sightings i-ras not juctifiod.
in the expectation that science would be advanced

_thereby~

(
!

"·'"f)}...
.·;;fr

b.

e

No evidence had come to light in the study to indicate that
UFO sightings might represent a defensive iH:t.zard.

e ..

The US Department o~ Defence should continue to handle
UFO reports in,its normal surveillance operations without
.recourse to special units such as Project Blue Book.

4.

These fL'I'ldings were endorsed by a Pa:nel of tP.e Natior.al Academy

of Sciences,which

advis~d

that the Condon enquiry had been an adequate

scientific study of UFO phenomena and .that the 'methodology and approach
were well chosen and in accordance with the accepted standards of scienti:
investigation.
this (the

Co~don

objectively

Report) has been a very creditable attempt to apply

the relevant techniques of science to the solution of tpe

UFO problem..
8.!~.

The Panel added: "We are unanaminous in the opinion that

n§t easily

~e .. Report _;r-_ecognises that. there remain UFO sightings that
~xplai~e:d..

The Report does suggest, ~howe-ver, so many

reasonable-and possible directions in wluch an

explanatio~

may eventually

be found that there seems to be no reason to attribute them to an extraterrestial source without evidence that is much more convincing.,
~·The Rep.ort also shows hO't'f difficult it is to apply ·scientific meth.ods i

7to.the occasional transientsightings 1·d. th an~ chance Qf SU?c-ess~J wnilst
further study of particular aspects of the topic (eg atmospheric
phenomena) may be useful, a study of UFOs in general is not a promising

way to expand scientific understanding of the phenomena.

On

the basis

of present knowledge the least likely explanation of UFOs is the
hypothesis of extra terrestial vioi tations by intelligent beings.)Y-:

5.

1

The USAF wound up their Project Blue Book investigation on 17

December 1969 on the strength of the

Co~don

Report, the advice of the

National Academy of Sciences, past UFO studies and their orm experience
·of .investiga tioo. TJFO reports over t·,:o decades('
..;J

Their concl"J.sions uere

that no UFO reported, investigated· or· eyaluated by the Air :E'orce had evc:r
given any ind:i.cation of a threa-t to their national security;

+'hn'Tir.Jo
-.:..v.:... :.;
~._·

had been
no evidence sumitted or discovered by the Air. Force. that
I
technolog:!.cal developments or principles beyond the rane;e of Pl"t.H3.imt dB~·
~·

2 -

.ientific knovrledge, and that there had been· no evidence ind:tcating

that sj_ghtings categorised as "unidentified" were extra terrestial
vehicles.
6.

The Condon Report caused a good deal of' _controversy and, we believer

\-Tas much criticised.

.

In August 1976, however, the RAF Staff in

Wash:i.ngton \vere informed by the US Department of the Air Force that there
was no likelihood of renewed

F~r

Force involvement in this area.

The

Department pointed to the considerable Air Force Commitment-of resources
in tpe past, t~e extreme pressure on Air Force funds in 1976 and the fact
· ~u.. tq M1 nc e.i.nc.U.n.u.. ....f.v..J.. -b.;:_h, jrrt:.~nfd ~ (,.,•.a,.rr.t.M.V
thatJ...!urther investigation by the Air Force. The Department of the Air
Force added that a number of universities and professional scientifLc
organisations such as the American Association for the Advancement of
Science had considered UFO phenomenao
shown interost in aerial phenomenae

Private organ·isa.tions had also
It was considered that such timely

review of the situation by private groups. insured that sound evidence i·:cu:
not be overlooked by the scientific community •.
Ministry
of Defence attitude
t.

--=-.-......·

1!1:

•
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· · 7. · The MOD policy takes its cue from th.e Americans.
possible, of

co~se,

It is always

that the considerable corrC?spondence addressed to

· • MOD might contain some hint, not of' UFOs, but of something with a hostile

terrestial origin

which could have a bearing on national

secUl~ity.

All

letters are therefore referred. to specialist authorities in MOD for any
further investigation thought .to be necessary;

~1e

do ..not take the

enquiries further than that and we do not enter into detailed corresponcbn
with the public.

The standard reply to Nembers of Parliament and the pub:

is that we have not the resources to conduct a sc).entific investj.gation
.'into the nat1.·Te of UFOs and, although we invariably pass

~eports

of

sightings to the staffs reBponsible for the air defences 1 l'le do :n.oi.: pursur:

enquiries to the point of pcnitive identification.
possibility that intelligent life could
no evider..ce

~xist

We do not dicmise the

:i.n outer spa0e hut to date

has emerged to suggest that UFO::{ have extra terrestial o:::-lgi.;::tf

_j

e.r that th&y represent a 'threat to na-tional security.,

In fact, most·

of the sightinga have com..uonplc::.ce origins, such as aj_rcraft or airc:r:·a:f-1;

lights seen from an unusual angle or in unusual meteorological condition:
8..

The ·.trouble is tha:J; the dedi'ca:ted "UFO-ologist". will not listen and

is· more concerned '\·ri th selective evidence to support his own thesis..

ThE

more common criticisms are:a.

MOD will not let the uublic see its files.

i!C"over

U}) ,r-:r~or

There is a

secu.iT"(;v reasons.

------~---·-------------·--~~~~

There is no cover up and no security ban.

It is true

that t-Then people ask to see the MOD UFO files they are

But there

told the papers must remain confidential.
a mundane. reason for that.

jg

The files· contain volumunous

correspondence from the general public and we cannot divulge
the identity of the

correspondents~

or the

referenc~s

to

classified subjects which some. of the files might contain ..
To remove these details would require extensive editing
and we have not the staff to do the job.

It follovrs that

the files must-remain closed uhder the rules laid down in
'the public Records Acts rrhich at· present preclude discloHure
until 30 years have elapsed since the date of the particular
correspondence.
1962.
b.

The earliest reports MOD hold are dated

All earlier UFO paperG were destroyed many years ago.

NOD ~J210ys_ a
Qu.it.e uni;rue.
sightings.

sl~e£_i~).

UFO o:r;:ganisation;o

Nobody is employed full time to monitor Ul?O

There is no UFO section in NOD.

One of the

Secretarial branches answers letters from the publj_c about
ill'Os but it has many other, qui.te different, responAibilities

as well.

It does not review· or analyse the sightings.

It

merely sends the letters to the specialised branches '\'lho
I

examine thorn _[olq;E to see if they have any bearing on the
air defence:::Jo

4

._

...
No statistical records are kept in MOD because of the
staff shortage.

All we can say is that MOD received

rather more than 400 reports ·from "the public in 1977 1
a rate of 20.to 40 per month on average.

~t

There was a

flurry of correspondence recently when the Daily Express
launched its adver·bising campaign :for the commercial film
"Close Encounters of the Third Kind".
Attitude
-=
..

9.

o:f French Uovernment to .UFOs
Goli

:..ztu::iFQ~

-

........

4llil

~a.<!

...

..........

Apart from American policy we have recent information on only t-vro

Governments

__ those of Franc.e and Grenada.

procedure is not unlike ours.

The French official

Reports from the

public go in the first

place to the Gendarmerie who if necessaljT interview the
take statements.

observ~r

and

The Gendarmerie send on the reports simultaneously

to the Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales (CENS) and to the French
I•?.!.ltistry o-.r Defence, who check radars etc to disc·over any military

implications.

The reports are then fed into a computer so that they can

be "added to the statistics of the problem".
10.

The view of the French

~unistry

o:f Defence may be summarised as

follows:
The role of the Air Force consists solely in estimating

a.

.

1

~

~~

whether certain information amongst the evidence they receive
likely to affect national defence; this is not in fact so

··~·

No acts of aggression either against persons ·or property
civilian or military have been detected.

b.

The phen0mena cannot at present be analysed by means of
lmO'I·ln measu:ring instruments ..... Whilst maintaining an

open mind v•e must restrain ourselves from hasty corchu:dons
regardi:i."lg the nature 3.nd origin of the phenomena and accept
the fact thqt

t~is

rroblem like many others.remains suspended

in space,

- 5 -

11.

.the

In

th~

.
.
last few months a small study group hae been set

(J~(M'ul

of the· CNES.

It is chaired by Monsieur Claude Poher

and is called the Groupe· d'Etudt: des Phenomenes Aerospatiaux Nonidentifiez~

The ·terms of reference for this group are not yet known

but the title seems to be self-explanatO!Y·

The group has no formal

links with the United Klngdoru 7 and the Department of Education and Scienc
advise that there is no similar scientific group in UK to study
unidentified objects to
12.

ph~nomena.

Lord Clancarty arew attention to this group in a recent

Parliamentary Question when he also referred to a broadcast on ]TanceInter radio in February 1974 when M. Robert Galley, the then French1unister of Defence was interviewed about UFOs.
in a books- "The Crack in the
~ranslation

The interview is reportc

Universe 11 1-1hich contains an accurate

of the broadcast and introduces the transcriprquite fairly

as an interview in which the I•1inister ·declared "there are phenomena
which are

unexplaine~"·

The blurb on the dust cover 1 however, has

Mo Galley freely admitting that UFOs exist and

problem.

According to the offical transcript

t~at

~"

they are a serious

Galley made only two

points of substance:a.

There

are things about UFOs which are not understood ard

have not been explained.
b..

"l'le must adopt an extremely open attitude .of mind to this, not
put into doubt the sincerity of people reporting UFOs
but at the

e•~o

moment it is ree.lly :far too soon to drm·r the

least conclusion".
Attitude of the Gover:n.men
t ..._,.
of Grenada
!!l:"'t._......
t

' 13.,
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In Decenber 1977 S:i.r Eric G·airy, Pri::9 1:-tl.niste:::- of

G::-ens.~la-1 ~a bled

a. resolution. at the Uilited Nations calling on the Special Political

Commt ttee to set up a special agency or de:partment ·;;o conduct research
into unidentified flying objects and related

phencmena~

The British

_;;:"

;//"'- (and

\'Te

believe other) representatives ivere "briefed to oppose such an

,~/

agency on the grounds that it would reduce

Nations.

-'Gh~

credibility of the Unite::

Sir Eric vli thdrew the proposal and circulated a draft

resolution requiring tne Secretary General to conduct a wide-ranging
investigation into flying saucers, including an analysis of the
benefits, problems and dangers stemming from any contact with terrestia
lifeo
14.

The

Ul~

Special Political Committee advised the General Assembly

to take note of the various statements made by the Prime Minl.ster

of

Grenada and to instruct the Secretary General to transmit the text_to
Member States of the U1I and to interested specialist agences.
'\-Tords the resolution has 'been shelved i:n.defini tely.,
/

.'

'7

•

In other
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D/Sec(AS)/64/1
8 September 1999
APS!USofS
Copy to:
AO/AD1

'UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS'- MOD INTEREST
ISSUE
I. To provide a note on the Department's interest in 'UFOs '.
RECOMMENDATION
2. To note.

DETAIL

3. It is Government policy that any air defence or air traffic implications of 'UFOs'
are a matter for MOD and the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) respectively. MOD's
interest is limited to establishing from any reported sightings it receives whether the
UK Air Defence Region has been breached by hostile military activity, and
responding to any associated public correspondence.
4. Military Task 9 is to maintain the integrity of the UK's airspace. This requirement
is met by the continuous recognised air picture (radar) and an air policing capability.
Any threat to the UK Air Defence Region would be handled in the light of the
particular circumstances at the time (it might, if deemed appropriate, involve the
scrambling or diversion ofRAF air defence aircraft). From that perspective, reports
sent to us of 'UFO' sightings are examined, but consultation with air defence staff and
others as necessary is considered only where there is sufficient evidence to suggest a
breach of UK air space: such as reports from credible witnesses (pilots, air traffic
controllers etc); those supported by photographic, video or documentary evidence;
corroboration by a number of witnesses; or are of a phenomenon currently being
observed and might, therefore, be capable of detection. Only a handful of reports
have been received in recent years in these categories and further investigation of
them has found no evidence of a threat.
Airprox Reports
5. Where a military or civilian pilot considers that his aircraft has been endangered by
the proximity of another aircraft (including any flying object he was unable to

-

-

identify), or in regulated airspace where an Air Traffic Controller believes there has
been the risk of a collision, the pilot or ATC would be obliged to file an airmiss report
(Airprox).
Spaceguard Programme
6. The Department of Trade and Industry is responsible for the Spaceguard
Programme. We understand that there are currently no plans to set up a national
spaceguard agency; the potential threat of impact by near earth objects (such as
asteroids) is taken very seriously but they regard this as an issue where a common
international approach is essential. In June, the House of Lords debated the
Spaceguard Programme; Lord Sainsbury, Minister for Science at the DTI, led the
debate for the Government.
Role of Sec(AS)2
7. Sec(AS)2 is the focal point within MOD for the Government's limited interest in
'UFOs'. A 24-hour answerphone is provided so that members of the public can
telephone through sighting reports. Reports made elsewhere, either to military
establishments, air traffic control centres or the civilian police, all eventually make
their way to Sec(AS)2 where each report is considered only to establish whether it has
any defence significance. Some 230 sighting reports and 250 letters were received
last year; so far this year c 150 reports and 160 letters have been received. Sec(AS)2
is not constituted as a 'UFO' information bureau. There are no defence resources
allocated for this purpose and, where there is no evidence in a report of defence
concern, no action is taken to try and identify what might have been seen. From the
types of descriptions generally received, aircraft or natural phenomena probably
account for most of the observations.
8. Some 'ufologists' are unhappy with MOD's limited interest. A small number
lobby vociferously for defence funds to be used for 'UFO' research, have their own
agenda for such work and use all possible avenues (eg writing to the Prime Minister,
other Government Departments, the media etc) to pursue their aims. All such
approaches find their way to MOD, Sec( AS) for action.
'UFO' Files
9. As is the case with other Government files, MOD files are subject to the provisions
of the Public Records Act of 1958 and 1967 and official files generally remain closed
for 30 years. Prior to 1967 it was the case that 'UFO' flles were destroyed after five
years as there was insufficient interest in the subject to warrant their retention.
However, since 1967 all 'UFO' files have been preserved and routinely released to the
Public Record Office at the 30-year point.
10. For some time, Lord Hill Norton, the only Parliamentarian with any interest in
'UFOs ',has been asking that all files containing 'UFO' information be released to the
PRO ahead of the 30-year point. We have looked carefully to see whether this is
possible. However, in the absence of a Departmental-wide file database and without
knowing the details of all the originating branches, a manual search of in excess of
one million files at two main MOD archives would be necessary to locate and list

jREDACTED ON ORIGINAL DOCUMENT\
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them. In November last year the location of some 55 'UFO' files was established.
The files contain personal details of all those contacting and corresponding with the
Department. Legal advice was sought: the Public Record Act gives an implied
override of the Department's duty to protect the third party confidentiality by use of
the 30-year rule. Release after that date would present no problems to MOD, but
release in advance would lay the Department open to the risk oflegal action for
breach of confidence. To remove the personal details from these files would be a time
consuming task. Staff in CS(RM), the MOD's Records Branch would need to be
diverted from their essential tasks to manually scrutinise and sanitise some 5,000
pages on the files. The knock-on effect would be a major disruption to the
Department's overall programme for the release of files to the PRO and cannot be
justified.

Mr Nicholas Pope
11. An ex-Sec(AS)2 employee, Nick Pope, has published two books on 'UFO'
matters since leaving the branch in 1994: 'Open Skies, Closed Minds' and 'The
Uninvited', the latter about alien abduction. A third book, about an alien invasion of
the UK, is likely to be published next month. In all three books Mr Pope puts forward
his personal views and is critical of MOD's limited interest in 'UFOs'. The two
books already published resulted in an increase in media and public interest in
'UFOs ', which in turn led to temporary increases in the number of enquiries and
sighting reports received. Mr Pope continues to be employed by the Department.

CONCLUSION
12. There is no evidence to support the view that the UK Air Defence Region is being
breached by hostile foreign military activity or anything else. There are no plans to
change Government policy on 'UFOs' or implement a research programme to
investigate 'ufologists' claims. We are unable to release to the PRO all 'UFO' files
because there is a need to maintain third party confidentiality.

Sec(AS)2

P=naVParliamentlufos@brief1)9
' ;

'('

MY TELNOS 2732 AND 2733 AND YOUR TELNO 1563.

UFOS

1. THIS P·10RN lNG, THE SPC ADOPTED THE DECISION
REPORTED IN MY TELEGRAM UNDER REFERENCE, BY CONSENSUS.

-
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MY IPT. UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS.
!REDACTED ON ORIGINAL DOCUMENT!

FO LLO\o/1 NG

...

IS DR AFT TEXT 1

SPECIAL POLITICAL ccr~MITTEE RECOMMENDS TO ·THE
GENERAL ASSEMBLY ADOPTION OF THE FOLLOWING CONSENSUS:

1HE

THE GE~IERAL ASSEf-.1BLY HAS TAKEN NOTE OF THE
STATEMENTS MADE, AND DqAFT RESOLUTION SUBMITTED BY GRENADA
AT THE 32ND AND 33RD SESSIONS OF THE GEN.ERAL ASSH1BLY
REGARDING UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS AND_RELATED PHENOMENA.
THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY INVITES INTERESTED MEMBER
STATES TG TAKE APPROPR lATE STEPS TO CO-ORDINATE Oil
A NATIONAL LEVEL SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH AND INVESTIGATION
~
H-lTO EXTRt~TERR .ESTRIAL LIFE, INCLUDltJG UNIDENTIFIED
FLYING OBJECTS, AND TO INFORM THE SECRETARY-GENERAL OF THE
OBSERVATIONS, RESEARCH, AND ·EVALUATION OF SUCH ACTIVITIES.
THE GENERAL ASSPIBLY REQUEST TH:: SECRETA.RY-GEtJERAL TO
T~ANSHIT THE STATEMENTS OF THE DEL~GATION OF GRENADA AND THE
R~LEVANT DOCUMENTATION TO THE COMMITTEE ON THE PEACEFUL USES
OF OUTER SPACEs SO THAT THEY HAY C.)NSIDER THEi--l AT THEIR 1919
~!EET I NG.
THE COt·!i"IITTEE ON THE PEACEFUL t:SES OF OUTER SP \CE HILL
PERMIT GRENADA, UPON ITS REQUEST, TO PRESENT THEI~ VIEWS TO THE
CO~·I~·liTTEE AT iTS NEXT SES.SION. T!iE C0~1MITTEE'S rELIRERATIOtl
HILL BE HlCLUDED IN ITS REPORT \oJri!CH WILL BE CO~~~IDERED BY THE
GENERAL ASSEMBLY AT ITS 34TH SESSION.

YOUR TELNOS

1537 AND 1539, MY TELNO 2698 AND

LETTER OF 4 DECEMBER TO
FLYING OBJECTS

UN DEPARTMENT: UNIDENTIFIED
!REDACTED ON ORIGINAL DOCUMENT!

1. THE AUSTRIANS HAVE INFORMED US THAT THE GRE~ADANS AND THE 9USSIANS
NOv/ ALSO HAVE AUTHORITY TO ACCEPT THE CONSENSUS TEXT ('.·~ I'CH IS
REPEATED IN MIFT IN CASE YOU STILL HAVE NOT RECEIVED LETTER UNDER
REFERENCE). THE AMERICANS DO NOT EXPECT FURTHER

INSTRUCTIONS

FROM WASHINGTON AND ALSO INTEND TO·~O ALONG WITH THE CONSENSUS.

lfi'E PROPOSE TO DO LIKEWISE. THE ISSUE IS DUE TO BE DECIDED IN THE
SPECIAL POLITI CAL COMMITTEE ON 8 DECEMBER.
~

2. ALTHOUGH THIS TEXT IS NOT IDEAL,

ITHAS NO FINANCU,L OR

1

1~MiP0 :/ER tr-IPLICATIONS FOR THE UN, DOES rJOT COM1-1IT THE UN TO ANY
· ~PfCIFIC ACTION ON UFO'S AND PRECLUDES THE INSCRIPTIOt OF A
SC:r.1.RATE UFO ITEM 01~ NEXT YEAR'S AGENDA (THE SUBJECT ·.tGULD BE·
su·:SUI·!ED IN THE OUTER SPACE ITEM AS A PARAGRAPH

IIi TH: R·EPORT

CF THE CUTEH SPACE COr"r~ ITTEE). IN ANY EVF.~iT THERE IS :10 ·REAL
PR·)SPECT OF NEGOTIATING FURTHER AMENDMENTS.

......
I

I
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YOUR TELNOS 2539, 2566, 2567 AND
21 NOVEMBER1 UFOS

LETTER OF·

\REDACTED .ON ORIGINAL DOCUMENT\

1. WE REMAIN OPPOSED IN PR1NCIPLE TO THE GRENADAN INITIATIVE FOR THE
REASONS STATED 1N THE BRIEF. IF THE RESOLUTION IN YOUR TEL NO 2567
IS PUT FORWARD YOU SHOULD OPPOSE IT.
2. HE SHOULD, HOWEVER, BE "'ll LL I NG TO HELP THE GREHADANS OFF THE
1-DOK l F 1T CAN BE DONE WITHOUT ANY F l NANC l AL AND HANPO'.·JER
l~PLICATIONS FOR GOVERNMENTS (OTHER THAN GRENADA) OR THE UN. WE
~ULD

THEREFORE ABSTAIN ON A PROPOSAL TO ESTABLISH A GROUP OF

E-XPERTS OR A SPECIAL RAPPORTEUR, PROVIDED THAT AS \olE ASSUHE FRat~\ YOUR
"TELEGRJ\t-1 2566 THE GROUP'S ACT IV l T l ~S \·lOULD BE F H!ANCED BY THE
OOVERNi'1ENT OF GRENADA. IT \1/0ULD ALSO HELP IF THE SUBJECT COULD BE
PUT ON THE AGENDA OF THE 35TH SESSION: IN LINE \11TH THE RECOfY1i'-1ENDAT I ON l N THE SECRETARY-GENERJ\L' S ANNUAL REPORT THAT I TE~lS SHOULD
tDT AUTOMATICALLY GO ON THE AGENDA FROM SESSION TO SESSION.
3. YOU SHOULD ALSO KEEP IN MIND GRENADA'S ABSENCE (WHETHER PLANNED
0~ FORTUITOUS, WE DO NOT KNOW) FROM THE FOURTH COMMITTEE VOTE ON
~REIGN ECONOMIC

INTERESTS. THE FRG MAY BE WELL PLACED TO SUGGEST
TO THE DELEGATION OF GRENADA THAT sor~E DELEGATIO~JS v/OULn· BE BETTER
DISPOSED TO ACCEPT A PROPOSAL ON THE LINES OF PARA 2 J\BOVE IF
G.HENJ\DA HERE TO ABSTAIN IN THE PLENARY VOTE ON FOREIGN ECONOrll C
INTERESTS

\REDACTED ON ORIGINAL DOCUMENT\

1.

How to react to further proposals by Grenada, following up their

1977 initiative on UFOs.

2.

At last year's General Assembly Premier Gairy of Grenada urged the

United Nations to establish an agency or working group for research
A

into unidentified flying objects.

Mrlllllllexpressed the view that

the proposal would bring the UN into disrepute.
delegation was instructed to

oppose ~ the

Accordingly, the UK •

draft Grenadan resolution.

the event, no vote was taken on the ·resolution;

In

as a compromise, the

General Assembly "studied the text" and requested the

Secretary-Gener~~

to transmit it to state members of the UN and to interested specialised
agencies so that they might communicate their views to the
General.
B

3.

Sec~etary

The Secretary-General's subsequent report contained only three replie

from Governments,

(Ind~a,

Luxembourg and the Seychelles> pnd unforth-

coming reactions from two specialised agencies.
C

4.

The Permanent Mission of Grenada circulated a letter to Permanent

Missions in New York on 10 November, which was followed up by a statement
to the Special Political Committee on 27 November by the Prime Minister
Gr~nada,

D

of

who complicated matters by introducing a new resolution inst!

E

of the one previously circulated.

Subsequent developments are reported

in UKMIS telno 2566 of 27 November.
F

5.

The brief for this item is at flag F.

8!:9\:!!!!!H!!

6.

The Grenadan initiative continues to hold no attractions whatsoever

for us.

It is obvious, however, that some_ o~ __, our ~estern p_a. triers
.
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\REDACTED ON ORIGINAL DOCUMENT\

(including the FRG Presidency and the United States) are making an
effort to help Grenada off the hook if this can be done without cost
to the UN.
It must also be said, in fairness, that the Grenadan
propos~l

UN.

is no,more ridiculous than many other proposals before the

Indeed President Carter has in the past reportedly taken a

personal interest in the subject of UFOs.

The proposal is at least

not positively harmful to UK interests, whereas taking too strong and
open a stand against Mr Gairy could be.

Moreover, if we can help the

Grenadans to reach a compromise, it could conceivably help us to
persuade them to abstain on the vote on foreign economic and other
interests in plenary (the Fourth Committee Resolution which inter alia
strongly condems the UK and others for dealings with South Africa).
B~fQ!!!ill~OQ~!iQO

7.

I

[~fQillill~OQ

that we instruct the Mission to continue to resist the

original Grenadan proposal but to give discreet support to efforts by
Western or other countries to postpone or reduce the scope and cost
of the Grenadan proposal as much as possible.

I accordingly

draft telegram to UKMIS New York.
8.

UNO were consulted on UN aspects, and concur.

4 December 1978
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t·iY TEUIO
. 1.

THE T\'JO f·~EETINGS IN THE SPC ON THE ABOVE

1-0LLOhED THE SCEi'lAFriO OUTLIUED

ITEM TODAY

J;4 tv~Y TCLEGHAH UI;DCH REFF.REiiCE,

CXCEPT THAT t·~R Gi\ IRY CG~WL ICf,TED i1ATTCRS bY lnTP.C,DUC lilG A NEr/
HSSOLUTIOII IN HIS CP£N lt~G STATEI~EIIT lliSTEJ\D CF THE Ci·IE
F:1CVICU~LY
~1

CIRCULATED TO ~:. J~SIOH5

NOVEMDER TO

Cl THE

1-'IE

THE NEW RESOLUTION

PROPOSING INTEq ALIA THAT THE SECRETARY-GE~ERAL

/1PPO HIT A

,~EGIS

THREE-t·~ F;·rH:i~

OF ·;Hs OUTER SP,\CE

GROUP ·oF EXP Ei1TS
CCt··~·:lTTEC

ii~AT CO~:~-HTTEE TO THE 34T!-l .StSSJf.'N.

2.

ELASORATES

IDEA IN TH:: J::DIA~1 'HEPLY TC THE SECRETARY-~E~lCRAL

(~/JJ/268),
~;l ::UL D

•

L£TTEH OF

A•lD

i·~E£T

It. G U ~ DC:R

REP~· RTI;~G

TH~CUGH

(TEXT II! ~ '1FT).

.THERE HAD P-EEN tiO PR i('~ ~.::.~r~ P~G THI\T THE GR~~·~'DI\:-15

t:r~ENDED

TADLif:G A ~1~\·I RES':LUTIO~i TOD;'.Y Af·JO t·lEt~BEi~S OF TKE
u.rn::n SP,\CE COt·:PIT:EE,PAR11CL!LARLY TH[ ;\USTRIHl CHs\IRC-',\14 \:'HO
HA9 NOT BEEN CONSULTED, W~RE STRO~GLY (PPOSED TO THIS
fJfiTHt:R ATTE~PT TO lll'IO.LVt: THE C~JT?.R SP,\C:E CC't'i~-~ ITTEE IN THE
~ ' HJCCT OF UFCS.
THC •\USTf1 ~AI -IS, .v~c::G CT:·F:RS: pg lVATC:LY
Ll'fiHATED THEIH DISH ..\Y TO 'fHE GREN~D~JI ~!ISSICi~, \I:'HO BY THE
LID OF THE 1\FTERi·lOCN Ht.ET:NG G'I\V[ SIG!IS OF R~GRf.TTPiG THEIR
F.?f.C IP IT!o~~1CE.
EEFORC Ti-l::: ~'-!.\ tn:·lt,r1 CLOSr::D THE ~-~El."-'1 !;iG FRIDAY
Pi!STER CF CDUCi\T I Oil) l'iTCRVE.t~ED TC SAY THAT THE GREi1ADANS
~·::::::~:.: FLEXJ!JLE AUCUT THtlR DRAFT RES0LIJTJC;·j A:~D .1~1VlTF.i)

h

c:.U:G,\YIO~·lS

TO CONVEY ANY

C!\C!,\DMI f-1 ISS ION PE!JJlNG
1\T 1\ Li\TC:R DATE.

'

·.!'· r' :

SUGGESTIO~iS THEY :~!GHT
RESUt<\PTlO:·~

OF DISCUSS

1m~

Ht\'.JE TO THE
CF THE ITn~

IREDA~CTED ON ORIGINAL DOCUMENTI
'r

-~ ·
~~

;:<.:-Ls_-.;:.:,:::..

,;-~~~
-~LL0\4
.
.

~,:;R

T lflE TO
K OUT Mi t,L TER1lAT I VE PilOPOSAL.
THC GERHANS, WITH AUS.TR IAN BACK HlG, FAVGU~ A Gf<GUP CF EXPtr~TS
•

TH. .....
,

~·

.

[

TO BE APPO.HJTED BY THE

G0VERN~!ENT

~~ISS ION,

~ECi~[iM?Y-G£:-.t:::FU..t••

THE

\r:HEN NR Gt\ IRY CALLED ON THH-1 ON 9.4 II:OVEi·1!"!Uc,

TH£ IDEA OF A SPECIAL RAPPCHTF.UR (TO BE

Fl~lMICED

BY THC:

FLOATED

GC:VE'Rfi~I£!-IT

CF GREN,\DA) \•!HO HOULD STUDY THC:: PROBLn1 MtD HEPCP.T !~ACK TO THE
S~CRF.TARY-GENERAL.
THE RUSS I MIS HCULD Ll KE TO S~E A ·
REPETITION OF THE PROCEDURE

1![~·1 :/ITH Sm·:E FACE-SJ\V lNG
1

A~CPTEO

LAST YEAR:

PRCPOSAL FCR FlH\TIIER

IE TO DEFER THE

cm;HE!~TS BY

I'ITCRESTED PARTIES, OR A FURTHER STUDY. THIS LAST \olCULD BE' THE
B2ST S~LUTICN, BUT 'G1\IRY IS SAY lNG TH.\T H£: HILL
AG A I tl TH IS YEAR •

4,

1

..tE

ASSU~,E

THAT YOU

~t:CULD

~HJT

BE FUT OFF

fiCT WISH THIS SUBJtCT TG BE

LMiDt:D H; THE LAP OF THE OUTER SPACE CCP:·I ITTEE.

IT \·:CULD BE

.
.,
IF:LPFUL, IN THE !·IEGOTIATIO~JS \·!H ICH AR£ ljGUND TO ild<t: PLACE

ruR PIG THE NEXT FE'.4 DAYS, TO HAVE AN INDICATIO~ A'; TO w'HETHER
Y•Ju \•!OU L D I NCL I i·i E TO AN A!3 STC~T I ON :on A VOTE AGA I i~~T IN

R::~.PECT!IBLE COr·lPANY ON THE RESCLUTIO~J IN i:v I.F. T. \>'[ AS~,U1·1E,
!·.~~0, THAT YOU h'CULD. ~/ISH U.S TO WORK FOR ALTERNATIVE.$ C:·l THE
Ll NES DE SCR In ED I N PAR AGR~~PH J AB0 VE.
I T \·!0 UL D B E H EL PFU L T 0
HAVE.ANY COHNENTS AS SOCN AS POSSIBLE.

.· .

.1-'II,ES

2.

•.

·

..

.
~

.

.

J

---------- - .

OF GRENA:JJ.\, •..,"H ICH MIGHT IN

DJE COURSE REPORT ITS FINDJIIGS TO THE

US

~ .....

.

•

MIPT: AGE~lDA

ITEM NO 128: UFO'S

·G:::criADA: DRAFT RESOLUTION
Trl E GENERAL J\SSH1BL y

!REDACTED ON ORIGINAL DOCUMENT!

I·;I'IDFUL OF ITS CU!n ITI·\ENT TO PRO~!OTE lt1T£R:·:ATJONAL CC-CPE;iATic;.r IN
· SGLVItiG 111TERtJATICNAL PROBLEMS,
WT I iiG THE STATEI·\[IITS t·\•\DE BY GRDIAD,\ AT THE THIRTIETH, THIRTY-FIRST,
Trll RTY -SECCII D All D THIRTY-THIRD SESS I Otl S GF THE GEt< ERA L • ASS
LY

~11B

REG;.;~o U~iiD~~~TIFIED FLYI!~G-.CDJECTS t.:·ID RELATED PH~NO~·tE;~A \·;HIGH
CHiTIUUt TO BAFFLE 1· 1~\~l!< lt-10, AnD GRGlADAS APPEAL Tv HAVE THE U~i ITED
~ ..\.f'IC!IS CQ~lDUCT M~D CO-ORDINATE RESEARCH lr1TO THESe nAFFLJI-lG PHEIKMEN).I MiD TO DISSHliNt1TE t·10RE WIDELY ~\~· ~ONG THt: (iATIO.·!S CF TYE \·iORLO.
I~FOR:·IATION

P~

AND OTHtR DATA GATHERED MiD

Eu O:·i c~ A I

A~~AR~

CF THE GROWING

lt·ITEREST

TAKE~~

~.Vt~ILAf3LE·vtJ

DY PEC'PLE OF THE

THE

WC~LD

IN

Ell~, Af:D ALSO INTER EST
!'I STI;,I~IGE HAPPCIJII·Jc;s PI VARIOUS P~RTS OF THE \·!~i>LJ, MID RECOG~ISI~IG
1HE CCI-i~·11T?-lEr~T TO RESEARCH INTO THESE PHF.IICI-i[NA D:~'O'-lSTPATE9 BY·
CCRT;.\ ltl t·U.TIO~~AL GOV[Rtl~:c~ns, INDIVIDUAL .SCI EliTISTS, RESE,".RCHERS M·!O
U.'/1 DE'lT IF IE D FLY HIG OBJECTS All D RELATED PH EIJjM

4

ED!J C•• T I Gi I.\ L l NST I TIJ T I 0 tl S

I

RcCOI·!!·1E~lDS
.:.GE11CIE~1, Ti1E
L

TH.t.T,
UriiT[!)

lti CONSULTATION ''liTH TH[ .L\P;::RriPRIATE SPCCIALISEJ

tlATIO~iS

PiiTIATEi CCIGUCT ArH' CO-()PDI:lATE

RESE.\r.CH IillO THE IJATU'lE AND CRIGIH OF Ui!IDEtiTIFIED FLYiNG OBJECTS
~·J D i7 L: U1 TE 0 PH E~; 0;-1 E;'L\:

~! F. 0UC: ST S T HE S ECRETAR Y- GEi ~ Ei? AL T0 I NV I T E t I Et·~ uER STATE S , SP [ C I Al ISED ~.GC:JCIES AND NDN-GO'IERNMEiiHL CRGAt/ISATIO'<S TO TRI\IIS>riT TO Hi:·l

2•

HY 31 i;A'f 1979 HIFOilHkfiCII AIID PROPOSALS \']1/ICH \ICULD.FACILITATE THE
PROPOSED STUDY 1

'

.. .

..•/3.FUP.THER
<· ... -~ · · ·.. .

~' 1

--

I

>;..

""''"'"-'~ ,,,,,'''?' '"';-::~ED ON ORIGINAL DOCUMENij

·.· ·,

i.~~ ;,-ZAW7
:

~

....~.."""
..

-. 4\;

"

~

CA~~~,,~;r'

FuRTH£R REQUESTs THE sEcRE.T;\RV-cE:•c:PAL ro A!'Pc "'T AT THE

POSSIBLE DATE A ,THREE-t·1Et-;BER GRCUP OF EXPERTS U11DER THE AEGIS · ~.-':-,··~ ·-:·
OF THE CO~MITTEE ON THE PEACEFUL USES GF. OUTER SPACE,
FCR THE
!~ · ~
.
PURPOSE OF DEFINING GUiiJC.LIUES FOR THE PROPOSEJ .STUDY:

··

4. DECIDES THAT THE GROUP OF EXPERTS t·IEET DURING THE SESSIONS OF THE
OOMMITTEE ON THE PEACEFUL USES CF OUTER SPACE TO STUDY INFCR~ATION
A!ID PROPOSALS SUBMITTED TO THE SECRETARY-GCNERAL BY ~1Er:13ER STATE5.
SPECI~\LISED AGEtJCIES

5.

FURTHER

DECIDES

AHD NON-GOVEfHH·tENTAL ORGAi-li5ATIOt~S:

THAT

THE

GROUP OF

EXP~RTS

ITS

REPCRT ON

WGRK

lHROUGH THE COt4M ITTEE ON THE PEACEFUL USES OF CUTr::R SPACE TC THE
T·IIRTY-FCURTH SESSION OF
IS.

DECIDES FURTHER TO

THE

Jr~CLUDE

GEN!:RAL 1\SSHlBLY:
P~

THE PROVISIGi!AL .\GE:·tDA CF THE

THIRTY-FOURTH SESSIO~I OF THE GE~JERAL ASSEt~ELY A'l
''REPOI~T

USES

lTEt-1 EI-ITITL[D

OF THE GROUP OF EXPERTS OF THE Cm·:~~ ITTEE o:~ THE PEAC!:FUL

OF CUTER SPACE FOR THE DEFPIING OF GUIDELPiES FC•R THE STUDY

"

CF U~IIDE~lTIFIED FLYHIG OBJECTS A~D RELATED PHEt·iC~J[~iA".

2
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; . ) AGENDA

ITEr-1 NO 1?8z UFO'S

~

LETTER OF 21 NOVEMBE~

:

[I3 EDACTED ON ORIGINAL DOCUMENT!

la

TWI--s~ITEII

IS IIOW SCHEDULED TO START ON MONDAY 27 flOVEI·IBER Iii THE

SPC, IT IS EXPECTED THAT THE FIRST liEETING WILL CPEI/
BY I·IR GAIRY, THE
HilliSTER OF GRENADA, (WHO IS

PRJ~\E

\~ITH

CC~:Jr;G

A STI.TEI<i:IIT
TO t;E\i

YORK ESPECIALLY FOR THE OCCASION) AND WILL BE FCLLO\iED BY SHTE::EiiTS
BY SEV<Rr,L EXPERTS ON UFO'S liHO

~!.\LT

A~E

ACCCNPA:JYING '·'R GAIRY; A!ID BY A

DISIIEY FlU.! >:HIGH ljP. G·AIRY HAS ALSC LAID O'i. THE CO:·!I11TTEE 1-.'ILL
n!UI 1·10VE
TO. fdlCTHER ITGI TO
TINE FOR

G~

ALLCi~/

CC:ISULTATIO:·~s.

:~R

:?. THE IDEJ\ IS TO LET
GAIRY HAVE HIS DAY, \.f;\ITI :iG Ut1TIL i1t: Ht,S
L(FT H£\V VCR K 8 EFOR E ATTE.'·'PT I% TO ir EGOT I ATE A cc.;:?RC.'·l I SE 1: IT rl TriE
G'lErlADA
1-.CUCH \!ILL IDEALLY RE0.UIRE MH/11-'AL,
EVE'! ii;J, U:/
1
J:IV(:LV~t E~n A·;·ID tW ADDITIGIIAL Utl t:X?U!DITURE. VAR l:;us I C:::AS ~RE

f:ISSIO~

C~

b:O 31 :r:11 NG TO DE
D I SCUSSE 0 IN TH £ CGRR I DC2 S. liE \:Av BE Ai": LE TO R EPC.<;T
AFTER ~:CtiDAYS ~IEETING \oiHICH LOOK \·/CRTH CC:·ISIDEKUiG.
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Au ioc uMENlj
·

1= , . ,.
l.
The . attached letter "hich has : ber>n ·circulated to Hi ssions' by
tee Pem.anen t Mission ·· of Grenada is self-expli!na tory.
In their
prelimir:o..ery SOUndings this :yaar>)it wOuld seeni that the MisSion of
Grenada has found little if· any support for. its more ambitious ''
proposal for establishing an agency, or department, and is therefore
.

,

falling bac< on a more modest.proposal.
I

r : ·:. this
'
2.
I assu:ce that you would wish us i f possible tQ discourac;e
too, P<ovided we are in good cor.>pany a:>d do not take tha lead. ·• I t
is
however that i t will acqui<e support a ·s a 'fallback'
position which
will be
to c;o
with to
save GrendaOa • s face. ·· We Will keep in·.close touch with our'.<allies.

pos~iQle

~he ~aJority

! ' '
.

pr~pared

' .' ' ''

'

.

.

'I

•{,

alo~g

'

~ '

..

'' <r<i'-:;~;x- .t;~ 1$XJ~
!

... ..

•

':

-~

.

CABLE: "GRENQUM" NEWY~ .

··.-~UR

:;:·:~ ..:-~!";j ~: .•~:.~·

..

·-:· ·.

;)

FlU:

•.

-~· ._: ·:·: ...• ,·.,.

..

.·,

.. ·

..

The Pennanent Mission of Grenada to .the United Nations presents
its compliments to the Penna.nent Missions of Member States to the United
Nations and with reference to the Pennanent Representative of Grenada's
letter of August 29, 1978 has the honour to remind that Grenada's item
on the subject of Unidentified Flying Obj~ts and extra-terrestrial
phenomenon will come up for discussion in the Special Political Conmittee
this week begirming November 27th. · ' ·''''' .
. · .
.
TI1e Permanent Mission of Grenada wishes to bring to the attention of
t-tember States t~t, in the interest of not foisting upon the UnitE:d
Nations, at this point in time', the setting up of a Department or Agency
which would involve heavy financj.al costs, the Government of Grenada is
proposing that the contemplated study and .research be placed in the hands
of a small conunittee or ad hoc group of e_xperts, whose task will be to
sub1nit a preliminary report on a possib~e framework for the study and
research into the baffling phenomenon. ·.
·

It is the hope or the Govcrrunent of Grenada that this proposal and
a draft resolution fonJU.Jlated along these lines will receiye the support
.of
at the United Nations at this 33rd Regular Session of
the Member
GeneralStates
Assembly.
The Pennanent Mission of Grenada further has the honour to attach
the general outline of the draft resolution contemplated.
The Pennanent Mission of Grenada to the United Nations avails· itself
of this opportunity to renew to the Pennanent Missions of t-fcmbcr States to
the UniteJ Nations the assurances if its highest consideration.

New York, Nove~)er 10, 1978
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Mindful of its cormtittment to pr~te. international
·:! .
1ntcrnationa1 problems,
. · :..·· · .· . ·
co-operation .in ~c:>lving
The

Ge~eral

.-·

-,~.

.

tl~

Noting the statement made by the Prime Minister of Grenad.i' at the 30th,
3ls t, 32nd, and 33rd Session of the General Assembly regarding these. baffling·
phenomena, and his appeal to have the United Nations conduct anU co-ordinate
research into Unidentified Flying Objects and related phen01nena and to disseminate
n"re widely among the Nations of· the world infonnation and other
data
gathered·

r~ll!'r~

Recognisins the conflli.ttment to tesearch into these phenomena demonstrated
by ind i v iJiia 1 scientists , res ea
, educa tiona 1 institutions an..! Na t ional
Govenunents.
1. RecouunenJs that there be ini:tiiated a.' speciaL official Un;.tedJ ·Nut.ions
study on the nature
and relationship of Unidentified Flying Objects and
extra-terrestrial
phenomena.
l. Hequost,;The Secretary-General to appoint at the earliest possible
d•te :m "ii<rhoc group of experts" of not II'Ore than seven (7) scientific
experts drawn from within the United Nations Secretariat and from private
research
organisations with
the task of elaborating a possible framc>work
for the above-mentiont...~
study.

3. Further requests the Secretary-General to make available to the ad hoc
group of experts aIl the re !'evant material, lncluJ ing proposals made· by
States as well as previous and current studies available on the subject.

~mber

re~ues 1S the

further
by4. June
1, 197 .

C01mui ttee to submit a pre !iminaiy report on its work

~!ember

S . Further l'«Jue s ts the Secretary- Genera 1 to transmit the pre lim ina ry repo i-t
of the aJiloc group of experts to
States not later than .July 30th, 1979,

6. flccides to incltKle in the provisional agenda of the Thirty Fourth Session
of tllc Genera 1 A'S cmb 1 y the i tcm entitled "Report o f the ad hoc group of expc rts"
to invest
igatc thephc.:nomcna.
n:tture and relationship
of UniUenti ficd Flying Ohjects and
extraterrestrial
·
tnccidcs further that u comprehensive repcrt of the convnittec will be tabled
at the 35th Regular Session of the General Assembly.

.:

-·.
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Aware of
growing interest taken by people of the world in Unidentified
l'lying Objects anU related Phenomena which continue to baffle mankind, and
in strange happenings in various parts of the world ...... '·",,,
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33RD SESSION OF THE UNITED NATIONS
GENELM.L A.;S.EMBLY

AGENDA ITEI"' NO 128

ESTABI;ISHMENT OF AN AGSNCY OR A DEPART£1£NT OF THS UNITED
NATIONS FOR UNDERTAKING, C0-0RDINAT ING AND DIS~)EMINATING
THE RESULTS OF RESEARCH INTO UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS
AND RELATED PHENOI"'&~A (ITSM PROl~SED BY GRENADA (S/33/131)).
1

The attached brief has ')een prepar·ed by the Energy Science and
Space Departmant in the Foreign and Commonwealth Office in
consultation with Department of Industry and the Home Office.
Any comments should be addressed to D A Lloyd in Energy
Science
artment, Foreign and Comm8nwealth Office,
Tel
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UK AIMS
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To oppose the establishment of any such agency.

B POINTS TO

2. The British delegation does not think that the establishment of an agency for research into unidentified flying
objects is appropriate to th~ functions of the United Nations·.
It considers that the ex~~ence of such an agency under UN
auspices would be an unjustifiable drain on UN resources
which could be better deployed elsewhere.

C TACTICS

3.

Hopefully a confrontation with the representative of
Grenada can be avoid~d, but the UK shouln not hesitate to
make its views kno•,m .as and ~Then a!)nropriate. Y')U should
seek whatever support y~u can p~rticul~rly among the Nine.

BACKGROUND
At last year's UN General Assemhly, th~ Grenadan
delegation, with the full support of Premier Gair7, sought
to establish an ad hoc '1:orkin?; group of the UN to evaluate
UFO reports. FCU Ihnsiters expre0sed th:.; view th::1t to set
up any such body would r~duce the credibility of the UN;
accordingly th-= U'".t< delegation '.·ras instructed to oppose.
In the event, no vote was taken on th~ Grenadan ~esolution;
as a co:npromise, the General Assembly "studied the t·cxt"
and reQuested the :.:)ecretary-General to tra~Si~it it "to ·states
members of the UN and to interested specialised agen~ies so
that they might communicate their views to the SecretaryGeneral".
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''I::ISTCPS HAVr: CXrncSSED Tfl~ VIE\·! THAT, Sl/ICE ;:\GPCEI·\EIIT TO SET

!_:r> SUCII /1'1 AGEIICY \.'OULD REDUCE THE C11ED In IL ITY OF THE WI, ~IE
'.?:-tOULD GPPOSE IT. YOU SHOULD BE GUIDED /\CCORD HIGL Y SEtl\ lrlG
~..llJ\T(VEI? BUPPQRT YOU CMI, PART ICULI\r\L Y l\r·1011G THE tl HIE •
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YOUR TF.LNOS. 2241 AND 2242 AND TELECON \REQACTED ON ORIGIN·AL DOCUMENT]

. UFO ITEM.

1. HE REt·\A l N F I Rt~L Y OPPOSED TO A GRENADA RESOLUTION ON' UFOS. 'dE
DO NOT CONSIDER SUCH OPPOSITibN LIKELY TO BE DAMAGING EITHER TO
THE UK OR TO THE UN. YOU SHOULD, THEREFOR!:, MAKE NO ATTEf.tPT -TO
CONCEAL THE UK'S INTENTION OF VOTING AGAINST ANY RESOLUTION
CONTAIN I tiG AN OPERATIONAL OUTCOt~E • REGARDLESS OF 'IIHETHER OR NOT
THlS LEAVES US IN A MINORITY.
2. IF THE GREtJADANS CAN BE PERSU1\DED TO ABI\NOON THEIR RESOLUTION
·,\·~THill:< THAT REFERRAL OF THEIR UFO INTEHE3T TO THE COt·lt~ITT~C ~HI

C'lliER SP .•\CE

~:OULD

PROVIDE THE BEST FACE SAVING DEVICE. THIS
(;01 l:·\ IT rEt: IS AFTER AL~ THE ESTAI3U SHED lHI DODY DEAL I NO. vll TH OUTER

WE UNDERSTAND THE AUSTRIAN CHAIRMAN'S ANXIETIES
'i:UT THINK THAT \N VIE\~ OF THE cm•\NITTEE'S EXISTING WORI< LOAD,
THIS ITSELF SHOULD BE A REASONABLE GUARANTEE THAT THE UFO ISSUE

~PACE

M~TTERS.

\'OULD BG: PLACED AT THE BOTTOM OF ITS AGENDA W\ TH ,A FA\ R CHANCE

CF BEIMG IGNORED lNDEFINlTELY.
3. WE ARE LESS ATTRACTED TO THE SUGGESTION IN PARAGRAPH 6 OF

IEUlO. 2241. l T HAS THE Dl SADVANTAGE THAT ONCE THE UFO ISSUE
~·/AS

INSCRIBED AS AN AGENDA~ I TE:·l· FOR THE Gt:tH?.RAL ASSE~·1DLY IT ~/OULD

DE THERE IN BLACK AiiD WHITE AND \~E COULD tiOT REPEAT NOT BE CERTAI.N
THAT COIITI NUl NG PRESSURE FROM GRENADA, PERHAPS \·II TH THE SUPPORT
OF OTHER DELEG.ATIONS, ~IQULD._NOT LEAD TO ITS DISCUSSION EITHER .AT
THE 33RD OR 34TH SESSION OF TriE GENER.AL ASSEMBlY •
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S?C: UFO ITEH
1. 'l11E CHAIRr1At! OF THE SPC WAS SUCCESSFUL IN Pt:RSUADH~G TBE
·3:-?CtltiDAi:s AND THE CHA IRNEN OF THE REGIONAL GROUPS TO ACCEPT· HIS
COriPROf41SE SOLUTION, AND.THIS AFTERUOON READ OUT THE FOLLOWING
S'iATEi·IENTa

...

n; E SPECIAL POL IT I CAL COMMITTEE REC0f·1MF.NDS TO THE GENERAL ASSENBLY
THE ADOPTION OF THE FOLLOWING DRAFT CONSENSUSz
1. THE GENERAL ASSEt-lBLY HAS TAKEN N.OTE OF THE STATEr-tENTS }1ADE IN
i~~C: SPECIAL POLITICAL CO~·,~IITIEE BY THE. PRIHE NINISTER OF Gkt.•U~DA ON

23 NOVE~1BER 1977 MID BY THE MINISTER OF EDUCATION OF GRENADA ON 28
A!ID 30 NOVENBER AND ••• DECENBER 1977 (A/SPC/32/PV.35, A/SPC/32/SR.37
(
AND A/S?C/32/SR •••• ).
2. THE GE~lEHt\L ASSEHBLY HAS ALSO STUDIED THE TEXT OF THE DRAFT
ii~SOLUT ION SUD:·t ITTED BY GRENADA ( A/SPC/32/L. 20) •
3. THE GENERI\L ASSEt·IBLY REQUESTS THE SECRETARY-GENERAL TO
TRM,S:·ltY TilE TEXT OF THE DRAFT RESOLUTION (A/SPC/32/L.2'J), TOGETHER
vfi11i THE 1\BOVE-t-1ENT IONC:D STATEMENTS, TO STAT~S HEt~JBt:RS OF THE UN I TED
rl.\TIOt~S AND TO INTt:RESTED SPECIALIZED AGE~lCIES, SO THAT lHEY MAY
C0f·1i·1U N J CATE THEIR VIEWS TO THE SECRETARY-GENERAL.
4. THE GENERAL ASSE~1BLY ALSO. REQUESTS THE SECRETARY-GENERAL TO
DRING TI~EIR REPLIES
TO THE ATTENTION OF ALL. MEMBER
.
. SYATES AND

INT~RESTED

SPECIALIZED AGENCIES.
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AGENDA ITEM 126: ESTABLISHMEr-lT OF Al.1 AGENCY OR A DEPARTMENT OF THE UNITED NATIONS FOR
UNDERTAKING, CO-ORDINATING AND DISSEMINATING THE RESULTS OF RESEARCH INTO UNIDENTIFIED
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The !!leetinr; was c:\lle<'l. to order at 3.h5 p.r.'l_.

ESTA.BLISfmENT OF .1\.N AGENCY OR A DEPARTi,'!ENT OF THE UiUTED NAT.ION
FOR UNDI:R'rAKING, CO-ORDINATING AND DISSEi'UNATING THE RESULTS OF RESEARCH INTO ·• S
UHIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS .A!TD RELATED PHENOHENA (continued) (A/33/1.41, A/33/268A/SPC/33/1.20)
.
'

AGENDA ITm-I 126:

l.

---.cG~enada)* read out a letter from

, a forr:er

astr~~sing the belief that unidentified flying objects Here

·":ctra.terrestrial vehicles v1,ose creHs verc visitinr; r:art.h f.:rc.r1. "'lore tec~nic~.llv
advanced planets.
had himself spent two days in 1951 observing UFO~ of
different sizes flyin6 n fighter formation, Generally from east to west over
Europe. A top-level co-ordinated. :proc;rru:u:1e w3.s needed to collect and analyse data
frol:!l all over the world concernin3 all types of enco•1nters and to deternine h0w best
to t:e..lt:e friendly contact "i th such visit or s. ~Ian might have to prove to the
visitors that. he had learned to solve his problems by peaceful r:.eans rather than by
warfare before he could be accepted as a fully qualified universal tean rr:.e~ilber. Such
acceptan~e •·TOuld have trercendous possibilities for the adva."l.cement of the world .in
all areac;, ancl. it 'HOuld certainly seem that the United Nations had an interest in
ho.n:llin3 the subject properly en:l expeditiously. If the United Nations acrced to
pursue the project, nP..ny r1ore •,;ell-qualified people mie;ht a::;ree to provide help and
info!"r:tation.
2.

Grenade.)* sc.ii it uas important to reme:!lbcr that r::en t';,ro:.J.:;hout
somcthinc; in co!!':!:'.or,: they were all cartlllincs, a fact ~.-hich tended. ta
be forc;otten -r,rhen nan 1 s na..'!y differences were· aired. After 20 years of study, he
believed that there 1-:as o•renrheL-:~in.s evidence to S'-~m:;est that the planet was cein.:;
visited by intelli;:e:1tly controll:d ;:- : L"fl.tcrrcst.ri~~l ve;dr.lr>s The evidence took tne
for1:: of eye-~-ritness testL:ony fro,,~ responsible persons, physical trace cases
9rod.CJ.~ing ch~nses in the environ:::ent observable lons after the UFO h;1cl left, ru.ds.r
visu~'i.l sishtinc;s, photo0ra9hs ar,d. abduc~ions, apparently by ~Lli~n:; of earthlincs
and the SCJ.bsequent return of the earthlinc;s, althouc;h there W"as no kno·. rled.;e of
cases -r,rhere earthlings had not ceen returned.
t~e

3.
Ever:;' 1::.:::-ee-sce.le scientific study of UFOs had provided a su.bst:mtial ni..l:::'::;er of
cases in •rhici1 the observations clea!"ly indicated that the UFO was a nanufactured
object beha'rbg in •rays which could not be duplicated by manufactured objects on
Earth. The ability of UFOs .t o n::ove and oanoeuvre at thous a."l.ds of niles an hour,
•·iltho'..!": 2-"l.Y visible external engine, winc;s or tail, indicated that the· spacecraft had
beer, u.an•..l:'actured by sor.J.eone other than man. Hany people wished to !<no·.; why UFO:;
should visit Earth a."l.d what was ha:_:Jpening en Earth that could be of interest to an
ad.va:1ced civilization. Probably there -..-ere many thin2;s of interest to so::::eor-.e
concernec~ ~-:ith the developne:J.t of a primitive society.
Ho,,.;ever, one thinG ;ras
c;;,:arante<::J. to be of interest to a."lother civilization and that -r,ras the fa~t that
>rit':':i:1 c:--v=:: lYJ.nired years r:1en 1-rould be coin.:; to the star:;. He himself, as a nuclea!"
;::,ysicist, had uorked on fission a.rcd fusion propulsion syste;::s vhich '.-:ou.lC. be
ca.?a.ble o::' transportinG r::.an to ne2.roy st::1r systems vi thin reasonable periods of ti::.:,
a:1d it 1:~uld be obvious to any alien in the nei::shbourhood that n2.n 1-rould "ce doinJ so
~-ri thin a h•.1.."1dred years.
Since the end of the Second ~lorld Har, 1-rith the dev:lo?:!ent

..

•q.._,_. f1.1J.l text of t'rtis st~tement will e>.npcor in r1ocu"lent A/SPC/33/?". l~.
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of nuclear weapons, rockets and electronics, man had become of interest to other
advanced civilizations. Naturally, such civilizations 1-rould be concerned with the.
·
· h to b e 1n
· f orme d of the activitie 1.r
o•m surv1val
and security and would therefore w1s
of another civilization '\rhich was just bezinninc space travel; it was therefore cl!a
that the UFOs were obtaining data for their o~n purposes, actinc as a kind of galact~
·
·
1 l1gence
·'
lC
federat1.on
1nte
agency.

4.

People also ,.ronde red why UFOs did not make contact. He suggested that there was
no one leader with who~ such alien beings could make contact. vfnereas the smallest
reasonable political ~~it on a ~alactic neighbourhood basis was a pl~~et or a solar
system, from the alien viewpoint me.n 1 s '•as a primitive society whose I!lajor activity
was tribal warfare; it would make no r:1ore sense for alien beings to speak to
individual countries than for the United Nations to addre!:ls individual cities.

5.

Sor:1e people were worried at the sisnificance of flying saucers a.'1.d wondered why
in the light of the importance of questions of peace, survival and h~~ger, people
'
s!J.ould concern themselves ,.,lth such oatters. He suggested that man's very survival
mig:-tt depend en his taking an earthlins orientation. The easiest ilay of doing so >ras
for him to try to see hinself as others sa'.r hira. Fror:-: up a~ov0., coming into the
pl3.net ::Sarth, there '\rere no boun.darJ lines. Acceptance of oneself as an earthlin~
'!,rould becone ne>.tural when it ,.;as reco,:nized that tr.e planet E<:'.rth •ras being visited.
Th-ere ltere also practic~.l aspects such as the si;?;nificance of ma.'1 1 s acqu1.n.ng
r.!otive propulsion Hhich would enable hi~ to travel and to tra.'1sport .:;oods fro1-:1. place
to pb.ce -.rithout usinG the traditional ncans ?f transport a.'1d without expenC:.in,3
·
v2J.us.ble resources uhich were nornally burned and thrO'..In a·,ray. It •ras clear that ·
~.lie:1s had solved problems sucl: as the development of new and better neans of
proC:.ucing energy. In addition, tbe Earth might m:ll have sene resources -.rhich could.
be exported to alien civilizations; as the densest planet in the solar system, the ·
Earth had more valuable heavy r:;etals than cny other planet in the nei~hbourhood a.'1d
l.".l§;ht also he.ve plant life and other Haterials which would be of interest to aliens.

6.

7•
I:iodern astrono~:y frequently assur::.ed, in relation to the possibility of contact
uith .::::·trat•:rrestri:"l int·:;lli:·::r,ces,, t'h<:'.t all other solar syste:n.s \:ere isolated. in the
saz:'.e r::.a::1ner as our o;m, in '\-:hich the nearest star to the sun was four light years
a-. ray. Ho~·rever, within our ovn t;alact ic neighbourhood there were a:ppro:dmately 1,000
stars, of •..rhich 46 were si!:'.:i."lar to the sun and rr.i~ht liell be ex::_:Jected 'to have planets
a.--:d li:"e; some of t'flos ·:'! planets wo·..1ld be t::.uch older the.n Earth. In addition,
research into UFOs had revealed the existence of tHo sun-like stars, Zeta I R:=ticulae
a:1d Zeta II Reticulae, which •rere se:;>~rated ly only three liE;ht ,.;eeks: sue!", close
:9::oxi::dty ,,rould suggest that interstellar travel and co::1..rnur.ica.tion night h:.ve beer~
d~veloped r::.uch earlier than en our isolated pl~net. Three recent profession~l
public2.tions had expressed the vie•. r tll3.t our entire ge.laZ'J t:'.i probably alrc-c.:::.:· '::leer,
colonized. Perhaps the r.,ost i:r,cortant thine; to recognize was that the next t;ener.;:t.ion
1-roulcl (l'O'..r up in a drasticallv different situation; unless sor::ethin3 •;as done to
prevent it, another dozen cou;tries ;-rould soon have nu·:lear He::tpons ancl the '..rorld
liould be further divided into t;roups instead of beccnirL~ tr1e eart~lin~ civilization
v:hich ~r2.s r.ecessary for its su-rvival.
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8.

- ( G r e n a d a ) invited members of the Committee to make

sue;gesti.~:~~::~, a··,.

reco~ concerning the draft resolution submitted by his delegation

· n ·
(A/SPC/33/L.20); his deleeation was very flexible as to the actual mechanism
be
decided on by the Committee for monitorin~ and co-ordinating research into UFOs and
'1ould be interested to hear the ideas of other- delecnt.ion~ on the r,latter. Ue
assumed that the vote on the resolution \:ould take place at a later date.

to

The CHAIRi4A:H said the.t th~ substantive consideration of and vote on the
resolution would be deferred u.-"til a later meetin,3.

9.

10.
(Liberia.) requested that the stt>.tenents :made by the members of the
delegat Oi.1 of Grenada should be reproduced in e;,(tenso in the records so that
c1c1e~~ates could study the:1 Bore closely.
11. Tl.1e CHAIRL'!.'\i:l recalled th.~t the General Assen'oly, at the 4th plenary r.1eetin:; of
its current session, had decided to :naintain the option t~H\t had traditionally been
approved for the Spe~bl Political Co!"!'J!littee to olJtuin transcriptions of debates of
scrJ.e of its meetinc;s, or portions thereof.
(trnited Kin0clon) c.sk~c1 ;.rhnt the financial in:9lications of' sue~:

12.
~ction

lrould be.

lJ. "i'he Crt!\Imw-.r s-2.id that such ex!)endit.ure e.s mic;ht be incurred by the provision
cf transcriptions of th-e C~":littee 1 s debates •ras considered tc be p2.rt of the norm.:ll.
Fo;.·i-: of the General As::;e:!lbly; there lrere no ~ direct financi:.•l i!:l!)lic:.'.tions.
If he
heard no objection, he would ta1-:.e it th::~.t the Cor:nittec upproved the request J:•.::J.de
by the- representative of Liberia.
14.

It •;as so decided.
The meetin~ rose at 4.15 n.~.

ENCLOSURE TRANSFERRED TO
FILE D/DAS/1 0/2/8/16 PART A

From:
Directorate of Air Staff - Freedom of Information 1

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
5th

Floor, Zone H, Main Building, Whitehall, London SW1 A 2HB
Telephone

(Direct dial)
(Switchboard)

020 7218 2140

(Fax)

Your Reference:
Our Reference:
31-01-2005-11 0656-008
Date:
8 March2005

I am writing concerning your request for a copy of the MOD's policy statement on UFOs. Your
request has been passed to this Department as we are the focal point within the Ministry of
Defence for correspondence regarding UFOs.
I am sorry you have had trouble accessing this information on the MOD Freedom of Information
Publication Scheme at www.foi.mod.uk. For your information I have enclosed a copy of the
statement. The Policy statement can be accessed by searching under 'UFO' on the website and
then clicking on 'Policy'. This action will also allow you to view other released information on the
Rendlesham Forest incident and the final report of the Flying Saucer Working Party.
I hope this will be helpful.
Yours sincerely

MOD Policy on Unidentified Flying Objects (UFO)
The Ministry of Defence does not have any expertise or role in respect of
'UFO I flying saucer' matters or to the question of the existence or
otherwise of extraterrestriallifeforms, about which it remains totally
open-minded. To date the MOD knows of no evidence which
substantiates the existence of these alleged phenomena.
The MOD examines any 'UFO' reports it receives solely to establish
whether what was seen might have some defence significance;
namely, whether there is any evidence that the United Kingdom's
airspace might have been compromised by hostile or unauthorised air
activity. Unless there is evidence of a potential threat to the United
Kingdom from an external source, and to date no 'UFO' report has
revealed such evidence, we do not attempt to identify the precise nature
of each sighting reported to us. We believe that rational explanations,
such as aircraft lights or natural phenomena, could be found for them if
resources were diverted for this purpose, but it is not the function of the
MOD to provide this kind of aerial identification service. It would be an
inappropriate use of defence resources if we were to do so.

If you wish to report a sighting or have any questions about the MOD's
position regarding UFOs, you should write to the following address;
Ministry of Defence
Directorate of Air Staff- Freedom of Information
5th Floor, Zone H
Main Building
London
SW1A2HB
Alternatively you can contact us on any of the following;
Telephone: 020-7218-2140
Fax:
E-Mail:
das-ufo-office@mod.uk

l
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The Prime Minister/SofSIMin(AF)/Min(DP)IUSofS/MOD* has received the attached
correspondence from a member of the public, which this office has neither retained nor
acknowledged. Please send a reply on behalf of the PM!Minister/Department•.
Ministers attach great importance to correspondence being answered promptly, and your reply
should be sent within 15 working days of the above date. If, exceptionally, this should prove
impossible, an interim reply should be sent within the same timescale. You should be aware that
· -- ----No 10 peiiodically calls-for-a sample-ofletters-sent by officialson-the-PMsbehalffor his
perusal.
Most correspondence involves some form of request for information - even if it is only a request
for clarification of Government policy- and is therefore covered by the Freedom of Information
Act (FOIA) from January 2005. In general, if you meet the deadline for responding to
correspondence, and comply with any requests for information, there is no need to do anything
differently as this will meet the requirements of the Act. However, if the correspondence
requests information which is not already in the public domain, and which might need to be
withheld, then you should treat it as a FOIA request, track it using the Access to Information
toolkit, and comply with the separate FOI guidance from 00 Info (see
http://aitportalldefault.aspx for details). However, the deadline forresponding to correspondence
will still apply. If yoo are ip. any doubt as to whether a piece of correspondence should be treated
as an FOIA request, you should ask your FOI Focal Point or refer to the guidance produced by
DO Info.
It is vital that branches ensure they have simple systems to record and track correspondence
received from members of the public. This information should be regularly monitored and
reviewed against the targets for answering correspondence published in the Spending Review
2000 Service Delivery Agreement for the Ministry of Defence.
As part of our monitoring procedure, random spot checks on the accuracy of your branch
records on correspondence will be performed throughout the year.

Ministerial Correspondence Unit
Floor 5, Zone

Main

SWlA 2HB

D«ail«t guidance on handling TO Correspondence can be found on the Defence Intranet at http:llmaill.tiefena.mod.uklmbt..parVPari!Jrch/l'OGuid.lttm
If you do not have access to the Intranet, please inform the Minilterial Correspondence Unit.
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Correspondence Unit
MOD
LevelS
Main building
Whitehall
London SWlA 2HB

24th January 2005

Dear Sir/Madam,
I would like to obtain a copy of the MOD's policy statement on the UFO phenomenon, as
described on your website at:
http://WWW.foi.mod.uklclassesl.asp
My address is:

London

Many thanks for you help.

-00~

'
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TREAT OFFICIAL CORRESP6NiiENCE
To

.DfrS(\_w) ftf

TO RefNo_q
__\4-~___ /2005
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Date :2e

l \tCS

The Prime Minister/SofSIMin(AF)!Min(DP)IUSofS/MOD* has received the attached
correspondence from a member of the public, which this office has neither retained nor
acknowledged. Please send a reply on behalf of the PM!Minister/Department*.
Ministers attach great importance to correspondence being answered promptly, and your reply
should be sent within 15 working days of the above date. If, exceptionally, this should prove
impossible, an interim reply should be sent within the same timescale. You should be aware that
~-No 10 petiodiCallycalls-for-a-'slimple-ofietters-sent-by officials-on-the-flMs- behalffor his
perusal.
Most correspondence involves some form of request for information - even if it is only a request
for clarification of Government policy- and is therefore covered by the Freedom of Information
Act (FOIA) from January 2005. In general, if you meet the deadline for responding to
correspondence, and comply with any requests for information, there is no need to do anything
differently as this will meet the requirements of the Act. However, if the correspondence
requests information which is not already in the public domain, and which might need to be
withhetd,-then you should treat it as a FOIA request, track it using the Access to Information
toolkit, and complywith the separate FOI guidance from DG lnfo(see
http://aitportalldefault.aspx for details). Howev~, the deadline for responding to correspondence
will still apply. If you are in any doubt as to whether a piece of correspondence should be treated
as an FOIA request, you should ask your FOI Focal Point or refer to the guidance produced by
DGinfo.

It is vital that branches ensure they have simple systems to record and track correspondence
received from members of the public. This information should be regularly monitored and
reviewed against the targets for answering correspondence published in the Spending Review
2000 Service Delivery Agreement for the Ministry of Defence.

As part of our monitoring procedure, random spot checks on the accuracy of your branch
records on correspondence will be performed throughout the year.

Ministerial Correspondence Unit
Floor 5,

Detailed guidance 011 handling TO Comspondenee can be found 011 the Defence Intranet at http://main.defence.mod.uklmin...JJarl!Par/BrchiTOGufd.htm
If you do not have access to the Intranet, please infonn the Ministerial Correspondence Unit

** TO BE GIVEN A HIGH PRIORITY **
• Delete as appropriate.

(_)
DPIIIMRIXPIOPU!.

Revised January 2005
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From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

public@ ministers.mod.uk
Request for information

Dear Sir/Madam,
I would like to obtain a copy of the MOD's policy statement on the UFO phenomenon, as described on
your website at:
http://WWW .foLmod .uk/classesl.asp
Please let me know what I should do to achieve this.
My address is:

(teleph
(email:

= == =

Many thanks for you help.
Yours faithfully,

ALL-NEW Yahoo! Messenger- all new features- even more fun! http://uk.messenger.yahoo.com

1

-------------------

e

Dear
I am writing concerning your request for information regarding UFO sighting reports. Your
requests have been passed to this Department as we are the focal point within the Ministry of
Defence for correspondence regarding UFOs.
First it may be helpful if I explain that the Ministry of Defence does not have any expertise or
role in respect of 'UFO/flying saucer' matters or to the question of the existence or otherwise
of extraterrestriallifeforms, about which it remains totally open-minded. To date, the MOD
knows of no evidence which substantiates the existence of these phenomena and we
therefore have no information about alleged "UFO crashes". The MOD examines any 'UFO'
reports it receives solely to establish whether what was seen might have some defence
significance; namely, whether there is any evidence that the United Kingdom's airspace might
have been compromised by hostile or unauthorised air activity. Unless there is evidence of a
potential threat to the United Kingdom from an external source, and to date no 'UFO' report
has revealed such evidence, we do not attempt to identify the precise nature of each sighting
reported to us. We believe that rational explanations, such as aircraft lights or natural
phenomena, could be found for them if resources were diverted for this purpose, but it is not
the function of the MOD to provide this kind of aerial identification service. It would be an
inappropriate use of defence resources if we were to do so.
With regard to your particular request, I should advise you that MOD files on UFOs were
routinely destroyed after 5 years until 1967 when they were generally preserved for The
National Archives. A few did survive before 1967 and if these included any of the incidents
you refer to in 1955 and 1963 they will now be at The National Archives. You can contact The
National Archives at Ruskin Avenue, Kew, Richmond, Surrey TW9 4DU or telephone, 020
8876 3444. The National Archives also have a website giving information about the records
they hold and how to access them. This can be found on the internet at
http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk.
All the surviving MOD documents concerning events at Rendlesham Forest in 1980 can be
viewed at The Ministry of Defence Freedom of Information Publication Scheme
www.foi.mod.uk. A search in the Scheme under 'Rendlesham Forest' will take you to this
information.
I hope this will be helpful.
Yours sincerely
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The Prime Minister/SofS/Min(AF)IMin(DP)/USofS/MOD* has received the attached
correspondence from a member of the public, ·which this office has neither retained nor
acknowledged. Please send a reply on behalf of the PM/Minister/Department•.

0

Ministers attach great importance to correspondence being answered promptly, and your reply
should be sent within 15 working days of the above date. If, exceptionally, this should prove
impossible, an interim reply should be sent within the same timescale. You should be aware that
·· No 10 periodicafly-call-s fora-sampleufletterS--&entby officialsorrthe ·PMs behalfforhis

=
$J
~

.-·-. ;3

perusal.

~

Most correspondence involves some form of request for information -' even if it is only a request
for clarification of Government policy- and is therefore covered by the Freedom of Information
Act (FOIA) from January 2005. In general, if you meet the deadline for responding to
correspondence, and comply with any requests for information, there is no need to do anything
differently as this will meet the requirements ofthe Act. However,ifthe correspondence
requests information which is not already in the public domain, and which might need to be
withheld; then you shoUld treat it as a FOJA request, track it using the Access to Information
toolkit, and comply with the separate FOI guidance from DG Info (see
http://aitportalldefault.aspx for details). Howevc:;r, the deadline for responding to correspondence
will still apply. If you are in any doubt as to whether a piece of correspondence should be treated
as an FOIA request, you should ask your FOI Focal Point or refer to the guidance produced by
DO Info.
It is vital that branches ensure they have simple systems to record and track correspondence
received from members of the public. This information should be regularly monitored and

reviewed against the targets for answering correspondence published in the Spending Review
2000 Service Delivery Agreement for the Ministry of Defence.
As part of our monitoring procedure, random spot checks on the accuracy of your branch
records on correspondence will be performed throughout the year.

Ministerial Correspondence Unit
Floor 5, Zone

Main

SWlA 2HB

Detailed guidance on handling TO Correspondeace can be fuund oo the Defence Intranet at http:llmam.defence.mod.uk/min_parl/PllrlBrchl'l'OGvld.htm
.If you do not have access to the Intranet, please infonn tbe Ministerial Correspondence UDit.

** TO BE GIVEN A HIGH PRIORITY **
• Delete as appropriate.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

hotmail.com]
27 January 2005 13:30
public@ ministers.mod.uk
Request under Freedom of Information Act

Importance:

High
Skipton, North Yorkshire,

Dear sir or madam
Under the Freedom of Information Act, I am emailing you to request the release of
certain information concerning Unidentified Flying Objects (UFOs) in the UK.
I
understand the MoD's official line is that UFOs represent no threat to the defence of
the UK and therefore all information relating to them is freely available under the
Foi Act as it does not compromise national defence.
I understand a number of UFO crashes have occured in the UK and the MoD holds files
documenting as much information on each of them as it could compile.
I am therefore
requesting all information held by the MoD on the following crash incidents in the UK
including copies of letters, official reports , studies and other documentation:
5th May 1955 - Brighton
lOth December 1963 - Cosford RAF Air Base 26th & 27th December 1980 - Rendlesham
Forest RAF/US Air Base
Please acknowledge your receipt of this email as soon as possible and arrange for the
above requested documentation to be posted in hard copy form to my address at the top
of this email.
I understand you now have 20 days to do this.

1

··; >- .•••

Directorate of Air Staff - Freedom of Information 1

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
5th

Floor, Zone H, Main Building, Whitehall, London SW1 A 2HB
Telephone

(Direct dial)
(Switchboard)

020 7218 2140
020 7218 9000

(Fax)

Your Reference:
Our Reference:
31-01-2005-112656-009
Date:
8 March2005

Dorset

Dear
I am writing concerning your request for information relating to the incidents at RAF
Bentwater!RAF Woodbridge and RAP Boulmer. Your requests has been passed to this
Department as we are the focal point within the Ministry of Defence for correspondence regarding
UFOs.
All the documents concerning the events at Rendlesham Forest have been released and can be
viewed at the MOD Freedom of Information Publication Scheme via the internet at
www.foi.mod.uk. A search under 'Rendlesham Forest' will take you straight to this information.
With regard to your request for information about a UFO sighting at RAF Boulmer in 1977, this
information was released at the National Archives in January 2005. The National Archives can be
contacted at Ruskin Avenue, Kew, Richmond, Surrey TW9 4DU or telephone, 020 8876 3444.
The National Archives also has a website giving information about the records they hold and how
to access them. This can be found on the internet at http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk.
I hope this will be helpful.
Yours sincerely

FrLE~===
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The Prime Minister/SotSIMin(AF)IMin(DP)IUSotS/MO • has received the attached
correspondence.from a member of the public, which this ffice has neither retained nor
"nister/Department*.
acknowledged. Please send a reply on behalf of the P
~

Ministers attach great importance to correspondence bein answered promptly, and your reply
should be sent Within 15 working days of the above dat . If, exceptionally, this should prove
impossible, an interim reply should be sent within the s e timescale. You should be aware that
-----No-10 periodically-calls-for-a sample-of-tetters-sent-by
ials-on-the-PM's behalf for his
perusal.
Most correspondence involves some form of request fori ormation - even if it is only a request
for clarification of Government policy- and is therefore vered by the Freedom of Information
deadline for responding to
Act (FOIA) from January 2005. In general, ifyoumeet
tion, there is no need to do anything
correspondence, and comply with any requests for info
differently as thiswillmeet the requirementsofthe Act. However, if the correspondence
requests information which is not already in the public domain, and which might need to be
withheld, then you should treat it as a FOIA request, track it using the Access to Information
toolkit, and comply with the separate FOI guidance from DG.Info (see
http://aitportalldefault.aspx for details). However, the deadline for responding to correspondence
will still apply. If you are in any doubt as to whether a piece of correspondence should be treated
as an FOIA request, you should ask your FOI Focal Point or refer to the guidance produced by
DGinfo.
It is vital that branches ensure they have simple systems to record and track correspondence
received from members of the public. This information should be regularly monitored and
reviewed against the targets for answering correspondence published in the Spending Review
2000 Service Delivery Agreement for the MinistryofDefence.
As part of our monitoring procedure, random spot checks on the accuracy of your branch
records on correspondence will be performed throughout the year.

Dcailcd pidlnce on bandling TO Conapondeace can be found on the Defence Intranet at http://main.defi!IICe.lfiOd.uklmilt_p4rVPorlBrclt/l.'OGIJid.htm
If you do not have access to the lntnlnet, please inform the Ministerial Comspondcnce Unit

**TO BE GIVEN A IDGH PRIORITY**
• Delete as appropriate.

(_)
Revised Januaty 2005
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09 March 2005 11 :53
To:

~ hotmail.com'

Subject: Internet-Authorised: Information requested.

Dear
I have just received your e.mail.
I am sorry that you have not received the information you requested from The National Archives. Your request
was to The National Archives, not the Ministry of Defence, so we are unable to assist you with obtaining these
enqyiry@nationalarchives.gov.Yk.
records. I suggest you e.mail The National Archives at _
I hope this will be helpful.
Yours sincerely

09/03/2005

hotmail.com]

~:08

Sent:
To:
Subject:

RE:FOrRequest. - UFOS (Not Properly Processed)

Thanks for your response. Yes, I visited the web site that you list below and placed
an order for ufo documents of which I requested electronic copies. I was charged 10
lbs (about $20 US), but never received any data.
Ultimately I had to contact my credit card company to get credited for data that I
never received. I still want to obtain these documents. My order was as follows:
On Jan. 28, 2005 I placed an order for the following documents which have
>been recently declassified:
/

>

>Document reference: AIR 2/18874
>Transaction number: R/05/00029035Q
>

>I requested digital images of the documents (to be made available for
>download). As of today I have not heard anything regarding my order.
>Please advise.
>

>Thanks.

Phone:

.uk>
Tue, 8 Mar 2005 16:38:24 -0000

>
>

>Dear
>
>
>

>I am writing concerning your request for information about recently
>released MOD information on UFO sightings. Your requests have been
>passed to this Department as we are the focal point within the Ministry
>of Defence for correspondence regarding UFOs.
>
>
>

>Some MOD UFO records from the early 1970's were released at The
>National Archives in January 2005. For details please see The National
>Archives website www.nationalarchives.gov.uk
><http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/> where you can access their
>online catalogue for details. In addition there is information on UFOs
>in the MOD FOI Publication Scheme at www.foi.mod.uk <http://www.foi.mod.uk/>
>
>

hope this will be helpful.

1

Dear
';;:;·

I am writing concerning your request for information about recently released MOD information
on UFO sightings. Your requests have been passed to this Department as we are the focal
point within the Ministry of Defence for correspondence regarding UFOs.
Some MOD UFO records from the early 1970's were released at The National Archives in
January 2005. For details please see The National Archives website
www.nationalarchives.gov.uk where you can access their online catalogue for details. In
addition there is information on UFOs in the MOD FOI Publication Scheme at www.foi.mod.uk.
I hope this will be helpful.
Yours sincerely

·
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Wor kflow Options
Internal Transfer
View
Audit Trail
Comme nts Log
Saved Search Result
Contact Detail s
Documents
Actions
Assign Within My Group
Change Alert Setti ngs
Edit Request Det ails
Upload Document
Close Case
Take Ownership

Editing the request details will initiate a new search.
The new search results will be saved and will replace the existing save search results.
Date request received:
Applicant Details
Title:

Other:

First Name:

*Surname:

Organisation:
Applicant Type:

IMeteorologist
N_o_t_S_p_e_
cifi_
e_
d----~EJ--.
_.

.-1

Other:

Contact Details (Mailing or email address required)
Address Linel:
Address Line2:
Address Line3:
Town/City:
Postcode:

Country:

United Kingdom

Email:
Telephone:

Fax:

http://aitportal/_Layouts/AIT/Intema1Transfer/IntemalTransferAcceptance.aspx?sn=CN3RKNT193,4449,68
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01 February 05

Internal Transfer

Workflow Optio ns
Interna l Tra nsfer
View
Audit Trail
Co mments Log
Saved Search Result
Contact Det ails
Documents
Actions
Assign Within My Group
Change Alert Settings
Edit Request Det ails
Upload Document
Close Case
Take Ownership

Editing the request details will Initiate a new search.
The new search results will be saved and will replace the existing save search results.
Request Details
Response Format Requested:
* Enter the
Hi:

l~e::.:le::.::c:=:tr:.::o:.:..:n~ic=-------~

Language Requested [J Welsh

est for information:

I just learned that the British Government (Ministry of Defense) has released (declassified) many documents relating
to UFOs and Xfiles. I would like to obtain some of these documents, but I cannot find the link (website). I had found
the link a few days ago, but lnadvertantly deleted it.

http:/I aitportal/_Layouts/AIT/Intema1Transfer/IntemalTransferAcceptance.aspx?sn=CN3 RKNT 193,4449,68

01/02/2005

I am writing concerning your request for information for "FOI document releases from Janu~~ '"
2004 to 2005, relating to Unidentified Flying Objects". Your request has been passed to this
Department as we are the focal point within the Ministry of Defence for correspondence
regarding UFOs.
It is not clear what information you are seeking. The Freedom of Information Act 2000 did not
81
come into force until1 January 2005. We have received FOI requests concerning UFOs and
examples of these can be seen in the Reading Room of the MOD Freedom of Information
Publication Scheme at www.foi.mod.uk. This Scheme also contains other released
information on UFOs.
In addition we are looking to see if further information can be made available to the public and
we are currently compiling a database of reports which we intend to publish in the Publication
Scheme at the end of June 2005.
The National Archives also hold UFO information. For details about the records and how to
access them, can be found on their website at www.nationalarchives.gov.uk.
I hope this will be helpful.
Yours sincerely
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01 February 05

Workflow Options
Internal Transfer
View
Audit Trail
Comments Log
Saved Search Result
Contact Details
Documents
Actions
Assign Within My Group
Change Alert Settings
Edit Request Details
Upload Document
Close Case
Take Ownership

Editing the request details will initiate a new search.
The new search results will be saved and will replace the existing save search results.
Date request received:
Applicant Details
Title:

Other:

First Name:

*Surname:

Organisation:
Applicant Type:

Non-profit organisations

Other:

Contact Details (Mailing or email address required)
Address Linel:
Address Line2:
Address Line3:

l..:.IM..:..:o::.:r.cP..::::et:::.h~~--~..._.,l

Town/City:
Postcode:

Country:

United Kingdom

Email:
Telephone:

Fax:

http:/I aitportal/_Layouts/AIT/Intema1Transfer/Intema1TransferAcceptance.aspx?sn=CN3 RKNT193 ,4445,68

01/02/2005
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Internal Transfer

Workflow Options
Internal Transfer
View
Audit Trail
Comments Log
Saved Search Result
Contact Details
Documents
Actions
Assign Within My Group
Change Alert Settings
Edit Request Details
Upload Document
Close Case
Take Ownership

Editing the request details will initiate a new search.
The new search results will be saved and will replace the existing save search results.
Request Details
Response Format Requested:

e;;;..;le;;.;;c""tr;..;;o;,;.;n""ic"-------'

,_,1

Language Requested

D Welsh

*Enter the re uest for information:
FOI Document release's from January 2004 to 2005, relating to Unidentified flying objects

Email held with Info Access Helpdesk

http://aitportali_Layouts/AIT/IntemalTransfer/lntemalTransferAcceptance.aspx?sn=CN3RKNT193,4445,68

01/02/2005

·•,

i:;;r~
'~ ; '#j,y::;~fj;;/

I am writing concerning your request for information about a UFO sighting on 15th August
1967. Your request has been passed to this Department as we are the focal point within the
Ministry of Defence for correspondence regarding UFOs.

I should inform you that the MOD files on UFOs were routinely destroyed after 5 years until
1967 when they were generally preserved for the National Archives.
A few have survived before 1967 and these together with records up to 1977 are now
available for viewing. The National Archives can be contacted at Ruskin Avenue, Kew,
Richmond, Surrey TW9 4DU or telephone 020 8876 3444. The National Archives also have a
website giving information about the records they hold and how to access them. This can be
found on the internet at http://www.nationalarchives.go.uk.
I hope this will be helpful.
Yours sincerely
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Workflow Options
Interna l Transfer
View
Audit Trail
Comments Log
Saved Search Result
Contact Details
Documents
Actions
Assign Within My Group
Change Alert Settings
Edit Request Details
Upload Document
Close Case
Take Ownership

Editing the request details will initiate a new search.
The new search results will be saved and will replace the existing save search results.
Date request received:
Applicant Details
Title:

Other:

First Name:

*Surname:

Organisation:
Applicant Type:

Iretired
rivate Individuals

Other:

Contact Details (Mailing or email address required)
Address Linel:
Address Line2:
Address Line3:
Town/City:
Postcode:

Country:

Email:
Telephone:

Fax:

http://aitportal/_Layouts/AIT/Intema1Transfer/Intema1TransferAcceptance.aspx?sn=CN3RKNT193,4453,68

01/02/2005

Internal Transfer - Recipient Acceptance - Edit Request Details
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01 February 0 5

Internal Transfer

Workflow Options
Internal Transfer
View

Editing the request details will initiate a new search.
The new search results will be saved and will replace the existing save search results.

Audit Trail
Comments Log

Request Details

Saved Search Result
Contact Details
Documents

Response Format Requested:

Actions
Assign Within My Group
Change Alert Settings
Edit Request Details
Upload Document
Close Case
Take Ownership

l'-"e;.;..;le=c=tr;,;::o;.;.;n""'ic,___ _ _ __..

Language Requested

UST 15th 1967 WOOD GREEN LONDON UFO SIGHTING BY
CONFIRMED BY MOD PLEASE FURNISH YOU FULL FINDINGS TO ME SOONEST

C

Welsh

AT 2.15am IN THE MORNING AND

Record storage location of Applicant request (or upload document).
To be held by the help desk until allocation.

http://aitportal/_Layouts/AIT/Intema1Transfer/Intema1TransferAcceptance.aspx?sn=CN3RKNT193,4453,68

01/02/2005
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Workflow Options
Internal Transfer
View
Audit Trail
Comments Log
Saved Search Result
Contact Details
Documents
Actions
Assign Within My Group
Change Alert Settings
Edit Request Details
Upload Document
Close Case
Take Ownership

Editing the request details will initiate a new search.
The new search results will be saved and will replace the existing save search results.
Date request received:
Applicant Details
Title:

Other:

First Name:

*Surname:

Organisation:

---

I

!retired

Applicant Type: !Private Individuals

El

Other:

Contact Details (Mailing or email address required)
Address Linel:
Address Line2:
Address Line3:
Town/City:
Postcode:

Country:

Email:
Telephone:

Fax:

http://aitportal/_Layouts/AIT/IntemalTransferllntemalTransferAcceptance.aspx?sn=CN3RKNT193,8494,72
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Workflow Options
Internal Transfer
View
Audit Trail
Comments Log
Saved Search Result
Contact Details
Documents
Actions
Assig n Within My Group
Cha nge Alert Settings
Edit Request Details
Upload Document
Close Case
Take Ownership

Internal Transfer

Editing the request details will initiate a new search.
The new search results will be saved and will replace the existing save search results.
Request Details
Response Format Requested:

IL.h::..: a:.:. :rd:: .: C: .: :O:.cP:.z.Y_ __ _ _- l

Language Requested

D Welsh

august 15th 1967 i viewed a ufo with
over Tottenam/Wood Green area at 02.10 amd
burnt on the face and at that time the MOD took the full details and
~ nterviewed in London AT
dept.s4F air ..
on this please under the freedom of information act ...
involed with the MOD in a big way back in the early 1970s at Banbury Oxon when the MOD requested

http://aitportal/_Layouts/AIT/Intema1Transfer/Intema1TransferAcceptance.aspx?sn=CN3 RKNT193 ,8494, 72

07/03/2005

..
infosubject: august 15th 1967 i viewed a
Tottenam/Wood Green area at 02.10 am
at that time the MOD took the full details and
London AT the MOD offices dept.s4F air..
I
on this please under the freedom of information act. ..
involed with the MOD in a big way back in the early 1970s at
Banbury Oxon when the MOD requested actual UFO reports from him and it
was headlines in the news ..
I need info on all this to as i am lecturing and the info is VERY important..
Yours Sincerely,

Page 1 of1

'

15 November 2006 10:52

Sent:
To:

-

aol.com'

Subject: Internet-Authorised: WOOD GREEN UFO INCIDENT - FOI REQUEST

Further to your e-mail of 3 November 2006, I have taken action to amend the date of the
Wood Green incident that appears on the MoD website. Whilst the original will remain on the site,
we will attach an amended version so that any changes are clear. This should happen in the next few
days.
Yours sincerely,

London
SW1A2HB

15/1112006

'

A comment from a member of the public which appears to relate to a previous request.
Trust that you will deal.
Regards

-----Original Message----From: feedback@www.rnod.uk [rnailto:feedback@www.rnod.uk]
Sent: 03 November 2006 21:01
To: Info-Access-Office
Subject: FOI written request
Below is the result of your feedback form.
2006 at 21:01:14

It was submitted on Friday, November 3,

txtfirstnarne
txtlastnarne:
txtoccupation: retired
txtorganisation: horne
txtaddress1:
txtaddress2:
txttowncity: Bushey
txtstatecountry: Herts
txtzipcodepostcode
txtcountry: United Kingdom

txternailAddres ~aol.corn
txtinforequest: i draw your attention to the WOOD GREEN UFO seen by and
15 other witnesses and have to correct the year for you because the~
information given by myself to you was incorrect.
The year was actually 1966 and i would be most grateful if you will rectify this

I:>J..E!ase.

-

~ was actually interviewed AT the MOD in Whitehall by DEPT/S4F/AIR personnel
an a so required medical treatment to burns on the face etc ..
MOD CLASSED THIS A$ AN 'UNKNOWN' UFO SIGHTING .....
sincerely

1.. ?-...."1.- Z»T- .. ~""1 ~r _,_f
1

f/.Jil. r

~AC

c::

tJ

,.

Dear
I am writing concerning your request for information on the Rendlesham Forest Incident. Your
request has been passed to this Department as we are the focal point within the Ministry of
Defence for correspondence regarding UFOs.
You may wish to be aware that all the surviving MOD documents relating to the Rendlesham
Forest incident have been released into the MOD Freedom of Information Publication
Scheme and can be viewed on the internet at www.foi.mod.uk. A search under "Rendlesham
Foresf' will take you directly to these documents.
I hope this will be helpful.
Yours sincerely
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Editing the request details will initiate a new search.
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Request Details
Response Format Requested:

l...:::e:.:..:le:.:c:.: ;tr:.: :oc,;.;n:.:. :i"c --- · - - --'

Language Requested

0

Welsh

* Enter the request for information:
Can you forward me recently releaseed files on the Rendlesham Forest incident which occurred over the Christmas
period in 1980.
It occurred near the USA aif force base at Bentwaters and Woodhouse in Suffolk.

Record storage location of Applicant request (or upload document).
To be held by the help desk until allocation.
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De
I am writing concerning your message of 18 January in which you request all
the information the Ministry of Defence has on UFOs. Your message has
been passed to this office, as we are the focal point within the Ministry of
Defence for correspondence on UFOs.
First, it may be helpful if I explain that the MOD does not have any expertise
or role in respect of 'UFO/flying saucer' matters or to the question of the
existence or otherwise of extraterrestrial lifeforms, about which it remains
totally open-minded. I should add that to date the MOD knows of no evidence
which substantiates the existence of these alleged phenomena.
The Ministry of Defence examines any reports of UFOs it receives solely to
establish whether what was seen might have some defence significance;
namely, whether there is any evidence that the United Kingdom's airspace
might have been compromised by hostile or unauthorised air activity. Unless
there is evidence of a potential threat to the United Kingdom from an external
source, and to date no 'UFO' report has revealed such evidence, we do not
attempt to identify the precise nature of each reported sighting. We believe it
is possible that rational explanations, such as aircraft lights or natural
phenomena, could be found for them, but it is not the function of the MOD to
provide this kind of aerial identification service. We could not justify
expenditure of public funds on investigations which go beyond our specific
defence remit.
With regard to the files the MOD holds on UFOs, these span a 25 year period
and the vast majority contain reports and correspondence sent to the MOD,
filed in the order in which they were received. These records are not held
electronically. Any information released from these files has to be redacted in
order to remove personal data in accordance with the Data Protection Act
1998 and it is not therefore possible to supply all the information you are
seeking. If however, you would like to specify exactly what information you
are seeking we may be able to assist you. In the meantime, the MOD has
released some information on UFOs into our Freedom of Information
Publication Scheme which can be found at www.foi.mod.uk. A search under
UFO will take you to all the classes currently in the Scheme.
I hope this is helpful.

ll!!'l!ce
Directorate of Air Staff- Freedom of Information
5th Floor, Zone H
Main Building
Whitehall
London
SW1A 2HB
das-ufo-office@ mod. uk
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Request Details
r----------------~

Response Format Requested:

e:.;.;le::.:c;;,;;;t;_;ro"""n;,;.;.ic" - - - - - - - '

'
1 -'

Language Requested

D

Welsh

* Enter the request for information:
All information on UFO's please.

Record storage location of Applicant request (or upload document).
To be held by the help desk until allocation.
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Dear
I am writing concerning your request for information about the UFO that you witnessed in
Devon in 1967. Your request has been passed to this Department as we are the focal point
within the Ministry of Defence for correspondence regarding UFOs.
Any surviving information from this period will now be held at The National Archives. I should
inform you that MOD files on UFOs were routinely destroyed after 5 years until 1967 when
they were generally preserved for The National Archives. A few have survived before 1967
and these together with records up to 1977 are now available for viewing. The National
Archives can be. contacted at Ruskin Avenue, Kew, Richmond, Surrey TW9 4DU or telephone,
020 8876 3444. ':rhe National Archives also have a website giving information about the
records they hold and how to access them. This can be found on the internet at
http://www.n~tionalarchives.go.uk.

I hope this will be helpful.
Yours sincerely
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Editing the request details will initiate a new search.
The new search results will be saved and will replace the existing save search results.
Request Details
Response Format Requested:

e::.;le:;;.;c:.::tr:.;:o~n::.:ic=--------'

o.;;l

Language Requested

D Welsh

*Enter the
uest for information:
On April 28th 1967 I, along with 100 others including school teachers, witnessed a silver UFO pass over Torquay,
Devon at approx 11.30 am.
UFO travelled towards Brixham, Devon where it remained stationary for approx. 1 hour.

http://aitportal/_Layouts/AIT/Intema1Transfer/Interna1TransferAcceptance.aspx?sn=CN3RKNT193,4451 ,68

01102/2005

--------------------------

'

.
On April 28th 19671, along with 100 others including school
teachers, witnessed a silver UFO pass over Torquay, Devon at
approx 11.30 am.
The UFO travelled towards Brixham, Devon where it remained
stationary for approx. 1 hour.
The object was observed by the Brixham Coastguards which was
reported to the RAF in Plymouth.
According to report the object after remaining stationary over the
town proceded to fly off.
I feel that the HM Coastguards must have made a report of this
sighting to the authorities, as a matter of procedure.
Under the Information of Freedom Act, I would be very grateful if
you would look into this matter.
Regards

